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PUSHING 
THE BOUNDARIES OF 

7 1 AUD 

Audio professionals worldwide use Dolby product and technologies to provide captivating surround sound 

that grabs and holds the audience's attention. Dolby, the established leader in television audio, 

has technologies for analog, digital, as well as HDTV services including Dolby Digital, Dolby E, and 

Dolby Surround. 

At NAB 2002, we're introducing elegant new solutions for monitoring, loudness, and signal processing for 

television sound. Dolby also offers system integrat.on and technical support services to the industry to facilitate 

the transition to surround sound. Find out what leading professionaS are doing with their TV audio during 

NAB's Afternoon of Audio on Wednesday, April 10, during the NAB 

ww."..(1,1 bY.-" ,111/1‘ al 1(11" 
Broadcast Engineering Conference. For additional information on our 

professional products and surround sound innovations, please visit our website. CICI Dolby 
SOUND BARRIERS 

NAB 2002, LVCC South Hall 3, Booth L19535 

Dolby Laboratories, Inc. • 100 Potrero Avenue • San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 • Telephone 415-558-0200 • Fax 415-863-1373 

Wootton Bassett • Wiltshire SN4 80J England • Telephone ( 44) 1793-842100 • Fax ( 44) 1793-842101 • www.dolby.com 

Dolby and the double-0 symbol are regntered trademarks of Dolby Laboratorles .3 2002 Dolby Laboratones, Inc 502/14094 



Pure Audio Excellence. 
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The XL 9000 K Series is a new 
analogue console from Solid State Logic. 
The XL features the purest SuperAnalogue 
signal path to date plus surround 

sound panning and monitoring as standard. 
The XL has been designed to exceed the 

performance requirements of new high 
resolution formats such as SACD and 
DVD-A where sound quality and surround 
sound capabilities are equally important. 
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THE CENTRE or YOUR PRODUCTION 

At the heart of the XL lies the entirely new K Series studio computer. 
SSL's fastest control processor to date, the K Series offers new 

functionality and advanced studio integration. 

XL operators can view and control external workstations, 
allowing the creative focus to remain in the listening sweet spot and 

at the centre of the production process. 

Solid State Logic 

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 iRU. England 
Tel +44 (o)1865 842300 

www.solid-state-logic.com 

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES 

+1 (1)212 315 1111 +1 (1)323 463 4444 

TOKYO PARIS MILAN 



Blue Series® 
They're in the "who's who" of the recording 

excellence. Their musical styles span a broad spectrum, 

but they do agree on one thing: the dbx" Blue Series" 

products are first-call on their award-winning projects. 

Is it any wonder? After all, dbx' has been setting the 

standard in professional signal processing for over three 

decades. Using a no-compromise approach, dbx" 

engineers developed the 160SL Compressor/Limiter, and 

the 786 Precision Mic Pre with remarkable 2Hz to 

200kHz frequency response, a whopping +30dBu output 

and virtually zero phase distortion in the audible band. 

Want to hear more? - Visit www.dbxblueseries.com or 

an authorized dbx" Pro Studio Dealer today. 

Composer W.G. Snuffy Walden produces 

scores for network hits The West Wing, Once and 

Again, Drew Carey 

"Using the dlxv 786 and 16051 as a poir, we've been able to 

sou rorkmcd eg Jets using the dbx 786 mic pre gives a really 

open and vomis sound which a what we thrive on here." 

Producer/Songwriters, Desmond Child & 

Randy Cantor's projects include CDs for LeAnn 

Rimes Bon fovi, Ricky Martin, & Alejandra Guzman 

"The dbx 766. is the best sounding mic pre we have 

heard in years. Combining the 786 with the dbx 1 6051. 

makes the MIDI sounds and vocals very warm, bright 

clear and organic" 

Producer/Engineering tarn Michael Beinhom and 

Frank Filipetti are currently working on the forthcom-

ing Korn CD. 

"We're using the ex 16051, on sur vocals, ft sounds amaz-

ing. We toed other ompressors àrt none of them did even 

remotely what the 160SL did h lost details things so nicely" 

Engireer Elliot Scheiner is currently working on 

die rent Steely Dui CD. and the DTS 5.1 Remix of 

Queen "Night At the Opera" 

"The 160SL is such a sweet sounding limiter. It is so 

smooth - you can't hear it working.Thats what's 

remarkable about it" 

www.dbxblueseries.com dbx 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 



The Tannoy SuperTweeterTm is designed to provide the extended high frequencies demanded by 

modern program material and sources such as DVD, SACD, and DVD-Audio. It not only resolves the 

fine detail of high frequency notes, but also effectively enhances the listening experience at lower 

frequencies. Music contains transient information and rich harmonics beyond the range of human 

hearing for pure tones. Even low frequency notes have leading edge transients reaching 30 kHz. By 

operating between the roll-off point of your existing speakers and 54 kHz, the SuperTweeterTm will 

accurately reproduce the leading edge of individual notes, allowing the listener to experience the full 

bandwidth of the musical instruments and effects. 

The SuperTweeterTm has been designed to match a wide range of modern loudspeakers, matching 

sensitivities of 87 dB per Watt @ 1 meter to 95 dB per Watt @ 1 meter. Crossover frequencies of 14, 

16 or 18 kHz can also be selected. 

The addition of the SuperTweeterTm to any loudspeaker system provides increased impact, 

airiness, and improves system imaging - making music sound more natural and true to life. 

Tannoy • 335 Gage Ave., Suite #1 Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 5E1 
Tel: (519)745-1158 • Fax: (519)745-2364 • Toll Free Dealer Fax: (800)525-7081 

E-mail: inquiries@tgina.com • Literature requests: litplease@tgina.com 



K240 STUDIO HEADPHONES 

H A Harman Inte national Company 

K141 STUDIO HEADPHONES 

less ohms. 
*me more aahs. 

4000 

AKG's K240M and K141M headphones are industry standards. Now, the 

newest members of AKG's legendary headphone family have arrived, 

the K 240 Studio and K 141 Studio. 

Our new XXL transducer offers stunning frequency response, 55 ohm 

impedance provides louder and better sound than ever before, and a plug-in 

cable makes storage and field service simple. Want to knpw more'? 

Visit an AKG dealer today and register to win free AKG gear at AKGLISA.com. 

AKG Acoustics. U.S. / 914 Airpark Center Drive Nashville, Tennessee 37217 

« Ph: 615-620-3800 / Fx: 615-620-3875 / akgusa.com hakgusa@harman.com , 
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The SAME Workstation. Master the art, as well as the data. 

Brainteaser: Which 10-year old technology 

leader offers audio professionals more real-

world audio production solutions than any 

other digital audio workstation company 

in the world? That's right! SADiE. 

Whether your facility's workflow requires 

the raw power of the SADiE 24096 or 

ARTEMIr systems, the affordable RADiA.:' 

and now - Super Audio CD & DVD-A Direct 

authoring solutions - there's a sophisticat-

ed, field-proven SADiE Mastering System 

for your most critical production work. 

There simply isn't a mastering or sound 

restoration task a SADiE can't accomplish - 

better. And faster. 

All our systems offer the feature-rich, intu-

itive interface of the new SADiE4 software 

system. 

SADiE systems have proven their worth 

with literally thousands of customers world-

wide - working day-in, night-out - across 

dozens of demanding high-end user applica-

tions. Our reputation for the highest sound 

quality, as well as exemplary feature sets 

and plug-ins (like the acclaimed restoration 

tools from CEDAR"), is equalled only by our 

renowned, no-nonsense customer support. 

Let us show you the essential tools for 

mastering your art. And how a SADiE 

Workstation makes serious work, serious fun. 

nIE 
Master The Art" 

The SADiE Artemis Audio Workstation at Gateway Mastering & 

DVD, Portland, Maine. Audio mastering pro, Bob Ludwig (right) 
with mastering engineer, /Want Ayan. Gateway masters the art of 
high-resolution audio and surround sound projects using SADiE 

SADiE Inc., 2218 MetroCenter Blvd., Nashville,TN 37228 Tel: 615.327.1140 Fax: 615.327.1699 www.sadie.com World Headquarters: SADIE UK, Tel: +44 (0)1353.648.888 Fax: .44 (0)1353.648.867 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

Image Is Everything Almost 

W e are an industry of audio fanatics. In fact, we're so hooked on sound that 
we've taken the vows of poverty that accompany an audio career. Walk around 

this month's NAB show and you'll see crowds packed around booths showing the lat-

est in high technology—for picture. Audio still takes a backseat, but little by little, the 
perception of audio's importance has increased, thanks mainly to the rise of multi-

channel sound for theater, television and home DVD systems. In terms of advocating 
audio, we still have a long way to go, but we're miles ahead of those backwater days 
when sound for picture was defined by the phrase "just throw a mic in there." 

Ironically, when we retreat to the safe havens of our control rooms, we're sur-
rounded by imaging devices. In my studio, this means a lot of displays: one picture 
monitor, two matched 19-inch screens for Pro Tools, a 17-inch for PC-based stuff (se-

quencing, Acid and virtual synths), a 15-inch mixer automation display and a small con-
sole-top phase meter. Of these, all except the 5-inch phase LCD are good-old (well, 
old), low-tech, traditional cathode-ray tube models, which are bulky, heavy and hot. 
The last is especially aggravating, as multiple CRTs will quickly heat up a confined space, 
such as a control room, leading to the added cost and noise of air conditioning. 

Heat aside, other drawbacks of multiple CRTs include that annoying 15kHz whine that 
displays can produce, and the nasty effects of electromagnetic interference when guitar 
or bass pickups are used too close to a typical CRT. The combination of a monitor's large 
choke and the coils of a nearby Strat creates a most effective transmission chain. Ugh! 

If transforming your control room into a buzz-laden convection oven wasn't bad 
enough, then consider placement issues. The weight of single or multiple 17- or 19-
inch glass displays is formidable and can be hazardous to your meter bridge. In a tra-
ditional studio, placing a picture monitor above the fishbowl front window requires a 
large soffit for a flush-mounted appearance. And, as the dimensions of the soffit de-
termine the size of the display, going from a 27- to a 32-inch screen can be very ex-
pensive. Perhaps the worst indignity comes from CRT picture distortion caused by stray 
magnetic fields from speaker magnets. The solution comes in the form of shielded 

monitors, but their effectiveness varies widely. In many cases, engineers must com-
promise speaker placements to accommodate picture displays. 

Fortunately, flat-panel LCDs offer an affordable alternative to CRTs, with low power-
consumption products that run cool, are lightweight and immune to magnetic field 

effects, and don't emit strange EMI. On the larger side of things, projection systems 
and plasma displays are ideal for studio applications, especially in wallmount or un-
obtrusive swing-down/pull-down installations. With that in mind, in "The Fast Lane," 
Stephen St.Croix continues his three-part examination of high-performance projec-
tion systems and plasma technologies. 

As any audio pro will attest, image isn't everything. But sometimes a little image 
enhancement isn't such a bad idea, and with prices for large-screen products drop-
ping to record-low levels, NAB provides an excellent opportunity to check out some 
new offerings for sound and picture. 

See you there! 

George Petersen 
Editorial Director 
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expandable 
96kHz firevvire 
hard disk recording 

• Expandable 24-bit 96kHz FireWire audio interface 
for Macintosh and Windows with 18 channels of 
simultaneous I/O. 

• 8 XLR analog outputs switchable between +4dB 

and - 10dB. 

• 8 Neutrie (TRS/XLR) analog inputs with mic 

preamps, front-panel switdiable phantom power, 
fiont-panel trim, and 3-way levd switch: LINE (+4/ 
-10 with trim), MIC (with trim) and +4 / FIXED. 

• XLR main outs and phone jack with front-panel 

volume control. 

• 8 channels of ADAT optical input/output with 
sample-accurate ADAT SYNC IN. 

• AFS/EBU digital input/output with real-time sample 

rate conversion. 

• Word dock in and out; sample-accurate ADAT 
SYNC input. 

• CueMix Plus no-latency monitoring with 
front-panel level control. 

• Connect up to four 89G (72 channels at 48kHz) 
with no FireWire hub required. Md more units via 
3rd-party FireWire bus expansion. 

• Can be combined with the MOTU 828 FireWire 
interface. 

• 10-segment level meters on all ins/outs, induding 

ADAT optical. 

• Sound Manager, ASIO and WDM drivers for 
compatibility with virtually all audio software on 
Macintosh and Windows Me/2K/XP. 

• Indudes AudioDesk® sample-accurate workstation 
software for MacOS with editing, automated mixing 
& 32-bit effects processing. 

MOTU 
www.mont.com 

82001 MOTU, Inc. • 1280 Massachusetts Avenue • Cambridge MA 02138 • .617-576.2760 • .617-576-3609 fax • innevimmotu.com • infogrnotu.corn 
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(800) 782-5742 
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,alsci have it chat at a high level with Pro Tools so that 

- I couldget.the best of both analog and digital." 
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4, 
George Petit, 

Walkerecording Ltd., New York City 
Web site: www.walkerecordings.com 
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Letters to Mix 

DAVE Th 
MAMiEWS VIDLL.J. 
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DOWNSIDE OF UP-MIXING 

Your article " DVD Does Music" (February 2002) 

about DVD authoring for the Dave Matthews 

Band's The Videos does a first-rate job of ex-

plaining how complex the DVD authoring 
process is for this kind of content, and how it re-

quires more navigation programming and QC 

testing than many feature-film DVDs. And it cer-

tainly confirms that Crush Digital is a very capa-

ble authoring facility. 

But, there are two specific quotes about the 

surround audio that underscore what's drastical-

ly wrong with much music on DVD, and demon-

strate how artists get their music screwed with 

by careless record labels, DVD producers and/or 

authoring houses. 

Crush's audio engineer Greg La Porta reports 

that he "created up-mixed versions of the stereo 

mixes...to create a surround field through a 

combination of delay and EQ that allowed us to 

emphasize separate elements. In this process, we 

push the vocals and lead guitar to the center and 

front speakers, while using the surrounds to em-

phasize the rhythm." 

Up-mixed! What chutzpah, what baloney, 

what a bad idea! The record label wants to say 

it's 5.1 on the package, so they ask the authoring 

house to scramble all to hell the original mixes 

that the band and folks like Steve Lillywhite, Tom 

and Chris Lord-Alge, Glen Ballard, John Alagia, 

and many others sweated over and approved. 

This kind of faux-5.1 is phony. It's a fib that can 

only reflect badly on the band and their music by 

ruining the integrity of the original mixes. 

Authoring specialist at Crush, Jay Crumley, 

says, "What I really like about this disc is that it 

shows much more respect for music videos as a 

medium. You have the best audio quaky and 

surround mixes to support the music." 

These surround mixes aren't native 5.1 like 
on DMB's spectacular Listener Supported DVD. 

They are phony'd-up; sorry "up-mixed." Of 

course, this is not Crush's fault. Crush's client 

spec'd the job this way, so they did the work re-

quested. We've done the same thing many times 

at CRC in our DVD Lab when the client demands 

it. But it still needs to be actively discouraged. 
It's critical that DVD authoring houses edu-

cate their clients and DVD producers to the fact 

that this kind of surround audio treatment is pro-

foundly disrespectful to the artists, their music 

and the audience. And for audio professionals, 

let's be mindful of how it diminishes the 5.1 sur-

round format itself. 

Hank Neuberger 

Chicago Recording Company 

SOFT SOUNDS 

I read Paul Lehrman's recent column (" Insider 

Audio," February 2002: " Is It Time To Go Soft?") 

about switching over to software synthesis. 

My day job is as a software developer. I have 

been writing software for 16-plus years, some of 

it " behind the scenes" and some of it with a Ul. 

In the music world, I'm a fan of the older analogs 

and hardware in general. However, I recently de-
cided to use a PC for multitrack recording. 

Paul's recent column discussed the pros and 

cons of soft synths in detail. The only thing miss-

ing was any discussion of how they sound. Some 
of the soft synths sound pretty good, but others 

have that plasticky, small sound sometimes asso-

ciated with VA synths. This may not matter in a 

mix, or in certain styles of music, but it should at 

least be addressed. 

Next, the user interface issues he brought up. 

I spent some time using Reaktor to build a 

vocoder from scratch, so my comments will be 

about that particular program, but it applies to 

most of the others I have sampled. I spent a lot 

of time clicking and selecting and clicking again 

to open up various components to modify a val-

ue. Building up something nontrivial from 

scratch was fairly tedious. It would be like start-
ing with an empty modular frame in the hard-

ware world and walking over to a large filing 

cabinet and pulling out a module, wiring up the 

power, setting the knobs to some default and 

then patching it up. In addition, on a large mon-

itor, the modules were small enough that when 

I tried to click on them to edit a value, it often 

picked up the click as an attempt to build a 

patchcord connection. Even with a large screen, 

I still couldn't fit everything on it comfortably. 

To ease some of this, maybe the current crop 

of software designers could take some guidance 
from other operating systems. Instead of making 

the user dick on everything to activate it, activate 

a window/module whenever a mouse hovers over 

it. It's not the Windows paradigm, but it would 

make other things easier. Instead of building 

everything to emulate real hardware, throw away 

knobs and sliders and implement a basic control 

that has the value in a display and a simple up 

arrow/down arrow above it. This way, you could 

hover above the control and then either click/hold 

on the up or down arrow, or use the left mouse 

button for decrement and the right for increment 
(user-definable). Hover over the number and you 

could type it in directly. Also, use tear-off menus. 

Finally, use the one cool feature from DEC's 

VMS operating system: file versioning. Put a 

"working save" button in the bottom-left corner 

of the screen. Every time you click on it, the cur-

rent version of your work is saved with a simple 
version number extension. If users try to exit, 

then prompt them to save their work under a 

"real" file name and then ask them if they want 

to purge the works in progress. This keeps the 

file system fairly clean, and yet makes saving 

works in progress easy. 

Even with these issues, I still use a PC for 

multitrack recording. I want the machine to be a 

recorder/editor only. No plug-ins, no MIDI, no 

soundcard. Use my external mixing board, exter-

nal hardware sequencer. The goal is a single-pur-

pose box that is stable and allows me to record 

and play back easily. So far, it's going well. 

Tom Moravansky 

Via e-mail 

Tom, you bring up some great points. Interest-

ingfr enough, a lot of the operational features 

you are looking for have existed in Macintosh 

music programs for many years. David Ziccarelli's 

"numericals," used in Opcode sequencers and 
patch editors and in Cycling '74's "M," have both 

the up/down and the direct-typing features for 

setting values, onfr they do it with one button. 

BIAS's Peak audio editor has unlimited Undo 

buffers and a History window, similar to Photo-

shop, which has the same purpose as the "file-

versioning" feature you cite. And Pro Tools and 

BIAS's Deck use file versioning to save edits on in-

dividual sound files. 

The real problem is not that these issues 

haven't been solved. It's that some designers 

think that they are doing such pioneering work 

that they have to re-invent the wheel, when in 

fact, there are already many wheels out there, 

and there are lessons to be learned from them. 

—Paul Lehrman 

Send Feedback to Mix 

mixeditorial@primediabusiness.com 
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Introducing Laminar Spiral Enclosure - Technology: 

The new Genelec 7000 Series LSE Active Subwoofers. 

The Truth - in black and white: a revolutionary, proprietary technology [and shape] 

thct will forever change your expectations of what an accurate, multi- channel 

professional surround-sound monitoring environment should sound like. The new 

Genelec 7000 Series consists of four (4) active subwoofers — painstakingly engineered 

to enhance the entire range of our active monitoring systems — from the award-

winning 1029's right up to the formidable 1039's. 

These new subwoofers look different for a very good reason: Laminar Spiral 

Enclosure technology. LSE' is evident in the unique circular shape of the enclosures, 

identical in execution for the 8", 10", 12" & dual- driver 12" models. This radical 

design departure dramatically alters how high-level, low- frequency acoustic energy 

is delivered to virtually any critical- listening acoustic space. 

The main benefit? The compromises inherent in traditional ported enclosures are 

now things of the past; the unrestricted laminar flow of low-frequency energy 

emanating from the rigid, tuned enclosures of the 7000 Series is truly an extraordinary 

listening experience. When combined with the latest 6.1 electronic bass- management 

technology, Genelec Laminar Spiral Enclosures not only turn things around, they give 

the professional a whole new perspective on the meaning of superior performance 

www.genelec.com 

Model 70704 Active Multichannel Sulnrodefee - C duui v. d ri ver, 

1-91-1r to 120H1, 114dEl with 5.1 Bass Management feature set. There are 

smlller models (70504 70604) and one huger system (7071.4). 

GENELEC® 
ACTIVE MONITORING 

The Whole Truth and Nothing But The Truth" 

Genekte 0y, Olvitie 5 FIN- 74100 lisalmi, Finland • 358 17-83881 Fox 358 17-812267 Genelec Inc., 7 Tech Circle Natick, MA 01760 508/652-0900 Fa., 508/652-0909 www.genelec.corn 



CURRENT 

NEWSFLASH UPDATE: 

TGI ACCEPTS TC PROPOSAL 

Last December, TC Group, the Danish parent company of TC Electronic, TC Works 

and TC Helicon, announced a proposal to the shareholders of TGI plc (holding com-

pany of Tannoy, Martin Audio, Lab Gruppen and GLL) to purchase their holdings in 

the company.The offer has now been accepted by the shareholders. 
For more, visit www.mixonline.com. 

EUPHONIX GOES PRIVATE 
After a six-year run on the NASDAQ, Euphonix (Palo Alto, Calif.) 

announced on February 7, 2002, that it is buying back the com-

pany. The board of directors unanimously approved the filing of 

Form 15 with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 

allowing the company to suspend its obligations to file periodic 
reports. 

Before the move, Euphonix also garnered the necessary 
shareholder approval for its $6 million line of credit secured in 

November 2001, and the restructuring of the company's exist-

ing promissory notes, which included extending the maturity dates to December 
2003.The line of credit will be used to support investment in new-product develop-

ment and future operations. 

Chairman of the Board, musician and filmmaker Dieter Meier explained the rea-

soning behind the new investment and the company's goals: "Being a private compa-

ny saves about $350,000 a year in legal and financial fees. I believe we can be prof-

itable by the end of this year I think our aggressive move into the broadcast market 
will ensure this." 

Dittier Meier 

WAYLON JENNINGS, 
1 937-2002 

Country music lost a pioneer and an 

outlaw on February 13, 2002, when 

Waylon Jennings died of complica-

tions from diabetes. 

Jennings' career began in the early 

days of rock 'n' roll, when his first record 

was produced by Buddy Holly with 

whom he toured as bass player His firstTop 5 hit,"Only Dad-

dyThat'll Walk the Line was followed soon after by a Gram-

my° for his version of "MacArthur Park" and he was the 

Country Music Association's Male Vocalist of theYear in 1975. 

Jennings was best known, however, for the Wanted:The 

Outlaws album on which he collaborated with Willie Nel-

son,Tompall Glaser and Jessi Colter, his wife.With its elec-

tric sound and artist-driven production, the Outlaws al-

bum broke the country/rock barrier in a way that many 
in the country establishment considered subversive, but it 

tremendously increased the genre's following at the time. 

Over the course of his career; Jennings received two 

Grammys; 13 Gold albums; and one Platinum, two double-
Platinum and one quadruple-Platinum albums. He was in-

ducted into the Country Hall of Fame in October 2001, long 

after he would have been if he had broken fewer rules. In 

1998, Jennings told Mix,'When it ceases to be kin, then I'll go 

wherelwant to. I have a home here [in Nashville] and a home 

in Arizona I don't have to have music or the business in my 
life, because I'm very happy I've had a good run at it." Jennings' 

deep and honest voice will be missed by all music fans. 

—Barbara Schultz 

THE UNIVERSAL TONY BROWN 

Nashville has a new record label, Universal South Records. 

Tony Brown (former president of MCA Records/Nashville) 

and Tim DuBois (former president of Arista Records/ 

Nashville) started the new company on January 2, 2002, to 
fulfill a vision they've both had for some time. 

"For the past several years," DuBois said, "Tony and 1 

dreamed of being able to work together" 

"ft would've been 18 years this March [2002] that I'd 

been at MCA," Brown noted."I needed a new challenge." 

The new label is a joint venture with Universal 
Records in New York, but Brown and DuBois have autonomy to sign artists. Universal South is al-

ready off to a running start, with Brown bringing in four artists—Dean Miller; Holly Lamar; Allison 

Moorer and Bering Strait—from MCA with virtually completed projects New artist Joe Nichols has al-
so joined the roster 

Brown—who is largely credited with the early '90s resurgence in country music, producing 

hit records for Vince Gill, George Strait, Reba McEntire,TrishaYearwood and Wynonna Judd, among 

many others—said he was open to continuing to produce those MCA acts. He expects to pro-

duce records for Universal South once the new company is "fired up." 
Universal South's musical direction won't necessarily be limited to mainstream country music. 

'We might get involved in pop and contemporary Christian music down the road," Brown said. 

Universal South Records 40 Music Square West, Nashville,TN 37203; 615/259-5300. 

—Michael Cooper 

"P=WER OF TWO" 
...AND A CREW 

The Indigo Girls visited Tree Sound Stu-

dios (Norcross, Ga.), where they tracked 

songs for their new album, Become You 

(Sony Records). Left to right: Amy Ray (Indi-

go Girls), Carol Isaacs (piano, accordion, 
keys), Robert Hannon (chief engineer at Tree 

Sound), producer Peter Collins (Elton John, 

Jewel, Rush, Shawn Mullins), Glenn Matullo 
(engineer), Emily Saliers (Indigo Girls), Clare 

Kenny (bass) and Brady Blade (drums). 
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PROFESSIONAL AUDIO NEWS AND EVENTS 
COMPILED BY SARAH BENZULY 

LEXICON HONORS PHIL RAMONE 

e icon 

From left: George Massenburg, Elliot Schemer, Tom Dowd, 

Phil Ramone, Burt Bacharach, Ahmet Ertegun and Al Schmig. 

Renowned producer Phil Ra-

mone was awarded the first 

Lexicon Lifetime Achievement 

Award the night after the 44th 

Annual Grammy°  Awards at 

the Beverly Hills Hotel. The 

presentation celebrated Ra-

mone's status as one of the 

top producers in the history 

of the recording industry known for his innovative work with legends such as Billy Joel, Paul 

Simon, Barbra Streisand, Frank Sinatra. Paul McCartney Bob Dylan and Gloria Estefan. 

'The Lexicon 'Lifetime Achievement Award was created to honor true innovators for 

their outstanding achievements and contributions to the recording industry" said Buzz 

Goodwin, Lexicon VP"We present this award tonight to Phil Ramone for always being on 
the cutting edge of the music scene and for his contributions to the recording arts." 

"In the recordng process, 

the key for me has always 

been studying what others 

wart and keep thinking of 

new ways to do it better' 

commented Ramone. "I 

thank Buzz and Lexicon for 

this award and for giving me 

the tools to let me shine for 

my artists. I love the music 

and I love you all.Thank you:' 

zz Goodwin, Lexicon VP, Phillemone and Mark Terry, 

nt Harman Pro Grau. 

EARGLE AND JBL TEAM, 
HOLMAN GARNER OSCARS 

John Eargle, Mark Engebretsen and Don Keele received a Scientific/Tech-
nical Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 

honoring their development of cinema loudspeaker systems using constant-directivity homs 

and vented-box, low-frequency enclosures. 
Eargle, in aadition to being a Grammy-winning recording engineer, is an author of 

standard textbooks on audio, a consu:tant to Harman International and a past president 

of the Audio Engineering Society Keele is an engineer who designed the first constant-

directivity horns for Electro-Voice and the bi-radial horns for JBL Engebretsen now works 

for JBL Professional and has designed professional loudspeaker systems for a number of 

American and Japanese companies. 

Tomlinson Holman ofTMH Corporation will be awarded an Academy Award for re-

search and systems integration resulting in the improvement of motion picture loud-

speaker systems. For over 20 years, Holman has been involved in the research and inte-

gration of the constant-directivity direct-radiator bass type of cinema loudspeaker systems. 
He is the technical architect of Sky-

walker Ranch and invented the THX 
businesses that were named after 

him.Twice governor of the Audio En-

gineering Society Holman holds six 

audio and video patents, lectures 

worldwide and teaches sound at the 

University of Southern California 

School of Cinema-Television in LA 

Tantalum Heiman 

ON THE MOVE 

Who: Chris Pelzar, CEO at 

Fairlight USA 

Previous Lives: 

• 2001-2002, president 

Euphonix 

• 2000-2001, executive VP 

sales & marketing AMS Neve 

• 1997-2000,VP Euphonix 

• 1991- I 997,VP AMS Neve 

• 1989-1991, acting president 

WaveFrame 
• 1980-1989, independent manufacturers represen-

tative and shareholder in I agalle Music & Pro Audio 

Main Responsibilities: Entire operations P&L in 

the U.S., Canada and South America; setting the di-

rection this organization chooses to go now and 

in the future. 
If I could do anything else as a profession, 
it would be: Head Coach of the world champi-

on New England Patriots. I have been a season tick-

et holder for almost 10 years, and my colleagues 

call me "Coach." 
The most important lesson I've learned 

since being in this field is: People are your busi-

ness' life blood. I feel that if you get enough truly 

talented people together who are motivated by a 

single goal, you cannot fail. I always seek people 

that are self-assured and self-motivated. You can-

not teach someone those attributes. 1 have been 

lucky to have worked with several people who fit 

that description in my careen and 1 am very fortu-

nate to work with two of therm Mike Mueller and 

Brad Eisenhaure, at Fairlight right now. 

My biggest accomplishment in this field 

was: Being at the forefront of large-format digital 

consoles in music, post and broadcast. I was in-

volved in some of the very "firsts" in this industry 

category, including the first use of an all-digital con-

sole in a live television show at TNN and the first 

all-24-bit digital recording and digitally mixed al-

bum projects at Right Track Recording. 

Currently in my CD player are: Van Halen 

5150, Aerosmith Pump, Dave Matthews, Steely 

Dan Greatest Hits. 
When I'm not in the office, I enjoy. ..Skiing 

at Vail/Beaver Creek Colorado. 1 have been going 

there for many years and I love it more each time. 

1 love traveling to Europe, Florida and the 
Caribbean, and I have just returned from my first 

trip to Australia and am looking forward to going 

back after I 0 years to South America this year 

Chris Pelzar 
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Left to right: Grant, Gill and Leslie &tither 

VINCE GILL, AMY GRANT 
HEADLINE BENEFIT FOR SCHOOLS 

Sometimes a worthy cause can attract the big names, 

with no MTV exposure, no Entertainment TV Record-
ing artists Vince Gill (MCA) and Amy Grant (Word) 

headlined a sold-out concert on February 16, 2002, in 

rustic Sisters, Ore. (pop. 900), to benefit local schools. 

Warner Bros. recording artist Leslie Satcher, key-

boardist Tim Lauer and guitarist Jerry McPherson 
joined Gill and Grant onstage. 

The show was part of the ongoing Sisters Starry 

Nights Concert Series—now in its sixth year—organ-

ized to raise money for the Sisters Schools Founda-
tion. Proceeds from the thrice-yearly concerts are 

used to preserve co-curricular programs and activities for the Sisters elementary, mid-

dle and high schools that are threatened by state budget cuts. Afthough the empha-

sis is on funding music and arts programs, a wide range of sports, technology and oth-

er programs also receive money. In its first five years, the Sisters Starry Nghts Con-

cert Series has raised approximately $250.000 in net proceeds for Sisters schools. 

The concerts' charitable cause, 

the area's spectacular scenery and 

the venue's intimate setting (the 

concerts are held in tne Seers High 

School auditorium, which seats 

roughly 800 people) have inspired 

an impressive list of artists who do-

nate their time. Past performers in-

clude Lee Ann Womack, Deana 

Carter, John Hiatt, A: Anderson, 
Christopher Cross, Kim Carnes, 

Michael McDonald and the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. "The clientele of folks that have 

been drawn here over the years says a lot about the venture," Gill noted in an in-
terview held during soundcheck. 

"What's unique about it is that it's an ongoing series of [school-benefkj concerts," 
Grant added. "Nobody else has done this." 

For more info, e-mail kaneala7@aol.com. 

Vince Gill 

—Michael Cooper 

A VISION FOR REVOLUTION 

Visioneenng Design Co. (Los Angeles), a turnkey audio/video/film design and integra-

tion firm founded by Ron Lagerlof in 1992, celebrates its tenth anniversary mis year 
The company recently completed an executive screening room for Revolution 

Studios, currently celebrating the re-

lease of Black Hawk Down. The new 

room features the first commercial 

LA. installation of TMH-qualified 
Tesseract loudspeakers designed by 

Tomlinson Holman and manufactured 
byVisioneering. Lagerlof provided con-

sufting and design services, complete 
systems integration and equipment 

acquisition, including Kinoton film pro-

jection, Christy video projection and 
custom control by AMX. 

Pictured at Revolution Studios are Ron Lagerlof 

fright), president of Visioneering, and Tomlinson 

Holman, president of TMH Corp. 

Industry News 
Producer/engineer Bil VornDick 

has been elected chairman of 

the Audio Engineering Society's 

Nashville chapter...Euphonix 

(Palo Alto, CA) board of directors 

member Martin Kloiber was pro-

moted to the executive VP of tech-

nology...Solid State Logic has 

hired Dave Christenson and Eric 

Rosenberg to be the manager of 

post-production for North Amer-

ica and Western regional manager 

of broadcast sales, respectively 

...DMOD (Boston) announced 

new hires: Ted Healey, VP of engi-

neering, and former Avid Tech-

nologyVP of sales and marketing 

Martin Vann, VP of sales...With 

previous stints at Digidesign, 

Otan i Corporation and Wave-

Frame, Doug Wood joins Grace 

Design (Boulder, CO) as VP of 

sales and marketing...The new 

national sales manager over at 

Event Electronics (Santa Barbara, 

CA) is David Hetrick...Provider of 

production music FirstCom Music 

(Dallas) promoted Michael J. Baer to general sales 

manager...SEK'D, Swissonic, Friend-Chip, Music 

and More and Sommer Cable America have joined 

forces with the Hollywood-based team of Audio In-

tervisual Design and Developing Technology Dis-

tributors to form a new company, plus24 (West 

Hollywood). Plus24 is now the international distrib-

utor for Brainstorm Electronics, dB Technologies 

and SEK'D, and the American distributor for Friend-

Chip, Music and More, Sanken Microphones, Swis-

sonic and Sommer Cable. In addition, the office has 

moved to: 1155 N. La Brea Ave., West Hollywood, CA 

90038; 323/845-1174; toll-free 800/330-7753...New 

distribution deals: Midiman/M-Audio (Arcadia, CA) 

will begin distributing a new line of Groove Tubes 

Microphones; and Audio Distributors International 

(Boucherville, Quebec) will begin Canadian distri-

bution for Future Sonics Inc. (Pineville, PA) 

...Change of year means change your name: AZ-I2 

Case Company (Culver City, CA) has changed its 

name to ProCases Inc.; Ego Sys adopted the short-

ened version of its name, ESI. Its new headquarters 

is at 3003 N. First St., Suite 303, San Jose, CA 95134; 

408/519-5774; fax 408/519-5786; and Bang & Olufsen 

brought in the new year with a new corporate iden-

tity of Bang & Olufsen ICEpower a/s. 

Bi! VornDick 

Martin Kloiber 

Dave Christenson 

br*/ 

Eric Rosenberg 
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Stereo 96kHz Reverb Algorithms • Multi-Channel 96kHz Reverb Algorithms • Stereo 48/96kHz Delay Algorithms 

Multi-Channel 48/96kHz r')elay Algorithms • Stereo Delay Programs • Multi-Channel Delay Programs 

For a limited time, register your 960L at www.lexicon.com/registration to receive a free copy. 



CURRENT 

MIX LOOKS BACK 

NUMBER ONE ALBUM 

Rumours, Fleetwood 

Mac. Producers: Fleet-

wood Mac, Ken Coil 

Richard Doshut. En 

neers: Ken Caillot, 

Richard Dashut. Matteing: Ken Perry, Ken Caillot. Studio: The Plant 

(Sausalito, CA). 

NUMBER ONE SINGLES 

ABBA's "Dancing 

Queen." Producers: 

Benny Andersson, Bjorn 

Ulvaeus. Engineer:  

Jev Michael B. Tretow. 

àStudio: Polar Recording 
Company. 

Thelma Houston's 

"Don't Leave Me This 

Way." Producer: Hal 

Davis. Studio info not 

available. 
a. 

For Mix's 25th 

anniversary this year we begin looking 

back at where we started. Here are the 

Number One albums and singles from 

Billboard, April 1977, with special props 

to the engineers, producers and studios 

who make the magic. 

F.:limit_ David Soul's "Don't Give out 
Up on Us." Producer: El-

liot Mazer. Engineers: 

Elliot Mazer, Smigos 

Assistant engineers: 

Dan Goldstein, Willy 

Deenihan. Studio: His 

Master's Wheels (S.F.). 

Glen Campbell's 

"Southern Nights." 

Na credits available. 

NOTES FROM THE NET 

The winds have changed: Instead of Napster ,:ontinuing to be under the 

scrutiny of the law, U.S. District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel is now taking a dif-

ferent look at the record labels. In a mid-February hearing, Patel told lawyers 

that she will begin a discovery phase in the ongoing Napster trial, allowing 

the upcoming legal pay-for-play music service to examine whether or not the 

Big Five record labels have misused their copyright claims. Patel ruled that the 

Five must prove that they own the music copyrights, and prove that these 
copyrights weren't used to monopolize and stifle the distribution of music on 

the Internet.This ruling means that if the labels can't prove ownership, then 

they can't ask the courts for copyright infringement damages.The labels have 

three weeks to produce documentation to a third party who will advise Pa-
tel on copyright laws. 

Despite this turn of events, online music services continue to expand, 

though this time in content form. As stated before, the life expectancy of 

these services was to be seen in audience acceptance. As such, numerous 

services, including AOL Music and Rhapsody, have added features to at-

tract paying customers: AOL Music plans to entertain its audience by offer-

ing them a one-stop shop for news, downloads, live concerts, chats and the 

streaming subscription service. Likewise, Listen.com's Rhapsody hopes to add 
video on-demand later this spring. 

CALENDAR 

Registration for 2002 NSCA Systems In-

tegration Expo (April 25-27, Denver) is 

open. Badges, class tickets, housing reserva-

tions can be found at www.nscaexpo.org. 

Syn-Aud-Con seminar dates and lo-

cales for "System Optimization" and "System 

Design": April 8-12, in Atlanta; May 6-10, in 

Louisville, Ky.; and July 29-August 2 in San 
Francisco. www.synaudcon.com. 

Streaming Media West 2002 Con-

ference and Expo, April 23-26, in Los An-

geles, for the latest in digital and streaming 

media. www.streamingmedia.com/west. 

Institute ofVideography 10V2002 Con-

vention and Trade Exhibition in Birm-

ingham, UK, will be held April 24-25, at the 

National Motorcycle Museum.www.iov.co.uk. 

CORRECTION 

In the Crane Song HEDD 192 "Field Test" 

(December 200 I ). the Minilyzer that was pic-

tured should have been referred to as Nil 

Minilyzer and not Neutrik MinilyzerThe two 

companies are stn. y, separated. Mix regrets 
the error 

Send your "Current" news to Sarah Benzuly 

at sbenzulMprimediabusiness.com. 

TEC AWARDS 
SUPPORTS HEARING 
CONSERVATION 

Hillel Resner fright), president of the Mix Foundation for Excel-

lence in Audio, and board member David Schwartz (present a 

check for $25,000 to Days Jones of the House Ear Institute. 

The donation, part of the proceeds of the 17th Annual 

TEC Awards held last December, will support the ongoing 

programs of Sound Partners, which promotes hearing safety 

to audio professionals. 
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Capturing your music is easy with Korg's PXR4 Digital Recorder. It's compact, lightweight and ready to 

go wherever you go. The PXR4 delivers everything you need to record, mix and edit your songs from 

start to finish. Like a fully featured 4-track digital recorder that records directly to SmartMedia cards, 

55 different PCM-based rhythm patterns, a complement of 77 great sounding, digital effects, even a 

built-in condenser mic. 

The new PXR4 is the world's first pocket- sized multi-track recorder to provide full digital editing 

capabilities, including time compression and expansion. And it's USB compatible, too, so you can 

transfer material directly to and from your computer. All this, and a lot more, make the PXR4 your 

studio away from the studio and the surest way to capture your ideas while they're still fresh! 

Vfdea Demo at tvww.korg.corn pxr-1 

TONEWORKS KURE 
2002 Korg USA For more Info vla fax 16311393-8530 Dock 3306 mow., korg com 



BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

Whatever You Do... 

Don't Look Into the Light 

ILLUSTRATION PETER BENNETT 

This is the second part of a three-part assess-
ment on recently released video projectors, 

followed by an evaluation of SO-inch plasma 
displays. If you did not read last month's column, then 
you might want to. 

THE PREPOSTEROUSLY PROLONGED PROJECT OF 
PRECISELY PRIORITIZING PRAISEWORTHY 

(PROCURABLE PRODUCTION) PROJECTORS 

Last month, I promised a final decision on which 
1,280x720 DLP projector was better—the Sharp XV-

X9001) or the Marantz VP-12S1. To find out how we 

(there were actually five people involved in the com-

parison and evaluation process) got down to just these 
two machines, see last month's column. 

But, as usual, a short history will precede. I looked 

at every projector technology that I could get my 
hands on for my studio. Mind you, the projector that 
I finally chose for the job would, of course, never, 

ever, ever be used in any home entertainment ca-

pacity of any kind. I am far above such frivolous de-

sires as wanting to watch movies at home—even 
though both of these machines blow away any ana-

log film movie theater that I have been to in the past 

decade, and even though I do happen to have a 12-

foot screen hanging from my ceiling. I also seem to 
have 28 sealed DVDs waiting... 

BEGIN COMPARISON MODE 

Note: The following data is based on tests using a 

white screen with a gain of 1.3, the highest gain I felt 
I could get away with—at the time. 

The Sharp XV-X900U is pretty bright, surprisingly 
so. In fact, I was surprised by the way explosions and 
other official test video actually hurt my eyes with raw 
luminosity, even on a 12-foot screen. 

But when using mid-color temperature settings, this 
machine can't seem to make red, unless you give up 
yellow. If you set it up for a proper general tint and 
color balance, yellow is fine, but red is magenta. If you 
set the red up right, yellow is green. However, in other 

scenes, the sky-blue and rock-browns are truly excel-
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Don't Miss A Take 
SENNHEISER SHOTGUN MICROPHONES 

Sennheiser is the first name professionals choose when selecting shotgun 

mics. From our MKH 70 ( along with the MKH 60 and 416), to our modular 

K6 series ME 66 and 67, there is simply no better, more reliable way to 

capture sound. We've even won an Academy Award for our shotgun 

technology. When time equals money, only the best will do — Sennheiser. 

www.senn 

microphones for pn,cluoction by 

® EScLJI'J  IS EIK 

peiserusa.corn  

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 1 Enterprise Drive, Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Telephone: 860-434-9190 • Fax: 860-434-1759 • Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com 
Sennheiser Mexico: Av. Xola 613, F'H6, Col. Del Valle 03100, Mexico, DF Telephone:15251 639-0956. Fax i5251 639-9482 
Sennheiser Canada: 221 Labrosse Ave, Pte-Claire, Pa H9R 1A3. Telephone: 514-426-3913. Fax: 514-426-3953 

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 



THE FAST LANE  

lent. These observations were made using 
the official Industry Standard red-over-yel-

low test image: the first daylight alien ghost 
appearance in Final Fantasy. 

On the other hand, the Marantz VP-
12S1 can make proper red and yellow at 

the same time—in High Bright mode. But 
it seems that High Bright overrides any 

color temperature (white balance) settings 
with a new color temp of its own, some-

where between its warm and mid settings. 
Pale (sky) blues are faded and more of a 

pink tan, while more saturated blues are 
solid, though not as intense as the Sharp. 

It is important to note that this machine 
has only three color temperature settings, 

and the higher (more blue) you get, the 
more its light output diminishes—in huge 

steps. If you choose the coldest ( highest) 
color temp, it then can make pale blue, 
but it is not bright, and it then exhibits the 

same red-or-yellow problem as the Sharp. 

No matter how you set up color temp, it 

is overridden when High Bright is on. 
The High Bright function does blow 

out some detail in bright images, but 

makes mid and dark scenes much more 
colorful and transparent, and doesn't hurt 
black at all. 

The Sharp, on the other hand, has six 
color temps, with a very wide range, and 

there is no significant loss of brightness at 
any of the settings. Two very different ap-

proaches, to put it mildly. 
The Sharp, all the way warm, is 

It didn't take long 

to determine 

that only one panel 

was advanced enough 

to be worth 

bringing in 

for further testing. 

roughly the equivalent of the Marantz in 

High Bright, with color temp defeated. 
There is a bit of a green cast to the 
Marantz in High Bright mode. 

The Sharp makes more color than the 
Marantz, which must be turned almost all 

the way up to equal the Sharp in mid-
position. 

Surprisingly, the Sharp, with its 250-

watt light, runs cool to the touch, while 

the Marantz, with its little 150-watt light, 
is actually uncomfortable to touch; this is 
probably the price of the super-quiet, baf-

fled cooling system, which does, in fact, 
make the thing the most quiet projector I 

have ever heard—obviously quite impor-
tant in studio applications. 

But here is the clincher: The Marantz 
makes black. For the first time ever, al-

most real black. And there is no way to 
describe how much that contributes to the 
quality and impact of a picture. 

The Marantz optics are far superior, as 
well. The Sharp image is pretty damned 
impressive, but the Marantz image is ac-

tually downright thrilling, providing dra-
matically more detail and a profound 
sense of reality. And, although the optics 

and the amazing black of the Marantz 
contribute significantly, it's the Faroudja 

processing that's included inside that 
keeps the picture super-sharp. This thing 
is sick. 

Oh, yes, there is something else. The 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 255 

Bill Schnee , Grammy Award winning engineer. 
Owner of Schnee Studio, North Hollywood, CA. 
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WZ,>D96 A/D 96Khz converter 

IMMMItir 

WZ-AD96ta A/D 96Khz converter wah 8Ch. el. pre-amps 

7.1ifitNgiunm, 
WZ-DA96 D/A 96Khz converter 

"The Panasonic AD96 sounds better than 
r converters costing many times more and 
has taught this old analog dog a new trick 

Affordable, State of the Art 8-Channel 24- Bit 96kHz 96 Series Converters... 

High Quality Sound 

•Compact single-chip custom LSI circuitry 
• Discrete component amplifiers 
• Solid capacitors 
• Low leakage transformers 
• High precision metalized resistors 

Low Noise & Distortion 
• Discrete low noise power supplies 
• Separate grounding systems 
• Large capacitors 

• Optimum PC board layout 
• Fewer gain stages 

Designed For Long Term Reliability 
• Carefully selected components 
• Low heat & current design 
• 33V operating voltage 
• Proper temperature dispersion 
• No fans 

Universal Compatibility 

• High bit, high sampling interface 
• Built-in ADAT and AES/EBU Interface 
• Proprietary dithering algorithm 
• Precision metering 
• Wordclock input/output 

• Optional TDIF & dual AES output cards 

For all the details visit www.panasonic com/proaudio 

Taking Digital Further ... Again Panasonic units& 
Professional Audio Group 
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REMOTE MACKIE MEDIA M9Os 

MACKIE MEDIA PROJECT REMOTE 21 
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HDR24/11 

MACKIE 0111101 HARD DISK RECORDERS EDITORS 

HDR24/96 MDR24/96 SDR24/96 

MEET THE FAMILY. 

Both the MDR24/96 
and the HDR24./96 
received AV Multimedia 
Producer Magazine's 
2002 Platinum Award 
in the category of 
Recorders and Plgers. 

Twenty-four channel native 

Hard Disk Recorder/Editor — full SVGA 

graphic editor. No computer needed. 

PADR24/18 

Fwenty-four channel native Hard Disk 

Recorder/Editor. Use with HDR24/96 and 

Remote 48 for a complete 48-channel system. 

NEW 

MICRO REMOTE 
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 Imam 

SOR24/11 

Twenty-four channel embedded Hard Disk 

Recorder with Cut/Copy/Paste Editing. 

1.800.258.6883 • WWW.MACKIE.COM 



INSIDER AUDIO  
BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

Son of Grumpmeier 

Notes From the Underbelly 

ILLUSTRATION' JACK DAVe 

0 rice in a great while, I get the chance to talk 
to and write about a rising young musical 
star like the one in this month's interview. 

He has stunned and thrilled the music industry with 
his revolutionary approach to making hit records. His 
five triple-Platinum CDs have dominated the Hippity-
Hop and Alternative Geek Dance charts on Bullbored 

magazine for the past year, and his award-winning 
videos have been in heavy rotation on all of the ma-
jor cable music channels including Groove24/7, 

Moshvision and GaKk-TV. He has been profiled on 
public television's extremely serious Great Preten-
sions. And he's been nominated for 14 Grammy's." 
Awards, most recently Best Classical Producer, for his 

brilliant, "original" composition Beethoven Bytes. 
I have known this young man since he was merely 

a glint in his father's eye (which was immediately fol-
lowed by a look of disgust in his mother's). His father 
is none other than my old friend, and sometime neme-

sis, P.T. Grumpmeier, audio engineer, producer, racon-
teur and world-class cheapskate, a gentleman whose 
rantings are well-known to loyal readers of this col-
umn. Both of you. 

P.T. Grumpmeier Jr., whom his father affection-
ately refers to as "Hey you," is only 19, yet erudite be-
yond his years. He started out in the business very 
young, when his crib was used by his father as a bass-
drum weight in his father's studio, when his (the 
son's) mother wasn't watching. This early exposure to 
extreme SPLs of low-frequency sound no doubt 
helped mold his (the son's) later passion for ex-
tremely loud, beat-oriented music, with not much go-
ing on above 3k. 

The young man's big break as a solo artiste came at 
his best friend's Bar Mitzvah, when the hired DJ fell (or 
perhaps was pushed) into the champagne fountain. 
Young Grumpmeier immediately took over the turn-
tables, and brought the entire crowd to its feet with a 
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No one understands the studio artist better than Sweetwater. That's 
why so many Mix readers look to us for our unparalled audio expertise. 

Here's what a few of our customers have to say... 
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***E-mail*** 

To: Sweetwater 

From: D. Snellbaker 

Dear Sweetwater, 

"Killer prices the specials are just 
about untouchable!" — Peter Guare 

"I must say that I've never had 
friendlier, more co 
thorough treatme mpetent and more 
place nt fro a mail-order 

. It's as though .yourn 're a local retail 
store that is somehow able to 
the entire country. I'll be su cater to 

re to order 
from you guys again.'' — /Daniel Bike! 

"Great selection, great products, great 
service. What else is there?" 
— Warren Wilson 
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I appreciate the fact that if I had a question, you guys 

were there to help and provide any information necessary 

to help me understand. Not many companies are willing to 

do that these days. This attribute died out a long time 

ago, which makes what you have done for me that much 

more special! 

David Snellbaker 
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Call us today and find out what Mix readers across the country already know. 
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1-800-222-4700 
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INSIDER AUDIO  

breathtaking journey through time, space 
and the animal kingdom, starting with the 
"Bunny Hop" and "The Alley Cat," then 
"Muskrat Love" and "Rocky Raccoon," fol-
lowed by "A Horse With No Name," "Pig-
gies" and finally roaring into "Who Let the 
Dogs Out," all the while rapping sponta-
neously about the 12- and 13-year-old 
"ho's" and "bitches" on the dance floor. 
The father of one of those girls, a VP of 
A&R for mega-label Dreque Records (a 
subsidiary of Getouttamaway Communica-
tions, owner of more than 5,000 radio sta-
tions and several small former Soviet Re-
publics), signed him on the spot to an 
eight-figure multi-album contract. 

With the label's backing, the young 
man saw his albums, released on vinyl 
and 8-track tape only ("I consider the 
sound of the tape mechanism going 
'clunk' every few minutes to be an inte-
gral part of my art," he told Rolling Boul-
der at the time), rocket to the top of the 
charts within minutes of their release, and 
sometimes before. But the artist was un-
happy about the label's treatment of him 
("They tried to pay me in XFL stock," he 
later told Money or Your Life magazine), 
and so he hired famed litigator, and fam-

ily friend, Johnnie Cochrane to get him 
out of his contract. 

Free of his obligations to the corporate 
empire, the teenaged superstar formed his 
own totally independent record label, Re-
Gurge Records, which is distributed by 

I punched in numbers 

on the phone at random 

and we'd record 

the voice that says, 

"This number is not 

in service" and the number 

we'd dialed. 

AOL Time Warner Reprise Atlantic None-
such CNN Headline News. He dropped 
the DJ moniker ("That's so, like, last year," 
he told Behind the Music last year) and— 
following the example of celebrated 
artists like Bush, Bjork, Beck, Jewel, Joe, 

Moby, moe., Charo, Cher, Sleepy, Dopey, 
Doc, Pink and Floyd—adopted the single-
word nom d'artiste "Grump." 

Let's talk about Beethoven Bytes. How 
did you come up with the inspiration for 
this incredible record? 
Mol' man had this, like, pile of 78 plat-
tabs down in the cella', ya seen 'em, right? 
Really heavy mutha s? So, like this one 
day I was flipping them in the street, like 
a frisbee, numsayin'? And ma homey 
goes, "Yo, there's a ittle-bitty pitcher of a 
dog on this one." So I'm like, "Whassup 
widdat?" And ma homey goes, "Hey, y'all 
down with animals, let's hear what this 
sucka sounds like!" 
You grew up in Scarsdale. Wby do you 
talk like that? 
Oh, I'm sorry. There was a guy here from 
MTV News this morning, and they really 
like it when you sound "city," especially 
if you're white. Guess I got into it. 
So you played the 78s. Did you have trou-
ble finding something to play them on? 
My father never throws anything away, 
you know? And my mother hates that, be-
cause we got a whole basement and two 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 258 

SEKAKU ELECTRON INDUSTRY CO..LTD. 
NO.1 LANE 17, SEC. 2. HAN SHI WEST ROAD, TAICHUNG 401, TAIWAN 
RO.BOX:1982 TAICHUNG. TAIWAN. R.O.0 
TEL886-4-22313737 FAX.11613-4-22346757 http://www.altopreaudio.com E-maikalto@altoproaudlo.com 

IGITAL MICROPHONE MODELING 

Me Is proud to introduce the most flexible wireless microphones ever built 

including digital modeling and feedback eliminator. Digital modeling 

offers the poseiblity to choose from 19 to 99 microphone patterns. 

Every preset reproduces one of the most popular microphone in the world 

either dynamic or condenser or large diagram. Our digital feedback 

eliminator automatically cancels any feedback created in between 

the microphone and the loudspeaker without audible effect 

300 SA 
VHF receiver, one channel and one antenna. range 170-245 MHz. 

300 SD 
VHF wireless receiver, one channel diversity, range 170-245 MHz. 

500 SA 
UHF, 1 channel receiver, range 795-865MHz. 

500 SD 
UHF. 1 channel diversity receiver, range 795-865MHz. 

700 SA 
UHF, 1 channel receiver, range 795-865 Mhz. 

700 SD 
UHF, 1 channel diversity, range795-865 MHz including 16 different 
digital microphone modeling. 

1111., CAR+SOUND 2002. SINSHEIM APR. 26-28. 2002 B/NO, P754, HALL 3 
AES 112th. MUNICH MAY. 11 — 14. 2002 
INFOCOMM 2002. LAS VEGAS. NV JUN. 12-14.2002 B/NO: 13126 
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Why is the TASCAM MX-2424 the perfect 
companion to your Pro Tools or other DAW 
system? One word: compatibility. The MX-2424 

offers your choice of two native audio file formats: 
Sound Designer II on Macintosh- formatted drives, and 
Broadcast Wave on PC formatted drives. These files 
support time stamping, giving you a fast, convenient 
way of transferring audio into your Pro Tools or other 
DAW system that supports time stamped audio files. 
Instead of spending hours aligning each track to its 
approximate original location, your recordings will be 
where they belong with sample accuracy. 

For all the details on the MX-2424 go to 

www.mx2424.com 
qnt a..e the prop,-y of their respective holders 

...you need 
one of these. 

Other reasons to get an MX-2424 for your Pro Tools rig? 
Since the MX-2424 records to SCSI drives, you can 
hot-swap them between systems without powering 
down your computer and recorder. You can record 
remote performances conveniently, leaving your 
computer in the studio. You can enjoy a familiar 
interface with the classic feel of a tape recorder. And 
perhaps most important, you can bet that the MX-2424 
will satisfy your highest expectations in audio quality. 
If your editing/mixing system is based around Pro Tools 
or any other DAW, check out the ultimate companion 
piece — the MX-2424 — at your TASCAM dealer today. 

If you don't have a DAW system, TASCAM's 
  MX-View waveform editing software runs in 
  native Mac and Windows versions and 

connects via a fast 100Mb Ethernet interface. 
With MX- View, you get sophisticated, 
sample-level waveform editing, drag-and-
drop editing on the fly, click and pop repair 
with the pencil tool, onscreen metering for 
up to six MX-2424s, editing across multiple 
machines, easy management of virtual tracks 
and much more. 

a whole world of recording 
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BY BARRY CLEVELAND 

Avalon VT-7375P 

01/0 

Feel 

ART DI/0 Preamp System 

06IIII550 

SPL 9945 Channel One 

Behringer T1953 

DIGITLIBE 

Presonus DigiTUBE 
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Few pieces of gear get serious audio 

hounds salivating like a nice, juicy 

tube microphone preamp. Whether 

it's a dusty relic recently rescued 

from an ancient studio, or the latest 

state-of-the-art innovation, when the 

tubes light up, the listeners do too. 

Our survey of manufacturers 

confirmed that there's no shortage 

of tube preamps available, many of-

fering additional processing, such as 

high-impedance DI inputs, EQ, 

compression and de-essing. These 

units may be used as alternatives to 

console preamps or as the front end 

of digital recording systems, and 

several sport AES/EBU or S/PDIF 

outs for connecting directly to the 

digital domain. 

Many companies offer more than 

one model of tube mic pre (includ-

ing multichannel versions of the 

mono or stereo units), but for the 

purposes of this article, we limited 

the scope to one product per man-

ufacturer, so the two dozen on our 

list are basically the cream of the 

current crop 

A DESIGNS MP-2 

meiled at Winter NAMM 2002, 

the MP-2 is a two-rackspace chas-

sis housing two tube mic preamps. 

The unit uses a zero feedback de-

sign with transformer-balanced I/O, 

using Jensen transformers on the in-

puts and custom-wound transform-

ers on the outs. The straightforward 

front panel includes independent 

controls for polarity, phantom power 

and level, as well as two large, back-

lit, true VU meters. Also standard is 

10k/600-ohm output impedance 

switching. Retail: $ 1,499. 

ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS MTS-2 

Best known for its handcrafted stu-

dio compressors and DI boxes, An-

thony DeMaria Labs will release its 



Top-of-the-Line Tube Mic Preamps 

first microphone preamp later this 

year. The stereo MTS-2 will use three 

tubes per channel—two 6922s and a 

12AT7a—and features stepped gain, 
a level pot, and mic/line and phase-

reversal switches. Its 'A-inch instru-

ment and XLR (with 48V phantom 
power) inputs and outputs will be 
transformer-balanced, and early in-
dications are that it will have a fre-

quency response of 20 to 50k Hz, 
0.15% THD and +4dBm output. Re-

tail: TBA. 

APHEX 1100 

The midnight-blue, dual-channel 

Aphex 1100 features an all-discrete, 

Class-A PNP first stage, Reflected 
Plate Amplifier (RPA) tube circuitry 

in the second and analog output 

stages, and 24-bit/96kHz AES/EBU 

digital outputs. Aphex's proprietary 

MicLim protection circuit prevents 
clipping prior to preamplification, 

and internally optimized A/D con-
verters eliminate overloading of the 

digital outputs. Both channels have 
12 stages of preamp gain in LicIB 

steps (21 to 65 dB), 11 steps of low-
frequency cut (30 to 195 Hz), a Mute 

function (>60 dB), a 20dB pad and 

a three-turn output matching pot. 

The 1100 syncs to an internal crystal 

clock (44.1, 48 or 96kHz sample 

rates), or to word- or AES/EBU clock. 

There are balanced XLR and 'A-inch 

analog outputs, and AES/EBU digital 
outs. Retail: $2,495. 

ART DI/0 PREAMP SYSTEM 

The single-rackspace DI/0 Preamp 
System (DPS) from Applied Re-
search & Technology delivers twin 
discrete preamps coupled with 

ARTs Variable Valve Voicing (V3) 
12AX7a gain stage, which includes 

the ART OPL Output Protection Lim-

iter. The unit accepts rnic and in-

strument sources—there are pro-

Aphex 1100 
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grammable presets for voice, guitar, bass 
and acoustic instruments—and insert 
loops on each channel allow additional 
patching flexibility. Monitoring is via two 
analog meters. Analog and digital outputs 
are provided, with separate gain controls 
for each for simultaneous use. Digital out-
puts include S/PDIF, Toslink and ADAT. 
The AID converter is adjustable from 44.1 
to 96 kHz, and syncs to ADAT or external 
wordclock (32 to 100 kHz). Retail: $319. 

AVALON VT-737SP 
Fills high-voltage, discrete, Class-A device 
consists of a preamp, a passive optical 
compressor/limiter (with stereo link), and 
a 4-band EQ with passive high/low bands 
and overlapping dual-mid bands with 
variable frequencies and adjustable Q. 
The equalizer can be switched pre/post-
compressor, or inserted into the sidechain 
for de-essing and other spectral process-
ing. The preamp section has transformer-
balanced mic, unbalanced instrument (1À-
inch) and XLR line inputs. There's also a 
passive variable highpass filter (-6 dB per 
octave, 30 to 140 Hz) and a High Gain 
switch that boosts the overall gain of the 
preamp. A large VU meter monitors out-
put level and compressor gain reduction. 
Retail: $2,295 

BEHRINGER TUBE ULTRAGAIN T1953 
The dual-channel Tube Ultragain T1953 
features twin 12AX7 tubes and Behringer's 
proprietary Ultra-Tube circuitry, allowing 
users to vary the amount of tube "warmth" 
added to the signal. There are discrete line 
and mic (with 48V phantom power) input 
stages, and independent line drivers for 
converting 10dBV signals to +4 dBu. Tun-
able and switchable 12dB highpass filters, 
phase-reverse switches and true RMS level 
meters are also provided, and a "soft mute" 
feature eliminates nasty noises when the 
unit is being powered up or down. XLR 
and %-inch TRS servo-balanced inputs/out-
puts are standard. Retail: $399. 

BELLARI RP533 
The RP533 combines a tube mic pre, an 
optical compressor/limiter and spectral 
enhancer in a two-rackspace unit. There 
are transformer-balanced mic (XLR, with 
48V phantom power) and unbalanced %-
inch inputs, and electronically balanced 
(XLR) and unbalanced (%-inch) outputs. 
Unbalanced 4-inch compressor sidechain 
I/O is also included. The compressor uses 

new dynamic gain-reduction circuitry and 
has controls for ratio, attack, release and 
output level. There's also a large VU me-
ter (switchable between input level, out-
put level or compressor gain reduction) 
and switches for polarity reverse and 
30dB pad. Frequency response is 20 to 
40k Hz. Retail: $700. 

D.W. FEARN VT-2 
The bright-red VT-2 dual-channel tube 
preamp is wired point-to-point and as-
sembled on a rugged aluminum chassis. 
The active circuits in each channel utilize 
four Class-A triode amplifier sections (in 
two tubes), and 1% resistors and poly-
propylene caps are used throughout. 
Monitoring is via amplifier-isolated "true" 
VU meters, and switchable phase reversal 
and -20dB pads and 48V phantom power 
are available on both channels. Gold XLR 
I/O connectors lead to/from custom-de-
signed Jensen transformers, and all audio 
switching is through gold-contact relays. 
Line-level processing can be accom-
plished using an optional LP-1 Line Pad 
accessory. Retail: $3,500. 

DBX 576 
The two-rackspace 576 Vacuum Tube Pre-
amp/Compressor is a combo mic/instru-
ment preamp, compressor/limiter and EQ 
unit. The preamp uses 12AU7 tubes and 
features a Drive control, a 20dB pad, a 
highpass filter and a phase-invert switch. 

dbx 576 

The 3-band EQ has sweepable mids and 
adjustable Q. The compressor offers 
OverEasy-, Auto and Contour functions, 
as well as a sidechain and PeakPlus' lim-
iting. Analog VU meters monitor tube 
drive, insert level, gain reduction or out-
put level. There are electronically bal-
anced (XLR) mic and line inputs, an un-
balanced (%-inch) line input, balanced 
(XLR) and unbalanced ('4-inch) outputs, 
and (%-inch TRS) insert I/O on the pre-
amp. The optional Type IV Conversion 
System adds AES/EBU and coaxial S/PDIF 
digital outputs at 16/20/24-bit resolution. 
Retail: $1,299.95. 

DEMETER HXM-1 
The HXM-1 Mic Preamp is a single-rack-
space, dual-channel hybrid unit combin-
ing a 12AX7-driven tube input stage and 
solid-state output stage in a cobalt-blue 
aluminum and steel casing. High-quality 

components such as film capacitors and 
metal film resistors are used throughout, 
and a fully regulated internal power sup-
ply delivers 225 volts to the tubes and 
-18 volts to the solid-state components, re-
sulting in expanded headroom. Jensen 
transformer-balanced mic and %-inch in-
strument inputs, and both XLR and i4-inch 
TRS active-balanced outputs are provided. 
Retail: $1,399. 

DRAWMER 1969 ME 
The Drawmer 1969 Mercenary Edition re-
sults from a transatlantic collaboration be-
tween Drawmer and Mercenary Audio. 
Roughly based on the Drawmer 1960, the 
1969 is a hybrid tube/solid-state design 
featuring dual mic/line preamps and soft-
knee compressors. The mic pre's produce 
up to 66 dB of gain in 6dB steps, and fea-
ture 48V phantom power, filters and 
phase reverse. The instrument (DI) pre's 
include 2-band EQ, phase reverse and 
brightness boost, and can create guitar 
overdrive effects. The J-FET cell-based 
compressor has adjustable attack/release 
and threshold controls. True stereo link-
age (with a "Big" position), inserts and 
sidechain access are provided. Illumi-
nated VU meters indicate output level or 
gain reduction. Retail: $2,995. 

ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH 
EAR 824M 
"Ille EAR 824M Microphone Amplifier is a 

stereo device that functions 
as a microphone preamp and 
as a level booster/line driver. 
Gain is switchable over a 
range of 16 to 60 dB in 4dB 
steps (though 2dB steps can 
be ordered as an option). The 

824M provides 48V phantom power, but 
other options such as 130V power for B&K 
mks and the EAR matching transformer for 
ribbon mica are also available. EAR pro-
prietary hand-wound input and output 
transformers are utilized, and output is bal-
anced using wide-band 6502 transformers 
capable of driving long lengths of cable. 
Onboard WS decoding is also available as 
an option. Retail: $5,345. 

GROOVE TUBES VIPRE 
The sporty-looking black and silver VIPRE 
(Variable Impedance Microphone Pream-
plifier) is a single-channel, balanced, 
Class-A device that incorporates eight 
Groove Tubes into a fully differential sig-
nal path, resulting in extremely wide 
bandwidth (7 Hz to 100+ kHz). Its vari-
able impedance mic input loads mks at 
300, 600, 1,200 or 2,400 ohms using a cus-
tom transformer, and there are trans-
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Premium 1 9 2kHz 8channel Audio interface 

The world's first r-ack mountable 192 kHz. 24-bit, 8 channel digil audio interface. 
The first of its kind. the WaMi Rack 192X supports the fuf OVO-Audio specfication. 

Clean 192kHz recordings from analog and digital sow ces. the VVaMI Rack 192X is the answer. 

24-bit. 192 kHz digital audio. +4dBu analog level. Coaxial S/PDIF digital connectors. 

4 channels of MIC preamps. MIDI interface 

- Check our specs -- See the quality 

- Check our sound -- Hear the clanty 

- Check our price — Celebrate the Value 

Enhanced Audio MIDI Driver 

Waveterminal 192X 
Premium 192kHz 6 channel Audio interface 

Designed for the future 

Available now. 

The 192X and 192L are the world's first low cost 192kHz pro audio peripherals 

Both cards feature ultra clean no-compromise AID anc D/A converters, 

S/PDIF stereo optical digital output and simultaneous record/playback 

And the 192 Series supports the OVO-Audio standard 

Your future — It's in the cards 

AOVAN CE 

ITT7S-rrr7rr-fr 

Waveterminal 192L 
96/192kHz 6 channel Audio interface 

Suite 303, 3003 N First Street San Jose, CA 95134 TEL. + 1-408-519-5774 FAX + 1-408-519-5786 

www.esi-pro.corn sales@esi-pro.com 



formerless balanced bridged line and in-

strument inputs. A Variable Rise Time 

control provides a choice of five amplifi-

cation types—from Smooth-and-Classic 

(slow) to Bright-and-Modem (fast)—and 

Groove Tubes VIPRE 

custom-built ceramic deck attenuators 

regulate 75 dB of gain in 5 and 1dB 
stepped increments. A large VU meter can 

be switched between five viewing ranges. 
Retail: $3,000. 

JOEMEEK VC2 TUBE CHANNEL 

The two-rackspace VC2 Tube Channel is 
a combination mono mic preamp, photo-

optical tube compressor and enhanceeex-
citer, with a tube gain makeup amp. A 

highpass filter (25 Hz, 12 dB per octave) 

and phase-reverse switch are also in-

cluded. There's a transformer-balanced, 
floating mic input (XLR, with switchable 

48V phantom power) with two amplifica-
tion stages and a switchable 20dB pad; a 
floating, balanced line input (XLR); an un-

balanced mix input (Yi-inch); and an un-

balanced insert (%-inch TRs) switchable 
from the front panel. Balanced high- and 

low-level XLR and V..-inch 'FRS outputs are 
provided. Retail: $1,999.99. 

MANLEY LABS/LANGEVIN 
MIC/EQ 500 COMBO 

The two-rackspace Manley Mic/EQ 500 
Combo's ink pre section sports fully dif-

ferential topology (using two 5751, and 
single 6414 and 7044 dual triodes), offers 

up to 46 dB of gain with a frequency re-

sponse of 5 to 60 kHz, and has 48V phan-
tom powering and phase-reverse capabil-

ities. Its EQ 500 passive EQ circuitry is 
coupled to a second differential line-amp, 

with a choice of Peak or Shelf modes for 
each band, and includes an insert point. 
Separate input and output gain controls 

allow the unit to produce overdriven tube 
effects, which can be monitored on an il-

luminated VU meter. All I/O is balanced 

transformer-coupled. Special mastering 

versions with calibrated and detented 

controls are available by custom order 

Retail: $2,900. 

MILLENNIA ORIGIN SIT- 1 

The single-channel STF-I incorporates 

Millennia's HV-3 discrete hybrid solid-

state mic pre, M-2b Class-A tube mic pre. 
NSEQ 4-band Class-A parametric EQ. 

TCL opto-compressor/limiter, an opto-

de-esser and a Class-A tube instrument 

DI in a single unit. The EQ, compressor 

and de-esser can be switched between 
tube-based or solid-state-based ampli-

fiers, and combined with a preamp in 

any configuration, with a choice of 
transformer-coupled or transformerless 

audio paths. Balanced monolithic direct, 
unbalanced XLR (from a Class-A discrete 

J-FET amp) and XLR balanced mono-
lithic outputs are available. A backlit 

analog meter indicates output level or 
gain reduction. Retail: $2,895. 

PEAVEY VMP-2 

Housed in a two-rackspace chassis, the 
VMP-2 is a stereo unit with two tube mic 

preamps and two tube EQs. Each channel 

also include a 'A-inch, high-impedance 

Millennia sr-r-

Instrument input and switches for -20dB 

pad, 48VDC phantom power, EQ bypass, 
and -12dB/octave highpass filter at 40 or 

80 Hz. XLR transformer-balanced inputs 

and outputs and 'A-inch unbalanced out-

puts are standard. The 2-band EQ is a 

shelving-type (±10 dB at 100 Hz and ±10 

dB at 10 kHz). Frequency response is 

stated as 10 to 40k Hz (+0 dB, -3 dB). Re-

tail is $949.99. 

PENDULUM AUDIO MDP-1 

The MDP-1 is a 2-channel pure Class-A 

mic/DI preamp with a transformerless out-
put stage. The MDP-1 can be ordered with 

either Jensen I3K7A or custom-wound 

transformers, and the DI signal path is 

completely transformerless, with a selec-
tion of three input load impedances for 

piezo-electric acoustic instrument pickups, 

magnetic pickups and line-level sources. 

hut 111111 Plithii1P ffihtiUFCTUREh 
A Designs  818/716-4153 

Anthony DeMaria Labs  845/256-0032  

Aphex  818/767-2929 
ART  716/436-2720 

Avalon  949/492-2000 
Behringer  425/672-0816 
Bellari/Rolls Corporation  801/263-9053 

D.W. Fearn  610/793-2526 

dbx  801/568-7660 
Demeter  818/994-7658 

Drawmer  702/365-5155 
EAR/Subsonic  323/667-1899 

Groove Tubes  818/361-4500 

Joemeek (dist. by PMI Audio)  877/563-6335 

Manley Labs/Langevin  909/627-4256 

Millennia  530/647-0750  

Peavey  877/732-8391 
Pendulum Audio  908/665-9333 

PreSon us 225/216-7887 

Requisite Audio Engineering ..  818/247-2047 
SPL (dist. by Group One)  631/249-1399  
Summit Audio  831/728-1302  

TL Audio (dist. by HHB)  310/319-1111   
Tube-Tech/TC Electronic  805/373-1828  
Universal Audio  831/454-0630  

 www.adesignsaudio.com 

www.adl-tube.com 
www.aphex.com 

 www.artproaudio.com 
 www.avalondesign.com 
 www.behringencom 

 www.rolls.com 
 www.dwfearn.com 

 www.dbxpro.com 
 www.demeteramps.com 

 www.drawmer.com 
 www.earpro.com 

www.groovetubes.com 

www.joemeek.com 

www.manleylabs.com 

www.mil-media.com 

www.peavey.com 

www.pendulumaudio.com 

www.presonus.com 

 www.requisiteaudio.com 
www.g1ltd.com 
www.summitaudio.com 
www.hhbusa.com 
www.tcelectronic.com 

www.uaudio.com 
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Logic Platinum S and Logic Control set the new 

standard by which success must be measured. 

Engineering experience, inspiration and invalu-

able input from professional users around the 

world combine to make a highly- regarded music 

production system even better. The superiority of 

the Logic Platinum S software becomes even 

more apparent when connected with Logic Control 

and Logic Control XT hardware. With hands-on 

access to hundreds of MIDI and audio functions, 

this is a peerless combination designed to grow 

along with your creative needs. New automation, 

11 new plug-ins, hardware independent audio 

scrubbing, renowned POW-r dithering and 

enhanced functionality in tie score and MIDI edi-

tors are just some of the innovations in Logic 

Platinum S. A range of optional software instru-

ments, including the new ES2 and EVOC20, round 

out a music and audio production system 

designed to let you work faster, achieve more suc-

cess, and have more fun. 

Technology with soul. 

Music Production 

Soft- and Hardware 

Logic Platinum 5 
Logic Control 

• 
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Manufactured in the LISA by 

Lynx Studio Technology. Inc www lynxstudio com 

The MDP-1 also includes a phase-reverse 
switch, a 20dB input pad, a low-cut filter 
with 10 frequencies, and large, illuminated 
VU meters. Retail: $2,495. 

PRESONUS DIGITUBE 
The bright-blue, half-rackspace DigiTUBE 
Mic Pre/EQ is a combination tube preamp 
and EQ with a 24-bit digital output. The 
preamp has a dual servo input that accepts 
mic, instrument and line signals, with 70 
dB of gain and 22 dB of headroom. The 
3-band sweepable EQ has overlapping 
bands and a Bypass switch. Analog output 
is via XLR connector, and there's a h-inch 
TRS insert. Digital output (at 44.1 and 
48kHz sample rates) is via a coaxial 
S/PDIF connector. Retail: $299.95. 

REQUISITE AUDIO Y75 MK III 
The dual-channel Requisite Y7s Mk III is 
handcrafted using point-to-point wiring 
and uses four 12AY7, two 12AX7 and two 
6414 tubes. There are four input types: 
transformer-balanced mic (XLR) with 48V 
phantom power, transformer-balanced 

line (XLR), transformer-balanced ribbon 
mic (XLR) and unbalanced line (h-
inch)—selectable with five-position ro-
tary switches. Outputs are transformer-
balanced (XLR). Gain, feedback and 
output level controls are also included. 
The Y7s Mk III produces more than 75 dB 
of gain with a 10 to 1001cHz frequency re-
sponse. Retail: $3,500. 

SPL 9945 CHANNEL ONE 

The Channel One is a channel strip device 
containing a tube mic pre, a de-esser, a 
compressor/limiter with noise gate, an EQ 
and a headphone monitor. The preamp 
stage provides three input options: mic 
(XLR) with 48V phantom power, phase re-
verse and subsonic filter; low-impedance 
line (XLR); and high-impedance instrument 
(h-inch). The compressor/limiter section is 
based on SPL's Double-VCA-Drive cirs - 
cuitry; the de-esser includes a proprietary 
Auto-Threshold mode; and the EQ features 
low, mid-hi and air-band filters, along with 
a field-effect distortion 
stage. XLR outputs and   
insert points are in-
cluded, and a 24/96 AD. 
DA converter is available 
as an option. Retail. 
about $ 1,700. 

SUMMIT AUDIO MPC-100A 
The robustly constructed NIPC-100A is a 
single-channel tube preamplifier and tube 
compressor/limiter combined in a two-
racicspace unit. It uses two 12AX7a tubes, 
two 990 discrete operational amplifiers, 15 
integrated circuits, three transistors and 
two compression cells; it accepts elec-
tronically balanced line and mic, and un-
balanced high-impedance input signals. 
Output is at +4 dBu via balanced XLR and 
unbalanced 4-inch connectors. The com-
pressor/limiter section has very fast attack 
times, making it ideal for optimizing sig-
nal prior to entering the digital domain. 
Frequency response is 5 to 65k Hz. Re-
tail: $1,950. 

TL AUDIO PA-1 
The dual-channel PA-1 is a hybrid preamp 
that employs transformer-coupled inputs 
feeding an EF86 pentode amplifier stage, 
followed by two ECC83 triode stages, with 
a solid-state output amp. Both channels 

TL Audio PA-

THE ULTIMATE 
AUDIO INTERFACE 

With 24-bit analog inputs, sampling rates up to 200kHz, a low-jitter PLL sample clock 
and a choice of three multichannel analog configurations, the new LynxTWO audio 
interface rivals the performance of many of the world's most desirable standalone 

converters. And with a list of features that includes AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O, 
expansion modules for ADAT and TDIF support, powerful synchronization and 

timecode facilities plus an on-board digital mixer, you'll find its surprisingly low price 
tag equally attractive. Unusually, the LynxTWO is the product of dedicated, visionary 
hardware and software engineers working together, not the wishful thinking of some 
marketing department. So you can count on exceptional 

compatibility with all major Mac and Windows-
based audio and video applications. 

For full details of the ultimate PCI 
audio interface card and a list 

of dealers, contact HHB or 
visit hhbusa.com 

Also available: Lynx0NE 2-channel audio interface card 

All trademarks recognised as the property or their respective owners 

Exclusively distributed by HHB Communications USA Inc T 310 319 1111 E sales hhbusa com 

HHB Communications Canada Ltd T 416 867 9000 E sales4hhbcanada com 

Hill9 Communications Ltd UK T 020 8962 5000 E salesb hhb.co.uk 

www.hhbusa.com 
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...And the year after that, and the year after that... 

Eventide's Eclipse' Harmonizer Brand 

Effects Processor will be the " newest" 

state-of-the-art effects box for years to 

come. While other manufacturers obso-

lete their "flavor of the week" effects 

boxes with new models every year or so, 

Eventide Harmonizer effects processors 

have always enjoyed incredible longevity— 

several models have been produced 

continuously for a decade or longer. No 

wonder Eventide has been the choice of 

professionals for 30 years. 

More Creative Power 

Eclipse is packed with almost 100 

algorithms, several times more than 

competitive boxes, so you'll never run 

out of new sound ideas. The longer you 

work with your Eclipse, the more creative 

www.eventide.com • 201.641.1200 
Eventide Inc • One Alsan Way • Little Ferry, NJ 07643 USA 
email: audioigeventide.com Eventide 

the next step 

avenues you'll explore. And, since 

it's :he only processor in its class with 

96K/24 bit processing, Eclipse will 

never be an audio bottleneck. 

Eclipse is so 

much more than 

an ordinary 

processor that 

you'll find it's an 

integral part of your creative process. 

Guitarists know that Eventide makes 

the only pitch-shifting that can keep up 

with their blistering leads. Vocalists and 

front-of- house engineers will be glad to 

know that our famous Microshift preset 

is on board. Every one of our eleven 

revero algorithms is world-class, lush 

and enveloping. And every one is true 

stereo...no mono in, stereo out here. 

Professional Connections 

Even the back panel says "versatility" Every 

analog and digital input and output you'll 

ever need is there... 

including a port 

which makes it easy 

to update Eclipse's 

software right over 

the Internet. We want to make it easy for 

Eclipse owners to get the most out of their 

long-term investment for years to come. 

Eclipse offers more in a single rack 

space than any processor ever before. 

Audition the Eclipse today at your 

Eventide dealer. Or check out our web-

site, www.eventide.com. It's going to be 

a rewarding creative partnership. 

EVENTIDE, THE NEXT STEP AND HARMONIZER ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF EVENTIDE INC. CD 2001 EVENTIDE INC. 



Learn Audio Recording Like Nowhere Else. 
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All students train, hands-on, in cutting 
edge 48-track Analog/ Digital Recording 
Studios that feature: 

-SSL -Studer -Otari -Neumann 
-Neve -Neotek -Lexicon -Hailer 

Plus... 
-Mac G3/TASCAM Digital Lab 
-Studio Master Mix Down Lab 
-Individual G4 Pro Tools Work Stations 
-And Much, Much More! 

2300 E. roadway Road Te. 

111 

No more than 12 students per class - 
taught by award winning professionals. 

Every student completes an internship in 
the industry for graduation. 

Only recording school authorized by 
Avid/Digidesign, T.C. Electronics, 
WAVES, and SIA to certify students in 
the use of their products. 
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TASCAM GigaStudio: 
Can It Really Be All Things to All People? 
They say you can't please all the people all the time. But with the very best 
sample playback technology and the finest collection of sound libraries for any 
sampling platform, GigaStudio comes pretty darn close. Visit your 
TASCAM dealer to find out why Giga is the not-so-secret weapon of the 
world's coolest composers and sound designers. 

GIGASTUDIO 160 

.114 

NMI 

Hard Disk 
Sampling 
Workstation 

GIGASTUDIO 160 
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GIGASTUDIO 96 
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,ASCAM 

GIGASTUDIO 96 

NEW! 

GIGASTUDIO 32 

Hard Disk 
IL. Sampling 
jet Ill VVrerk station 

GIGASTUDIO 32 
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feature highpass and lowpass filters, 48V 

phantom power, drive and peak LEDs, in-

put and output level controls, and backlit 
VU meters—with phase reverse on chan-

nel B. Input gain is switchable between 

20 and 50 dB in 10dB steps, and a Nom-

inal Gain switch on the rear panel adjusts 
the level of both outputs. Both balanced 

XLR and unbalanced %-inch I/O are pro-
vided. Retail: $ 1,599. 

TUBE-TECH MP I A 

The Tube-Tech MPlA is a combination 

dual mic pre/DI amplifier with independ-
ent preamps for mics or instruments. The 

balanced mic inputs provide 48V phantom 

power and a switchable 20dB pad. Gain is 
adjustable from 20 to 70 dB in 5dB steps. 

The DI inputs are unbalanced with a gain 

range of 10 to 60 dB. The amplifiers are 

all tube-based, the heaters are fed DC volt-
age and the transformers are enclosed in 

mu-metal cans—all greatly reducing hum. 
Input and output transformers come with 

a static-screen between primary and sec-
ondary wirings to eliminate ground loops. 
Mic inputs and outputs are balanced and 
fully floating. Retail: $2,395. 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO 2-610 
The Universal Audio 2-610 is a 2-channel 

tube microphone preamplifier based on 
the amplifier section of the Universal Au-

dio 610 modular console. It uses one 

41> 

1111111111 
Universal Audio 2-610 

12AX7 and one 6072 tube in each channel, 
and produces up to 61 dB of gain, with a 

frequency response of 20 to 20k Hz. A 2-
band shelving EQ section offers up to 9dB 

boost/cut at 4.5/7/10 kHz (high) and 

70/100/200 Hz (low). There are balanced 

mic and line (XLR, with 48V phantom 

power on the mic inputs) and unbalanced 

high-impedance line/instrument (V.-inch) 

inputs. Output is via a balanced (XLR) con-

nector. Retail: $2,295. 

Barry Cleveland is a Bay Area-based 
recording artist, engineer and producer 

(www.barrycleveland.com), and author 
of Creative Music Production: Joe Meek's 

Bold Techniques (wwwartisipro.com), a 
book about the visionary British producer's 
contributions to the an of recording. 

www.tascam.com 
powered by GegaSarnpler Ted-loot°, 



Times change. So should your tools. 

The soft synth is here to stay. and making music wi.l never be the same. 
The Oxygen 8 is the first in a senes of new controllers from MIDIMAN designed 

for the software-centric musician. 

Oxygen 8 puts you in control of any 8 MIDI-assignable parameters within your favorite soft synths. 
VST instruments, or any MIDI-compatible software. Real time control is now yours for the taking: LEO 

rate, filter frequency. modulation, amplitude, whatever-- l's all at your fingertips. You don't even need a 

MIDI interface for the Oxygen 8. because it is the MIDI interface. And since the Oxygen 8 doesn't use an 
external power supply, your laptop and the stage are sounding mere like the studio than ever before. 

Take a deep breath. You're in control now. 

Oxygen 8 Features: 

• 25-note controller with 8 MIDI assignable knobs. one MIDI assignable slider. 

• USB MIDI interface integrated into tie keyboard—ro external devices needed. 

• Laptop-ready: hpi.t and output 16 channels of MIDI via USB. 

• Power the Oxygen 8 with the USB port or batteries for complete portability. 

• Designed for Soft Synths. Live Performance. Programming. 

Per] MIDI 

miDiman 
M POWERED. 

800-969-6434 • www.midiman.net,oxy8/mix e email: infoemidiman.net 
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Interconiectivity Rules at London's Newest Studio Complex 

Sphere's Studio One control room is equipped 

with o 72-channel Neve 88R and features 

modified Dynaudio M4 monitors. 

T ake the guy who used to run AIR Studios, add 
some of Europe's top-name producers, a broad-
band audio transmission outfit and a few mil-

lion pounds' worth of custom-built facilities and you 
get a remarkable result—Sphere Studios, London's 
newest studio complex. 

Sphere is located in a converted laundry—which 
is an ideal environment, according to co-director 
Malcolm Atkin, formerly general manager at AIR Stu-
dios. "We were actually very lucky to have found an 
industrial building that had such a solid frame,' ex-
plains Atkin. "This is extremely important for a studio 

installation, and our foundations here are extremely 
strong. We're only a few minutes outside the heart of 
London's A&R community, and our transport links 
even include a local heliport." 

Atkin recounted the start of the project, with part-

ner Francesco Cornell: "Frank had already bought the 
building with a view to putting his own studio into it, 
but it was really too big for a personal project. Luck-
ily, we found each other at exactly the right moment 
and joined forces? Funding for Sphere comes from a 
delicate balance of private money, the bank and the 
directors' formidable reputations. Atkin points out that 
the mixing room's first project—a Genesis DVD pro-
duced by Nick Davis—was a huge endorsement. 
"Even bank managers have heard of this band," says 
Atkin. "We couldn't have wished for a better start." 

The compact 10,000-square-foot site houses six 
production suites, a large tracking room, a 5.1 mix 
room, and a 5.1 mix and MIDI suite. Because Sphere 
makes the production rooms available as empty 
shells, producers can equip them exactly as they wish, 

and the multifortnat connection system allows for an 
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Plays Well 
With Others 

HP75BNC Series: 
impedance 

» 50 mi gold plated center pins 

» Nickel- plated, machined brass shells 

m AAA Series 

7 00....,.........—, 
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AAA Series: 
» uniy z pieces to assemble, saves assembly time 

.> Quickest assembly time in the industry 

» Optional die-cast handle improves durability 

» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes 

Front Access Audio Patchbay: 
» Easy slide-out tray for fast terminations 

from the FRONT of the rack 

» Available in both long-frame or bantam configuations 

» All jacks are nickel- plated, steel frame, 
with gold-plated crossbar contacts 

» Part ol a complete line of audio 

patclibays, call for details 

Video Patchbays: 

..,• MVP mirisiie High Defirition version rated at 3.0G-12 

VPP standard High Defidion version rated at 2.4Ghz 

• • VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz 

•.• Available in -PRU, 2RU's, 24, 26 or 32 jacks, terminated, 
non-terminated, or non-r ormalled 

Switchcraff 
w w w . s itch c r a f t . c o m 

5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630 

Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129 



almost infinite variety of gear. All of the 
rooms are situated radially around a cen-
tral machine room, a concept lifted from 
the broadcast industry. "We realized very 
early on that connectivity was the name 
of the game for a 21st-century studio," 
Atkin explains. "Just because a producer 

or composer is working in a small space 

sive planning. "I knew it was vitally im-
portant to have the complete picture be-
fore we started," says Atkin. "I brought 
Tom [Schlum] to the project at a wry 
early stage. He has done a superb job and 
created a very comprehensive design 
database for the complete system and for 
coordinating the installation." 

The 500-square-foot Studio One 
boasts a 19-foot ceiling and can accom-
modate 38 musicians in the main studio 
area. (There are also three independent-
ly floating isolation rooms.) The control 
room monitors (modified Dynaudio M4s) 

hate moving from one studio to another 
as a project progresses," he explains. "I 
like to be able to get to know a room, 
and also the people around me, and 
Sphere is a community, not just a studio. 

Especially with software-intensive sys-
tems, it's so useful to have someone 
knowledgeable on hand all the time. 
Creatively, to be surrounded by other 
people in the same business as yourself 
is very productive." Future plans at 
Sphere incorporate an exclusive com-

munal lounge bar, which will further en-
hance the community feel. 

Studio 3 contains a 56-channel Euphonix C53000 

and surrotiyagitocing. 

does not mean that they should be de-

nied access to big facilities." 
Connections between each studio and 

the machine room include analog/digital 
tielines, CATS lines, MADI video links, 
50-way control cables and optical ties. 
Also, 2MB broadband and ISDN 30 lines 
ran into the building at the start of the 
project. "We knew that if we were go-
ing to do this, we'd have to really go for 
it," says Atkin. "This is the first real new 
studio complex to be built in London in 
a long time, and we wanted to make it 
as future-proof as possible." 

The entire design and build operation 

was carried out by Munro Associates, with 
Westwick Installation handling the audio 
systems installations. The technical system 
design was done by Sphere's technical 
manager, Tom Schlum. Atkin notes that 
the complexity of the infrastructure called 
for extremely accurate and comprehen-

are soffit-mounted to preserve sighdines 
between the console and the booths and 
live area. Two-track machines are locat-
ed in the control room, while conven-
tional multitrack machines are located in 
the central equipment room. 

The Sphere team has taken the un-
usual step of making its production 
rooms available on either short or long 
leases, and has already attracted some 
very high-profile clients. First to sign on 
was Chris Kimsey, a producer whose 

client list features the Rolling Stones, 
Johnny Hallyday, Killing Joke, Ash, The 
Chieftains, Soul Asylum and INXS. Kim-
sey's all-digital suite (based around a Pro 
Tools system, Sony DMX-R100 console 

and KRK monitors) was the first to be in-
stalled at Sphere. 

Kimsey says that the combination of 
having his own gear in a ready-built, net-
worked environment is a great idea. "I 

Having six rooms that can be linked 
to each other and/or the tracking room 
is proving to be a major benefit. Sphere 
enjoys a constant revenue stream from 
producers like Kimsey and Pete Vettese, 
who have each leased a production 

room, while short-term clients are natu-
rally inclined to use the adjacent tracking 
studio for acoustic instrumental parts and 
vocals. The multiroom design makes it 
easy to start a project in a production 
room or Studio One and finish it in the im-
pressive mixing room, all without leaving 
the building. 

Atkin is anxious to point out that the 
studio does not insist that its production 
room clients use the larger facilities. 
"Production suites like these are not 

new, but ours are unusual in that you 
could easily produce an entire album in 
them—thanks to the connectivity be-
tween rooms and equipment," he says. 
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"Of course, we'd like to think that 
they'll give the big rooms a try, but the 
intention is that all the rooms will be 
busy in their own right. We're not inter-

ested in putting barriers up." 

CONSOLES FOR EVERY TASTE 
With three very different types of record-
ing space available, Sphere offers some-

thing for every taste. "One of our hardest 
decisions to make was over consoles," 
recalls Atkin. "When the time came to get 
down off the fence, we knew that we had 

to go with the most commercially viable 
option, provided that the audio quality 

was there." The tracking room (Studio 
One) is equipped with a 72-channel 
Neve 88R, while the mixing room (Studio 
Two) has an SSL 9000 J. Studio Three 
contains an extensive keyboard selection 
and a 56-channel Euphonix CS3000. "The 
Neve is fitted with Encore automation 
and 36 remote mic preamps," explains 

Atkin. "[For this console,] Neve used a 
very similar design to the Montserrat 

console they built for AIR, which has a 
brilliant sound. This time around, the 
control system runs under Windows NT, 
which means that it interfaces complete-

ly with our network and can be used 
from any of the production rooms, so 
our tenants will find it very easy to use." 

The SSL was chosen after extensive 
research into engineers' and producers' 
preferences, though Atkin expresses his 
disappointment with one important fea-
ture: "Even though the control room 
monitor pot is calibrated from 0 to 11 in 

true Spinal Tap style, I'm sure I asked for 
one that that went up to 12," he says. On 
a more serious note, the console features 
the latest modifications from SSL, includ-
ing 6-channel compressors and 5.1 alter-
nate speaker-switching. "The mixing 
room is unique in the UK in being the 
first built for 5.1 surround sound from 
the ground up," notes Atkin. "Most 5.1 
rooms are old stereo rooms with more 
monitors in them. Here, even the walls 
are in surround." 

The Sphere team chose not to.install 
permanent soffit-mounted monitors in 
the 5.1 room (Studio Two). "I'm sick to 
death of having big monitors that clients 
moan about and which can't be moved," 

he says. "The silly thing is that because 

the big monitors are not the producer's 
choice, they only get used for five min-
utes a day, while the real mixing is done 
on the near-fields. I believe that film scor-
ing mixers have the right approach— 
when you mix, do it for the most ex-
pensive, best-sounding system out there. 
It's just not true that most people have 

poor quality hi-fi these days, so the tech-
nique is relevant in music as well." 

For the SSL room, the freestanding 
monitor system is, by its nature, fluid. 
After experimenting with monitors from 
PMC and others, the Sphere design team 

selected Dynaudio C4s with custom bass 

cabinets. "We set up our own favorites, 
but if someone doesn't like our choice, 

L-R: Sphere director Francesco 

Cornell, managing director 

Malcolm Atkin and chief 

engineer Ben Georgiades. 

Hear What The Hype Is All About 
"The C-3 is THE HIP new guitar mic. It gives your Marshalls 
that phat-gut-punch we all crave. I'll never cut anotMr 
record without one." 
Scott Rouse -Producer, Grammy Nominee, Nashville, Tennessee 

I have a microphone "wish You have allowed_ 
me to check off both the U87 with the Cl and the 
C12 with the T3. 
Ted Perlman - Producer/Arranger/Composer 
Bob Dylan, Chicago, Kaci, 2gether, Young MC 

One of the best vocal mics in the world is the $300 
Studio Projects Cl. You can spend way more fo'r 
one of those" mics from Germany if your ego demands 

it, but the Cl is certainly the sonic equivalent. 
Pete Leon i -Producer Engineer, Tech writer and reviewer — 
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Some small thinking from Midas 
Introducing the first high-profile live mixing console in a compact format. 

Only one company could deliver big-board technology in three compact sizes. Only one company could 
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unbelievable price. Midas introduces the Venice 160, 240 and 320. Portable, affordable live mixing consoles. 

Incredibly small thinking from Midas. 

Get all the big details by calling 1-800-667-3968 
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we will happily let them use their own 

monitors," Atkin notes. "Everyone has 
their own opinions about monitors, and 

we don't want to lose clients over one el-
ement of our installation." 

Outboard equipment choices were 
slightly more straightforward. "When we 

looked at what equipment each room 
should have, we put everything into three 
categories," explains chief engineer Ben 

Georgiades. "These were absolute essen-
tials, studio staples that everyone expects 
you to have, and then a big, long wish list." 
Though not every item on his wish list was 
purchased, Georgiades was pleased to sec 
a few "specials" added to the studio's in-
ventory. "Some things are best left to rental 
companies, but there are others that are al-
most impossible to find," he notes. "Some 
[pieces of gear] are so well-thought-of that 
you end up paying considerably more at 

auction than they would have cost new." 
Among the more venerable items in the 
racks are GML equalizers and an MXR 
phaser/flanger. As Georgiades points out, 
not every "classic" is old: 'We have Man-

-9" 
SOUND ADVICE! 
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"With clients like Don Henley, the Dixie Chicks 
and Marty Stuart, we rely on SurgeX to keep 
our sessions running smoothly." 

MIN 

5)(2120 SEQ Smart 
Sequential AC Distro 

SX2120 Manual Distro 
(2 banks of 6 switched 

outlets, plus 3 always on) 

Mark Petty, Chief Recording Engineer 

ASC Recording Studios 
Dallas, Texas 

Only SurgeX Series Mode Pro Surge 

Suppressors and Power Conditioners 

provide A-1-1 certified protection. 

SurgeX will not fail. SurgeX does 

not contaminate the green wire. 

Our advice? Get SurgeX. 

SURGE\ 
iti.je Pro 

When Downtime Is Not An Option! 

vvww.surgex.com 215-766-1240 

ley Massive Passive EQs, and I don't think 
I've ever heard a more musical piece of 
equipment except possibly the Fairchild, 
which we had at AIR," he says. 

I CAN SEE FOR MILES 
Though Sphere's studio specifications are 
top-notch, it is the company's attitude to-
ward the future of the record business that 
is most interesting. "For the moment, it's 
important for us to be physically near to 
record companies," says Atkin. "These 
people still use bikes and couriers to move 
media around, yet I'm sure it won't be 
long before the bulk of what is produced 
here is transmitted electronically, rather 

than committed to a reel of tape. This 
means, of course, that communication 
with the outside world is vital. We can't 
afford to be just another stand-alone facil-
ity like so many others. There is a huge 
amount of trans-Atlantic business going 
on, with American artists working with 
British producers and vice versa. With the 
right communications, we can become the 

portal into London for clients who take 
this sort of international approach." 

While Atkin and his colleagues have 
all the studio experience anyone could 
wish for, they recognized that specialist 
talent was needed to optimize worldwide 

communications, and have entered into a 
deal with H2O, the London-based audio 
transmission and recording consultancy. 
H2O's previous projects have included 

virtual overdubs for the likes of Mariah 
Carey and Coolio, and the company has 
contracted to provide 'round-the-clock 
access to the broadband technology that 
will allow Sphere's remote clients to see 
and hear work in progress. In addition to 
providing the ISDN-based audio technol-

ogy that allows collaboration in real time 
among musicians and producers who are 
thousands of miles away, H20 will main-
tain DolbyFax, APT and Musicam codecs, 
IP-based video links and MediaManager 
browser software, which is used by A8/12 
personnel for keeping track of remote 
work in progress. 

"Whether people choose to use this 
just as a file-exchange system, for instant 
approval from remote clients, or for 
recording an album on five continents at 
the same time doesn't really matter," con-
cludes Atkin. "The important thing is that 

it will save an enormous amount of time 
and trouble for everyone, and make so 
many more exciting international projects 
possible. Then we really will have shrunk 
the globe." 

Mike Mann is a freelance writer living in 
England. 
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CSP 

Unit 6 at the Portland Head • ht in Co.Elizabeth, Maine. 

by Paul Verna 

When Maine Radio & Television subsidiary CSP Mobile Produc-

tions launched its first video truck in 1989, the company was build-

ing on a 60-year tradition as a pioneering broadcaster in the Port-

land market. The remote truck was an extension of Maine Radio & 

Television's core business of creating and capturing programming for 

its TV and radio outlets. The location business grew to the point 

where a second truck was added to the fleet, and the client list ex-

panded accordingly, ranging from sports giants ESPN, Major League 

Baseball and the National Basketball Association, to entertainment 

events such as the Country Music Awards' "Backstage Pass" and con-

certs by Aerosmith, Brandy and Wynton Marsalis. Focused on the 

video broadcast side of the business, CSP specialized in delivering 

high-quality visuals to its clients, with the audio usually mixed live 

and seldom multitracked. 
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TAKING THE TALENT ON THE ROAD 

, 

Engineer Lance Vardis is one 46 the CSP Unit 6 

audio truck. 

However, the rise of the DVD market suggested to CSP's principals that 

many of the special events that the company covered—particularly music-

based ones—might benefit from being recorded in a high-quality multitrack 

format and archived for future use. To that end, CSP president Nat Thomp-

son commissioned a state-of-the-art audio truck that could compete with the 

industry's remote recording elite—a close-knit group of competitive, passion-

ate and fiercely independent owner/engineers. The result of Thompson's vision 

was Unit 6, a single-body, 28-foot truck equipped with a 96-input Yamaha 

PM-1D digital console, six Tascam DA-78s, two Tascam MX-2424 hard disk 

recorders, surround monitoring via Genelec 1031s (with a 1092A subwoofer) 

and top-notch processing gear. 
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Mobile Productions 
"The rise of the DVD market has cer-

tainly been one of the factors why we 
felt this truck would be able to sell it-
self," Thompson says. "Being able to do 
the multitrack records is essential, be-
cause so often a band will come back 
after the fact and say, 'Gee, could we 
do a remix on that show? We had a par-
ticularly good performance that night, 
the video's looking really good and 
we'd like to make something of it.' That 
kind of scenario had a lot to do with the 
whys and wherefores of this truck." 

Unit 6 could not have come at a bet-
ter time for CSP. Since launching the ve-

hicle in late 2000, it has been used for 
a wide range of events that have taken 
advantage of the truck's live mixing, 
multitracking and surround capabilities. 
A Foo Fighters concert in Atlanta in Oc-
tober 2000 was a case in point—CSP was 
hired to do the event as a live, pay-per-
view project, with video and audio 
broadcast live. "We were focused on 
capturing the show live and doing a 
great job that night, but we had the multi-
tracks running," says Lance Vardis, an 
independent engineer who does the li-
on's share of his work for CSP. "The 
band had such a good time that night 
that they decided they wanted to po-

tentially do a DVD release. We got the 
call to do a remix of the audio in sur-
round, which we did in the truck. 
Everything fell right into place." 

That yet-to-be-released Foo Fighters 
project—which was authored and mas-
tered nearby at Bob Ludwig's Gateway 
Mastering and DVD studio in Portland— 
proved to be a turning point for CSP. 
"That was when we realized, 'Wait a 
minute, these projects have a life after the 
initial event," says Vardis. 

Another show that exploited the multi-
tracking and mixing potential of Unit 6 
was a concert recording by contemporary 

Christian music superstar Carman. The 
event was taped by CSP for broadcast on 
Easter Sunday, 2001, so Vardis captured 
the audio (80 tracks' worth, bringing in ad-
ditional gear to accommodate the extra 
material) onto the Tascam tape and hard 
disk units, rough-mixed the show live and 
then spent several days afterward working 
on the broadcast mix. "They had every in-

tention of doing a home video release af-
ter the fact, so we had that in the back of 
our minds," says Vardis. "They're still de-
bating whether they want to do a DVD, 
but in the meantime, we have the tapes 

filed away, so if they decide they want to 
do something, say, next holiday season, 
it's always there." 

From an engineering standpoint, 
Vardis gets excited by the energy of live 
events, but he also appreciates the 
chance to go back and tweak his mix-
es. "Live events are great," he says. 
"When they're done, they're done. You 
do the best job you can that night and 
it's exciting. But, as every audio engi-
neer knows, if you have a chance to do 
a remix, you take it. You think, lirrun, 
that could have been a little better.'" 

Recently, CSP drove Unit 6 and one 
of its video trucks (which are labeled 
Unit 4 and Unit 5) to New York for a 
Barenaked Ladies pay-per-view event. 

Although a planned multitracking com-
ponent to that show fell through, the 
event still illustrated why CSP's invest-
ment in an audio truck is paying off. 

"The Barenaked Ladies show coin-
cided nicely with the Audio Engineering 
Society Convention in New York," ob-
serves Thompson. "That allowed us to 
park the truck at Roseland Ballroom for 
the show on Friday night, and then drive 
the truck a few blocks downtown to the 
Javits Center to exhibit it at the show." On 
the second day of the AES show, CSP set 

up video and audio monitors outside Unit 
6 so that passing convention attendees 
could catch a glimpse of the previous 
night's Barenaked ladies show. 

Besides the day-to-day production 

projects that make up the bread-and-
butter of CSP's mobile recording busi-
nes-s, Unit 6 is also destined to serve the 
coihpany in another capacity: creating 

broadcast-ready programming in-house. 
Thompson says, "There are program-
- ming things we felt we might be able to 

generate internally, from the standpoint of 
being able to do a live-to-tape project, a 
multitrack record, a remix, a post-pro-
duction job or whatever it might be, and 

take a full show to, say, HBO on the 
programming side of things and sell it that 
way. In the entertainment industry, that 

The Barenaked Ladies used CSR's Unit 6 

for a show at New York City's Roseland 

Ballroom. 

crossing over between music and visuals 
has become such a big thing. We're in a 

perfect position to take advantage of it 
because we've been in the broadcast 
business for a long time, and now we're 
concentrating on the mobile production 
business." 

As CSP's projects move downstream, 
they—like so many music productions 
these days—end up in Digidesign Pro 
Tools workstations. Although CSP does-
not yet have its own Digiclesign system, 
recording is to the Tascam MX-2424 in 

Sound Designer II format, ensuring full 
compatibility with Pro Tools users on 

the post-production side. And, with a 
TDIF digital audio connection between 

the MX-2424s and DA-78s, the tape 
machines serve as a real-time backup 
system, saving CSP the headache of 
archiving its hard disk data onto a third-
party storage device. 

The layout and design of Unit 6 were 
largely the work of CSP VP of technical 
operations and production Len Chase, 
who developed plans to build a dedicat-
ed audio truck in mid-1999. "Len ap-
proached me with the idea of building a 
state-of-the-art truck where we could do 
high-quality multitracking and surround," 
says Vardis. "I took the equipment and 
acoustics side, and he took the mechan-
ics and electric side of it. Initially, it was 
going to be three Yamaha 02Rs and Tas-

cam DA-78s, but when we found out that 
Yamaha was introducing the PM-1D, we 
jumped at the chance to get it." 

Although CSP made a substantial in-
vestment in Unit 6 (approximately 
$500,000), the price tag was actually 
small by comparison to some of the 
company's competitors. "We're not try-
ing to compete with the big Neve Capri-
corns and the Euphonixes and the SSLs 
out there," says Thompson. "We found a 
board and a truck that work well togeth-
er; it's fairly simple from an engineering 

standpoint, and it interfaces with a video 
truck nicely. I'm very happy the way 
that's worked, and everyone who's seen 
it has been very happy, so I'm thrilled:U 
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The First Hard Disk Recorder 
Worthy of the Name ADAT. 

Presenting the new state-of-the-art in digital 

recording systems: ADAT HD24 - The first 24-
track hard disk recorder designed to match 
ADAT's legendary performance and afford-
ability. With two hot-swappable drive bays. 

Resolution up to 24- bit/ 96kHz. 24-Channels 
of Analog I/O. 24-Channels of ADAT Optical 

Digital I/O. ADAT Sync for sample-accurate 
multiple machine synchronization. MIDI and 

Ethernet to connect your MAC or PC. Using 
low-cost, removable IDE hard drives for excep-
tionally low media costs - cheaper than ADAT 
tape per track minute. And offering incredible 

speed, performance, and stability, thanks to 
our exclusive, ADAT/FSTTm file streaming tech-
nology - the first method of writing to the hard 
drive designed and built from the ground up 
for recording music. Not data. To learn more, 
visit our website, or stop by your local dealer. 
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MIX — 'iSTERS  
BY MAUREEN DRONEY 

Neil Dorfsman 

Award-Winning Engineering and Production 

J
ust a few minutes into a con-
versation with Neil Dorfsman 
and you get the feeling that 
he'd be a great guy to hang 

with. A lot of fine musicians have 
felt the same way; Dorfsman's 
unique array of engineering, pro-
duction and people skills has con-
nected him with such artists as 
Sting, Mark Knopfler and Dire 
Straits, Paul McCartney, Tina Turn-
er, Bruce Hornsby and Bob Dylan, 
to name a few. Unlike most in the 
business, he's equally adept at pro-
duction and engineering, and has 
taken home Grammy and TEC 
Awards in both categories. Among 
them: a Best Engineered Album Grammy for Dire 
Straits' Brothers In Arms with its ultracool single "Mon-
ey for Nothing," two Grammys for Producer of the Year 
(Sting's Nothing Like the Sun and Bruce Hornsby's 

Scenes From the South Side), two additional Best Engi-
neered Album Grammy nominations ( for Dire Straits' 
Love Over Gold and Paul McCartney's Flowers in the 

Dirt), and an Engineer of the Year TEC Award; that 
same year, he was also nominated for the TEC Award 
for Producer of the Year. Most recently, he was one of 
the engineers on the 1999 Grammy winner for Best 
Pop Album, Sting's Brand New Day 

I spoke with the amiable Dorfsman by phone as 
he was holed up in his Westchester County home one 
bitter cold winter day. He was spending time with his 
family after wrapping up a project that he'd produced, 
recorded and mixed: The Edge of Silence by the criti-

cally acclaimed Solas, an Irish-American band with 
deep Celtic music roots. 

Urn Neil, I'm kind of thrown off by your accent. I'd al-
ways assumed you were English. 

[Laughs] Most people do. They're always shocked 
when they meet me. It's probably the name. Every-
body thinks I'm some furry little British guy, as op-
posed to a tall, balding New Yorker, but I was born in 
Manhattan and grew up on Long Island. 
And you started your engineering career in New York. 
Actually, I first went out to California to try to be an 
engineer. I was one of those guys with a massive 
record collection, and I always listened from a pro-
ducer's point of view. So I went out to L.A. in the mid-
'70s trying to get a job at a studio. I didn't know any-
thing or anybody; I just figured that was the place. And 
I had absolutely no luck. An example: There was an 
ad in the newspaper to interview for a job with the 
Beach Boys. And there I was in LA., dead broke, with 
no car! I took a bus all the way to Santa Monica from 

Hollywood, which took about two hours, and the first 
question of the interview was, "What's your sign?" I 
didn't have a clue, and I didn't get the job. I also re-

alized at that point that maybe heading west was the 
wrong direction for me. 

Eventually, I went back to New York and got a job 
at a voice-over studio, recording radio commercials. 
We had no multitracks. We'd use two 2-track ma-
chines, one for stock music, one for the voice-over, 
and we'd mix and bounce down to a third machine. 
I was learning, but I was still frustrated. But I kept at 
it. I sent out about 100 resumes and finally got a job 
as an assistant at Electric Lady. 
I was there about a year when I did a project with 

Eddie Kramer that ended up getting mixed at what 
was then the Power Station. I went to help on the mix-
ing, and Bob Walters, the owner, asked me if I would 
stay on. 

A lucky break; Power Station was legendary then. 
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Dorfsman (pictured with bandmember Seamus Egan) engineered and produced Solos' The Edge of Silence 
at Bears ville Studios in Woodstock, N.Y. 

It was great. Everyone had heard about 
the place but few people had really seen 
it—it was like, "They've got a Pultec on 
every channel! They've got this giant 
room, and they've got a parking lot inside 
the building!" All of which was true. I was 
completely over the moon just to visit 

there, never thinking they'd actually ask 
me to stay. I guess Bob must have liked 
my completely subservient attitude! I was 
there for several years, then I went free-
lance and have done that ever since. 
Let's talk about the Solas CD that you've 
Just _finished up for Shanachie Records. It 
has a very warm, un-Pro Tools kind of 
sound. 

Funny you should say that; actually, it's a 
total Pro Tools record. 
Oops.There goes my "golden ears" rep. 
It's my first project recorded start to finish 
into Pro Tools, which was pretty daunt-
ing, because I had my doubts about both 
sonics and operation. 

I'm a huge fan of digital; I have been 
from day one. I loved the fact that what 
you heard was what you got, in the sense 
that every day your tape would sound the 
same. One of my big frustrations record-
ing with analog is that every day, while 
you're overdubbing, your mix sounds dif-
ferent. I don't know if it's humidity or 
temperature or particles on the tape— 
whatever—it drives me crazy. I don't get 
the whole reverence of analog tape at all; 
once I used a Sony 3348 and that was it 
for me. And there are even better-quality 
machines out today, like the Euphonix R1, 
which I think sounds incredible. 

Having said that. I was still very wor-

ried about the sonics of Pro Tools. Of 
course, I'll never know what it would 
have sounded like in another format, be-
cause my motto has now become, "Don't 
A/B." Because there's always going to be 
something out there that you think might 
sound better technically than what you're 
currently using. But, considering the small 
budgets of most projects these days, you 
have to make the best of what you've got. 
I'm very curious about gear, and I always 

like to try new stuff, but for my own san-
ity, I just put blinders on and go. 
Take what you've got to work with and 
make that great. Isn't that kind of the en-
gineer/producer job description? 
What you're working on at the moment 
has to become your world. You're given 
a certain set of tools, and that's the way it 
is. Hence my motto, "Never A/B." 
How was it working at Bearsville, up in 
Woodstock, New York? 
It was great. It's a really nice place, and you 
can completely focus on the work because 

there's not much else going on. We had 
two weeks in the barn for rehearsal, which 
was great. It's all acoustic music, and the 
sound of the instruments in this big wood-
en barn was lovely. It allowed us to hear 
everything very clearly. Also, the console 
in Studio A, where we recorded, is an old 
Neve, which I would rather work on than 
anything. It's an early 80 Series that used 
to be at The Who's old Ramport Studio, a 
beautiful-sounding console. We also mixed 
there, in Studio B, the SSL room. 
You definitely achieved that sought-after 
"larger than the speakers"sound. 

That's great to hear, because I'm still not 
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MIX MASTERS  

sure. We had a heck of a time mixing be-
cause we had synching problems be-
tween Pro Tools and the SSL. I found that 
when I changed whatever clock I was us-
ing, the sound of the record suffered dras-
tically. Which was disconcerting, because 
I was running on Apogee clocks for the 
whole of recording, and I thought it was 
one of the better recordings I'd done. 
Then when it came to mixing, the clock-
ing was set up a little differently, and the 
sonics really suffered. 
What went wrong? 

At first, I didn't have a video card for my 
Apogee converters. We had to use an ana-
log multitrack tape machine as the inter-
face between Pro Tools and the SSL 4000 
computer, and Apogees are not happy 

What you're working on 

at the moment has to 

become your world. 

You're given a certain 

set of tools, and that's 

the way it is. Hence, 

my motto, " Never A/B." 

when the wordclock and the positional 
reference are even the slightest bit off, 
which—invariably—they are with analog 
tape machines. The video card allowed 
both the Apogee and the Studer to clock 
to house sync via a Lynx, so my positional 
reference from the tape machine was 
identical to my wordclock reference. 
What was your approach to recording 

this very acoustic band to a computer? 

I took what is for me a completely differ-
ent approach in recording this album; that 
is, I hardly EQ'd anything during the en-
tire record. Usually when I'm tracking, I 
pretty much go for it. I try to make things 
as punchy as I can so that I start building 
the structure of the thing sonically. I use 
that as a production tool, because, if you 
get the mix sounding strong, you can tell 
right away whether an overdub is com-
peting sonically and musically, or whether 
you have enough performance energy. 
It's funny, I think I have this reputation as 
being this audio purist and I'm not at all; 
I've never been hesitant to heavily process 
stuff while I'm recording. But on this 
record, I took a pretty pure approach. 
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You made nice use of ambience. 
A lot of that was thanks to Seamus Egan, 
the bandleader. We worked really hard on 
arranging the songs, which left space for 
ambience, much of which came from the 
room at Bearsville. It's a beautiful room, re-
ally large. I generally recorded with some 
room ambience, although we cut it down 
in size quite a bit. They also have EMT 
plates up there, which sound really good. 
And I used TC stuff, which I'm a big fan 
of: the 3000 and M5000. I like very clear 
reverb, something you can make really 
long without it starting to sound grainy. I 
tend to set up a lot of different reveibs at 
the start of my mix—maybe eight or 
nine—then I play with things as I go. 
Do you set them up any special way? 
I'll use a tone burst or a click to get them 
nice and balanced, then listen to a voice— 
something natural and acoustic—to see if 
they sound too dark. I like to have it all 
set before I start putting up faders, so I 
don't have to spend any time between 
thinking of something and trying it. I used 
to work at one studio and had the luxury 
of assistants who knew what I liked and 
had it ready when I came in. Now I'm 
working everywhere, so I usually spend a 

half-day before we start getting all that set. 
Speaking of working everywhere, what's 
in the rack you bring with you? 
Actually, I'm "Mr. Rackless." I own an 
Aguilar bass preamp, an Eventide H3000 
and an SSL stereo compressor, which I use 
on drums. I have a LittleLabs guitar split-
ter box, which I love because it makes re-
amping stuff so easy—and I have a 
SansAmp. [Laughs] Really, I've got noth-
ing. I used to be so into gear; now, I just 
try to make do with what I've got. 
What was the instrumentation on the ba-
sic tracks, and what was your setup like? 
It was one of the more live records I've 
done. The band is incredible onstage, and 
I thought if I could capture 60 percent of 
that, we would be in great shape. I still 
don't know if we got it as great as they 
are live. 

For most tracks, the instruments were 
an accordion, or concertina—some sort of 
squeezebox—a fiddle, an acoustic rhythm 
guitar, an acoustic or electric melody gui-
tar, electric bass and some sort of drums. 
We had homemade booths in the 

room in kind of a circle, and we built a 
baffled house for Mick McAuley's accor-
dions. I was more worried about him 

leaking onto other things than stuff leak-
ing onto him because he was close-miked 
with two TLM 170s. 

For drums, I used the normal assort-
ment of stuff: [Senriheiser] 421s, AKG 
451s, [Shure SM] 56s and 57s—each song 
was different. We had an amazing drum-
mer, Ben Wittman, for the record. He 
brought 40 or 50 percussion devices and 
built all these hybrid drum kits. 
I relied a lot on the overheads, which 

were two, sometimes three, 451s, with -20 
pads, which were about five feet above 
him. I miked everything very closely as 
well to get some impact. During overdubs, 
I often miked him with Neumann 254s— 
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about eight feet back and pretty wide-
spread—along with a close mic, generally 
a Neumann 149. 

We had 17 or 18 mks on the drums, 
which is not unusual for me because I 
tend to top and bottom ink drums. 
Phase-reversed? 
I always reverse the phase on the bottom 
mic and often find that the kick drum also 
needs to be reversed relative to the over-
heads. That's something you've got to 
play with that can totally change the 
sound of the kit. 
Wbat about those really low-frequency 
drums? There were some tones that 
sounded like they'd be pinning meters. 
Those are Irish Bodhrans and Brazilian 
hand drums. They were squashed pretty 
hard while I tracked them and again a lit-
tle in the mix with the channel compres-
sors on the SSL. 
Were you compressing the overall drums 
and percussion? 
Only in the mix. I generally create a "sub-
squeeze," where the natural-sounding 
drums are also split out to a pretty radi-
cal squasher—usually an SSL stereo com-
pressor. The percussion I usually leave 
untouched, unless I compress it for an ef-

fect, like a "sloshy" tambourine. 
How did you treat guitars? 
I compressed the acoustics a bit, usually 
with an LA-2A or 3A. The same with clean 
electrics. On heavier stuff, I'll often use an 
1176. Again, I mult signals a lot so as to 

If in doubt, I'll always 

sacrifice the engineering 

for the producing, making 

sure the performance 

is right rather than 

that the sound is " perfect." 

get a natural sound mixed in with a 
"smashed" one. With all the tracks avail-
able in Pro Tools, I'll usually record a DI 
as well as the amped tracks, keeping them 
separate so I can re-amp the DI in the mix 
if something's not fitting in. No Amp Farm! 
Between all the polyrbythms and all the 
instruments, there's a lot going on. How 

did you keep the bass present? 
I took it through two different Dls; my 
Aguilar and the Avalon 737. The Avalon, 
which has a preamp, compressor and EQ, 
sounds really good flat. And I really like 
the tone controls on the Aguilar. I use it 
when necessary to make the bass more 
"poky," or more nasal, or more "bassy." I 
also used my modified LA-3A. 
The famous "Clearmountain" mod! What 
is that, anyway? 
[Laughs] It's supposedly just a 75-cent mod-
ification—a different capacitor, I think— 
that somehow makes it sound much bet-
ter. Ed Evans, back at Power Station, came 
up with it. 
Winifred Horan's fiddle never sounded 

harsh, as that instrument sometimes can. 
More than with a lot of things, that seems 
to almost completely depend upon the in-
strument and the player. I have found that 
a Telefunken or Soundelux 251 can sound 
really great on solo violin, but this time 
we used an M149 as a center mic and two 
Neumann 254s as a stereo pair. The 254s 
are vintage, cigar-shaped tube mics, 
which are incredible; you can have them 
six feet away from the sound source and 
it will sound close-miked. 

Setup and teardown 
shouldn't be a big production 
Setting up and tearing down your mobile audio/video 
equipment is faster, cleaner and easier with Hannay AV 
and AVX Series cable reels. These quality steel reels are: 

• Built to save time and protect your cable 
• Specially designed for your sound and lighting cables 
• Stackable for more efficient storage and transport 

1- 877- GO- REELS • www.hannay.com 

Hannay Reels' 
The reel leader 

Visit us at NAB Show, Booth #11375. 
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Did you use am, outboard preamps? 
My secret weapons were a Trowbridge 

all-tube preamp and compressor. They're 

handmade in Ohio by Jack Trowbridge, 

and they're incredible—super-transpar-

ent, with tons of headroom. We used 
them on most of the overdubs—vocals, 

percussion, woodwinds. The Neumann 
149 was a particularly great combination 

with the compressor. 

The attack and release on the Trow-
bridge compressor are really independ-

ent, which is unusual; usually, you change 

one and the other changes. It also has an 
amazing range of attack and release times. 
You can squash the heck out of some-
thing and not really hear it as compres-

sion—just more impact. The mic pre has 

three amplification stages; if you need 

more gain, you change stages. It's got 

amazing amounts of headroom, and it's 

very clear-sounding. 

Did you stereo-compress the mix? 
I almost always use the bus compressor 

on the SS!, usually at -1:1. I'll change the 
attack and release to suit the material. To 

me, that thing is the sound of SSL. 
Is your Pro Tools system pretty stock? 
Yes, except I have my Apogee SE convert-
ers, which I think are noticeably better 

sounding than most of the ones out there. 
Did you mix in Pro Tools as well? 
I hopefully will never have to mix in Pro 

Tools. We mixed to DAT with an Apogee 
PSX100 converter. But I mixed through a 

half-inch analog machine in record and re-
pro, because I wanted to make sure it did-

n't sound too "Pro Tool-ian." The stereo 
bus fed the half-inch and, while it was 

recording, it was playing back into the 
DAT. I'm not really a fan of how tape 

changes the sound of your mix like a lot 
of guys are, but I wanted to hedge my bet 

and smooth some of the edges and give it 

sonic fatness. 
Clarity must have been especially chal-

lenging on this project with so man.), 
midrange instruments: tons of percus-

sion, rhythm squeezebaxes... 

You've got to choose carefully while 

you're recording, because you get used to 
parts, and you build your arrangement 

around what's already on tape. The track 

can fall apart musically if you start to take 
that stuff out just because it seems busy. 

We made sure things worked acousti-

cally before we started to record, which 
made my job a whole lot easier. It was to-

tally great that we got to rehearse in the 
barn where we were playing unamplified. 

You could really tell if something was go-
ing to speak in a song, or carry enough 
weight. I recorded the rehearsals with one 

mie direct to DAT, which was really telling. 

I generally try to get by with as few 
parts as are necessary to get the job done. 

Even if I hear another part, I'd almost 
rather you hear it in your head when you 
listen, rather than recording it. That's a 
hard trick to pull off; only the really mas-

SELECTED CREDITS 
PRODUCED, MIXED AND 

ENGINEERED 

Bruce Hornsby: Scenes From the South 
Side ( 1988) 

Dire Straits: Brothers in Arms ( 1985), 

Love Over Gold (1982) 

Paul McCartney: Flowers in the Dirt 

(1989) 

Richie Sambora: Stranger in This Town 

(1991) 

Solas: The Edge of Silence (2002) 

Sting: Nothing Like the Sun (1987) 

Tina Turner: Break Every Rule (1986) 

ENGINEERED 

Billy Idol: Whiplash Smile (1986) 

Bob Dylan: Infidels (1983) 

Bruce Springsteen: Tracks ( 1998), 

Greatest Hits ( 1995), The River (1980) 

Bryan Ferry: Boys and Girls (1985) 

Carly Simon: Hello Big Man (1983) 

Def Leppard: Hysteria (1987) 

KISS: Love Gun, KISS Alive Il (both 

1977) 

MIXED 

Crowded House: "World Where You 

Live" (1986) 

Footloose Original Soundtrack (1984) 

Jacky Terrasson: What It Is (1999) 

Laurie Anderson: Strange Angels 

(1989) 

Marty Stuart: The Pilgrim (1999, five 

tracks) 

terful records achieve that sense of being 

a little understated. 
What monitors did you use? 

I've been through every speaker out there, 

buying stuff and hating it two months lat-
er! The ones I've stuck with are ProAc Stu-

dio 100s; I switch between them and Aura-
tones. I know that they're a little bit 

flattering, so I work around that. The phi-
losophy I learned at Power Station was, 

"Use the least flattering speaker you can, 
and it will make you work harder." I ap-
preciate that, but at a certain point when 

you're mixing, you really need to get some 
pleasure from the speakers and to be able 
to listen for a long time without fatigue. 

The ProAcs do that for me. They do need 
a lot of power; for this project, Richard 
Rose from Hothouse Amplifiers was kind 

enough to loan me a really great Hothouse 

amp, a Model 500 Mosfet. 

You've gotten awards for both engineer-

ing and production, and you seem to 

move easily between those roles. 
Actually, it's more like I crawl between the 
two! [Laughs] It's very difficult to do both. 

If in doubt, I'll always sacrifice the engi-
neering for the producing, making sure 
the performance is right rather than that 

the sound is "perfect." 
I was trained to work very fast. When 

I first started at Power Station, I used to 

do a lot of jingles, and that's served me 
well. Sounds shouldn't take a lot of time. 
But it's still demanding. And these days, 
of course, you're expected to be an engi-

neer, a producer and a Pro Tools guy! 
But when it's all happening, there re-

ally isn't a better job. I've been very lucky 
to work with some amazing guys who 

have very strong points of view, and who 

are really looking for a sounding board, a 

partner to help push things along. Some-
times I'm a little embarrassed for getting 

accolades for producing and engineering 
things that probably would have sounded 

just as good if I weren't there! Of course, 

there are also those projects where you 
really get in there and get a workout! 

Not everyone has the personality to be 

able to do both kinds of projects. 
I try to be what you might call "pro-active," 

and to give an honest appraisal of what's 

going on. I've also tried to develop a bet-

ter bedside manner over the years! I'm still 
very excited about the opportunity to be 
doing this for a living, and, hopefully, 

when I'm doing a record, I bring good en-
ergy to it. I've also learned not to get too 

picky, and to stay positive. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK  
BY GARY ESKOW 

K.C. Porter 

Bringing Latin and Anglo Worlds Together 

There are many roads to success, and K.C. 
Porter's parents steered him down the road 
less traveled. His dad was an orchestrator 

whose credits included arranging music written by 

Nathan Scott (sax great Tom Scott's dad) for the tele-
vision hit Lassie. Their strong feelings for the Baha'i 
faith led the Porter family on a faith ministry to the 

dusty streets of Guatemala. There, Porter absorbed the 
rhythms and harmonies of latin music. 

The pull of his native country was strong, howev-
er, and Porter returned to California to study music at 

Cal State Stanislaus. Armed with his knowledge of 

Latin music and the Spanish language, Porter was 

hired as a staff arranger at A&M Records before he'd 
even graduated. Within a few years, his career had de-

veloped along two parallel lines: Major English-lan-
guage acts, including Boyz II Men, Sting, Bon Jovi, 

Brian McKnight and Toni Braxton, sought Porter's 
help in their efforts to expand their audiences with 
Latino listeners—Porter worked as a vocal coach and 
producer. At the same time, he was helping to break 

Ricky Martin and other latino artists into the Anglo 
market. 

Things came together in a big way for Porter in 1999, 

when a pair of projects he worked on became huge 

hits. Carlos Santana's Supernatural featured Porter's 
writing, producing and singing (he would win a pair of 

Grammys for this work), and he wrote and produced 
material for Ricky Martin's debut album in English. More 

recently, Porter received a 

Producer of the Year nomi-

nation in the Latin Grammy 

Awards. In addition to 
his commercial recording 

work, Porter is the creative 
director of Oneness, a non-

profit organization whose 
goal is to eliminate racism 

and promote racial unity 
through music and the arts. 

We caught up with this 
busy young producer in his 

studio near Malibu, Calif. 

Does being dubbed the white guy who understands 
Latin music get old? 

It helps in certain contexts, and it may be an interest-
ing angle about me. I also end up being the bad guy 

in the studio at times. We deal with great artists every 
day, but the work they do with me is hard. 

Artists like Chaka Kahn or Jon Bon Jovi might not 
be experienced singing in Spanish. I break down 

every syllable to make sure the performances are per-

fect. That's hard work. Sometimes I feel like my job is 
being producer, engineer, translator, vocal language 

and vocal coach. I have to do everything! There are 
different types of producers. Some are hands-off; I'm 
definitely hands-on. 

You've worked with some artists who have enjoyed 
long careers, particularly Carlos Santana. How can 

artier keep from repeating themselves while still 
maintain the signature elements of their sound? 

Let's consider Santana. He was at the point in his ca-
reer where he'd done a lot of albums. He was hoping 

that this album would crack open the wider market for 
him. Carlos knows himself, he knows that who he is 

and what his music is all about will never be lost. And 

so he was open to letting himself be produced on 
Supernatural. He trusted the people around him. For 

example, I was so flattered when I'd ask him what he 
wanted to play and he'd turn the question back to me. 
What did you bring to Santana on that project? 

I produced four tracks and sang on one, "Primavera," 
which I wrote. I was hoping to get him music that was 

in sync with his spiritual side. "Primavera' ended up 
being one more color in the picture Carlos was trying 
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PRODUCER'S DESK  

to paint. He's very color-conscious and 
likes to think of music like a painting. 
He'd say, "It sounds 2-D rather than 3-D!" 
So how do you achieve that next dimen-
sion? More reverb, less compression? I 
was often trying to translate his images 
into engineering terms. 
What do you do best? 
I'm a restive soul, and I like to do a lot of 
things. It may spread me too thin at times, 
but if I can write a song today, produce a 
song in a week and do some program-
ming in between, I'm happy! 

Right now, I'm executive producer on 
an album for Laura Pausini, who's Italy's 
Number One female artist and one of the 
top Latin artists in the world. 
How involved do you get with the record-
ing process itself? 
Very. Microphones intrigue me the most. 
I adhere to the principle that says if you 
can record things right, you don't have to 
fix them later. Every time I open a copy 
of Mix, I study who's using what mics! I 
like to be as pure as possible in this area. 
I recently worked with Allan Sides at 

Capitol Studios. I was complementing him 
on how great his sound is and was ask-
ing him about equalization. I noticed that 
he was using a pair of Neumann M5Os on 
the orchestra. He also had some other 
mics set up for closer work, but I noticed 
that when he soloed the M50s, the or-
chestra sounded great; his balance was 
impeccable. 

RICXY MARTIN v u E 
L V E 

I rely on my [Neumann] U47s a lot. I'll 
stick one on a nylon string guitar. Even 
though I may have to add a little high end 
in the mix, I know that the U47 will give 
me the body I need. I also use [Neumann] 
KM84s on guitars, as well. 

One story you might find interesting in-
volves the guitarist Raymond Stagnaro. We 
were doing an instrumental version of the 
song "Casi Un Bolero" on Ricky Martin's 

Vuelve album. We set Raymond up with a 
47 and let him rehearse the song all the way 
through while recording him. Benny Fac-
cone, who mixed this album, and I were 
listening and realized his performance was 
perfect. The song wasn't even listed on the 
album, but it's there! Again, most people 
wouldn't ever think of using a 47 on a gui-
tar because it doesn't bring out the high 
end, but the size it gives is great. 
Can you describe your home studio setup? 
We have a 96-input Euphonix CS2000 
console with their 3000 software. I felt that 
this board would be a good, real-world 
interface. Pro Control might work better 
with Pro Tools, but we do lots of mixes 
that aren't Pro Tools related. With Santana, 
for example, we tried to make sure every-
thing was analog, complemented with Pro 
Tools. We relied heavily on our Studer 
827. I've resisted being fully Pro Tools-
based. Space is also a consideration for us. 
If we had more room, we'd probably have 
a big [SSL] 9000 in here. 
We have a lot of vintage gear, includ-

ing racks of Neve stuff. We did everything 
on Supernatural using a Neve 8038. I re-
ally liked the sound of that board, but it 

Has your work method changed as 
you've taken on production assignments 
for more visible clients? 
I've been a programmer and keyboard 
player for so long that it got to the point 

Microphones intrigue me the most. 

I adhere to the principle that says if you can 

record things right, you don': have to fix them later. 

only had 32 inputs, so I tore it apart and 
kept as many of its modules as I could. 
We've also got tons of API stuff. I'd really 
love to find an amazing hardware reverb 
unit. All of the great old stuff is hard to 
get serviced. 
How do you Interface your studio with 
the outside world? 
With Santana, I take 2-inch tape reels 
around. Most of what I do these days is 
done in my studio here in the mountains 
near Malibu, where I live with my wife 
and daughter. If I'm doing overdubs in an-
other city, I might try to get swappable 
drives for Pro Tools. 
What engineers do you like to work with? 
Jeff Poe worked with us on a lot of San-
tuna's stuff. He's a phenomenal engineer 
who's got a natural sense of how to go 
about things. Jim Scott did a lot of track-
ing for Santana. Jim Gaines worked on the 
album in the Bay Area. He did all the 
Huey Lewis records that sound so good! 
We also have a full-time in-house engi-
neer, Luis Quine. 

where I was sitting down all the time. I'd 
go into the studio and work, then eat, 
then come back into the studio and sit 
some more. I had to stop sitting so much! 

Seriously, the role of executive pro-
ducer requires some distance and objec-
tivity. By hiring the best programmers and 
players, I can see the whole project, not 
just a part of it. The good thing is that I 
know every little thing that's going on. If 
an engineer plugs in the wrong compres-
sor for a vocal, I'll ask for the [dbxI 160 
rather than the 160X. It's like being a con-
tractor who knows everything about put-
ting together a house, but oversees other 
people. I do want to get back to some 
more hands-on work, though. For a while 
I was working so hard that I had to stop. 
didn't know what happened for the first 

four years of my daughter's life! We've re-
cently adopted another daughter. and I 
want to be there for her. 

Gary Eskow invites readers to check out 
his Website, www.garyeskow.corn. 
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MIX INTERVIEW  
BY TOM KENNY 

Jerry Gepner 

Driving New Technology at National Mobile Television 

To work in, or even under-
stand, today's mobile pro-
duction environment, you 

have to know systems. Graphics 
systems, camera systems, video 
switching systems, digital routers, 
audio and video recording systems, 
communications systems, IFB sys-
tems, wiring systems, digital and 
analog transmission systems, satel-
lite systems...Jerry Gepner knows 
systems. 

As president of National Mobile 
Television, he's responsible for the 

operations and engineering team 
that keeps 45 vehicles on the road, 
handling upward of 6,500 events 
a year—from regional sports to 

the World Series, from corporate 
launches to Janet Jackson Live 
From Honolulu in 5.1. Most of it is live, much of it is 
high-profile. Some of it is digital, much of it is still ana-
log, with a sprinkling in High Definition. As television 
transitions to whatever digital future awaits, there are 
a heck of a lot of systems to grasp. 

Gepner graduated from the University of South 
Carolina with a degree in mass communications and 
a background in live P.A., with a bit of studio time. He 
landed a job with South Carolina Public Television, 
then, after reading an ad in one of the trades, he went 
north to Philadelphia for an interview with EJ Stewart 
Productions. 

"As part of the interview, the chief engineer took 
me out to the trucks and took out all the parts of a 
camera," Gepner recalls. "He said, 'I'm gonna go away, 
you just set this up.' He came back an hour later, and 
I barely had the tripod set up. I had no idea what I 
was doing. At that point, he said, 'Can you drive the 

truck?' (laughs] So I became a driver." 
He admits to not being a very good driver, and fur-

ther admits that he was lucky, in that he got a chance 
to learn by making mistakes and became familiar with 
every aspect of a remote. "Our original audio board 
in that truck was made by Carvin, I think," he says. "I 
hate to sound like an old guy, but in those days, when 
you got six cameras working, it was time for a cup of 
coffee and a high-five. And if you happened to get 

them to match so they all looked like they were in the 
same stadium, that was a big win! It was a great re-
mote! Dealing with things at that level, you had to tru-
ly understand the technology. Because I do under-
stand that, I am amazed at what we're doing today." 

After a dozen years at various mobile vendors, 
Gepner moved on to CBS, when they were the top 
network, saying he just happened to be at the right 
place at the right time. He then moved on to Fox in 
1994 to build—in 16 weeks!—its field operations for 
the NFL. Then Fox took on the NHL and Major League 
Baseball, and the president, David Hill, whom Gep-
ner credits with providing an ideal atmosphere for 
growth, gave the operations and engineering team the 
mandate to innovate. At Fox, mics were placed every-
where around every field, the concept of the crowd 
submix was born, Dolby Surround was ushered in— 
the audio bar was raised. 

He left Fox in 1998 to co-found Sportvision, where 
he took the blue-hockey-puck concept he had worked 
on at Fox and helped to develop the "first and ten" 
line for football, among other innovations. In early 

2000, he went back to Fox as an executive VP to help 
with the integration of their regional and national op-
erations. In the Spring of 2001, with Fox's full knowl-
edge, he was approached by NMT. 

Now, Gepner has come full circle and finds him-
self in a position, as president of the world's largest 
mobile production company, to provide real solutions 
to his network compatriots. Again, at the right place 
at the right time. 

You spent a dozen years in the mobile industry, then 
worked for the networks, then headed up a tech com-
pany. How has this all come together in your current 
role as president of the largest mobile vendor in the 
world? 
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MIX INTERVIEW  

When I was at CBS, they, like all the net-
works, had huge technology resources 
in-house. It was my dream job. There 
were people you could sit with who 
could teach you so much. In days of yore, 
there were things like CBS Labs, and the 
late Julius Barnathan had this massive 
broadcast operations and engineering 
group at ABC. They brought the lavalier 
microphone to life. What we know as the 
ECM Series with Sony was developed 
mainly from the push from Julius. The su-
per-slo-mo can be attributed entirely to 
him. At Fox, the onscreen clock and score 
has actually spawned a couple of com-
panies. CBS Labs, in their day, was re-
sponsible for more audio innovations in 
the broadcast area than probably any oth-
er company to date. It was such a library 
of material and experience and techno-
logical knowledge. I was fortunate to be 
around at the time and make mistakes. 
That's the best way to learn: to make a 
mistake and have somebody willing to 
correct you and teach you. 

But things have changed. The net-
works have largely divested themselves of 
a lot of their in-house technology expert-
ise. And over the past 20 years, there has 
been a consolidation in the mobile pro-
duction industry. One of the big things my 
network experience brought is an under-
standing of their challenges and goals, 
and to a certain extent their financial lim-
itations. Then, being able to take this 
tremendous resource-45 trucks, 120 en-
gineers, 6,500 remotes a year—to be able 
to take that as a resource to our network 
clients and say, "We have some solutions 
here. We think there are efficiencies you 
can gain, some cost savings you can 
gain, some technological advantages you 
can take." 

There was a day when there was a lit-
tle more tolerance of using technology for 
its own sake. What people have realized 
is that if it brings a larger audience, if it 
enhances the quality of the product, if it 
provides some sort of efficiencies, 
whether on the labor front or the hard-
ware side—people still want very much 
to find solutions. 
Are you, then, responsible for building the 
technological infrastructures in the ab-
sence of network developments? 
The trick now is to bring solutions to re-
al problems, not solutions for imagined 
problems. "First and ten" is a good ex-
ample. In terms of broadcasting, I think 
our recent agreement with SRS Labs is 
the same thing, where we addressed 
three distinct issues. The first is the cost 

The 93-monitor video won inside OX-

of moving from mono production to 
stereo production, which is not a huge 
number, but it's a number—there's a re-
al cost associated with it. Its not earth-
shaking. It's a stereo synth, but a very 
good stereo synth. 

The second is the Broadcast Phase 
Protector technology they've come up 
with, which I think is one of the only vi-
able solutions for solving the downstream 
problem that you get once you go to a 
stereo production environment. You can't 
go into somebody's home and reverse the 
red and black wires in the back of the 
speakers. which has made the announc-
ers disappear. This solves the symptom; it 
doesn't solve the problem But, very 
frankly, when you look at what's needed, 
that's what's needed. 

The third piece is the sports audio 
processor, which does remarkable things, 
and this is where SRS's technology really 
shines, in separating the announcers from 
the background. One of the unfortunate 

side effects of this huge push from the 
early '90s to get more field sound is that 
you run the risk of burying the announc-
ers. It's something that drives mixers and 
producers nuts. You don't want to give up 
that in-venue or in-stadium experience 
you get from having this tremendous 
sound. But if you bury your voice of the 
network, that content is gone. What the 
SRS technology does is separate the two 
without forcing the mixer to reduce the 

background mix level. So you can do one 
of two things: You can take the space and 
use it for what it is, or you can push that 
background up more and actually get 
more headroom. This is the exciting part 

for me. Were going to make a lot of hay 
with this technology. 

You see, what this allows a network to 
do is to leverage their existing investment. 
You have good equipment in the field, 
good people, and you can't take any more 
time. They're gonna drop the puck or kick 
the ball or throw the opening pitch at 
7:05, right after "...home of the brave," 
and it's going to happen. And if you're not 
ready, shame on you We have a hard 
deadline to work with, but by the same 
token, our clients are looking for ways to 
not spend any more money. "Don't tell 
me I need my mixer in three hours ear-
ly...I can't afford this right now." 

This is what I mean by a solutions 
provider, because it's a real problem. Au-
dio's become something that your content 
is judged by—not just how may cameras 
you have or how many replay angles. The 
audio portion of the program is now re-
ally part of the program; it's not the radio 
show that goes along with the pictures. 
We're running into SRS for Internet au-
dio. Wben you made that deal, were you 
also thinking toward the future? 
Absolutely. We're doing a limited amount 
of Webcasting now, more in the corporate 
area. As the number of media outlets for 
the content increases, then technology so-
lutions have to span the outlets, not just 
be focused on a single area. SRS is ad-
dressing both the broadband community 
and the over-the-air and cable television 
community. Their solutions are very 
broad, which fits well with my thinking 
for NMT. 
Well, you said that you have a three-year 
plan; how does the Internet figure in? 
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I would like to see an application that al-
lows a mixer to configure a console from 
home or from any Internet connection, 
and be able to store that configuration so 
that when the mobile unit arrives on site, 
the engineers have received a file by 
email. And before the mixer even shows 
up, it's downloaded, into the board, and 
the board is configured. We can do the 

same with the switcher. You lay your 
switcher out, and it's configured before 
you even walk in the door. 

We need to use technology to solve re-
al problems. And that's a time and ener-
gy problem. It also helps when you start 
talking about introducing new technolo-
gies to the group of users and technicians 
in the field—the mixers, technical direc-
tors, video engineers. You can provide 
help and support files online. 
You mean training, like on the Axiom MT 
Yes, some online help so that when a 
mixer sits down and configures the con-
sole, and if they do something illegal, the 
application could be set to recognize po-
tential problems. When I was a college 
student, the mainframe computer was 
programmed to recognize common mis-
takes by beginning programmers, to 
catch them for you and suggest an alter-

native. You could do the same thing very 
easily, where if somebody wasn't famil-
iar with the console and wanted to walk 
through an input strip, they can do it on-
line and get all this front-end work out 
of the way, do the basic configuration. I 
can even envision an optimize function, 
where once you have it done and saved, 
you can ask the program to optimize it. 

Then you can accept it or reject it. You 
can learn a lot before you even walk in 
the door. 
You can do it on a plane on the way to 
the Stanley Cup Finals... 
Exactly. Now a lot of that falls on the man-
ufacturers to develop the applications. But 
this also goes to the role of NMT. We have 
an obligation, not only to our customers 

but to the manufacturers, to work with 
them. You have to remember, research 
and development and manufacturing are 
where they're focused. We're the ones 

who are in touch with the customers on 
a day in, day out basis. We're the ones 
who are hearing about the budget cuts 
and the need for efficiencies, while at the 
same time nobody wants to sacrifice in 
terms of quality. We know what our cus-
tomers want because our engineers have 
to go into the control room and explain 
to a producer why something isn't ready 
on time. So, if we can come up with so-

lutions that make that person's life easi-
er...The criteria change so rapidly now. 
The tools you have to work with, the con-
straints you have to work within—every-
thing's dynamic these days. 
Speaking of dynamic, let's talk about 
high-definition Wit once had such mo-
mentum.What happened? 
Well, we're looking at the emergence of 

high definition as a real, viable broadcast 
technology. From a core level, we do own 

two high-definition production trucks, 
and we do more than 350 events a year 
between the two of them. Now a lot of 
that is due to Cablevision and Madison 
Square Garden, both huge proponents of 

HDTV. We also do work for CBS, and 
we're finding that the entertainment com-
munity is much more eager to use HD. 

The criteria change 

so rapidly now. 

The tools you have 

to work with, 

the constraints you have 

to work within— 

everything's dynamic 

these days. 

We recently completed a show for WNET, 

Fosse on Broadway, the Dance in Ameri-
ca series, done exclusively in HD. Every 
week there are more inquiries: "Can we 
do this in Hi-Del? Can we afford to do this 
in Hi-Del?" So, part of the challenge from 

the executive side is to try to find a way 
to make it affordable. 
Is it still a loss-leader? 

Not any more. [Laughs] It can't be. The 
cost of the hardware is too much. To do 
a Hi-Def truck, a big truck today, you're 
talking $7 million and up. You can't afford 
too many of those as loss-leaders. But by 
the same token, you can talk about how 
much of a premium you can charge. This 
is where the role of the CFO comes into 
play. I'm continually beating on them to 
lower the price, and they're continuing to 
say that we need to make this pay for it-
self in three to four years. 

What's the current state of Hi-Def stan-
dards? 

The whole thing about standards has be-

come almost a religious issue at this 
point, because it almost doesn't matter. 

You buy a Hi-Def receiver today, and it 
will receive all of the accepted formats. 
It will convert them to whatever its na-
tive format is, but it's almost a religious 
issue that's argued about among engi-
neers at this point. 

From our standpoint, we understand 
that the big division is that the feature film 
community is looking very favorably at 
the 1080p24 format as a replacement for 
film. It's generally accepted in the live 
production industry that 24p probably 

won't work. It's the same difference 
we've run into with film vs. video over 
the years, so that's not a tough one. The 
good news is that manufacturers are now 
making equipment that is multiformat. 
Almost all big camera manufacturers— 
Sony, Thompson, Ikegami—are making 
multiformat cameras that will originate 
signals in 1080p24, 1080i, 720p, 480p and 
480i. It's software, so you can configure 
the camera as you want. Sony has intro-
duced a multiformat switcher, and 
Thompson/Philips is right there with 
them. Grass Valley, Snell & Wilcox. 
What's going to push HD? Will it be sports 
and entertainment? 
I don't think sports is going to drive it so 
much as showcase it. I think that every-
body, myself included, felt a few years 
ago that sports was going to be the driv-
ing force for the penetration of HD. CBS 
has been in the forefront with their 1080i. 
ABC did a full season of Monday Night 
Football in 720p, with help from Pana-
sonic. 

But the thing that probably is going to 
drive it, in my mind, is the entertainment 

industry. When you can go down to 
Blockbuster and rent an HD VHS or 
D'VD...if you can watch Top Gun in qual-
ity equivalent to 35nun negative. When 
people see it, they are amazed. Then 
when you have the set, and there are eye-
balls watching the content, then events 
like the Super Bowl, World Series, Stanley 
Cup Playoffs, NBA Finals—the real show-
case events—are going to start being very 
meaningful. 
Enough video. Let's talk about the DX11, 
the truck on the covet: What makes this 
special? What was the push to develop? 

Interestingly enough, it was an accident. 
Its predecessor, DX1, was involved in an 
accident about a year-and-a-half ago. We 
had to replace it, so we wanted to break 
the mold a little bit because the industry 
is changing. We approached it from a 
workplace standpoint, little details. Like 
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you can walk from one end to the other 
inside. It's got a 47-foot expandable side, 
which is the largest on the road today. 

The monitor wall, to my knowledge, is 
the largest in the industry. It has 93 mon-
itors, and to accommodate that, we're set 
up with about a 33-degree rake, so it can 
wrap around you. We made expansive 
use of LCD and plasma monitoring 
throughout the truck to reduce weight, to 
reduce heat, and to allow a higher densi-
ty for monitoring. 

And then when you start looking at 
the infrastructure of the truck—the rout-
ing system, the cabling, everything—the 
core of the truck is HD-ready. The audio 
console was part of that decision. It's a 
digital console that operates both in and 
out of our analog/digital world, and it 
gives almost infinite headroom. I don't 
think that they could actually tell you 
what the internal headroom of the board 
is. But as long as you don't overload that 

first analog-to-digital input, you can't dis-
tort it. The Axiom has proven to be a 
huge benefit. 

That truck served as the pregame 
show for the AFC Championship for CBS 
fin Pittsburgh], and it actually did three 

things: the pre-game show; as a backup, 
if you will, for the main game, where the 

majority of all the microphones and cam-
eras for the main truck were brought in 

You're in a room and 

you know there's an 

alligator under the rug. 

But you're not going 

to lift it up. 

And the person next to you 

isn't going to lift it up. 

That's where we're at 

with storage. 

on a backup basis; and it served as a trans-
mission point for the entire show. There 
are very few trucks that could have done 
that, with the digital routing capability and 

the ability to reconfigure on-the-fly. I did-
n't say it was the only truck that could 
have done it, but it certainly handled it 

well. Again, it's a solution, it provides 
people options, it provides them features 
without huge overhead. And that's why I 
put in the digital desk. Prior to DX11, 
trucks seemed to be built as either sports 
trucks or entertainment trucks. Unitel has 
some of the best entertainment trucks in 
the world. They don't do sports with 
those trucks. By the same token, we and 
some of our competitors, like NEP and 
GameCreek, have some of the best sports 
trucks in the world. Nobody's built one 

yet that can effectively cross that line. And 
while we don't claim this to be the end 
all, be all, it certainly was part of our 
thinking. 
Can you talk to me a bit about the digi-
tal routers. It seems to me that recording 
and post-production studios could learn 
something from the television world. 
There are actually two audio routers that 
operate inside of DX11. One of them is 
inside the Axiom. The digital consoles, in 
general, have tremendous internal signal 
routing capabilities. Obviously, this plays 
to their ease of setup and recall ability, 
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and just sheer signal path power inside 
the desk. 

The overall audio routing system in the 
truck is 128x128 right now, which is not 
considered overly large for a mobile unit. 
It's a Philips routing system, and it's good-
sized. We can scale this particular router 
to 1,024x1,024 if we needed to. 
For Mix readers who live in a studio, how 
does the router work with tape? 
Every tape machine has a bus from the 
router feeding it, and you have multiple 
router outputs feeding inputs to the desk. 

You have four channels in every tape ma-
chine, and you bring each in on a router, 
so you don't have to tie up four input 
channels on the board. You can then pre-
load memory so you say, "Okay, for pre-
production for this game I need VTRs 1-

8, 32 channels," and you lay it out as a 
two-mix. But I can reconfigure my system 
in a snap so when we're done with pre-
production and ready to go live, I need 
the announce booth and I need these 
other tape sources and all my effects mics 
and I push the button. And because the 
truck router is interfaced to the board 
router, your signal path linkages are al-
ready set up. So it gives you instant abil-

ity to get at any source—access to things 
much more quickly, and access to 
sources that you just would never have 
had before. 

What about Dolby E and true 5.1 trans-
mission? 

Not right now. We planned for it and de-
signed for it, but right now we use Dol-
by Surround encoding. Dolby E will re-
ally benefit from digital transmission. 
Now digital transmission is not ubiqui-

tous. Fox is doing it a little bit, and most 
others are still using analog transmission. 
One of the more ironic parts of the in-
dustry is that we have a truck like DX11, 
a totally digital plant, full SDI-compliant 

so you can embed all the audio into the 
video, and all these wonderful features 
of the serial digital interface. We have a 

digital console. All the video through the 
truck moves digitally, and most of it orig-
inates digitally. And we convert to ana-

log for transmission. When we connect 
up to the existing wide area distribution 
in this country, or we feed a satel-
lite....now it is changing, and Fox is one 
of the companies pushing that change. 
They've been experimenting and putting 
on the air MPEG2 backhauled material 

for a couple of years now. They really 
are leading it, and I'm hoping other peo-
ple start doing it because I want to put 
MPEG codecs on the truck. And I want 
to be able to just push an MPEG stream 
out at whatever bit rate the client wants: 
SDI stream in, MPEG-code it, and we 
shove it down a DS3 or whatever the 
transport is, whether it's frame-relay or 
ATM or whatever. 
Last year at NAB, it seemed everybody 
was looking for storage. You call storage 
the "alligator under the rug." Can you ex-
pkan? 

Well, you're in a room and you know 
there's an alligator under the rug. But 
you're not going to lift it up. And the per-
son next to you isn't going to lift it up. 
That's where we're at with storage. What 
we're finding is that our producers really 
like the nonlinear aspects of digital stor-

age. Unfortunately, it's not transportable 
yet, and that's the rub. You can't walk out 

with a disc. Or you're stuck with taking 
the time to transfer to videotape format or 
some other media. And that's a real-time 
process today. You can use all of these 
features and enhance your production, 

but you raise your costs on the back end 
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MIX INTERVIEW  

because you have to select and assemble 
those highlights you want to take, trans-
fer them and preserve them. That's the 
problem with storage right now. 

I believe that within the next couple of 
years, we will see wide area connections 
that will carry multiple channels of con-
tent in real time from the truck to some 
central storage area. This way, they can 
use the nonlinear features of disk storage 
on the truck, and we'll get away from 

videotape as a transportable medium ex-
cept as prepackaged material brought in-
to the environment. Replays and every-

thing else will come off of disk, but at the 
same time all these channels will be 
streamed and recorded somewhere else. 
Like bandwidth becoming a commodity, 
storage is becoming a commodity. Prices 
are getting that low. People don't even 
talk about cost per meg anymore, it's cost 

per gigabyte, or terabyte. This would 
solve the problem of transportability. The 
producer can go home and connect and 
pick the highlights he wants, assemble, 

the edit list is stored, it's rendered out any-
where in the world. It just takes secure 
bandwidth between the truck and some 
central storage facility. 
Any final thoughts? 
The skill that you need today is being able 
to maximize the value of the tools. And 
that is systems—being able to help some-
body solve a problem, being able to sit 

with the mixer and have the mixer explain 
to you what kind of power and flexibility 
is needed. "How do I take this system and 
bend it to my will?" Audio guys are per-
fect for that, because to a large extent, in 
field production, the tools we use haven't 

changed. The announcer headset is better 
quality, it's lighter, it's stronger, all of that. 
But it still has a 3-, 4- or 5-pin XLR con-
nector on the end of it. One of the things 
that has helped field production go 
smoothly is a good understanding of how 
the entire system works. I like audio guys 
as techs because audio guys, more than 
say video engineers, have had to have a 
broader cut of the entire process to un-
derstand how it all works together. A 
ground problem on the other end of the 

stadium can all of a sudden cause a prob-
lem in the IFB system for your announc-
er up in the booth. So you have to un-
derstand how this all comes together— 

that kind of background is really helpful 
in today's world, where you have to max-
imize the use of the tools. 

Mix editor Tom Kenny can be reached at 
tizenny@primediabusiness.com. 
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We know what you've 
been waiting for. 

And here it is. 
Introducing the new MRS-1044CD hard disc recorder from Zoom. 
OK, we know you want to upgrade to crystal clear digital recording. We know you want a big hard 

drive, and the ability burn a CD. And you want it at an affordable price. Well friends, here it is. 

The MRS-1044CD has a 40 GB hard drive for up to 120 hours of recording time, an internal 

CD-R drive, 10 pure digital tracks (and 100 virtual tracks), a built-in drum and bass machine, 

insert and mastering effects, even non-linear ed:ting capabilities. Simply stated, your wait is over. 

ABM 
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The Zoom MRS-1044CD Digital Recorder 

For more on the MRS-1044CD and other cool Zoom gear, check out www.samsontech.com or email info@sam.3ontech.com. -é2002 Samson 



Atli SAN P 
Play alone. Or Share. 

To the right of this copy you will find some of the most 

prominent producers and engineers in our business. 

They are A/V SAN PRO users and have chosen our drive 

systems over all the others. With features like 128 tracks 

of 48k record/playback from ONE drive, networking at 

200 MB/Sec. and the best all around support from a 

company of audio professionals, we have designed this 

system out of need - your need. 

Studio Network Solutions is leading our industry into 

the next wave of digital drive systems for standard and 

HD production. Our clients have invested in the future 

of their companies with A/V SAN PRO. The next time 

you consider an upgrade, consider A/V SAN and 

A/V SAN PRO from SNS, the leader in SAN technology 

for Audio and Video applications. 

• you will get 128 tracks of 48k from one drive 

• you will no longer have digital audio engine errors 

• you will have the option to network control rooms 

• you will have password protection 

• call 877.537.2094 or visit us at www.studionetworksolutions.com 

Visit us at NAB booth #L12912 (next to Avid/Dig/design) 



Chris Fogel: 

Walter Afannsieff - Wally World Studios: 

"With 20 SCSI drives cluttering up the machine room we knew it was 
time to consolidate. We looked into the available SANs on the market 
and heard that SNS had the best. We truly didn't know how good it was 
going to be until they put it together for us. Now, I can edit a 64 track 
session in A while setting up a mix in B from that same session on the 
same drive. I can't imagine ever using SCSI considering the new found 
stability of our Pro Tools systems." 

"I am not the most technically mirded guy out there, but this 
system is totally bulletproof. .t worked the first time out and has 
worked every time since. No more swapping drives or doing 
real-time transfers to get data between my two DAW's, and 
better yet, no more disk errors! Just bill me, because I'm not 
sending this system back!" 

Tony maserati: 

"I like to be ready for the next standard. When I upgraded my Mac, I looked 
into every drive system available. I chose A/V SAN. With this system, I 
don't worry about DAE errors or drive fragmentation at all and I can access 
my drives from both of my workstations. I have no doubt that A/V SAN is 

the new standard for single and multi-user setups. 
SNS delivers what they promise." 

VidFilm I nternationul: 

"After a year of constant operation, we have had nothing but 
success with our 15 seat A/V SAN PRO. With over a dozen 
Pro Tools and Sonic Solutions systems operating 24/7, 
A/V SAN PRO is the only solution available to meet our 
post production workflow." 
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studio network solutions 
 an/ me networ eng 

www.studionetworksolutions.com 
toll free 877.537.2094 



RISKY. CONTAGIOUS. BAD FOR THE HOPELESSLY PROMISCUOUS, GOOD FOR PRODUCTION 
MUS IC. IT' S WHY WE'VE SPENT THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES POUNDING PAVEMENT, 
WORKING CORNERS, SHAKING OUR MONEY MAKERS TO DEVELPP A CATALOG OF TRACKS 
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Tra pped in the "Panic Room" 
Sound Design for David Fincher's Latest Suspense Film 

by Blair Jackson 

From a technical standpoint, Panic 
Room is very interesting, with the entire 
film taking place in and around a single 
building. The house is very much a lead-

ing character in the film, and Fincher and 
his crew have gone to great lengths to 
give each room or hallway its own visual 
and sonic personality and characteristics, 
much as a haunted-house movie revels in 

the creepy differences between one dim-
ly lit chamber and another. This isn't hor-
ror fantasy, however; it feels frighteningly 
real, and it plays on our primal fears about 
freedom, security and family. 

Sound plays a key role in the film, too, 

Au. 

A
woman. Her preteen daughter. 
A giant old Manhattan brown-
stone. A rainy night. Three dan-
gerous thugs want something 

valuable inside the house and will go 
to almost any lengths to get it. These 
are the main elements that make up 
the simple story told in director 
David Fincher's latest exercise in 
nerve-shattering suspense, Panic 
Room. It's Straw Dogs in the big 
city; Home Alone definitely not for 
kids. With Panic Room, Fincher— 
whose credit list is dominated by 
intense, violent action dramas 
such as Alien 3, Seven, The Game 
and Fight Club—bas created a film 
that deals with different levels of 
real and psychological terror, and 
an ever-escalating battle that con-
sumes the four-story house with a 
vault-like "Panic Room" at its core. 
The film is a thrill ride, pure and sim-

ple, designed to disturb as much as de-
light; that's been Fincher's M.O. 

what with all the lurking and tiptoeing and 

creaking floors, the relentless rain, slam-
ming doors, shattered windows and as-
sorted violent calamities. Going into the 
project, Finder's longtime sound designer/ 
supervising sound editor Ren Klyce says he 
believed it might be a fairly straightforward 
job, but he quickly discovered otherwise. 

"This film takes place inside a house, 
all in one evening," Klyce says during a 
break at Skywalker Sound, where the film 
was being mixed. "And when you read 
the script or watch a rough cut of it with-
out anything added in, it seems like, 'Oh 
this will be pretty easy to do. All you need 

is some rain and some hard effects here, 
and the panic room door, a gun—easy.' 
But it turned out to be very complicated 
and very difficult; in fact, it was one of the 
hardest things I've ever worked on. I think 
that part of the challenge in keeping be-
ing stuck inside of a house for two hours 

interesting is that you really have to reach 
for the subtle little nuances to keep your 
ear engaged." 

SOUND FROM THE SET 
Rather than trying lo find the perfect 

building in New York City, Fincher had 
one constructed to his specifications on 

o 
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Sony's Manhattan Beach (California) lot, 
at an estimated cost of more than $8 mil-
lion. "This isn't just some set, either," 
Klyce says. "It's a four-story house, com-
pletely built, with 18-foot-high ceilings on 
practically every floor. It was absolutely 
wonderful from a sound perspective. All 
the doors are solid wood core. All the 
walls are solid. I'll never forget when he 
was showing me the set for the first time, 
he said, 'Look, we put floor creaks in, just 

for you!' And they did, which was great. 
I don't know how they did that, but I'm 
glad they did." 

Building the house from scratch gave 
Fincher, Klyce and cinematographer Con-
rad Hall Jr. much more control than they 
would normally have on a location shoot. 
In fact, Klyce notes, "Fincher pre-visual-
ized the film in a computer before they 
started filming. They designed the build-
ing and they put the architectural plans 
into this CAD-type program, and then he 
could film virtually in the house and fig-
ure out in advance which lenses he would 

David Fincher, ri9ht and with Jodie Foster and 

Kristen Stewart. 

need for which shot, how much track 
they'd need to run for doing this tracking 

shot, or if they needed to remove a wall 
to get the camera back a bit. 

"The ramera is like a character in 

this film," Klyce continues. "If you 
look at, say, a Spike Jonze film [Klyce 
worked on Jonze's Being John 
Malkovicb], where the camera is 
handheld, it has a very different feel 
from something that's staged, like a 
Jim Jarmusch film, where he puts the 
camera on a tripod, turns it on and 
presents a scene. What Fincher's try-
ing to do is the best of both worlds. 
He wants the intimacy and spontane-
ity of handheld photography, but with 
the accuracy and precision of a dolly 
move. It ends up being a choreo-
graphed dance between the actors 
and the camera crew. For example, 
when an actor bends down to the 
ground, the camera moves with the 
actor in perfect sync. Not anticipating 
his move, not lagging behind his 
move, but exactly with his move, to 
the point where you don't notice the 
camera moving at all. To get this right, 
unfortunately, takes a lot of time and 
many takes. So they had billions of 
takes," he says with a laugh. I'm ex-
aggerating, but typically Fincher would 
shoot anywhere between 10 to 30 
takes...sometimes 40." 

The fact that the film was shot in 
such a tightly controlled environment 
was not enough to prevent a number 
of problems from creeping up during 
production "For one thing," Klyce 
says, "they had a rain machine going 
constantly, which completely and 

"PlillIC ROOM" CREW 
Ren Klyce Sound Designer 
Richard Hymns Supervising Sound Editor 

David Parker Re-recording, Dialog 
Lora Hirschberg Re-recording, Effects 
Todd Boekelheide Re-recording, Music 

John Roesch Foley Artist 
Alyson Moore Foley Artist 
Malcolm Fife Supervising Foley Editor 
David Hughes FX Editor 
Gwen Whittle-Yates ADR Editor 
Rich Quinn Dialog Editor 
Ewa Sztompke-Oatfield Dialog Editor 
Michael Silvers Dialog Editor 
E. Larry Oatfield Conforming Editor 

Eric Dachs Asst. Sound Designer 
Misa Kageyama Asst. Sound Designer 
Dug Winningham 1st Asst/Asst Effects 
Editor 

Karen Brocco Asst. Dialog Editor 
Luke Dunn Asst. Foley Editor 
Stuart McCowan Asst. ADR Editor 

Howard Shore Composer 
David Gleeson Music Co-producer 
Michael Tremante Music Co-producer 
Mark VVillsher Music 2-Track Editor 

John Klepko Music Asst 

drastically affected our [production] sound. 
It was quite hissy. Then, he had Panavi-
sion modify their cameras to operate oa 
three-perforations per frame rather than 
four-perferations. Knowing that the cam-
era moves were going to be quite elabo-
rate, he wanted to get the most amount of 
time per roll. Because three perfs requires 
one less perf per frame, he could get 20 
percent more time per reel, which saved 
the production hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in film stock. The three-perforation 
innovation was fantastic, but because of 
the modification, the cameras started mak-
ing a horrible whirring noise at about 500 
feet into the magazine. No matter what 
they did—sound blankets, what have 
you—the crew couldn't get rid of that 
sound. Whip . And to make matters 
worse, the whirring noise wasn't constant. 
We couldn't find the perfect filter setting 
and filter out the noise. It was a moving 
target, constantly rising in pitch. It was a 
lot for our dialog mixer, David Parker, to 
deal with. Fortunately, Willie Burton, the 
production sound recordist, managed to 
do a great job under the circumstances." 

At least Klyce's experience on Fight 
Club (which earned him and Hymns an 
Oscar nomination) helped the crew avoid 
one of that production's problems: "We'd 
be premixing on Fight Club and Fincher 
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would change the picture, so we'd need 
to do premix fixes. But the problem was 
that we were working at different bit rates. 
We shot our production audio at 16-bit/30 
frame, but we were premixing at 24-bit/ 
29.97 [fps]. We couldn't combine the dia-
log cut sessions and the premixes in the 
same Pro Tools session. It was a night-
mare. So what we learned from that was, 
'Let's just do everything 24-bit from the 

get-go, keeping all the speeds the same, 
and that way, if we needed to bring the 
dialog premixes into Pro Tools for a fix or 
conform, we could do so.' 

"We shot all the production dialog and 
sound effects at 24-bit on a Deva hard 
disk recorder at 48k, which we could then 
immediately copy to the computer, no 
real-time transfer required. [The Deva 
records directly into SDII format.] 

DIALOG LIBRARY 
"Normally, with production audio, only the 
'circle' takes are transferred for editing. The 
takes that aren't chosen don't get printed, 
and the accompanying sound roll for that 
take never gets transferred. But we decid-
ed that there were a lot of great perform-
ances in the non-printed material that we 
could use for dialog alts and splices. We 
created a sound category for the non-print-
ed takes in addition to the printed takes. 
We'd receive the Deva disk from the pro-
duction, copy the audio into Pro Tools, 

time-stamp the take, name the file appro-
priately to the scene and take, and then we 
had this fantastic online library of every sin-
gle dialog line recorded. 

"Eric Dachs, our sound design assis-
tant, developed an Internet-based infor-
mation hub, which allowed the dialog 
crew to research and audition every piece 
of audio recorded during the shoot. The 
site let the editors search by sound roll, 
scene or take to get a list of everything 
that was shot for a particular setup. If a 
suitable alt was found, the site would im-
port the audio into the workstation and 
the editors would cut it into place. 

"Compared to the old method, where 
an assistant would search tediously 

Go Native with Apogee/, e 
With our new Fire Wire card, 
you can connect direct to almost anything. 
A s CPUs get more and more pow-

erful, the days of proprietary sys-
tems that lock you into their own spe-
cial way of doing things are numbered. 

Today, the trend is towards native 
systems, and international standards 
that allow everyone to play. You need 
to be free to choose the 
hardware and software 
combination that suits 
your needs. 

That's why we've intro-
duced the new Apogee FireWire 
AMBus card. The FireWire card allows Apogee's 
acclaimed conversion systems, like the award-
winning % la (shown below)   

Mir« 

—J 

nid AD-8000 — plus future AMBus-equipped systems 
- to talk direct to a Fire Wire-equipped computer, 
with support for almost any DAW or recording/ 
editing application around. 

Apogee's Fire Wire card supports the latest. 
open standards for data transfer. That means 

you can build an network with differ-
ent manufacturers' gear all talking 
io each other. Take compact sys-

tems on the road with no more than 
our converters and a laptop. Convert multiple 

formats. The possibilities are endless, and Apogee 
opens the door. Escape to a new world. 

DDetails brom smut apogeedigital. cam 
or you r Apogee authorized dealer. 

ea  apogee digital - santa monica. ca -g' unrw.apcseedisital.ec po.91;.l000 po.191.6262 sound amazins 
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through the sound rolls for production 
alts, this new system allowed dialog edi-

tors Ewa Oatfield and Rich Quinn to 
search for a missing word or part of a 
word as soon as there was a need. This 
way of working also gave Fincher the 
confidence of knowing that each take 
was explored for usable production ma-
terial before having to resort to ADR." 

EFFECTS 8. FOLEY 
Klyce did the bulk of his sound design 
work at his Sausalito, Calif., studio— Mit 
Out Sound—but recorded some of the 
original elements on the L.A. set during 

a period when most of the production 
had moved to New York to shoot some 
outdoor sequences. "It's a very Foley-in-
tensive film," Klyce notes. "There's a lot 
of running around; it's all wood floors. 
So it was great to be able to go down to 
the set and shoot our own sound there. 

We had our own Deva, and we had a 
Powerbook. Mac running Quicktime 
Mini-DV, and we had Pro Tools with 

timecode on it, so we could autolocate 
to anywhere visually in the film, and then 
the timecode would come out of the 
Powerbook into the Deva. So we always 
knew where we were. 

"We had our Foley walkers— 
John Roesch and Alyson Moore, 
who normally work on the Warn-

er lot and have done all our 
films—come out to the set and 
walk for us. There are some really 
complicated running sequences 
in the film, and they performed 
them perfectly. Malcolm Fife ed-

ited and premixed the Foley, 
while Luke Dunn cut and con-
formed all the LCRs. 

"Fincher also gave me and the 
crew carte blanche to get any-
thing we wanted, so we had ac-
cess to all the props from the prop 
department. The set dressers 
would even save shards of glass, 
pieces of stucco and wood chips 
from scenes where things had 
been broken and smashed for us 

to record. 
"We kind of painted ourselves 

in a corner, however, because we 
couldn't shoot all the Foley on the 
set, so when we shot other Foley, 
there was a big difference be-
tween what was shot on the stage 
and what was shot in the acoustic 
space. So we ended up reaching 

Pen Klyce, left, setting up location Foley with assistant Eric 

Darns. Below, a ball- fall. 

AG rower is a Necessary Evil 
You simply can't get around AC power — you have to have it to run your 
equipment. And yes, it is terribly contaminated — enough to ruin your 
system, or at least make it perform like hell. So what should you do? Get a 
Furman Sound Power Conditioner. This type of protection is essential for 
every audio or video system, and we have a model for every 
application. Our PL-PLUS, treasured by recording artists throughout the 
world, is the best-selling 
rack accessory ever because of 
its advanced noise filtering and 
precision AC voltmeter. Don't hit the road without an AR-series 
voltage regulator. These convert incoming line voltages to a usable level 

while protecting your prized 
equipment. Our IT-series units, 
perfect for recording studios and 

film-production facilities, dramatically reduce the noise floor, and 
improve dynamic range and sonic clarity. Amil 
Get "conditioned" by Furman Sound, 
and you'll convert that corrupt AC 
power into something heavenly. 

=ff NBC Mer M 
FURMAN SOUND, INC., 1997 South McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 94954-6919 lipegniging 

Phone: 707-763-1010, Fax: 707-763-1310, www.furmansound.com, e-mail: info®furmansound.com PURIFY YOUR POWER 
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for different reverbs and sometimes layer-

ing reverbs on reverbs. We did that with 
the dialog, as well. We sort of did a first 
coat of lacquer, so to speak, in premixes, 
where we added a little bit of reverb, and 
then we'd do another pass where they'd 
add a little more. It was fairly difficult 
matching them at points." David Parker 
and Lora Hirschberg mixed dialog and ef-
fects, respectively, at Skywalker Sound. 

Instead of recording only in stereo, 
Klyce decided to "go one more and 
record it in LCR with the Deva. So we 
used a KMR81 Neumann for the center 
and two Neumann KM140s for the L and 
the R, and we printed those discreetly, 
and it sounded great." Klyce also used the 
LCR approach for his own recordings of 
rainstorms: "Luckily, it rained a lot this 
year," he says with a chuckle. "It would 
start raining in the middle of the night, I'd 
have my tape recorder ready and I'd be 
like, 'Oh man, I don't want to get up.' But 
I would, and I got some good stuff. I cut 
a reel of rain myself pertaining to the dif-
ferent rooms in the house—the bedroom 
would sound like this, the bathroom like 

this.. .1 spent a lot of time working on es-
tablishing rain tones and room tones." 

And that, not surprisingly, became a 
complicated and time-consuming task. For 
the Panic Room itself, which has thick, vir-
tually impenetrable walls, and is filled with 
surveillance monitors and other electronic 
equipment, Klyce combined more than 
two dozen different noises just to create 
an overall ambience. "It's got this low, 
rumbling sound, these oscillating sounds," 
he says. "I used samples of choir pieces 
that we slowed down to create this sort of 
groan. We've got television buzzes. Finch-
er wanted to have this feeling that when 
you're closer to the television monitors 
and the VCRs, you're hearing the whining. 
You hear the buzzing of the fluorescent 
light; a whole lot of different subtle things. 

"We cleated a Pro Tools session where 
any time you're in the Panic Room, these 
are the sounds that make up that ambi-
ence. We figured out a good blend and 
then took a snapshot of that in the console, 
and any time we premixed, Lora would re-
call the automation. Dachs made a floor 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 158 

MED111111i111, 00 HE SCORG STEIGE.. 

By Maureen Droney 

For the Panic Room orchestra sessions at 

Sony Pictures' scoring stage, Paul Levy, 

owner of L.A.'s Advanced Audio, de-

signed a Fibre Channel SAN (Storage 

Area Network) that allowed several dif-

ferent operations to be accomplished si-

multaneously. Most notably—in a scor-

ing stage "first"—while engineer John 

Kurlander was recording Howard 

Shore's score, music editors Mark Willsher 

and Lisa Jaime were onsite cutting cues 

assembled from just-recorded elements 

of that score. 

The 84-piece orchestra was recorded 

through three Prism ADA-8 converters 

to 24 channels of a 48-track Pro Tools 

system, while a second 24-channel Pro 

Tools rig provided pre-record playback. 

A simultaneous safety was also made by 

using a Euphonix FC-727 to convert the 

AES outputs of the recording Pro Tools 

system to MADI, which fed a Sony 3348-

HR running in the background. All of 

the systems and the 3348 were synched 

to house wordclock, which, in turn, was 

referenced to house video sync. 

"On most scoring dates, the orches-

tra is first recorded to a master ma-

chine," comments Levy, "whether it's a 

Sony 3348, multiple analog 24-track or a 

Pro Tools system. Once recording of a 

cue is completed, the program material 

is transferred to a workstation to as-

semble an edited master for overdub-

bing. In this case, the Fibre Channel SAN 

connected the separate record and edit-

ing systems to shared storage, so the ed-

itors were able to audition and assem-

ble edits of a cue at the same time that 

subsequent cues were being recorded. 

With everyone online simultaneously, 

there was no time lost waiting for drives 

to be composited and transferred back 

to the record system." 

"Because of the compressed time 

frame, where we had to record, edit and 

remix the score all in six work days," says 

Kurlander, "and because we often need 

extensive and sophisticated editing, this 

was a particularly efficient way for us to 

work. We could record a cue at the be-

ginning of the session, then set the edit 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 158 
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PSG: Breakin' the Law 
Our own eminent speaker designers, Frank Kelly and Walter Dick, have long 
claimed that when it comes to producing low end from a monitor speaker, "It's all 
controlled by the laws of physics." In other words, in order to get big low end you 
need a big box and a big woofer. 

And then Frank and Walter created the Project Studio 6—and gave it low end 
response that simply blows the laws of physics to smithereens. A 6.5" speaker in 
a tiny cabinet producing a 
deep rich 42Hz ... astounding! 
Part of the secret: a custom 
biamplilication system that 
delivers extended low 
frequency response—and 
enough power to warrant a 
late night visit from the cops. 

Rounding out the package 
is a silk dome tweeter handed 
down from our award-winning 
20/20bas—for detailed, 
precise, and easy-on-the-ears 
high end response. And the 
dual front-mounted low air 
restriction ports allow for easy 
placement in even the most 
confined spaces (like a jail cell). 

PS6 Biamplified 
Direct Field Monitor System 

Sound this good 
should be illegal. 

P.O. Box 4189 

Simla Barbara CA 93140 4189 

Voice: 805 566 7111 

lax: 805 566 MI 
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Small Screen, Big Music 
TV Composers on Writing Under Pressure 

Mix recently spoke with 
three musicians who are 
turning in stellar tracks day 
in and day out. We wanted 
to know how they deal with 
the pressures—time-related 
and otherwise—that go 
with the job. What tech-
niques help them turn out 
music that leaves them satis-
fied artistically and stays in 
bounds with the writers, 
produc-eis and network exec-

utives they must also please? And what technologies help them 
in their creative endeavors? Our panel includes Rick Marvin 
(Six Feet Under), Michael Giacchino (Alias) and Danny Pelfrey 

(Spin City). 
Longtime L.A. session ace/keyboardist Richard Marvin spent 

lots of time in the studio with Mike Post, starting with Hill Street 
Blues and progressing through a passel of hits, including 
Hunter, A-Team, Magnum PI. and IA Law. He scored the 
recent film U-571, and now he writes weekly (Thomas 

Newman wrote the theme) for the new Emmy-winning dark 
comedy Six Feet Under. 

Michael Giacchino's work scoring PlayStation video games 
ultimately brought him the plum assignment of Alias. Writing 

full orchestral scores and producing sessions first for The Lost 
World and then for several other DreamWorks Studios games, 

Giacchino's success prompted Steven Spielberg to recommend 
him to the Gorfaine Schwartz Agency, which helped him land 

the one-hour weekly series. 
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by Gary Eskow 

o corner of the music industry 

calls for a blend of composing 

chops, speed and production skills 

more than episodic television. Often 

working with only a few days to score 

a half- or even a full-hour show that 

will be seen and heard by millions of 

viewers, today's most successful televi-

sion composers operate under intense 

pressure. They must create something 

unique, they must develop signature 

themes, and they must add weekly vari-

ance. And it's usually not their only gig. 

Writing from the heart hasn't hurt Danny Pelfrey. A dozen 
years ago, he penned a piano piece for his wife. The emotions 
that he tapped were picked up by the fans of Felicity, when 
the prime-time show's producers first used it as background 
music during its second season. They have been replaying it 
regularly ever since. Now known as "Felicity and Ben's 
Theme," this music can be found on Pelfrey's Website, 
www.dannypelfrey.com, under Piano and String Quartet (sam-
ples 11 and 14). 

When the shows you score are in production, how much time 
do you have to compose and produce the music that's needed? 
How many minutes do you have to churn it out? 
Rick Marvin: I generally have about a week to turn out a 
score. Compared with some other shows, Six Feet Under 
doesn't use a whole lot of music, generally about 10 min-
utes per episode. And remember, we only turn out 13 
shows a season for HBO, not the 26 or so that the networks 

can ask for. 
Michael Giacchino: I don't know exactly how much, but 

Alias uses a lot of music. Half of my work is loop-based, with 
lots of percussion, and the other half is live orchestral material. 
It's a nice balance. I get about three days to compose and pro-
duce the score. 

Danny Pelfrey: Spin City is a half-hour comedy that will have 
a bunch of cues, maybe three to four minutes' worth per show. 
I find that I tend to take as much time as I have to score a 
show. If I have a week, I use it; if I have to turn something out 
in a day, I will. Initially, you're designing a sound palette for a 
show. Once I've got that done, the actual amount of minutes 

that's required isn't that critical. 
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Do you have weekly spotting sessions 
with your producers? 
Pelfrey: Not on Spin Cie. It's pretty obvi-
ous what kind of music is called for. 
However, I always spot the dramatic tele-
vision shows—like the CBS show That's 
Life that I'm currently working on—espe-
cially the ones that are an hour long. 

Giacchino: I have weekly spotting 
sessions with J.J. Abrams. He's the cre-
ator of the show and a fantastically tal-
ented guy. JJ. wrote Regarding Henry 
and Armageddon. He heard about me 
through one of the show's producers, 
someone who's a huge video fan. JJ. 
contacted me out of the blue. We met 
and became really good friends. 

We're far enough into the season that 
the picture editor will generally temp a 
show with the previous episode's music, 
which is most often not quite right but it 
gives a sense of the mood. We usually go 
quickly through each scene, with JJ. giv-
ing me verbal descriptions of what he'd 
like the music to add. These sessions 
happen every Thursday, and I have until 
Sunday to create the score. 

Marvin: We do spot the shows. I work 
with Alan Ball, the creator, producer and 
writer, and producer Alan Poul. These are 
fabulous guys who are a joy to work with. 

The Number One thing that makes the 
show special is the fact that it's so well-
written. It's a really good job for a com-
poser, because they don't want anything 
that's obvious, and, in particular, they want 
me to make sure that the music doesn't 
sentimentalize the show. That frees me to 
come up with unexpected ideas. 

We're now on the fifth show of the 
second season and have developed a 
vocabulary together. Alan and Alan will 
usually come to my studio, where all of 
the music is created, a day or two before 
the dub and hear the cues I've devel-
oped. If something doesn't work for 
them, we'll make alterations on the spot. 
Who does your tracking and mixing? 
How much do you rely on automation? 
Giacchino: Although I definitely don't 
consider myself an engineer, I often end 
up creating the stems myself. I have two 
Mackie D8Bs in my home studio, 
Edgewater Park Music, along with a pair 
of Mackie HDR 24 digital recorders. 

I'll take one of the HDR 24s over to 
Stage M at Paramount Studios, or Capitol 

Records, to record the orchestra. Dan 
Wallin tracks all the live sessions for me. 
Then I bring that material—up to 24 
tracks wide—and lay it out on one D8B. 
The second console handles all my 
synths and samplers. 

Since time is so limited, I had Steve 
Smith, who occasionally mixes for me, set 
up my studio in a way that lets me get the 
best possible mixes. Steve mixed all the 
game stuff I did for DreamWorks in Seattle. 
Basically, he helped me set up automation 
templates on the D8Bs for both the 
orchestral and synth setups, and I rely on 
these templates a lot, tweaking as needed. 
I use the same channels and settings for all 
of my synths, all the time. I couldn't turn 
out the amount of music that's required 
without the automation of the D8Bs and 
Steve's initial setup work. 

Marvin: I mix everything myself. I 
have a pair of [Yamaha] 02Rs, and I've 
created automation templates for Six Feet 
Under on both of them. I rely a lot on the 
dedicated GigaStudio computer that Craig 
Segal [Zipper Technologies, Tucson, Ariz.] 
built for me, and I've got templates for 
that as well. Eventually, I'll get to the 
point where I mix on software exclusive-
ly, but the technology is not quite to the 
point where I can trust it not to crash or 
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cause latency problems. I. m now starting 

to mix within Digital Performer, though. 

By the way, I scored Brian's Song, a 

TV movie, last fall, and I took my G4 over 

to Signet Sound to record 12 or 15 
orchestral tracks against a stereo dump of 

synth material. I recorded this material 

through a MOTU 1296, which works 
flawlessly and sounds great. I also have a 

MOTU 828 FireWire box that I use with 

my Titanium PowerBook. 
Pelfrey: My studio has three Panasonic 

DA-7s. These boards are made to gang 

together in pairs, so I use the third as a 

subrnixer. The DA-7s sound great, but the 

automation package is limited, so we don't 

use it at all. Instead, Greg Townly, my 

engineer, and I use Digital Performer's 

automation more than we otherwise 
might. Greg, who just finished working on 

Black Hawk Dou,n with Hans Zimmer, is a 

great engineer. He likes to move faders! 
I've worked with DP since its earliest 

possible version, [Version] 5 I think it was, 

and I use it as an instrument. I have a 

Kurzweil K2500 controller, and I input 
automation and panning information as 
I'm playing in parts, for the most part. 

Then I'll tweak on DP's software mixer, 

or with its graphic editor. 

None of you has mentioned Pro Tools so 
far What format do you use to deliver the 

stems you create? 

Giacchino: I do own Pro Tools, and I take 
the stems from the HDR 24s and create 

Pro Tools files for the sound stage using 
it. My wish list includes Mackie coming 
up with software that lets me output my 

files directly from the HDR 24s in a for-

mat that Pro Tools can read. 
Pelfrey: We record everything into 

Digital Performer. At the end of a session, 
we carefully label all of the sound bites 

created in DP and output them as SDII 
files. We give the editor a log that tells 

him the SMPTE start times of all of the 
cues, and he assembles Pro Tools ses-

sions. The process works flawlessly. 
Marvin: I do the same thing, tracking 

to DP and outputting SDII files. More and 

more, I see the entire process heading 
inside the computer. I used to have racks 

of synths and samplers. Now I'm using 
Native Instruments plug-ins, and I just got 

Reason, which is incredible. The whole 

idea of a modular studio that you sync up 
to your digital sequencer with ReWire is 

fantastic. 

Everything we're doing on Six Feet 

Under is in stereo, not surround. Once in 
a while, I'll isolate elements from a cue to 

give the editor control over them in a 
mix, but not all the time. 
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The heart of every digital mixer is its CSP LS. To ac:hieve the amazing 
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Interactive Television 
You Asked for lt,You Got It 

by Gary S. Hall 

If you listen to the hype, interactive television is already here. It is, 
after all, now possible for viewers to vote on alternate endings, 

participate vicariously in quiz shows, or link to the Web while 

watching the tube.What more could anyone want? 

I'll tell you what: everything. 

What passes for interactive TV today is 
to the future of the medium as early bulletin 
boards were to the Internet. Lots of fun at 
the time, but, in retrospect, a mere intima-
tion of things to come. The same thing is 
about to happen with interactive television 
and other advanced TV technologies. And, 
it's something that audio production people 
want to be aware of. Big time. 

Consider this: Forrester Research says 
that interactive television will generate more 
than $20 billion in revenue by 2004, and 
that iTV will surpass the Internet as an 
advertising of change that will be sitting on 
the table. 

DOCTOR, WHAT IS IT? 
Interactive television is the end form of a 
continuum of technologies that we can call 
"enhanced TV." Enhanced TV is any form 

of programming that allows consumen to 
interact directly with content. All forms of 
enhanced TV today are made possible by 
the merging of TV video with Internet con-
tent and data. Already, more than 1,500 
hours a week of enhanced TV program-
ming is available in the United States. 

One form of enhanced TV now becom-
ing prevalent can be called "Internet TV," 
with access to the Web in concert with 
more-or-less conventional television fare. 
It's a good approach, but present services 
available from providers such as Microsoft 
still only hint at things to come. 

Another step on the road to true inter-
active television viewing is Video on 
Demand (VOD), which we can also call 
"personal TV." This family of technologies 
gives consumen the power to watch 
what they want, when they want. The 

most effective forms of personal TV today 
combine an electronic program guide 
and searchable listings with digital video 
recorders such as Tivo or Replay TV. This 
arrangement lets consumers select pro-
grams for viewing by title, type of show 
or cast, and to watch a program with 
complete random-access control. 

True in, will combine all of these 
capabilities and extend them to their max-
imum potential, allowing user interaction 
with program content, dynamic wideband 
Internet in parallel, and complete user 
control of program and time of viewing. 

Most of the technologies for full inter-
active TV are deployed today. What 
remains is to combine these effectively, 
with content being the key element. 
Programming for iTV is something that 
providers are just starting to come to grips 
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with, and it's a whole different world 
from TV production today. 

Traditional television programming 
will have to be amplified, not just with 
viewer voting and browseable cast biog-
raphies, but with extremely dynamic con-
tent such as multilanguage subtitles, 
audio commentary and so forth. 

ITV TECHNOLOGIES 
Interactive television combines traditional 
TV signal delivery with an Internet con-
nection. This is not difficult in itself, but 
the means by which the two communica-
tion channels are coordinated is key. This 

has to be specified and defined in a way 
that both content developers and hard-
ware designers can use. 

In enhanced TV, a standard television 
signal, whether broadcast, cable or satel-
lite, goes to a receiver that is linked to the 
Internet by a dial-up or other connection. 
Trigger signals are embedded or broadcast 
separately to link the program to a server 
coordinated with the program, allowing 
for any sort of value-add the program's 
producers or repurposers desire. Overlays 
and picture-in-window can be used to 
present online info, with input from the 
viewer by wireless remote or keyboard. 
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Nothing is more frustrating than 

making CDs or cassettes and finding 

out that there's something wrong 

with your master. Disc Makers' 

Making A Great Master provides 

insider information, as well as 

common sense tips, on preparing 

an error-free master on the first try. 

No matter where you record your 

project, you need this 36-page 
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DISC MAKERS 
CD, CASSETTE, AND VINYL MANUFACTURING MADE EASY 

ATVEF 
The Advanced Television Enhancement 
Forum (ATVEF) is an affiance of broad-
cast TV, cable, satellite, consumer elec-
tronics and computer companies set up 
for the purpose of cleating HTML-based 
television products and services. To date, 
the work of ATVEF has resulted in an 
Enhanced Content Specification, with the 
goal of making it possible for developers 
to author content once and have it dis-
play properly on any compliant receiver 
over any transport. Information about the 
ATVEF standard can be found at 
www.atvef.com. 

Content production for interactive TV 
following ATVEF specification consists of 
the following steps: produce a broadcast 
program, or secure an existing program 
to repurpose; create HTML pages to com-
plement the broadcast and post these to 
a Web server; create the triggers that link 
the Web content and the TV broadcast; 
and broadcast those triggers to a compat-
ible receiver. 

MSN TV 
In the States today, MSN TV (formerly 
WebTV) is the leading interactive televi-
sion service. MSN TV serves both as a 
computerless Internet access and as an 
interactive amplification of ordinary TV 
viewing. MSN TV requires a dedicated set-
top box that sells for $100 to $200, with a 
monthly access fee. Behind the set-top 
box, MSN TV's infrastructure consists of a 
Web browser designed to integrate with a 
television-viewing environment and the 
MSN TV service that delivers Web-inte-
grated television content. Microsoft active-
ly cultivates development of programming 
for the system, and full information on 
development can be found at http:// 
developer.msntv.com/Defaultasp. 
MSN TV's set-top receiver is an 

ATVEF-compatible "thin client," meaning 
that its guts are a computer, but one with 
minimal resources—just enough to per-
form basic functions. When viewing MSN 
TV, most features are performed by the 
TV service and delivered to the receiver 
by proxy servers. MSN TV offers a range 
of both cable and satellite receivers, with 
connection to the Internet by phone line. 
An optional Ethernet connection allows 
for use of DSL and cable modem with 
interactive TV functionality. 

The receiver incorporates a browser 
that has been adapted to work well on a 
television display. This enables the TV to 
display Web content such as standard 
HTML, JavaScript, MP3 files and other 
multimedia events. 
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The TV browser differs from a PC-
based browser in ways that required con-
scious adaptation of HTML for the envi-
ronment. For instance, the browser does 
not run within a system of windows. For 
developers, this means that viewers cannot 
simply open a new browser window— 
there is only one window displayed at a 
time. Also, the receiver has to use a reso-
lution of 544x372 pixels to match the 
viewable area on a TV screen. The brows-
er does not scroll horizontally. When the 
browser encounters content wider than 
544 pixels, the receiver has an intricate set 
of rules that allow it to adjust content. The 

WEB [ 111113 Of MTEIIEST 
Advanced Television Enhancement Forum www.atvef.com 
MSN TV http://developer.msntv.com/Default.asp 
The Interactive Television Dictionary www.itvdictionary.com 
Digital Interactive Television Organization www.digitalinteractivetv.org 
IBM White Paper www.hursley.ibm.com/misc/xw-itvintro.html 
Advanced Television Forum www.atvforum.com 
Broken Remote www.brokenremote.tv 
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receivers do not process Java or Active)(' 
controls, or any other application that 
requires a plug-in or external application 
to function (like Adobe Acrobat .PDF 
files). The MSN TV service includes e-mail, 
an electronic program guide, interactive 
TV and special Internet content. 

AUDIO PRODUCTION FOR ITV 
Interactive TV will be a gold mine of 
opportunities for audio professionals, but 
it's going to require some very different 
approaches. We can expect that auxiliary 
content for an iTV program will include 
alternate audio streams for alternate lan-
guages, commentaries, etc. In addition, 
parallel Web content will need its audio 
components. Production budgets may 
expand to some extent to address these 
needs, but the pressure will be on to do 
these things quickly, cheap and well. The 
standard production environment for 
sound for TV is likely to start looking like 
a field hospital in a combat theater. 

Even more challenging will be pro-
duction of live television events such as 
sports. Even today, the remote trucks that 
bring us these events operate at a high 
level of efficiency compared to "sedate" 
environments such as music recording. 
When every event involves multiple 
channels generated in real time, there will 
be a need for staff and facilities that can 
respond instantly. 

The future looks extremely bright for 
interactive television, in all its myriad 
forms. Audio professionals who start to 
position themselves today can expect to 
have ample opportunities, along with 
major challenges, in this dynamic new 
field. 

Gary Hall is an icon in the "loop music" 
movement, having created many of the 
core technologies of real-time audio sam-
pling. He resides in Alameda, Calif, the 
densest enclave of loop music creators on 
the planet. 
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Composer Glover Gill 
It Takes One To Tango in "Waking Life" 

By Sarah Benzuly 

G lover Gill doesn't use Sonic 
Foundry's Acid or Coda Music 

Technology's Finale when he sits down 
(or stands, as sometimes is the case) to 
compose; in fact, he doesn't even own a 
computer. Instead, he sits at one of his 
two Steinway grand pianos and uses lots 
of paper and pencils, a ruler, a French 
curve, and compositions strewn about. 
Gill is strictly a nuts-and-bolts man, a self-
proclaimed computer-phobe, but there is 
a method to this madness. 

Gill recently scored Richard Linklater's 
highly acclaimed Waking Lift, an arty ani-
mated film that attempts to clarify the 
blurred line between humanity's dreams 
and reality. Gill met Linklater a few years 
ago when the director was working on 
The Newton Boys, for which Gill wrote a 
mere 20-second piece. Intrigued by the 
tango/salsa style of many of Gill's com-
positions, Linldater started "lurking around 
my local gigs [in Austin, Texas]," Gill says. 
"He introduced himself again and said he 
thought he'd like to use my music for his 
upcoming film [Waking Life]. So I said, 
'Sure, whatever dude.-

And that's bow you got involved with the 
movie? 
Yeah. And then it just started to happen. 
It was the kind of situation where I could-
n't say no, because I liked the idea and I 
liked all the people. I saw bits of the film 
before they got to the animated parts. So, 
when [Linldater] approached me, he was 
so nice, I liked the idea. 
What was it that you liked? 
It was intangible at that point. I don't 
know—I just liked it. He was shooting 
from the hip. The script of the film only 
covers about 60 or 70 percent of the dia-
log, and the rest is improvised. Of course, 
he coached everybody, but there are many 
scenes that are completely improvised. Our 
rehearsal scene was actually a real rehears-
al. That was intriguing. The whole concept 
was impossible to turn down. 
So he approached you with a script. Were 
you writing directly to the script? 
No. That film was filmed so quickly, 

because it was all done with 
digital handheld cameras—no 
lights, virtually no lights. 
Absolutely no makeup. So, what 
would normally take a full day 
to shoot took him 30 minutes. 
He had that film completely 
shot probably a year-and-a-half 
ago. Then, it took a year for the 
animators to animate it. So I had 
all the images ready. In a typical 
film-composer's world, you've 
got a completed film, and you've 
got a month, or less, to come up 
with the music and get it record-
ed and get it plugged in. Well, I 
had a year, so it made life a lot 
easier. There was no stress 
involved, no giant deadlines. 
There were some small dead-
lines, which are nice. 
I assume that Richard was 
involved in deciding what themes you 
were going to tackle? 
He was involved, and Sandra [Adair], the 
film editor, was also involved. The three 
of us sat down and watched the film a 
few times and discussed options. And, 
fortunately, we were able to plug in some 
pre-existing music from my CDs, although 

Glover Gill, composer for Richard Linklater's Waking Life 

they had to be manipulated or edited, or 
occasionally he re-recorded some things. 
Then, looking at cue sheets, we just start-
ed fling in the holes. There were a few 
places where we needed some short seg-

ments, and I rearranged a couple of 
pieces. They're mixed way down in the 
film, and they don't appear on the sound-
track [on the Nonesuch label], because 
they're just little snippets, but they are 
themes from some of the recurring songs, 
but they're reduced for string quartet, and 
the harmony is bastardized to make it 
creepier and more dissonant. We record-
ed those in my brother's [Allan Gill] home 
studio [also in Austin]. His home is actual-
ly a church. It's a beautiful-sounding 
room, and he's got great gear over there, 
and we didn't need a piano. 

So we used his studio for those 
sequences, and my string quartet, which 
is the core of the Tango Tosca orchestra. 
You also work out of your own home, 
correct? 
As far as recording in my home studio, 
Austin has some wonderful recording stu-
dios with really good rooms and good 
equipment, but there's not a good piano 
anywhere. 
You must have really high requirements 
for a good piano. 
Yeah, I just want a piano that sounds good, 
or that the engineer can make sound good 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 114 
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Facility Spotlight 

Goldcrest Post Expands New York Facility 
By Dan Daley 

PD Diddy is up on the Avid screen in 
one of the 11 video-editing suites 

at Goldcrest Post Production's facility 
on the far-west fringes of Manhattan's 
West Village. The video, which made 

FedEx either very happy or very nerv-
ous, is everything you'd expect to be 
going down at a hip post house in New 
York these days: Urban music videos, 
indie film work and the occasional 
commercial, as the city's advertising 
business continues to rebound from a 
lousy economy and September 11. 

But Goldcrest isn't your typical New 
York post house. The principals of 
Goldcrest Films International, SoHo 
and London came to town two years 
ago with a feature-film pedigree that 
most non-Hollywood post facilities 
would die for (Local Hero, Chariots of 

Fire, Gandhi, The Killing Fields, All 
Dogs Go to Heaven and A Room With a 
View, among many others). The com-
pany's owner. John Quested, led a 

Facility Spotlight 

management buyout in 1987, and is the 

sort of English film producer long miss-
ing from the business: quirky, serious 
and relevant. His son attended film 
school in Manhattan and is on the cusp 

of a career in music video and feature 
film, as well. So neither Hollywood nor 
Pinewood, but hardwood Manhattan 
floors and beams are what Goldcrest's 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 116 
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Spank! Adds West Coast Design 
By David John Farinella 

"De emember the old saw, "Jack-of-all-
trades, master of none?" Well, one 

spin through the reels of sound design-
er Tim Gedemer and composer Sophia 
Morizet proves the adage wrong. 

Sophia Modred 

Indeed, the twosome—who work out 
of the Spank! Music and Sound Design 
studios in Santa Monica—can claim a 
credit sheet as varied as feature films, 
commercial spots and music videos, in 
a bevy of aural genres. 

Morizet, who moved to Los 
Angeles from her native France in 
1996, enjoys the diversity. "The pur-
pose is always to prove yourself, try-
ing to see where you can go and what 
you can do," she says. "It's putting 
yourself in danger—you can't always 

write the same thing. You have your 
own recipes, so you're going to pick 
up this kind of loop instead of this 
one. But, when the medium is differ-

ent, it's fantastic. What I like is that I've 
been able to push the edge technical-

ly and musically and play with both 
worlds. [For filins), you want it to be 

Tim Gociemor 

cinemagraphic. When you work for 
commercials, you have to have some-
thing that's extremely dynamic." 

Both Morizet and Gedemer came to 

the post world after dipping their hands 
in the music waters. Gedemer worked 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 118 
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The Art of Data Management and Archiving 
Part 2,When and Where to Back Up 

II llISMATION LIZA& I -I NIA, ERN 

By Larry Blake 

T was talking with a good friend the 

1 other day, catching up with what he's 
been working on. On two recent films, 

he had what could be classified as "seri-
ous data-archiving problems." 

The first film was finished almost a 
half-year ago, vaulted and shipped. Then 

the director wanted to come back and 
make changes just prior to the film's 

release. It turns out that, after the original 
mix, the studio did not want to pay for 
data backups of the hard drives. Instead, 

they transferred the stems and printmas-
ters to 35mm Dolby SR-encoded mag 

film, and then the drives were wiped. 
They had to re-transfer everything back 
to hard drives so that they could be con-

formed for the mix. 

On the second film, during the mix 
he not only suffered drive crashes on two 

reels, but also, in both instances, found 

out that the backup on the server at the 
mix stage was no good. 

All of the above could have been 

prevented, of course. In the first instance, 
the studio should have realized that the 
mix was on the hard drives, and should 

have preserved the data at all costs. (Or 

should I say, at much less cost; this story 
reaffirms the old adage that nobody has 
the money to do things properly the first 

time, but they always find a way to do it 

again.) In the second example, the mix 
studio should have had better "drive and 
backup hygiene." 

This column is the second of a 
three-part series about the trials and tribu-

lations that we're going through in these 
early days of recording master film mixes 

on hard drives. Last month, I focused on 

the importance of a consistent naming 

scheme for files. This time around, I'm 
going to talk about the way one can pre-

GLOSSARY 

"PLUS TWO" 

Two tracks that are needed, in addition to the M&E itself, to create foreign-language 
mixes. Material on the first track is variously called " optional," "alternate" or "contro-
versy," because it may or may not be needed for a dub. It often includes grunts and lip 

smacks from actors, background police radlo calls, TV programs, etc. Because some of 

these materials are in stereo in the original mix, it is often desirable to have a 3- (LCR) 
or even 6-track stereo optional "track." 

The second track of the " plus two" is the English dialog guide. This is both used by 

the actors during voice dubbing and at the mix, as a reference to how the original dia-

log sounded. In most of Europe, though, mixes are done against a composite film print, 

and the comparison is done against the print's Dolby Digital track, especially when the 

mixer is comparing your M&E's room tone and background noise level against your 
printmaster. They will use the dialog guide for reference, especially when you've pro-

vided a stereo dialog stem with the idea that they match specific reverbs and panning. 
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dict data and archiving needs from the 
beginning of post-production, much as a 
good driver keeps his eyes 50 feet ahead 
and not just on the brake lights in front. 

BACKUP 

The first set of data backups that I make 
covers everything that we cut in post-pro-
duction. While this is my lifeline in case 
anything happens while we're editing, the 
most important backups are those that 
contain data from the final mix and 

beyond. These are the materials that will 
forever represent all of your hard work. 

Because each supervising sound edi-

tor and lead re-recording mixer has his or 
her own style of organizing and laying out 
their shows, it's important that others be 
able to have an overview of master mix 
elements. These days, I make a spread-
sheet grid that details what is contained on 
each drive, including the bit depth, sample 
rate and track layout of each. Finally, the 
all-important "comments" field describes 
in clear English what the other cold facts 
don't indicate. If you're sending drives to 
various departments over a period of time, 
then it might help if the chart also indicates 
to whom they were delivered. 

You should e-mail this file to every-
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one associated with your film: post-pro-
duction supervisor, re-recording mixers 
and post sound company (on the pro-

duction side), with additional copies 
going to the archive, home video master-
ing, post-production and sound depart-
ments on the studio side. 

Once the final mix is locked, in the 
course of the next week or so all of the 
"deliverables" are created in a flurry of 
activity. Undoubtedly, the delivery require-
ments of the studio will focus on what 
media you need to copy your drive to— 

such as 35mm mag film, DTRS or 2-inch— 
as opposed to how the data itself should 
be backed up. Which means that you 
(I'm assuming that I'm talking to super-
vising sound editors here) are pretty 
much on your own as to how to go about 

This story reaffirms 

the old adage that 

nobody has the 

money to do things 

properly the first time, 

but they always find a 

way to do it again. 

the backups. If you do nothing and leave 
it to the studio, you will probably regret 
it, as my friend recently did. 

As I emphasized last month, one of 
your most important tasks is to name the 
files. If you don't do so, then the audio 
files are completely dependent upon the 
drive and/or session name to be found. 
You would not be able to grab, say, all 
of the stem files and copy them to 
another drive. Furthermore, if someone 
wants to play the session back "in the 
dark," as on a digital dubber that doesn't 
display waveforms, they can never be 
really sure of how the tracks are being 
outputted if they can't scroll through the 
track names. (On a workstation, you can 
see modulations.) 

So, as soon as the files for any given 
element come off the hard disk recorder, 
they should go to the assistant editor, who 
will open everything up in a workstation 

and name the files. In addition, the tracks 
should be "popped," and any digital noise 

on the tracks should be removed. 
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AND BACKUP... 

At this point, you have two choices: You 
can back them up to your in-house tape 
backup format, or you can copy everything 
over to a couple of FireWire drives, which, 
as of this writing, are by far the best deal 
for the money here in early 2002. The good 
news is that these two approaches are not 
mutually exclusive, and there's nothing 
stopping you, short of a pinheaded post-
production supervisor, from doing both. 

The math regarding data storage for 
the average situation is pretty clear. My 

calculations include 32 tracks of stems, a 
standard complement of printmasters (6-

track, SR 2-track, non-SR 2-track) and 
M&Fs (6-track and the "plus-two": the 
dialog guide and the optional material), 
plus mono and 2-track stereo fold-downs 
of the stems for ad/publicity purposes. 

At a rate of 1 Gigabyte per two-hour, 
24-bit/48kHz track, we're talking in the 
order of 60 gigs for these primary sound 
elements. In terms of tape backups, what-
ever flavor of whatever device (MT and 

DLT being by far the most popular) you 
use, you'd be hard pressed to spend more 
than $ 150 for a set of tapes. And, as S.R. 
Hadden said in Contact, referring to the 
space station, why build one when you 
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can have two at the same price? 
So, two sets of tapes and two 

FireWire drives will set the film back no 
more than $1,000. I recommend that you 
put the drive and one set of tapes in box 
1 of your sound inventory, and keep the 
other set yourself. 

This approach automatically raises 
the obvious that the drive is no good 
without a proper driver, and the tape is 

useless without the proper backup soft-
ware. For this year's soundtracks to be 

able to be played many years from now, 
you need to keep track of all software ver-
sions (both of the backup application and 
the operating system). My advice is to 
change your backup software as infre-
quently as possible, without robbing 
yourself of necessnry features. I haven't 
changed in over four years, and will 

change both software and hardware at the 
same time this year, after my next big film. 

(To those of you who use this very 
software/hardware issue as argument 
against regarding digital backups with 

any degree of seriousness, please tune in 
next month.) 

The 60-gigabyte figure given above 
is for standard movies, although it's much 
easier to double this number if you make 
multiple printmasters. For example, on 
Ocean's Eleven we did all of our editing 
and fanal mixing at the 47.952Hz "pulled-
down" sample rate, with the master mix 
in the 7.1 SDDS format, for which we 
made a 7.1 16-bit/44.056kHz prinunaster. 
On top of this, initially we provided 
Warner Bros. with digital mixes from the 
24/47.952 stems for the 5.1 and 7.1 digi-
tal cinema formats. (We were lucky 

enough to get 19 theaters showing our 
film digitally, the all-time record as of this 
writing.) However, we later had to redo 
them at the 48.000IcHz rate, via DA/AD 
conversion (for shame!) because it was a 

royal pain to sample rate convert. Just 
these three printmasters added over 20 
gigs to our total. And it didn't stop there. 

The 7.1 mix added not only another 
set of printmasters, but another M&E and 
an "M&E effects sweetener stem," an ele-
ment that is standard at Warner Bros. but 
was new to me. I have always iewrded as 
a separate sweetener stem the material that 
I have added—primarily comprising the 
carved-up dialog stem, room tone airs, 
additional cut effects and Foley doth—to 
the music and effects stems during the M&E 
mix. This technique (not originated by me, 
it should be noted) allows you to easily 
make future Wes, such as when stems are 
re-conformed for alternate versions. 

The Warner Bros. approach (and I'm 

See us at NAB, Booth #L2771. 
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not claiming that this was their invention, 
either) takes this a step further and records 
the sweetener elements along with the 
effects stem. This procedure has benefits 
during the making of M&Es, when, as fre-
quently happens, one has to mise the level 

of the backgrounds to compensate for the 
air that goes away with the original pro-
duction track. In my previous scenario, I 
would have to re-create these fader moves 

on the effects stem years later. Now, with 
the material recorded into the new Effects 
Sweetener Stem, you have those moves 
built in. In the end, I also recorded my 
sweetener-only stem as normal (just 
because), in addition to both 7.1 and 5.1 
BG sweetener stems. I say "BG Sweetener" 
because I usually record separate hard 
effects and BG stems these days. So, let's 
add another 18 gigs of storage. 

AND BACKUP AGAIN... 
In addition to the "units" backup set that 
covers edit material and all of the final 
delivery items outlined, there are a few 
other backups that merit a look. First up 
is the "temps," which are the recorded 

stems and printmasters for all temp dubs 
during the editing period and for screen-

ing printmasters during the mix. I sepa-
rate these tracks out because their need 
is very contained and ephemeral—the 
printmasters for the screening tomorrow, 

and the stems to be conformed for the 
next preview. But they are very crucial 
during their half-life, and I've actually had 
need to weed through them, months after 
a movie is gone, for the resurrection of 
deleted scenes on DVD. 

The second additional backup set that 
I make is of all music materials. This 

includes not only the original music record-
ings, but also the 2-track mix delivered by 
the composer (nominally for the CD) and 
the music stem itself Again, I've often had 
to go back and repurpose music for CDs 

and DVDs, and the original tracks and 
mixes should always be easily accessible. 

I've spent two months outlining the 
data archiving and management issues 
facing the world of film sound in this 
transitional era. Next month, I'm going to 
give my simple solution to this problem. 
I can be reached at PO Box 24609, New 
Orleans, LA 70184, or via e-mail: swell 
tone@aol.com. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-recording 
mixer who lives in New Orleans for rea-
sons too numerous to mention, although 
one of them would have to be that he has 
plenty of room in his big old hou.se for 
storing extra DLT backups of his mixes. 
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Glover Gill 
FROM PAGE 104 

on tape. And they just don't exist here. So, 
I happen to have two very fine antique 
Steinway grands in my living room [a 1907 
Model 0 and a 1925 Model MI One of 
them has been rebuilt, and it's just a really 
beautiful piano. But my living room is only 
about 500 square feet, and we have eight 
people in the orchestra. So, it's kind of 
tough recording here. The scene [in 
Waking Life] in which the group is rehears-
ing—that's my living room. And that night, 

we had eight musicians, three cameramen, 
the star of the film, and about five interns 
and a couple of boom operators, all in my 
living room. It was a little tight. One of the 
cameramen was actually outside, filming 
through my front windows. 

My brother has very nice microphones. 
As far as recording equipment, I just go to 
a local joint and rent the stuff he tells me 
to rent. And then he comes in with his 

assistant and hooks it up. And there's 
cables everywhere and 15 microphones. 
It drives my wife crazy. You just can't get 
around, because there's cables taped to 
the floor everywhere. We record at night, 
because if we record by day, there's a lot 
of car traffic—these microphones are very 
sensitive. I live about a mile from railroad 
tracks, so if a train comes and it's a good 
recording, well then the train's on the 
recording. And if it's summertime, it gets 
pretty hot here. We have to turn the air 
conditioning off while recording, and it 
gets very hot. In between takes, we turn 
it back on. It's not a real recording studio, 
but this is where the nice piano is. 
Are you involved in placing the mies on 
the instruments? 

That's more my brother's deal. Although, 
once we get something started and we lis-

ten to playback, I do make suggestions 
about, "Do you think this microphone 

might be better off in a different place? Or 
farther or closer to a certain instrument." 
And we also use several ambient mica in 

the other room—in the kitchen—to catch 
ambient sound from the floor. Of course, 
we're recording everything live; there's no 
overdubbing. If one person goofs up, 
then the whole thing is washed, because 
we don't have separation. But I like that. 
I like the old-fashioned way. It's a warmer, 
more living sound. 
What was the relationship like between 
you and Richard? 

Our relationship was very easygoing. 
But he does have opinions, and he's 
always right. However, whenever Tom 

[Hammond, sound designer] and I would 

get together to talk world domination 
behind Rick's back, and he came in to 
check our work, he usually agreed with 
us. Occasionally he didn't, and there was 
no problem with that, because I always 
had other options available. 
Were you part of the mixing process? 

Yes. My brother and I would do that here, 
on the rented gear, and then I would take 

all the stuff over to the mastering studio 
[Terra Nova], where they do the post-post-

production. The engineer's name is Jerry 
Tubb—I've been working with him for 
several years. Whatever medium I have 

recorded onto, whether it's tape, disk or 
anything, he loads that into his big com-
puter. Then we just take everything apart 
and clean everything up. Then, Tom also 

has similar capabilities on his computer. 
He's got pretty much the same gear, so he 

would do the same things when we 
would be plugging it into the film. 
Were you involved with the final mix 
with Richard—seeing bow your music, 
at least the pieces that you had to come 
up with, flowed together with the picture? 
Tom and I worked very long and hard on 
that kind of thing. Of course, you don't 
want to step on any of the dialog. I was 
very careful about that: "Tom, don't you 
think we should bring that music down 
there, because there's a lot of dialog and 
it's getting too busy and we're not going 
to hear the dialog?" 
What's next for you? 
I have been toying with the idea of com-
posing an entire requiem mass, consisting 

of six or seven of these pieces, in Latin. 
I'm not a big Christian or anything; I just 
love choral music. So, I hope to do a full 
requiem and get it recorded, someday. 
That's in the back of my mind. 

I'm doing a little bit of playing with my 
new tango orchestra, which is this little 

quartet for piano, bass, clarinet and I'm the 
accordionist. I'm transcribing and arrang-
ing these old, old tangos for this group. 

And I'm also composing some in that style. 
I'm also trying to learn a new instru-

ment, a bandoleon, which is an accor-
dion-like instrument, which is used in old 
tango. At the age of 43, I must be out of 
my mind. I'm also practicing piano in 
preparation for this concert in February, 
and I'm doing a lot of transcribing, and 
I'm writing. I don't have any big projects 
in the future. I don't want to become a 
full-time film scorer when I grow up, but 
this was a very good experience, and if 
the right project came along, I certainly 
would take it. 

Sarah Benzuly is associate editor of Mix. 
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Goldcrest 
FROM PAGE 105 

technology infrastructure is built upon. 
Goldcrest recently updated that infra-

structure by putting the finishing touches 
on a major audio expansion in Manhattan, 
including a new film mixing theater 
equipped with a 48-input Harrison Series 

12 console, a pair of new Digidesign 
Version 5.1 Pro Tools suites and a dedi-

cated Foley room. A single Pro Tools suite 
had served as its main audio department 
since the facility opened in 1999. 

Oie of 11 AVID video editing suites 

CHANGING ECONOMICS 
Goldcrest is expanding at a time when 
both the U.S. and global post-production 
industries are undergoing tremendous 
consolidation, no better illustrated than 
by the emergence of Liberty Livewire as a 
post colossus in the wake of a two-year-
long facility acquisition spree. In New 
York, Liberty acquired the Sound One 

and Todd-AO facilities, as well as the 
Planet 10 Post editorial house. 

"The Sound One/Todd-AO culture is 
significantly different from that of 
Goldcrest," observes Jeremy Scott, facility 

director in New York. "They're a very 
complex organization, with a large staff, 
and they're part of an even larger publicly 
held company, which has shareholders to 

answer to as well as dients. Goldcrest is 
a simpler operation, yet we've structured 
it so that we can service both feature film 
work and video and broadcast post." 

Recent Goldcrest projects in New York 
include 52 episodes of the Disney 
Channel's The Book of Pooh; commercials 
for Sprite, Prudential and Bell South; and 
music videos for Destiny's Child, Dido, 
Sean "Puffy" Combs and Brandy. 

Perhaps the biggest difference in busi-
ness philosophies is that Goldcrest has 
very few on the regular payroll—primari-

ly operations and maintenance person-
nel. The rest—the editors and engi-

neers—are freelancers, many of whom 
bring their own clients to the facility. 
That, says Scott, has kept the operation 
leaner and better able to weather the 
periodic bumps in the post business. It's 
a model that has also worked well at 
Goldcrest's London studios, where the 

Livewire touch has also been felt 
"Liberty had started taking over com-

panies in London, such as TV! and MPC, 
but we didn't really feel the heat from 

that," Scott says. "When you get that big, 
you become cumbersome, and that can 
lead to the customer getting less atten-
tion. You also get higher employee 
turnover. On the other hand, we, and our 
clients, like the energy that the freelance 
situation brings. When you have a large 

variety of clients in here, and offbeat ones 
like Steve Buscemi coming in to do ADR, 
it's nice to have an equally eclectic array 
of engineers to choose from." 
A corollary to Goldcrest's approach to 

human resources is its emphasis on not 
carrying facility or equipment lease pay-
ments. The company bought its building 
outright, as well as the Avid editing sys-
tems and other gear. The total investment 
in the physical and technological infra-
structure, including a 52-seat, state-of-
the-an screening theater, is estimated at 
around $20 million. Another round of 
investment is looming, as the studio fin-
ishes off the new audio expansions. "The 
business model has always been to pay 

cash as we go along," says Scott. 
The audio expansion was inevitable, 

and it was needed to match the initial 
large investment in video editing. Since 
opening, Scott estimates, Goldcrest in 

New York was buying nearly an Avid a 
month. "All that was generating an 

increased need for music, dialog, sound 
effects and mixing," he says. Independent 

contractors have been coming in with 
their own equipment, mostly Digidesign 
Pro Tools systems, and two dedicated Pro 
Tools 5.1 suites are being added, with 
more under consideration. They will aug-
ment the new mixing theater, which was 
designed by Jim Mayor. 

Until this point, the closest that 

Goldcrest has come to a regular audio 
presence on-site is Joe Deihl, a veteran of 
the New York post community since 
1980, with a very eclectic curriculum vitae 

in film, commercials, corporate audio, 
music video, broadcast, music engineer-
ing and sound design. Deihl is an inde-
pendent contractor but is ensconced daily 
in Goldcrest's lower-level audio studio, 
where he does ADR and music recording 

The 52-seat screening room, which accommodates all film and video formats 
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from an open control room with a small 
iso booth behind it, and a 5.1 array of 
Genelec speakers in front and 5.1 Pro 
Tools system with Pro Control. 

Deihl is a good match for Goldcrest's 
approach. He revels in the notion of a 
jack-of-all-trades. "I read in Mix how the 
Hollywood style is to have four guys on 
the mix, one for each audio element," he 
says. "In New York, one guy does it all 
much of the time." Deihl brings in his 
own clients to the facility, but says he gets 

an almost equal amount of work from the 
studio, particularly ADR projects. Deihl 
and Scott contend that technology, specif-
ically server-based distribution systems, 
will allow for this higher level of produc-
tivity with fewer people. An Avid Unity 
server is already in place in the facility's 
central machine room, and the new audio 
rooms will be hooked into that, as Deihl's 
already is. 

"I think with a system like that, we can 
be a hybrid of Hollywood and New York, 
only faster and more efficient," he 
says. (Earlier that day, Deihl had 
created the sound effects of P. 
Diddy's FedEx plane that was 
whooshing across the Avid screen 
upstairs.) "Post-production has 
been under pressure in New York 
for a while now, for a variety of rea-
sons. And this lean way of 
approaching it is a very good 
response as the economics of the 
business change." 

And that's why Goldcrest is in 
New York in the first place, says 
Scott. "The economics are chang-
ing, varying every day. One 
moment, video is down but film is 
strong, and then that's reversed. New 
York has been doing more independent 
film work in recent years, and that's part 
of Goldcrest's heritage. I further think that 

New York is going to be seeing signifi-
cantly more major feature film work. 
People have been scared off a bit by the 

economy and recent events. But people 
still talk about expanding the city's film 
infrastructure, such as the facilities being 
planned at the old Brooklyn Navy Yard. 

Also, there are no real rate standards in 
New York—a lot of projects are negotiat-
ed on an individual basis. That's why 
being lean and able to keep the overhead 
low and put the investment into equip-
ment is important. It gives you the ability 
to react more quickly as things change. 
And that's been the way we've been 
working all along." 

A still from the Eclipse gum commercial for which Sophia Morizet 

Dan Daley is Mix 's East Coast editor. 

Spank! 
FROM PAGE 105 

with a couple of rock bands in Los 
Angeles after graduating from college; 
Morizet started programming rhythms and 
synthesizers for a number of artists in 
France. "Most of the people that I know 
who do what I do are coming from 
music," Gedemer says. "For whatever rea-
son, we weren't successful in the music 
business to the degree that we could 
make a decent living at it, so a lot of us 
turned our attention to doing sound for 
film. The process is very similar to com-
posing—we look at a picture, we map out 
an idea or some kind of concept or feel-
ing that we want to impart to the audi-
ence, and we bring that vision to life." 

Because Gedemer was familiar with the 
Synclavier, he broke in to the film world on 
the Roger Corman film Frankenstein Un-

bound in 1990. "I was an assistant editor 
that was called on to do a lot more than 

composed the music. 

what assistants normally do," he explains. 

His feature film credit sheet has expanded 
to include such films as Menace E Society, 
The Mask, Dumb & Dumber, Dead Presidenzs 
and the 2001 release From Hell. Along the 
way, he performed sound design work in 
a handful of specialty venues, which paved 
the way for his eventual expansion into 
commercials in 1998. 

"Commercials are just very different," 
Gedemer states. "You have to say what 
you're going to say a lot faster than in 
film. Also, the expectations of the ad 
companies are quite different." Gedemer 
began taking a more active interest in the 
commercial field as the spots were getting 
more sophisticated and required higher 
levels of creativity. He also expanded into 
music videos recently and has designed 
sound on videos for U2 ("Elevation"), 
Janet Jackson ("Doesn't Really Matter"), 
Backstreet Boys ("Larger Than Life") and 

Wu Tang Clan ("Gravel Pit"). 

The Synclavier has been his main 
sound design tool, yet for the film From 
Hell, Gedemer had to think in broader 

terms. "We met with the directors and they 
said, We really want this movie to sound 
like it was back in that time.' That seems to 
be obvious: 'Hey, it's set in 1890, we gotta 
make it sound like that.' But it's not always 
easy to get that authenticity," he explains. 
"So, for example, we would take digitally 
recorded sounds but make them sound 
uglier. It's a dichotomy—we use such 

sophisticated digital editing equipment to 
create the sound for a movie that was set 
in a time when the sound was crappy." 

Sound effects were mn through some 
older tape machines, and in another 
instance, the crew jumped on the Web and 
purchased a Gramophone via eBay. "We 
recorded pieces of dialog from the movie 
onto the cylinder of the Gramophone and 
then re-recorded that back into Pro Tools," 
he explains. 'There are devices and soft-

ware packages that will simulate this 
process, but we thought let's just do 
it. That way we don't have any ques-
tion about whether it's authentic or 
not. It will be authentic." It wasn't 
only bits of dialog that got that treat-
ment, Gedemer says-5.1 mixes of 
the static from the Gramophone's 
cylinder made it into the track. 

The Gramophone sounds were 

recorded at Abbey Road Studios in 
London, which is a far cry from the 
alleys of Burbank where Gedemer 
and his assistant spent six hours 
getting original sounds for an 
Eclipse gum commercial. "It really 
does make a huge difference to get 

that authentic sound," he says. "We don't 
necessarily try to digitally re-create it or 
fake it with all of our lovely tools. There's 
the tendency to want to do that, since we 
have so many tools at our disposal. One of 
the most powerful tools in the creation of 
sound design is new recordings. Those 

new recordings are extremely important, 
not only to give new commercials or new 
pieces of work a unique sound, but also to 
provide me, as a sound designer, source 
material that no one else has. That makes 
me valuable in my future projects." 

One trend that both Gedemer and 
Morizet have seen over the years is the 
move toward blending sound design 
and music. "Some people, unless they're 
hip to the business, don't know the dif-
ference," Gedemer says. "They hear a 
melody or rhythm, and that's the line 
that gets drawn between music and 
sound design. Sometimes that line is 
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DVD-RAM media 

Comprehensive timecode on-board 

Up to 192kHz/24-bit performance 

Mono, stereo or 4-track modes 

SDIIT. or BWF audio file formats 

Destructive & non-destructive recording 

Full on-board editing with high precision 

scrubbing 

UDF disc format can be read by any OS 

Analog. AES/EBU. Word. Mdeo. PS/2. Ethernet & 

optional VGA interfaces. 

It was only a matter of time — timecode to be precise — to enable Fostex, the inventors of both 

timecode DAT and portable timecode DAT. to bring the world the next mastering standard: 

Introducing the Fostex DV40 DVD-RAM Master Recorder. Fostex DVD 
Working hand-in-hand with post production facilities and TIMECODE DVD RAM 

sound mixers to develop a machine to handle every exception. 

the DV40 records up to four simultaneous non-destructive audio tracks to DVD-RAM - now the 

film industry's format of choice due to its reliability, longevity and built-in error correction — 

currently in industry standard SDIITM and BWF formats with more to follow, and up to 24 bit / 

192kHz* resolution. 

Since a UDF (Universal Disc Format) is utilized. DV40 media can be mounted and read by 

Macintosh and PC workstations without any time consuming format transfers: or the DV40 can 

become part of the editing network via its standard 100-baseT Ethernet port. 

Of course what sets the DV40 apart is its elegant handling of timecode as it addresses the 

challenges presented by today's 'random access' requirements: able to synchronise with both 

external word and video signals, the built-in timecode generator is fully featured and even 

includes the new 23.9 frame HD camera mode. 

Only a lifetimes experience of providing groundbreaking professional audio mastering 

solutions to the industry could produce such a machine, the experience of a company that 

continues to pioneer and innovate. 

A company you know as Fostex. 

dvdram recording . timecode . the new standard 
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Fostex Corporation. 3-2-35 Musashino. Akishima. Tokyo. Japan 196-0021 . Tel. 431 (0142. 546-4974 Fax: 41(0)42-546-9222 

Fostex America. 15431 Blackburn Avenue. Norwalk, CA 90650. Tel 562-921-1112 Fax: 562-802-1964 
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blurred, particularly in commercials. It's 
another layer that could be considered 
on top of the music. If I'm working with 
a composer and we're trying to do some-
thing together, I have to be aware of the 
rhythm of what's going on or my percus-
sive elements will seem out of place or 
will make the music sound jilted." 

Morizet reports that she uses sounds 
liberally while composing music for com-
mercials. "I use sounds and make them 
music," she explains. "I'm incorporating 
them into more musical instruments. I 

like to play with that. It's pretty different 
from the film world, which is not con-
ventional, but more musical, because you 
don't have to go that close frame by 
frame with the picture. The kind of work 
I do for commercials is more aesthetic-
oriented." She points to a Gatorade spot 
she composed last year where the cuts 
are extremely fast, which is quite different 
from her film credits. "I like to use a lot 
of textures and manipulate sounds, and 
it's easier for commercials because you 
can put a lot of information in," she says. 
"The music has to really pop out." 

The challenge of moving between 

films and commercials is interesting for 
Morizet. In the film world, she sees a 

number of challenges—working within 
dialog, reading cuts and pictures. For a 
commercial, the mood is different. "For a 
product, you have to understand the 
product, something a bit different. People 
want something very hype, but is the 
product very hype? The country is really 
huge and you have to please people in 
the middle and on the sides. So, how far 
can you go? [Agencies] want something 
out there and then people back up and 
they want something more traditional." 

Not only is the musical approach dif-
ferent, Morizet varies her studio depend-
ing on the project. For films, she runs 
three computers, one with a video card, 
one with Pro Tools and one with Logic 
Audio. During commercial dates, she 
runs one computer with the video card, 
Logic and Pro Tools. "For a film, I can just 
go and see a scene I've done an hour 
before in the film and look at it," she 
explains. "I find it easier. But if I do a 
commercial, I want the video card in the 
computer, because it's faster and you 
move and the picture follows." 

It's important, Gedemer adds, to keep 
your tools close: "I think that's maybe 
more the key, because the psychological 
aspect, especially for a composer, of 

SEKAKU ELECTRON INDUSTRY CO.,LTD. 
No.i, LANE 17, SEC. 2, HAN SHI WEST ROAD, TAICHUNG 401, TAIWAN 
P.O.BOX:1982 TAICHUNG, TAIWAN, R.O.0 TEL:888-4-22313737 FAX:888-4-22348757 
http://www.altoproaudlo.com E-mail:alto@altoproaudio.com 

changing styles of music can be daunt-
ing. It's a different set of tools to do a 
different style of music, but if you have 
those tools readily at hand and close to 
your chest, it's easier. The same is true 
for sound design. If you have a lot of 
stuff that's ready to go, it's not so daunt-
ing of a task to make that gear change. 
You can cut down on your stress level a 
lot by having all that prepared ahead of 
time." 

Morizet, who's moved from the score 
for the film American Friends and Lovers 
to an Eclipse gum commercial, agrees. 
"I've done so many [commercials] that it's 
easier for me," she concedes. "But the 
film work is a challenge because it's like 

40 minutes of music, it's a lot of different 
characters and emotions. You have to be 
able to have a vision of the whole story 
and your whole score. If you have pieces 
that are very different in a score, they 
don't look like a collage. It has to have 
some consistency in how you use the dif-
ferent themes. I love film because you are 
working for a story and you must be able 
to be noticeable and hide and bring some 

feelings. It's quite difficult and complicat-
ed, but that's the fun of it. If it's too easy, 
it's boring." 

IL-EQUIPPED PRODUCTION PLANT, 
RANGE OF ALTO AUDIO PRODUCTS. 

QUALIZER, ACTIVE CROSSOVER, COMPRESSORS/LIMITERS, 
IMISOCESSORS, SPEAKER MANAGEMENT, 
POWER AMPLIFIER AND DSP BOARDS. 

u IiL - T. FRIMIINATOR 

DIGITAL AUTO FEEDBACK 
Automatic Feedback Eliminator Itilt editobl 

------- built-in MK3.1 digital board 

VERB 

18-BIT DIGITAL EFFECT' 
16 effects and 128 editable presets 
built-in MK3.1 digital board. 

(E) CAR+SOUND 2002. SINSHEIM APR. 26-28,2002 B/NO: P754, HALL 3 
AES 112th. MUNICH MAY. 11-14,2002 
INFOCOMM 2002. LAS VEGAS, NV JUN. 12-14,2002 B/NO: 13126 
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Only PORTADISC has the strength, sound quality and features necessary for the most demanding portable recording applications. 

USB Connectivity 

PORTADISC is the only 
MD portable with a USB 
interface for transferring 
audio to and from 
computers. So a 
PORTADISC 
and a laptop 
with the 
appropriate 
software is all 
you need to record 
and edit finished pieces 
in the field. 
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The PORTADISC 
portable MiniDisc 
recorder combines 
exceptional sound 
quality, a rugged, 
dependable MD drive and 
a full complement of 
professional features 
including a 6 second pre-
record buffer, 40 second 
memory buffer and lockable controls. 
Comprehensive connectivity includes balanced 

Flexible Powering Options 

-Three separate powering options are all 
su pplied as standard: Rechargeable Nickel 
Metal Hydride batteries. an AC mains 
adaptor/charger (that connects to the 12-15V 
DC input) and a spare caddy for 8 standard 
AA alkaline batteries. 

XLR Mic/Line inputs. 
RCA/phono line outputs and 

coaxial and optical digital I/0s. An On-board 
sample rate converter is included and Mic 
inputs feature switchable attenuation, bass 
roll-off, limiter and 48V phantom power. 

Comprehensive Connectivity 

PORTADISC Reporter's Kit 

This unbeatable 
package includes a 
PORTADISC. a 
Sennheiser MD46 
interviewers mic and 
a full range of 
accessories in a 
rugged, waterproof 
Pelican case. 

An intuitive menu 
structure makes it 

easy to configure the 
PORTADISC for your precise 

requirements. There are five user 
programmable set ups so you can switch 
quickly for different recording applications. 
The large illuminated display also provides 
clear metering, margin indication and track, 
time and battery information while working 
in the field. 
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BY wiLiftre SAROKIN 

Zaxcom Digital Wireless Mics 

First Field Use 

][3 ear with me on this one. A cou-
ple years ago, I was working on 
location in New York City. While 

shooting exteriors with Ian Holm and Stan-
ley Tucci, my mixer fried. A little puff of 
smoke, that nasty smell of burning car-
cinogens, and I was dead in the water. The 
board was a Soundcraft, heavily modified 
with pre-fade outs, to feed my Nagra D. My 
chances of finding another on short notice 
and doing the mods was nil. Fortunately, 
the problem was the DC-DC Converter 
board, and Soundcraft USA happened to 
have one in stock. I received the circuit 
board the next morning and got to the set 
early enough to do some surgery and get 
back into action. What does this have to 
do with digital wireless? Hang in there... 

The incident with the mixer made me 
realize that the board was the weak link 
in my sound package. It was time to get 
a new board. Hopefully, one that I would-
n't have to modify and one that would be 
readily available in the event I needed to 
rent one in a pinch. 

That same day, I saw an ad from a 
company I'd never heard of (Zaxcom) for 
a mixer I'd never heard of (the Cameo). 
The board looked great in the ad, but then 
again, don't all new products? Skeptical 
but curious, I drove out to New Jersey to 

William Sarokin on location 

meet with Zaxcom's owner, 
Glenn Sanders. The Cameo 
was not ready for sale, but 
Glenn showed me a proto-
type and described what it 
would do. It sounded too 
good to be true, so I remained 
skeptical. At the same time, he 
told me that he was working 
on digital wireless mics. Yeah, 
right. 

Six months later, Zaxcom 
released the Cameo and, being the fool 
that I am, I purchased serial number 0001. 
It did everything advertised and then some. 
A few months after that, I purchased Zax-
coin's other gizmo, the Deva, a 4-track, 
hard drive field recorder. Impressed with 
the imagination and engineering of these 
machines, I started asking about the digital 
radios. "They're in the works," I was told. 
Occasionally, I would stop by Zaxcom for 
a software upgrade and Glenn Sanders 
would show me a spindly mass of tiny ch-
cuit boards attached to a scope by alliga-
tor clips. "It worked across the room!" he 
said. ("Watson, come here. I need you," I 
thought.) 

Around that time, I saw an article in one 
of the sound journals that explained why 
digital radios would not be appearing any 

time soon—if ever. Apparently, there was 
not sufficient spectrum to allow for the le-
gal transmission of high-resolution digital 
audio. Even if there were sufficient spec-
trum, the transmitter would be huge, would 
need a car battery for power and would 
have insufficient range for professional use. 
The article was convincing. I faxed it to Za-
xcom and heard no more about digital ra-
dios. For a few weeks at least... 

THE TEST: ON LOCATION 
Anyway, in niiti-Noveni`:ier 2001, Sanders 
came to visit me on location in Brooklyn. 
I was mixing a film called Brown Sugar, 
a hip hop romance starring Taye Diggs, 
Sanaa Lathan and Queen Latifah. Sanders 
had brought along his "digital wireless." 
We were about to do a walk and talk with 
two characters. Glenn had wired up a 
Sanken COS11 for his unit, so I gave my 
assistant, Schavaria Reeves, the Zaxcom 
and one of my Audio lid. TX2020s (also 
with a Sanken). and sent him off to wire 
the two actresses while I hooked up the 
receiver. You might think I was a bit bold 
to take an unknown piece of equipment 
and put it right to work on a character in 
a film. But at that point. I had been using 
Zaxcom equipment as the heart of my 
sound cart for nearly two years. I knew 
the equipment would do what Sanders 
said it would. (I also knew that Schavaria 
was a whiz with radios and could quick-
ly rewire the actress with an Audio Ltd. if 
I ran into trouble.) 

We did two rehearsals. The walk-and-
talk scene covered about half a city block. 
My cart was positioned at the end of the 
run, for a total range of about 125 feet. 
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SREV1 Remote 

www.yamaha.com/proaudio 

*YAMAHA _ 
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SREV1 

In the past, reverbs used IIR ( Infinite Impulse Response) algorithms to recreate acoustic 

environments. They had limited memory and processing power and some did a pretty good job. 

But using a 7IR ( Finite Impulse Response) filter algorithm can more accurately reproduce all 

the complexities of natural reverberation. The concept is not new but an enormous amount 

of processing power is required to manage the impulse (sampled) data. 

Yamaha has decades of experience with the development of proprietary custom DSP LSI 

chips specif cally for audio applications. Our new "convolver" LSI technology enabled us to 

create the SREV1 Sampling Reverberator. 

oorninate. 
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The SREV1 uses up to 64 o' our new convolver LSIs to deliver a 

remarkable 520,000-step convolution processing ( up to 10.92 

seconds per channel of convolution time). 

This has enabled Yamaha to accurately sample some of the great environments around the 

world (Concertgebow, Budokan, Avatar and Cello Studios, etc.) as well as churches, rooms, 

plates and other environments and provide them to you in 79 superb presets to cover 

virtually any need. 

In case we missed something, SREV1 includes measurement and impulse response editing 

software so you can sample your own environments. Capture your favorite space. 

SREV1 can function in stereo, dual 2-channel and 4-channel surround mode. 

Add 4-band parametric EQ for every channel, instant program switching, selectable 

I/O formats, built-in CD-ROM drive, PC card loading and storage and a full function remote 

and you have the state of the art in reverberation, SREV1. 

Space Available. 

Yamaha Corporation of America • P.O. Box 6600, Buena Pak, CA 90622 

For addtional information, please call ( 714)522-9000 • www.yamaha.com/proaudio 

The Yamaha SREV1 it only available through Yamaha Commercial Audio dealers. Fg the dealer nearest you, check our web site dealer locator. 
©2001 Yamaha Corporation of America. All •ights reserved. Yamaha is a registered trademark of Yamaha Corporation. 



The first thing I noticed was that the Zax-
corn sounded very good. Too good. I 
asked Schavaria to replace the Sanken on 
the character with the Audio Ltd. I was as-
suming the problem was either a bad mic 
or bad mic placement. It was neither. The 
digital wireless sounded so good that my 
boom person was able to tell which char-
acter had the Zaxcom by listening over his 
wireless Comtek feed. I own eight Audio 

Ltd. RF mics. The 2020s are probably the 
best analog wireless mics made (they 
should be, they cost over $4,000 a pop), 
but the audio quality of the Zaxcom blew 
them out of the water. 

Our next scene was on the Brooklyn 
Heights Promenade, a beautiful park over-
looking Manhattan's sadly diminished sky-
line. I've shot there many times and know 
that it is not a radio-friendly environment. 
It is over a major highway (the infamous 
BQE—Brooklyn/Queens Expressway) and 
is in direct line of sight of every major 
transmission tower in Manhattan. The 
scene we were going to shoot was also a 
two-person walk-and-talk, though it was a 
longer scene and would cover more terri-
tory (a little more than 200 feet). Again, I 
was set up at the end of the dolly mn. 

Before we got too established, I sent 
Schavaria out on a test. I wired him with 
an Audio Ltd. and the Zaxcom transmitter 
and sent him on a walk. He easily passed 
the length of the shot and went about an-
other 150 feet. At that point, the digital ra-
dio was out of range and started to mute. 
Literally a few steps later, the analog radio 
also went dead. 

Although it seemed that the analog 
radio had the greater range (if only 
slightly), things changed when we actu-
ally shot. Now we had two characters 
wired with the transmitters on the small 
of their backs, facing away from the re-
ceivers. We also added a camera and 
dolly, 20 or so people, a doorway dolly 
with a huge light rig (which, somehow, 
the grip and lighting crew rigged for 
silent running...thanks, guys), and many 
lights and spectators. The range of both 
radios dropped almost by half. With the 
actors at "one," the Audio Ltd. was now 
"fritzing." The Zaxcom receiver was 
showing intense digital-error correction, 
but the signal was clean—none of the 
error correction was audible. Fortunate-
ly, the character with the Zaxcom had 
the first few lines. By the time the 
woman with the analog radio spoke, she 
was back within range. While there are 
always sound differences between two 
characters wearing lavalier mics due to 
clothing, the placement on the body, the 

tone of their voices, etc., the digital ra-
dio immediately sounded better. After 
we shot the scene, I asked for room tone 
and recorded it off of the two lays. Then 

it became apparent why the digital 
sounded so much better: Listening back 
and forth between the two mics while 

recording the quiet street ambience (it 
was now after midnight), I realized that 
there were no artifacts on the Zaxcom. 
The backgrounds on the analog lay were 
"pumping," whereas the sound from the 
digital was absolutely clean. 

I've been spoiled by my Cameo mixer. 
It has superb preamps and AID convert-
ers. The Zaxcom digital radio has the same 
preamp and converter and, unlike the way 
it is with the mixer, you cannot overload 
the transmitter's front end because it has 

analog limiting before the AID. Like the 

mixer, the wireless is a 24-bit, high-res-
olution digital device, and you can set the 
transmitter gain very low, because there is 
no noise. You can set it low, let people 
whisper, and then when they yell, there is 
no compression. One note about this 
test—I was taking an analog output from 
the receivers. As good as they sounded, I 
imagine they will sound even better when 
I take an AES out because I'll be eliminat-
ing one of the D/A conversion steps. 

The test radio I used was from the pro-
duction hardware run, but the software 
wasn't complete. Some software features 
weren't ready at the test, and other diag-
nostic features were only included for the 
test. Like all digital recorders, the digital ra-
dios include error-correction algorithms. I 

ifliE0111 TEST HMS 
The Pros and Cons 

PROS 
Very clean audio. Not only does it sound like a hardwired microphone, but it sounds 
like a hardwired microphone through a very good preamp. 

Transmitter size. The transmitter is much smaller than other existing transmitters 

(2.1x.53x3.25 inches). An even smaller transmitter is in the works. I believe Zaxcom 
will also release smaller batteries (because the battery makes up half the size of the 

transmitter) for shots where space is at a premium. 

Range. Comparable to analog, range is likely to improve as the software improves. 

Frequency-agile. The units cover a range of 30 MHz. The receivers will scan to select 

the best open frequency. 

Privacy. The digital signal cannot be monitored on a scanner. 

Digital-error correction. This is my favorite. What would be audible static and noise 

on analog radios are digitally corrected and rendered inaudible. 

Others. Analog and digital outputs, transmitter remote control. 

CONS 
Receiver size. The receivers are bigger than I'd like (4.2x1.3x5.8 inches). 

Receiver powering. The receivers do not take internal batteries. They need external 

12 V @ 350 ma. 

Quad box. Zaxcom is designing a "six-pack." This is a pro and a con. It won't be as 

elegant as the Audio Ltd. Quad box, but then again, it will hold six units, something 

I've been bugging Audio Ltd. about for years. 

Rechargeable transmitter batteries. (Also a pro.) The transmitters use rechargeable 

Lithium Ion batteries. The battery life seemed equivalent to the 9 volts in the Audio 

Ltd. But it will take some getting used to, keeping the recharging station going. I see 

this as more of a pro once I'm used to it. 

Delay. With all the processing going on, there is a 3ms delay (equivalent to three 

feet, or <Xoth of a frame). When mixing analog and digital mics together in a scene, 

it takes a little getting used to, because the two mics will phase at different points 

than usual. With the Cameo, I can compensate by dialing in 3ms delay on the ana-

log radios. Without the Cameo, it's just a matter of getting used to it. 

—William Sarokin 
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"If you are considering 

a career in the 

entertainment media 

industry, I think there's 

only one choice. With 

the way technology is 

moving and the speed 

at which it changes, 

Full Sail is the only 

school that I've ever 

seen or heard of that 

consistently remains so 

up-to-date. It's a place 

that approaches 

education right - by 

getting your hands on 

the world's most 

current technology." 

-Steve V.a. 

GRAMMY8 -award winner 
Steve Va î at the 

Neve Capricorn console 
in Studio C - one of 

Full Sail's 
37 production 

studios. 
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External converter parformance • now available without the box! 

World's first 192 kHz Multichannel Sound Card 

Acclaimed conversion technology, extensive synchronization 
capabililies, reliable drivers For Windows and Macintosh 

More details available at www.lyrucstudio.com 

Lynx Studio Technology • email: sales@lyinxstudio.com • ph. (949) 515-8265 

Modular Sound Isolation Studios 

For the best performance, choose a modular enclosure 
from Acoustic Systems for your studio's sound foundation. 
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SYSTEMS 
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www.acousticsystems.com 
e-mail: info @ acousticsystems.com 

could watch the amount of error correction 
occurring on the receiver display. (I'm hop-
ing that Zaxcom keeps the error-correction 
diagnostic display feature on the produc-
tion units.) The receiver was correcting 
what would have been static and noise on 
the analog unit. According to Sanders, the 
software in the radios will be upgradeable, 
and Zaxcom expects to be able to improve 
the range significantly as the software de-
velops. Because the range of the test unit 
was essentially equal to my analog radio, 
any improvement will be gravy. One fea-
ture that will be on the production units 
but was not on the test unit is channel 
scanning. The receiver will scan all the fre-
quencies in its range (which I believe is 30 
MHz, much greater than the 7 MHz on the 
Audio lid's) and assign the best channel. 

SUMMING IT UP 
The beauty of digital means that many 
product improvements will be software-
driven. The Cameo mixer I have now is 
already very different from the one I pur-
chased two years ago, and the improve-
ments have been major, but they only in-
volved the replacement of a ROM chip. 
Zaxcom incorporates user ideas into new 
software releases, and changes that would 
require major and expensive hardware 
modifications on an analog board can be 
achieved with a simple chip replacement. 
I believe the same will hold true for these 
radios. Five years from now, the radio you 
have will probably be better than the one 
you purchased. I can't say this about my 
analog radios. They degrade over time. 
Components go out of tune, and their ef-
fective range has dropped because the 
frequencies they are locked into have be-
come more crowded. Which leads to an-
other point: The digital radios use very 
few tunable components. They will re-
quire much less service than the analog 
radios. I've already ordered two Zaxcoms. 
Hopefully, I'll get numbers one and two 
to go with my Cameo. I have no qualms 
about being first; there will be improve-
ments. (I'll probably drive some of them 
after using the units for a few weeks!) Zax-
com will write new software, and, after an 
hour in the shop, I'll essentially have a 
new unit. I guess that is the point of this. 
Analog radios are as good as they are go-
ing to get. This digital radio is already bet-
ter than the best analog, and it is going to 
keep getting better over time. 

William Sarokin is a first-call produc-
tion sound mixer with credits including 
Simply Irresistable, Return to Paradise 
and Big Night. 
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S3-A Near Field Powered Monitor 

Now Thrilling Ears Around the World 

S5-A Far Field Powered Monitor 

The results are in, from studios near and far. 
Nothing delivers your music like ADAM 

Analytical monitors. Owners are reporting that 
once-hidden details are leaping out of their mixes, 
and even the smallest tweaks have become fully 
audible. With ADAMs, they can place things in the 
sound field perfectly, and all the mies and pre-amps 
and processors and instruments in their studios have 
brand new lives. Because they can finally hear them. 

ADAM powered monitors set a startling new 
standard for audio precision, with results that can 
bring tears to the eyes of jaded engineers. Exclusive 

high-frequency drivers achieve air-pressure tran-
sient rise times four times as fast as monitors that 
rely on cone, dome, or ribbon tweeters. Good mixes 
sound breathtaking. Bad mixes are shown no mercy. 

And now with the new 1311-As available for just 
$1,895 a pair, it's possible 
to own Adam Analyticals 
without breaking the bank. 

Call 800-218-6305 for 
more information, and give 
your ears something to be 
thrilled about. 

PI I-A Near Field 

Powered Monitor 

ADAM monitors are distributed in the Americas exclusively by McCave International, Inc. 

Call 800.218.6305 today, or visit us on the web at www.mccave.com 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Audio Products for Film/Video 

SENNHEISER WIRELESS QUAD PACK 
The QP 3041 Quad Pack from Sennheis-

er (www.sennheiser.com) is a portable 
rack system for mounting and powering 

up to four Sennheiser EK 3041-U True-
Diversity RF receivers. The QP 3041's all-

metal frame nests four receivers inside a 
2-height, half-rack enclosure, allowing all 

four receivers to share an antenna. Fitted 

with wideband input modules, the QP 

3041 picks up signals from 0-900 MHz 

with a 900MHz switching bandwidth. 

With optional selective RF modules, it re-
ceives signals from 470-870 MHz, with a 

switching bandwidth of 60 MHz. Users 
can monitor each receiver from a single 
front panel headphone jack. Almost any 

DC source can power the QP 3041 via a 
4-pin XLR jack. Price: $ 1,995. 

SSL AYSIS AIR PLUS "SC" 
Solid State Logic (www.solid-state-logic 

.com) intros the Aysis Air Plus SC, a spe-
cially configured version of the Aysis Air 

Plus digital broadcast console designed 
for stereo and 5.1 surround mixing. Of-

fering broadcasters a cost-effective transi-

tion to digital broadcast capability, the 
Plus SC has a traditional 32-fader/channel 
strip design (expandable to larger for-

mats), comprehensive reset functions and 

built-in redundancy. SSL also announced 
MT Version 6, which ships as standard on 

the MT Production and MT Plus digital 

mixers, adding automation and process-
ing features, with new channel and main 

bus dynamics options designed 

to give the sound and feel of 
traditional analog processing. 

BRYSTON SP- 1.7 

PREAMP/PROCESSOR 

Thu SP- 1.7 Iron; Bryston (www. 

bryston.ca) is a multiformat 
analog and digital preamp/ 

processor. In Digital mode, the 

SP-1.7 decodes Dolby Digital, 
Dolby Pro Logic, DTS-ES Discrete 

6.1, DTS-ES Matrix 6.1, DTS 

Neo:6, THX Surround EX and 
TI-IX Ultra-certified, and it pro-
vides mono and stereo downmix-

ing and bass management. The system 

automatically detects and switches 

among digital modes, and the unit also 
processes PCM (32/44.1/48/96 kHz) via 

24-bit converters. In Bypass mode, the 
SP-1.7 becomes an audiophile analog 

preamp. All I/0s are gold-plated, and 

each analog output (RCA and balanced 

XLR) is driven by its own line amp. Ex-
ternal control can be integrated via a 

RS-232 port, and two 12-volt trigger 

outs can control motorized drapes 

and screens. 

DOLBY LM100 LOUDNESS METER 
Dolby Laboratories (www.dolby.com) 

debuts the LM100 Loudness Meter, a 
new analysis tool that measures the 

loudness of content, enabling broadcast-
ers to eradicate the subjective loudness 

differences among television audio 
sources. The LM100 is capable of ac-

cepting PCM, Dolby Digital (AC-3), Dol-
by E, analog and combined RF cable tel-

evision signals. 

CROWN AUDIO INTRODUCES 

FIVE SST CINEMA MODULES 
Crown Audio (www.crownaudio.com) 

has launched five SST (System Solution 

Topologies) cinema crossover modules. 
Each module provides crossover, equal-

ization and delay functions for a specific 
JBL ScreenArray loudspeaker, including 
the two-way 4622, 3632 and 4632 models 

and the three-way 3632T and 4632T mod-
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els. The new SST modules simply plug 

into the back of a Crown Contractor 

(CH/CL) Series or CE Series amplifiers. 

Balanced input connections are Neutrik 
Combo jacks; balanced outputs are re-

movable barrier blocks. 

SONICASE PRO 
The weather-resistant SoniCase Pro from 
Sonic Sense (www.sonicsense.com) can 

accommodate a full-size portable DAT 

recorder, batteries and accessories. Built 
to withstand constant field use, the Soni-
Case Pro features a full-coverage rain fly 

and a three-shelf design. A transparent 
plastic window can be unzipped open as 

required, and easy-access openings allow 
charging batteries or changing connec-

tions without having to unpack. Made of 
double-layered, 1,000-denier Cordura, 

the SoniCase Pro is lined with long-last-
ing 'A-inch padding. Price: $159. 

BAG END SUB 
'I lie INFRAsub-18 Home- from Bag End 
(www.bagend.com) is an 18-inch, self-

powered subwoofer for home theater/ 

studio applications. Incorporating a 400-
watt power amp, the INFRAsub-18 Home 

has a flat frequency response from 8-
95 Hz (±3 dB) and uses the same ELF 

dual 8Hz integrator as Bag End's 
premium ELF-1 system. The sub-
woofer accepts single mono lowpass 

or full-range L/C/R signal inputs, and 

provides three line-level, highpass 
outputs. Speaker level inputs offer 

additional flexibility for simple setups. 
Price: $1,670. 
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POST SCORES! 
High-End Facilities in Sound for Picture 

by Dan Daley 

he irony of an increasingly desktop media world is that there is now 

such a premium on large-scale, top-tier post-production and scoring 

facilities. The irony, however, is easily explained. At a time when the 

entertainment industry as a whole is feeling tremendous economic 

pressure from a variety of directions, including a recessionary economy 

and rampant piracy, the response of leading content producers has 

been to create ever-more sophisticated, complex productions. When a game is that 

brilliant, when a film is that spectacular, when a television program is that com-

pelling, it transcends other issues. It makes consumers reach for their wallets. In 

the words of rocker Robert Palmer, it's simply irresistible. 

However, productions simply cannot be that brilliant, spectacular, compelling 

or irresistible without the technical and creative capabilities found only in the kind 

of post-production and scoring facilities profiled in this special supplement to Mix. 

It's not simply a matter of technology; as anyone of the market leaders interviewed 

here will tell you, anyone can buy technology. What can't be bought out of a box 

or off a shelf are talent and scale, two characteristics that these facilities have in 

great supply. 

Talent is at a premium in today's media production market. The knowledge of 

how and where to place microphones to capture a car door slam or an orchestra 

crescendo is acquired over time, and the ability to do it well can set a production 

apart and literally determine the success of a film, a show or a game. 

Scale is just as desirable. While many digital audio systems are quite capable to-

day, from synthesizers to samplers, nothing can compare to what can be accom-

plished in a large, acoustically exceptional recording space, one that transcends 

the notion of the tracking room, one that is truly an orchestral environment, as 

nuanced as a European grand opera house. Whether it's used for a Broadway show 

case album, an animated film score or a symphonic production, it is sure to pro-

duce one thing: genuine awe. Combine that with the technical brilliance needed 

to capture such recordings, and you realize it can only be accomplished by large-

scale professional facilities such as these. And these are the same facilities that pi-

oneered the trend of creating a hub for all the myriad post-production tasks nec-

essary to assemble a contemporary media production, from music to effects to Foley 

to mixing to DVD authoring. 

The entertainment business may be undergoing a significant upheaval as tech-

nology and the Internet bring new forces to bear. But there's no doubt that when 

the smoke clears, the facilities profiled on the following pages are the ones that 

will remain, the ones that make great entertainment great. 
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Buena Vista Post Production Services 

The Mouse continues to roar well into the digital mul-
timedia age. Buena Vista Post Production Services, lo-
cated at The Walt Disney Studios in Burbank, Calif, 

has demonstrated its ability to constantly be on the cutting 
edge since it first opened over 60 years ago. Today, that tra-
dition continues through industry leadership in the imple-
mentation of a variety of new technologies, chief among 
them Digital Cinema. 

Buena Vista Post (BVP) is a full-service digital facility for film 
and television that features top creative 
talent such as re-recording mixer Ter-
ry Porter, ADR mixer Doc Kane and 
Academy Award-winning supervising 
sound editor George Walters II, to 
name a few. "With this kind of talent, 
we can create anything you can imag-
ine—and then some," says Gil Gagnon, 
VP of post-production services. Their 
creative staff has earned over 75 awards 
and nominations from the motion pic-
ture and television industries. 

And that talent can speak for itself 
Terry Porter's three Academy Awards 
and two BAFTA nominations, count-
less Emmy Awards and over 110 fea-
ture film credits truly place him in an 
elite group within the industry. "The 
Main Theatre is one of the largest dub 
stages in town, and with over 5,000 
square feet and 400 seats, it's a favorite 
of many directors and producers," says 
Porter. "It is a true representation.pf 
what the audience will experience.' 

Doc Kane says,"Stage B has inte-
grated video and sound technology 
that allows the director, the talent and 
the recording facility to be in three 
different locations, while maintaining 
seamless interaction by pushing me-
dia through multi-point connectivity. 
We also have the ability to record to 
multiple formats simultaneously, in-
cluding Pro Tools, which saves edito-
rial upload time." 

SPEC SHEET 
Company Name: Buena Vista Post Production 

Services. Contact: Gil Gagnon, VP/post-produc-

tion services. Services Offered: Re-recording, 

sound editing, ADR. AC-3 audio services, format 

conversion and transfer facilities. Main Technol-

ogy Platforms: The latest in state-of-the-art digi-

tal technology highlighted by AMS Nove Digital 

Film Consoles ( DFC) and Pro Tools digital edit 

suites. For additional details, visit the Website. Re-

cent Credit List: Pearl Harbor, Spy Game, The Ma-

jestic, Rush Hour 2, Snow Dogs, Return to Never-

land, Ultimate X-Games, Life or Something Like It, 

Bad Company, and Lilo and Stitch. 

Buena Vista Post Production Services 

500 South Buena Vista St 

Burbank, CA 31521-2500 

Tel . 818/560-1576 

Fax: 818/562-3262 

Website. vvvvw buelavistapostcom 

E-mail gagnongdisney com 

George Watters II has certainly put BVP's new editing fa-
cilities to the test on films such as Pearl Harbor, Spy Game and 
the upcoming Touchstone Pictures release Bad Company. All-
digital editing suites feature Pro Tools workstations and al-
low seamless integration with BVP's dub stages. Just as criti-
cal, though, is the technical support team. They are routinely 
asked to accomplish the impossible. such as designing and 
building an outdoor theater on an aircraft carrier to host the 
world premiere of Pearl Harbor. They truly are the SeaBees of 

the entertainment business. On a 
day-to-day basis, they keep the entire 
complex of studios running at maxi-
mum pitch on a 24/7 basis, main-
taining the facility's large array of 
technology platforms, such as the 
AMS Neve Digital Film Consoles, and 
operating a host of communication 
technologies that link them to the 
global filmmaking community. The 
transfer facilities offer a broad range 
of conversion services, from the 
newest technologies to legacy for-
mats, as well as rendering services 
such as soundtrack-negative creation 
and quality control for all digital-re-
lease film formats, including analog 
optical. 

"We're a globally oriented facility 
for what has become a global enter-
tainment industry," says Gagnon. 
"The demands on quality and effi-

ciency require that we maintain a vast 
array of flexible technology solutions 
that meet the needs of today's film-
makers. We're full-service and all-dig-
ital. On any given day, we're dealing 
with every phase of the process, from 
pre-production to post-production, 
ancillary markets to restoration. 
We've put as much care into cultivat-
ing our talent team as we have into 
building the studio's technical infra-
structure. And that balance shows in 
our work." 
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Right Track Recording LLC 

Right Track Recording has been a pace-setter in music 
recording and scoring for more than 25 years. Its 
longtime location in the heart of Manhattan's Music 

Row, on West 48th Street, continues to house three of North 
America's most advanced music recording studios: Studio A, 
with its huge and acoustically brilliant tracking room and 96-
input Neve VX analog console; Studio B. the facility's dedi-
cated all-digital audio environment with a 24-bit-capable, 72-
fader/256-input Neve Capricorn matched with Pro Tools or 
a Sony 3348 multitrack; and Studio C, 
a leading-edge mix environment fea-
turing a 96-input SSL 9000 J Series 
console with selectable E and G Series 
EQ in every channel. 

But the new jewel in Right Track's 
crown is its spectacular Studio A509, 
which single-handedly ups East Coast 
capability for film scoring and or-
chestral music projects. Located a few 
blocks away on West 38th, the new stu-
dio offers a massive 4,6(X)-square-foot 
live room, easily able to accommodate 
up to 100 musicians, plus accompany-
ing choir. The room has a towering 
35-foot ceiling, with an additional five 
iso booths, totaling 800 additional 
square feet. Studio A509 also features 
two dedicated private offices and a 
large private lounge, all comfortably 
appointed and with natural light. 

The control room is huge, at 1,000 
square feet with a 16-foot ceiling. It is 
equipped with a 96-input Solid State 
Logic SSL 9000J Series SuperAnalogue 
console, fitted with a modified and 
removable center section, specifically 
designed for Right Track by SSL, al-
lowing the board to be seamlessly re-
configured for film scoring/mixing 
as needed. 

At a stroke, Right Track's Studio 
A509 repositions Manhattan as a cen-
ter for large-scale orchestral scoring 
and recording. "There really hadn't 

SPEC SHEET 
Company Name: Right Track Recording. Contact 
Barry Bongiovi, general manager. Services Offered: 
Music recording, mixing and editing; orchestral 
and scoring capability; format conversion and 
transfer services; digital audio editing. Main 
Technology Platforms: Neve VX, Neve Capricorn, 
SSL 9000 J consoles, Sony PCM 3348HR, Studer 
D 827 (48-track, 16- bit or 24-bit); Studer A800 and 
A827 24-track analog; Pro Tools and Euphonix RI 
hard drive recording/editing systems; 5.1 sur-
round monitoring system with Genelec 1035B 
three-way/5-driver and 1031A three-way speaker 
with 1094 subwoofers (4), Yamaha NS-10M. 

Of-
/ RECORDING 

Right Track Recording LLC 

168 West 48th St. 
New York, NY 10036 
Tel.: 212/944-5770 
Fax: 212/944-7258 

Website: www rePttrackrecorling.com 
E-mail: bafrv@righlrackrecordog..com or 

donnagrighttrackrecording.com 

been a studio in Manhattan that could accommodate truly 
large orchestral sessions since the great label-owned orchestral 
rooms—like Columbia's old church, or Decca Studios or the 
RCA Studios—that closed over a decade ago," explains Right 
Track owner and founder Simon Andrews. "With the coming 
rise in film and television work in New York, it seemed logical 
that New York needed a studio that could do for orchestral mu-
sic what those grand old rooms did." 

Studio A509, opened in late 2001, fulfills that mission ad-
mirably, and the 35,000-square-foot 
building is further designed to ac-
commodate another large tracking 
room in the near future, solidifying 
Right Track's position as a premier 
acoustical music facility. 

The new studio also carries on 
Right Track's quarter-century tradi-
tion of client service, based on a 
unique knowledge of the needs of var-
ious markets and clients. "Client serv-
ice has been a tradition here, one that 
runs like a consistent thread through 
all of the technological upgrades and 
advances the studios constantly go 
through," explains Barry Bongiovi, 
Right Track's general manager and 
one of the deans of New York's studio 
nianitement corps. Small wonder 
then ' that Right Track has long been 
home to the music industry's finest 
producers, engineers, and artists in-
luding Celine Dion, R. Kelly, Hole, 
Barbra Streisand, Metallica, David 
Bowie, Sting, Whitney Houston, 
Madonna, the Rolling Stones and 
Michael Beinhorn. Observes An-
drews, "Right Track's longstanding 
success can be credited to a combina-
tion of acoustical magic, technical ex-
cellence and our reputation for pro-
viding five-star client services. And 
we're proud to ha\ e brought back the 
magic of large-scale acoustical record-
ing to Manhattan with Studio A509." 
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Sony Pictures Studios 

The film industry has always been a work in progress, and 
Sony Pictures Studios Production Facilities has main-
tained an evolutionary path with it. This highly innova-

tive post facility has been a leader in sound for picture, thanks 
to a relentless quest to stay ahead of the game. Far instance, in 

2001, Sony Pictures Post Production Facilities expanded its 

sound design department, adding two more suites, and taking 

them further into the digital realm with the addition of 40-

channel Digidesign Pro Control consoles with 7.1 
nel sound, extensive outboard gear 
and DLP digital projectors. These 

sound design suites (each measure up-

ward of 650 square feet and are fully 
networked with the rest of the facility) 

offer a significantly increased capabili-
ty for sound for picture for all projects. 

In fact, says Michael Kohut, presi-
dent of Sony Pictures Post Production 

Facilities, this flexibility is a strategic 
part of the facility's long-range plans. 

"These new rooms will give our clients 
customized facilities to develop the 
most creative soundtracks possible, for 
all movies, regardless of budget size." 

This same approach—bringing the 
latest technology and experienced 

technical talent to a fluid entertain-

ment media landscape—extends to all 

aspects of the facility, including its 10 

film and television mixing theaters 

and historic scoring stage, the nine 

Sonic-equipped DVD-Audio mastering 
suites with enhanced audio-restora-

tion capabilities, three ADR and three 
Foley stages, 190 editing rooms, 55 dig-

ital audio workstations, 15 nonlinear 

picture-editing systems, and complete 

film and video transfer services. The 
studios are able to offer a vertically in-

tegrated array of comprehensive serv-

ices to an increasingly broad range of 

customers, from major film studios to 

independent filmmakers to the rapid-

ly expanding DVD universe. 

multichan-

SPEC SHEET 

Company Name: Sony Pictures Post Production Fa-

cilities. Contact Richard Branca, senior VP of sound/ 

video/projection operations. Services Offered: Re-

recording, scoring, sound editorial, design and 
restoration, ADR, Foley, DVD-Audio mastering, and 

more. Main Technology Platforms: Sony, Harrison, 

Neve, Otani, Digidesign, and more. Strategic Al-
liances: Sony Pictures Post Production Facilities is 
an operating unit of Sony Pictures Entertainment 
(SPE). SPE is a division of Sony Corporation of Amer-

ica ( SCA), a subsidiary of Tokyo-based Sony Corp. 
Partial Client List: Buena Vista, Jerry Bruckheimer 

Films, Dreamworks, Paramount, MGM, Miramax. 

SONY" 
PICTURES 
STUDIOS 

Sony Pictures Post Production Facilities 

10202 W Washington Blvd 
Culver City, CA 90232 

Tel. 310/244-5722 

Fax. 310/244-4152 

Website: www.sonypostproauctioi com 

E-ina I: gemma_richardsoriespe sony.com 

Sony Pictures Post Production Facilities continues to build on 
its legacy of large-scale studio capabilities the latest addition is 

the new Anthony Quinn Theatre, a world-class mixing stage de-
signed for all-digital operations. The 2,400-square-foot theater, 

two years in the making and with a stunning Japanese-themed in-
terior design, has at its core the new Harrison MPC2 digital con-
sole, fitted with 288 channels and 616 inputs converging on an 
1,120x1,340 digital router and a 64x8 monitor matrix. 

The Anthony Quinn Theatre joins the four other Sony 
large-format film sound mixing the-
aters: the Cary Grant, William Holden, 

Kim Novak and Burt Lancaster The-
atres. Each of these have their own dis-

tinct aesthetic designs but share ex-
ceptional acoustical and technology 

fittings, including the Harrison MPC2 
console. 

The creative talent at this facility is 

just as comprehensive as its technical 
capabilities. The impressive roster of 

film mixers includes Kevin O'Connell 
and Greg Russell, Scott Millan and 

Bob Beemer, Jeff Haboush, Bill Ben-

ton, Gary Bourgeois, Greg Orloff, Jon 
Taylor and Tateum Kohut, as well as 

television mixers Deborah Adair, Rus-

sell Smith and William Freesh, Carlos 

deLarios, Sherry Klein, Joel Fein, Tim 
Philben and Alan Decker. 

Richard Branca, senior VP of 
sound, video and projection opera-

tions at Sony Pictures Post Production 
Facilities, points out that the studios' 

top theatrical sound mixers often ap-
ply their large-screen talents to the au-

dio for DVD releases, ensuring the 
best cinema audio in home and the-

ater environments. Adds Branca, 
"This facility is customer-driven, and 

we will continue to listen to our cus-
tomers and offer the best crews and 

unique working environments, cou-
pled with cutting-edge service and 

quick response." 
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Universal Studios Post Production Sound Services 

As large as its technical and creative infrastructure is, 
Universal Post Production Sound Services has re-
mained surprisingly nimble. For more than a half-cen-

tury, the company has pursued an evolutionary approach to 
serving the film, video and broadcast industries. In addition 
to its already comprehensive set of pro audio services, Uni-
versal's sound operations recently opened an 18,000-square-
foot facility dedicated to soundtrack 
digital mastering and restoration. 

Blue Wave Audio offers two large 
mixing studios, four digital mastering 
suites, three Sonic Solutions-equipped 
digital editing studios (which will grow 
to nine), and a core transfer capabili-
ty that shuttles digital audio via a fiber 
network throughout its audio system, 
robotically archiving on RAID hard 
disk arrays and AIT-format linear tape. 
Combined with Universal Post Pm-
duction Sound Services' service capa-
bilities, the facility can address an 
evolving entertainment media land-
scape. 

"What we've done is make the fa-
cility a pivot point for a critical junc-
ture in the entertainment business," 
explains Chris Jenkins, Universal's 
senior VP of sound services. "On one 
hand, it looks forward, anticipating all 
of the new technologies that are im-
pacting digital sound for film and 
video. At the same time, we're estab-
lishing a world-class restoration re-
source to help the film industry mine 
its vaults for the jewels of the past. Si-
multaneously, we can conform cur-
rent releases for every aucâo require-
ment for theatrical and DVD release." 

The array of capabilities is exten-
sive, thanks to a decade-long, $150 
million program that has kept the fa-
cility on the cutting edge. The facility 
has six multiformat digital re-record-
ing stages—three designed and 
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SPEC SHEET 
Company Name: Universal Studios Post Produc-
tion Sound Services. Contact Karen Sebok, di-
rector of sound operations. Services Offered: 
Re-recording, sound editorial, mixing, ADR, Fo-
ley, ISDN, FWD mastering, format transfer and 
conversion, high-density fiber networking, 
sound design, soundtrack restoration. Main 
Technology Platforms: Harrison MPC and Digital 
Series 12 consoles, Otan, Tascam, Avid, Pro 
Tools, Rank, NEC-OLP Video Projection. 

_ 

3LU WA 

Universal Studios Post Production 
Sound Services 

100 Uriversal City Plaza 
Universal City, CA 91608 

Tel : 818/777-0169 
Fax: 818/866-4612 

Website. www.universalstudios.com/stucio 

equipped specifically for feature film work—all fitted with the 
largest re-recording consoles in the world: 528-input Harrison 
MPC digital consoles, with 124 mix buses and full automation 
on every channel, as well as the brand-new Harrison Digital 
Series 12 console. All studios and editorial facilities are com-
pletely interactive and networked. The facility's two ADR stu-
dios are equipped with ISDN and custom consoles with dB 

Technologies A/D converters and 
Macsenburg preamps. 

Further, the sound department has 
its own FTP site, allowing tapeless 
transmission of sound files within the 
facility and between the facility and its 
clients. And clients can use the facili-
ty's Website to register the formats and 
elements they will use for projects, 
streamlining the work process and sav-
ing significant time and money. 

Universal's commitment to tech-
nology is complemented by its equal-
ly substantial investment in the high-
est caliber of creative talent. Led by 
Jenkins—a 20-year industry veteran, a 
two-time Academy Award-winning 
mixer and the former head of Todd-
AO—Universal's audio staff, includ-
ing Steve Maslow, Gregg Landakker, 
Andy Koyama, Frank Montano and 
Chris Carpenter, have racked up nu-
merous awards and nominations. 
More recently, supervising sound ed-
itor Scott Hecker has joined the team 
as director of editorial services. 

"We recognize the importance of 
staff talent," Jenkins says. "And we 
work in an environment in which our 
management team comes with studio 
experience. We don't react to changes 
in technology, techniques or in the 
business of the industry—we antici-
pate those changes, and we're ready 
for them when our clients are. We see 
the big picture, and we're in it for the 
long haul." 
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it The Choice of Walter Afanasieff 

Walter Afanasieff Grammy - winning Producer Of The Year at his WallyWorld Studios 

"I've been spoiled. I can't imagine listening 
on anything but M&K" 

World- class producer Walter Afanasieff has made MEK Professional monitors the exclusive choice for his 

cutting- edge WallyWorld Studios. Walter's multi- platinum successes include production credits with 

artists such as Destiny's Child, Mariah Carey, Ricky Martin, Kenny G, Celine Dion, and Boyz II Men. 

Walter counts on his MEK MPS- 2510P powered monitors and MPS- 5410 powered subwoofers to give him 

and his artists the accurate and honest sound they need to achieve their artistic and commercial success. 

He joins the hundreds of music, film, broadcast, and post- production facilities now using Miller 6 Kreisel 

monitors - the choice of professionals. Shouldn't they be your choice? 

The Choice of Professionals. 
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MILLER& KREISEL 
PROFESSIONAL 

www.mkprofessional.corn 
9351 Deering Avenue. Chatsworth, CA 91311 818 701-7010 fax 818 701-0369 



MIX READER SERVICE HAS GONE 
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YOU CAN NOW REQUEST INFORMATION 

directly from manufacturers and advertisers ONLINE 

by turning to the AD INDEX of this issue 

and following instructions directing you to 

www.mixonline.com/rs 

Simply log in, fill out the form, and your request will be 

submitted directly to the advertiser. 

While you're there, let us know what you thought of 

this month's issue. It's easy! 

Log on to www.mixonline.com/rs 



SOUND SURVIVAL TPPS 

ILLUSTRATION 1..ZABETI.1 HE. 

Music Studios Find New Ways To 

Cope With the Changing Economy 

S
eptember 11, 2001, has become the reference 
point for a lot of things, including the declin-
ing health of the American economy. But rather 

than an economic turning point, 9-11 was, in fact, a 
highly visible milestone on a long and bumpy road, 
which has seen a downhill trend since the NASDAQ 
peaked in early 2000 and, a year later, has simply 
fallen at a steeper rate. 

While larger indices are stil volatile, the stock mar-
kets have rallied well since the disaster, and, on the 
day this article began, the Dow Jones average rock-
eted up 220 points and finished over the magical 
10,000 mark for the first time since September 5. But, 
for better or for worse, that's partly because the de-
clining economy has forced many public and private 
companies (including many in the pro audio sector) 
to reduce overhead. One result is that over one mil-
lion jobs were eliminated in the U.S. in 2001. For ex-

by Dan Daley 

ample, in 1995, when Federal Reserve chairman Alan 
Greenspan spoke about "irrational exuberance," the 
entertainment business included nine major record la-
bels. Now there are only five. Almost every aspect of 
the entertainment industry has been affected, and 
film, recorded music and live touring industries saw 
declines last year. Only computer game sales bucked 
the trend, perhaps because consumers decided to stay 
home and "cocoon." 

Recording studios, which have had their own 
economic issues to deal with for the last decade, did 
not escape the pressures to streamline, cut back or 
downsize. However, tough times have brought 
about a renewed sense of vigor in the survival game. 
Many studio owners and managers have been forced 
to place a renewed emphasis on the business side 
of their operations, a shift that could bode well for 
the long-term health of the industry. 
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• A etc,: ± !Lover a frequency range of 50Hz - 20kHz • SRS6.5A 100w RMS Biamped (70w low, 30w high) 
• Shielfflor vine° monitors • Flat/Contour mode for switching between mix down and playback 

• Front port design for accurate bass in any location me•oerir. • - 
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ST1.10,0 REFERENCE SERIES 

SRS monitors are super accurate and extremely flat ±3dB 
over a frequency range of 50-20k Hz. Studio profes-
sionals know how important a flat frequency response 
is. For the home studio newcomer, this simply means 
you will hear an exact representation of your record-
ing. There won't be any unwanted 
coloration to mislead you. You'll hear 
crisp highs I rom the fluid-filled, silk 
dome tweeter and tight, clean bass 
from the heavy-duty 6.5" woofer. 
Front porting allows you to place the 
speaker on a shelf without worrying 
about low frequencies hitting the rear 
wall and creating a false bass response. 
Shielding protects video monitors from 
the powerful speaker magnets. 

The active 100w RMS SRS6.5A bi-
amped circuits (70w low & 30w high) 
offer efficient power transfer. 
Professional balanced XLR inputs with 
a - 12dB pad make connections easy. 
The 90-250V auto-switching power 
supply means no unwanted hum and 
compatibility with worldwide power. 

CARVIN 
.Sfir.5 O. SA 
111,00 IIIOVIMMICIrMeNr• 

PellIOS.0.7,1f "RC 

«99.101a WU. 

SRS6 5A Rear 

The most useful feature of the SRS monitor is the 
unique "contour" switch. Let's face it, everyone else 
will not be listening through studio monitors. The con-
tour switch allows you to engage a different crossover 
circuit giving you a typical frequency response of a home 
stereo speaker. Experience what others will hear by 
simply flipping a switch! 

Bottom line: These awesome sounding monitors (pow-
ered or passive) are simply one of the best near-field mon-
itors available. 

SRS6.5A ACTIVE POWERED MONITORS 
List $479 

$24999e Ship ea. 
SR56.5A-2 $449.9 pair 

56.5 PASSIVE STUDIO MONITORS 
List $295 

$1 49" en Ship $9.99 ea. 
SR56.5-2 $ 279.99 pair 

XP4 - 4 engine 03) effects S5.35 >299.99 
AC120 - power ceiditioner L K9'.. 3149.99 

Acrivi POWERED 
WOW Marne: Low law RMS. High 30w RMS 
Amp Response: 20 to 20 k Hz, THE . 03°.'. 
Enclosure Response: 50 to 20 k Hz. c 3 dB 
Inputs SRS6.5A: Bal. XLR, 12c1B attenuation 
pad. 90-2511VAC. 50-60 Hz, LED power indicator 
Woolen Enclosure Type: Front Ported Boo 
Protective Coating Black Ouratex'" 
SRS6.5A: 9.25"W x 11.751) 14.T511, 23 lbs. 

5R56.5 PA551% E 
Inputs SRS6.5: Gold 5-way binding posts 
Enclosure Response: 50 Hz to 20 kHz, c 3 dB 
Sensitivity: 92.5 dB SPL. 1 Wan 1 meter 
Power Handling: 125w continuoui 
Recommended Amp: 50 to 150 watts 
Nominal Impedance: 8u 

— 
sosO.D: eaUI 19.10 rt. Z 

CAR VIN 
To ORDER or for FREE CATALOG 

800.854.2235 

DeR11000 - 1000w List 
OW150 - 150w Lic? 

WORLD'S #1 FACTORY DIRECT MUSIC STORE 
Enter carvin.com's weekly FREE GEAR giveaway 



SOUND 
SURVIVAL 
TIPS 

MARKET BY MARKET 
Lacis of the k)ur major U.S. music record-
ing markets—New York, LOS Angeles, 
Nashville and Miami has been affected by 
its own particular geographic issues. New 
York City was a direct target of the Sep-
tember 11 attacks, which essentially shut 
down the city for the following week. Busi-

nesses were affected proportional to how 
close they were to Ground Zero. Interest-
ingly, New York's studios were insulated 
from a greater immediate impact because 
the core business of New York high-end 
studios—rap music—tends to be centered 
in New York itself, so the shutdown of air 
traffic caused relatively few previously 
booked sessions to halt. "Ninety percent of 
our bookings are locally based," notes 
Sound on Sound owner David Amlen. 

However, travel restrictions caused a 
drastic reduction in how far in advance 
studios get booked, a trend that affects all 
studio markets. And the transportation 
shutdown meant that recording media did-

vintage 
2001 

The M150 Tube represents more than 
seventy years of experience building the 
world's finest microphones Its not a 
reissue, but a stunning new tube mic 
that is the culmination of all that has 
gone before. It is the ultimate Neumann 
microphone — for now. 

Available only in the US with this vintage- style power supply 

Give us a call or visit our web site to learn mare about the M150 Tube 

NeumannIUSA ffiti M 15( ) tbe 
TeL 860A34.5220 • FAX 860 434 3148 ‘/,./ww.neumannusa com/M150/mix 

n't move, causing session cancellations and 
missed deadlines. "No FedEx, no tapes, no 
session," as Masterdisk president Doug 
Levine succinctly expresses it. Finally, as 
America's financial nerve center, New York 
had already been feeling the effects of a 
long-term declining economy, one which 
has stalled several large post-production 
facility projects, including the renovation of 
the vast Brooklyn Navy Yard. 

Los Angeles has enjoyed the percep-
tion as the most robust American record-
ing market, but studios there reported a 
slowdown in the aftermath of September 
11, particularly among Asian artists, who 
often use West Coast facilities. "Overall, 
it's been good here in L.A., but in the 
weeks following the attacks we had a few 
cancellations," observes Skip Saylor of 
Skip Saylor Recording. "Two groups from 
New York that were scheduled to come 
here stayed in New York instead." 

Nashville's economic issues are mostly 
a direct result of being linked to the for-
tunes of the country music market, which 
has lost nearly half of its market share since 
its high-water mark in 1995. Nashville saw 
a massive expansion of its studio base mid-
decade, and the post-9-11 decline has led 
to several major studios closing and one 
major bankruptcy. On the other hand, a 
prolonged slump has driven many facilities 
to devise creative responses to the eco-
nomic problems; Nashville's base of small-
er studios has increased to serve the grow-
ing number of alternative music artists, and 
larger studios have pursued a vertical-inte-
gration strategy. Nashville is also the cen-
ter of the contemporary Christian and 
gospel music genres, both of which have 
garnered gains in market share in recent 
years, though they typically operate on a 
lower budget scale than country music 
productions. 

Miami's biggest problem is that it is a 
"destination" music location, dependent, 
to a large degree, on out-of-town artists 
and producers (though several artists, in-
cluding Lenny Kravitz and Missy Elliot, 
have recently made Miami their home). 
Latino music's influence has increased sig-
nificantly—the genre now has its own 
NARAS Grammy Awards event— but it re-
mains a niche market, and Miami's record-
ing scene depends primarily on pop mu-
sic. While crossover artists like Enrique 
Iglesias, Gloria Estefan and Ricky Martin 
are locally based, last summer saw both 
Michael Jackson and Sean "Puffy" Combs 
coming to Miami at the same time, setting 
local studio hearts aflutter. The air traffic 
shutdown, coming right at the start of the 
winter season, was a major setback for Mi-
ami, and a continuing reluctance to travel, 
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Rock Solid 
Performers 
Yorkville power amplifiers are designed f4 

rock solid performance right down to 

their lowest impedance ratings. 

Impedance aware design strategy 

deals with the realities of driving 

typical reactive speaker loads 

and the associated problems 

such as thermal shutdown, 

inductive ' snap-back', 

and premature 

current limiting. 

4 

'CliflŒR I E 
A competitive alternative for commercial and 

rental applications. The quiet, passively cooled 

CR5 500 watt power amplifier and the fan 

cooled 1150 watt CR12 are able to deliver 

professional quality and Yorkville reliability 

at a surprisingly affordable price. 

ale 

'AP' SERIES 
AMPLIFIERS 

AP Series amplifiers excel when used 

in heavy duty touring sound reinforcement ' 

systems where high headroom and low 

distortion are a necessity. They are built to 

survive grueling road conditions and constant 

minimum impedance operation. AudioPro power 

amplifiers will drive reactive phase shifted loads 

with no difficulty - even though they are fully 

protected from accidental short circuits. 

ene 
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'SR' SERIES 
Built tough enough for the road, but clean and quiet enough for the 

studio. The physical package of this passively cooled powerhouse is 

made up of a heavy gauge steel chassis with reinforced rack mourt 

ears that make it ready for the road. High fidelity and a built in user 

defeatab:e peak and average limiter protects your expensive studio 

monitors from potentially harmful signals while keeping the output 

of the amplifier clean when perating near maximum power 

For those times when mixing quietly just will NOT do!! 

'A' SERIES The concept behind the A4.4 is to 
combine a light aluminum chassis and power-factor-corrected 

switching power supply with the proven, high efficiency power 

amplifier modules of our popular AP4040 power amplifier. 

Delivering 1200 watts per channel at 4 ohms. the A4.4 is only 

26 pounds. 18 pounds lighter than the AP4040 with less 

extraneous heat production, more efficient use of available 

line current and no audible transformer induced hum. 

Model Watts @ 252 
AP6340 N/A 
AP6020 2000 x 2 
AP4040 N/A 
AP4020 1200 x 2 
AP2020* 600 x 2 
AP800* 400 x 2 
A4.4 N/A 
CR12 400 x 2 
CR5 N/A 
SR-300 N/A 

Watts @ 452 
2000 x 2 
1300 x 2 
1200 x 2 
750 x 2 
450 or 600 o 2 
260 or 400 x 2 
1200 x 2 
575 o 2 
250 x 2 
150 x 2 

Watts @ 852 
1250 x 2 
800 x 2 
750 o 2 
475 o 2 
250 or 400 x 2 
160 or 250 x 2 
750 x 2 
400 x 2 
170 x 2 
110 x 2 

Watts Bridged 
N/A 
4000 @ 452 
2403 @ 852 
2400 @ 452 
1200 @ 4 or 852 
800 @ 4 or 812 
2400 @ 412 
1200 @ 852 
525 @ 312 
N/P, 

•AP2020 and AP800 can be configured for maximum power at ether 2 cr 4 Ohms 
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combined with poor economies in parts of 
Latin America, is an ongoing problem. 

RESPONSES 
Despite these regional differences, the 
studio business is very much a part of the 
larger U.S. economy, and all four markets 
have expressed similar responses. Some 

facilities have put off new capital expen-
ditures; others are tapping into current 
low interest rates to expand or refinance 
existing debt. For instance, Avatar Studios 
in New York, NRG in Los Angeles and 
Sound Stage in Nashville all plan to re-
structure their debts and renegotiate 
equipment leases. In addition, the lagging 
economy has spurred competition among 
manufacturers. "Prices on a lot of things 
are great right now," says Michael Korei-
ba, manager at Sound Stage. "In an econ-
omy like this, you can make good deals." 

Nonetheless, the dramatic drop in ad-
vance bookings has clouded the financial 
crystal ball for many studios. "If people 

L9elninun.LtY 
N/LF2'1 
Dual 18" active air-cooled subwoofer 

"The VLF218s give us everything we need in a flexible and easily 

transportable package - gut wrenching low end with definition and 

impact that's missing from other 18s" 

HSL Production Ltd, UK 

Call or visit us on-line for more information on 

Community's BALANCED BASS VLF218! 

www.loudspeakers.net 

Community rig utilizing (20) VLF218s at "Feel the Noise Live" Concert, Hull, UK 

Audio by IS!. Productions Ltd., t IK 

aren't booking far in advance, at least 
eight to 10 weeks, it makes it impossible 
to forecast the coming quarter," complains 
Ron Albert, co-owner of AudioVision in 
Miami, which completed an extensive ex-
pansion and renovation project last year. 
"We're still in a buying mode, but it makes 
it tough to spend $2,000 to buy a piece of 
gear if you're not sure you'll need the 
money toward next month's console pay-
ment. The uncertainty out there is making 
accurate financial projections difficult." 

On the other hand, some facility man-
agers believe this is a good time to plan 
expansions. NRG owner Jay Baumgardner 
says his facility will double to six studios 
by adding 20,000 square feet sometime 
this year. Westlake Audio's studio opera-
tions put in a new SSL 9000 J console last 
July, citing an improved negotiating at-
mosphere. "Part of our strategy has always 
been to have the latest and the greatest," 
says Steve Burdick, Wesdake's VP of 
recording services. "Big items cost more, 
but they allow you to charge more, and at 
a better price you can pay them off faster." 

Some facilities also see expansion as a 
good move in down times, but instead are 
leveraging lower-cost digital technology 
now instead of purchasing big-ticket 
items. Kirk Imamura, president of Avatar 
Recording, says he has plans to add stu-
dios to the facility's fourth floor in the next 
18 months, but those new studios will 
likely be equipped with digital audio 
workstations, such as Pro Tools, rather 
than the large tracking studios the com-
pany is known for. "It's cheaper to put in 
smaller digital platforms," Imamura says. 
"And they give us more depth, so that 
clients can keep more of their project with 
us, tracking, overdubbing and then edit-
ing before mixing. But just as important is 
the fact that depreciation on a major piece 
of equipment now is faster. Vintage con-
soles used to retain value, but today a 
$500,000 console depreciates very quick-
ly—it makes you think twice." 

In many instances, facilities are adding 
new services rather than replacing equip-
ment. New York's Masterdisk is about to 
add Avid-based video editing capability, 
which will join the DVD authoring and 
graphics services it introduced three years 
ago. "Every new service is an offshoot of 
our core business of mastering," explains 
company president Doug Levine. Inter-
estingly, Levine thought new media 
would be a logical extension of the serv-
ices he already rendered to record com-
pany clients. Instead, it was catalog film 
and anime clients who have driven the 
business. "But the thinking is still sound," 
he adds. "I want to expand the range of 
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services I can offer the music industry to 
cover everything in between actually pro-
ducing a record and replicating a disc." 

Skip Saylor recently formalized Hit 
Mixers Management, an engineer man-
agement sideline that he started a few 
years ago, and has turned it into a full-
blown business, hiring an additional em-
ployee and adding a new office, rather 

than add studio space. "I manage 15 en-
gineers now, and I only have two studios, 
so that tells you something," says Saylor, 
who adds that he doesn't cannibalize his 
studio business by chopping rates for his 
management company clients' projects. 
But discounts are becoming a normal fea-
ture of the new business landscape. "What 
you're trying to do is get more revenue 
coming in from more directions, even if it 
means that each revenue stream has to be 
adjusted when necessary," he explains. 

With delayed equipment purchases, it 
might seem reasonable to assume that 
equipment rental rates would increase, but 
that apparently doesn't apply across the 
board, and rental companies have had to 

BUSIES THEI1115 TO WATCH 

As the prospectus always says, "Past performance is no indication of future earn-
ings." However, there are certain trends that bear monitoring. 

• The long player (LP and CD) concept may have peaked. Singles on physical media 
have been declining at a double-digit rate, while individual song downloads are 
growing exponentially. Depending upon how quickly and to what extent downloads 
replace "bricks-and-mortar" distribution, this could affect the extent to which 
recording artists choose to work on large projects, like full-length CDs, at the rate of 
one or two a year. Many artists may transition to an ongoing series of singles or short-
er compilations aimed at Internet distribution. (The dance music business has essen-
tially already moved to this model.) A trend away from full-length projects has sig-
nificant implications for studios that depend upon block bookings. 

• Smaller, faster, cheaper. When all types of music recording facilities are taken into 
account, the overarching move is away from costly, large-format analog platforms 
and toward inexpensive, small-format digital ones. This trend has been the engine 
that has driven the growth of the personal/project studio over the last decade, while 
the number of facilities that can access large-ticket items has declined. However, as 
long as the need to track large assemblies acoustically remains, so will the need for 
larger facilities with large-format technologies. A varying number of large studio fa-
cilities will remain viable in each major music market. Equipment manufacturers that 
can leverage high-end brands into lower tiered markets will have an advantage. 

• The vinyl effect. In a multiformat world, orphaned formats have more leverage. 
Vinyl records are more costly and have higher profit margins now that they have 
been nudged out of the mass market by CDs, and the same rule applies to profes-
sional formats. For instance, when someone needs to recover material from the PD 
digital format, that person may have to pay a higher hourly rate, and a Nashville stu-
dio is likely to benefit because the PD format remains widely available. Hundreds of 

terabytes of data reside on an array of formats now, and many may be hard to find 
in only a few years. Don't toss that DAT deck yet. And analog continues to exude al-
lure: i.e., the Museum of Recording's exhibit at the New York AES. In fact, says 
Michael Harris of pro audio dealer Harris Audio in Miami, "There's already a Pro Tools 
backlash brewing, even in Miami. People are getting a bit bored with the idea of a 
total solution in a single box. Steven Marley's new facility here will be based around 
a [Studer] A800." 

—Dan Daley 

adjust. A good example is Dreamhire, a di-
vision of UK-based Zomba Entertainment. 
Despite the fact that UK record sales in-
creased in 2001, while falling in the U.S 
Zomba closed its London branch of 
Dreamhire, as well as its Battery Studios 
facility there. In the States, the company is 
adapting its inventory to accommodate a 
changing market, such as adding DJ sys-
tems at its New York location and work-
ing with Brooklyn DJ pool Halcyon as an 
equipment resource. In addition to its lo-
cations in New York and Nashville (where 
the rental operation expanded when Zom-
ba closed the Battery Studios location 
there in 1999), Dreamhire has dipped its 
foot into the Miami market, using South 
Beach Studios as an agent for selected 
pieces of gear. If the experiment is suc-
cessful, the company may open a full 
branch there in the future. The rental com-
pany also has a new role as an online re-
seller for sound effects company Sonom-
ic's audio FX libraries. "To put it simply, 
there are just fewer studios being built 
these days at a level where it makes the 
most economic sense to rent to than, say, 
five years ago," observes Dreamhire di-
rector of marketing Kathryn Dean. "As 
more record production moves to hard 
disk recording and plug-ins, there's less of 
a rental market to go after, so we have to 
develop new business strategies." 

BASE-LINE MARKETING 

At the most basic level, the recession is 
compelling facilities to increase their 
marketing efforts, a time for pro-active 
promotion. "Staying in touch, going 
through the Rolodex, letting everyone 
know you're there for them, that's been 
a big part of it for us," explains Susan 
Schilling, studio manager at Transcontinen-
tal Studios in Orlando. As Troy Germano, 
VP of The Hit Factory, puts it, personal 
relationships remain the cornerstone of 
the studio business, just as they are in the 
entertainment business as a whole. "I 
can't explain it other than that," he says. 
"You don't just walk out and create rela-
tionships instantly; you build and nurture 
them over years. But they are always the 
best-selling tool a studio can have, be-
cause then you're not really selling at all. 
You're relating to people." As Jay Baum-
gardner of NRG puts it,.."We market the 
fact when we have successful records 
come out of here. We take advantage of 
the free press that comes with having 
lilts." Dino Elefante, co-owner of 
Nashville's Sound Kitchen, has hired an 
assistant to help his studio manager 
spend more time actively churning the 
city's client base. "The current economic 
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climate has made us work harder for the 

business," says Elefante. "We're very 

busy, but we don't get the entire project 
'soup to nuts' like we used to. That's why 

we also put in new services, like a Sonic 
editing and mastering suite. But it's not 

just a matter of expanding services—you 
have to let people know you're doing it." 

OTHER STRATEGIES 

Other specific approaches that studios are 

taking include the tried and true, such as 

the package deals that studios like The 
Warehouse in Miami offer. Studio co-own-

er Ruben Parra saw his mostly Latin Amer-
ican clientele begin to wane as South 
American economies and travel declined. 

In response, he developed flat rates for 

complete projects, rather than rates based 

on incremental studio time and equip-
ment rentals. "They tell us the budget, we 
put together a price package for them," he 
says, noting that the resulting discounts 

can amount to as much as 25%. "It keeps 

the studio busy, which is important," says 
Parra. "Though the profit may be smaller, 
there is still a profit." 

Three Manhattan studios have taken 
another innovative approach. LoHo Stu-
dios, Theater99 and Threshold Music have 

created a joint marketing and booking 

venture called United Recording of New 
York. The three studios agreed to com-
bine their marketing and promotional ef-

forts, and will shuffle clients amongst 
them to make best use of the unique fea-
tures of each studio, such as Theater99's 

large ambient tracking space. 
But perhaps the most unusual response 

to difficult economic times is that of Fred 

Vail, owner of Treasure Isle Studios in 

Nashville. By putting shares in the facility up 
for auction on Ebay, he has sold 31% of the 
facility, 22% to an auto parts dealer in Michi-

gan. The capital raised through the sale has 

funded new gear acquisitions, including a 

Trident 80 5.1 console, a new RADAR hard 
disk recording system, miscellaneous out-

board gear and microphones, and a down 

payment on a Yamaha C-7 grand piano. 
Complex times call for innovative re-

sponses. As Hunter S. Thompson once 

wrote, "When the going gets weird, the 
weird turn pro." 
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th AMM Y AWARDS 
A Salute to the Tech Winners 

By Blair Jackson 

T
his years Grammy® Awards fete, held at the 
cavernous Staples Center in Los Angeles on 

February 27, proved to be a highly entertain-
ing, if rather long, affair. The televised part of the 
program (which followed an hour and a half of 
awards in " lesser" categories, presented off-cam-
era) offered a whopping 17 performances, from 
U2's inspirational opening number "Walk On," to 
scantily clad divas bumping and grinding through 

"Lady Marmalade," to the down-home singin' and 
pickin' of the 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? troupe, 
to violin master Joshua Bell's sparkling take on tunes 
from West Side Story. There was something for al-
most everyone, plus the usual assortment of beau-
tiful and frightening outfits, snappy and inane stage 
banter and—a Grammy tradition—a heartfelt ha-
rangue from NARAS chief Michael Greene. This 
year's target for Greene's ire—the criminals among 

us (yes, you!) who illegally download song files from 
the Internet. 

As expected, U2, Alicia Keys and 0 Brother; 
Where Art Thou? were the big winners of the night. 
For a complete list of winners and plenty of photos, 
go to www.grammy.aol.com/awards/grammy. Here 
at Mix, we like to salute the evening's victorious pro-
ducers and engineers, so join us as we clink cham-
pagne glasses with some of our industry's best! 

RECORD OF THE YEAR 

"Walk On," U2 
Produced by Daniel Lanois and Brian Eno. Engi-
neered and mixed by Steve Lillywhite and Richard 
Rainey. 

After taking home the Record of the Year last 
year for " Beautiful Day," many (myself included) 
thought U2's chances for a repeat were remote. The 

album that includes both of those songs, All That 
You Can't Leave Behind, also won Best Rock Album. 

BEST ALBUM 

0 Brother, Where Art Thou?, Various Artists 
Produced by T Bone Burnett. Engineered by Mike 
Piersante. 

A bit of a surprise in this very competitive, star-
packed category, but richly deserved nonetheless. 
0 Brother is a true music business phenomenon: 

Who would've guessed two years ago when the 
Coen Brothers were making their quirky, comic, 
depression-era retelling of Homer's Odyssey that its 
bluegrass, blues and old-timey soundtrack would 
become a multi-Platinum sensation? 

"This was really a huge passion for T Bone from 
the very beginning," engineer Mike Piersante tells 
us. " He knew he wanted to do something special, 

and when we were doing it, we could tell it was 
special, but, of course, we never could have 
guessed that it would have that kind of populari-
ty. After we finished it, we were so excited. Then, 

the film was well-received at Cannes, and the 

soundtrack came out and that was well-received, 
too, and T Bone told me, 'You're going to win a 
Grammy!' I said, 'What are you talking about?! — 

The album was mostly recorded at Sound Em-
porium in Nashville " using beautiful analog equip-
ment," Piersante says with a laugh. "We wanted 
to keep everything as pure as we could. In fact, 

there were several things that we recorded for that 
album that we cut using an old RCA ribbon mic 
and a preamp direct to tape—no EQ, no compres-
sion, no reverb. Three or four pieces got mixed that 
way as well, including Ralph Stanley's '0 Death.' 
That went flat because it was perfect the way it 
was." The album was mixed at Sunset Sound. 

Asked backstage at the Grammy's about the al-
bum's wide appeal, T Bone commented, "People 
have tried to pigeonhole this stuff as bluegrass or tra-
ditional. But, really, this is music for people who like 
music. Not everybody does. Music annoys some peo-
ple. They just don't care for it. But if you like music, 
chances are you like this record." 

PRODUCER OF THE YEAR, NON-CLASSICAL 
T Bone Burnett 
T Bone was also honored at the Grammys for his 
work on Down From the Mountain—a live CD fea-
turing songs from 0 Brother, Where Art Thou? and 

other traditional American tunes—which snagged 
the Best Traditional Folk Album trophy. Last year, 
he also produced a fine album by his wife, Sam 
Phillips, called Fan Dance. 
T Bone and Mike Piersante recently finished a 

new Ralph Stanley album, and they've been im-
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mersed in recording songs for the soundtrack of the forthcoming 

film Divine Secrets of the Ya- Ya Sisterhood. "That's been a really in-
teresting project," Piersante says. " It jumps all over the map, from 
'30s Cajun music to '40s big band, to hip hop, pop songs, Bob Dy-

lan..." Sounds like another winner. 

BEST ENGINEERED ALBUM, NON-CLASSICAL 
The Look of Love, Diana Krell 
Engineered by Al Schmitt. Produced by Tommy LiPuma. 

Al Schmitt is certainly no stranger to Grammy trophies—he has 
a room full of 'em, accumulated during a long and brilliant career. 
And this is the second straight he's won with the talented jazz 
singer/pianist Diana Krall. "We recorded the vocals and rhythm sec-
tion live at Avatar in New York," Schmitt told us a few days after 
the Grannmys. "Then we went to London and recorded the London 
Symphony in The Beatles' old studio at Abbey Road, Studio Two. 
After that, we came back to L.A. and did a couple of fixes in Capi-
tol Studio A, and then I mixed it at Capitol Studio C on a Neve. Ac-
tually, all four boards in the different studios were Neves." 

Schmitt, who has worked with Krall on her past five albums, 
agrees with Grammy voters that this one was special: "There was 
a feeling to it, a certain mood, all the way through that was really, 

really nice. It's the kind of record you want to put on at night, kick 

off your shoes; it's very relaxing. It was a beautiful record. This is re-
ally Diana's time." Next up for Schmitt and Krall is a Christmas al-
bum (to be cut in the summer, of course) and then " we'll do an-

other record that will probably be a little more jazz." 

REMIXER OF THE YEAR 
Deep Dish 
Deep Dish was honored for a remix that was a true worldwide 

smash, Dido's lovely "Thank You." 

BEST MUSICAL SHOW ALBUM 
The Producers 
Album produced by Hugh Fordin. 

The Broadway smash was a shoo-in to win. "This is a thrill," 

Fordin said backstage, " but don't ask me for Producers tickets—I 

can't get them for you." 

PRODUCER OF THE YEAR, CLASSICAL 

Manfred Eicher 
German producer Manfred Eicher works on both jazz and classical 
albums for his own label, ECM Records. Eicher earned this year's 
Best Producer Grammy for five ECM New Series albums released in 
2001: Morimur: The Bach Project; Joseph Haydn: The Seven Words; 
Leo Janacek: A Recollection; the Heinz Holliger opera Schnee-
wittchen; and Verklarte Nacht—compositions by Sándor Veress, 

Arnold Schoenberg and Béla Bartók. 

BEST CLASSICAL RECORDING AND BEST OPERA RECORDING 

Berlioz: Les Troyens 
London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Colin Davis, conductor. Produced 

by James Mallinson. Engineered by Simon Rhodes. 
A triumph for the new independent LSO Live label. The French 

opera was recorded live at London's Barbican Centre using Abbey 
Road's mobile unit. Producer Mallinson commented backstage at 
the Grammys that LSO Live " is a label totally created, run and man-

aged by artists. I think that strikes a chord with many people. Clas-
sical music is not well-known or promoted these days, so a label 

like this clearly satisfies a need." 

BEST ENGINEERED ALBUM, CLASSICAL 
Leonard Bernstein: West Side Story Suite 
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Joshua Bell (violin). Engineered by 

Richard King. Produced by Steven Epstein. 
Three-time Best Engineered Album nominee Richard King ad-

mits that he was nervous at the Staples Center, " but fortunately, 

they give out the engineering awards first, so then I could relax and 
enjoy the show. I'm still in shock that I actually won." 

The CD was cut over the course of four three-hour sessions at 
AIR Lyndhurst in London. "I like that room a lot," King says. " It has 
a sort of close, direct sound because the floor space isn't very large, 

but combined with the high ceiling and the balcony, it has great 
natural reverb. It takes a little work, and it can be a bit quirky, but 
it sounds really nice." Typical of classical work, the orchestra played 

each piece several times, then there were various small sections that 
were re-done, before it was edited and mixed at Sony Studios in 

New York, King's home base. 
King was actually a double-winner on Grammy night: In addi-

tion to his victory in this category, he and producer Steven Epstein 
were given trophies for their work on the Best Soundtrack Album 
winner, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, which was recorded in 

Shanghai. 
The King-Epstein team is currently working on an exotic project 

with cellist Yo-Yo Ma, recording music from and inspired by the an-
cient trade route known as the " Silk Road," which stretched from 

Japan to Italy hundreds of years ago. 

Blairjackson is Mix's senior editor. 
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MODERN 

GLASS 
THE MAVERICK 

By Bryan Reesman 
In the world of classical mu-

sic and the avant-garde, Philip 
Glass has long been an artis-

tic force to be reckoned with. 
Many people probably know, 

or originally first heard, the 

prolific and groundbreaking 
composer through his sound-

track to the 1983 Godfrey 
Reggio documentary Koy-

aanisqatsi. Glass' hypnotic 
use of arpeggios beautifully 
complemented Reggio's slow-
motion and time-lapse images 

of modem life in transition. 
Like other Glass works, the 

soundtrack beguiled many listeners, while draw-

ing criticisms from others who felt that the music 
was redundant. 

Glass has been deemed a minimalist by nu-

merous critics, because many of his compositions 

feature repetitive, slowly evolving passages that 
tend to transfix listeners and make them lose their 
sense of time. The fact is, he is strongly influenced 

by Eastern music, and 

by bringing those aes-
thetic sensibilities into 

Western concert music, 

he has expanded the 
Western vocabulary. 

With around 40 al-

bums to his name, 
Glass cannot be con-

veniently placed into 
one niche. The proof is 
in his catalog, includ-

ing his four-and-a-half-

hour opera Einstein on 
the Beach, a landmark collaboration with scenar-
ist Robert Wilson; his score for Bernard Rose's be-
guiling 1992 horror film Candymcm; his music for 

the 1984 Olympics; and his soundtrack to Martin 
Scorsese's film Kundun, which spotlighted per-

formances by the Gyuto Monks. Glass crosses 

over numerous boundaries in his music without 
sticking to a formula, even if there is an identifi-

able sound or style to many of his releases. Per-

MASTERS OF 

haps he is an acquired taste, but it is one that 
many people savor. 

The Manhattan-based composer has certainly 

collaborated with a wide range of people, in-

cluding musicians David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, 
Paul Simon, Suzanne Vega, former Doors key-

boardist Ray Manzarek and the Kronos Quartet; 

dancer, director and choreographer Twyla Tharp; 
poet Allen Ginsberg; and filmmakers Martin Scors-

ese and Godfrey Reggio. among many others. 
Glass has written symphonies, operas, ballets, 

composed for film and theater, and even arranged 
pop songs. This is a man who wrote a new score 

for the classic 1931 film Dracula, composed a full 
opera for Edgar Allen Poe's The Fall of the House 

of Usherand collaborated with Indian musical leg-
end Ravi Shankar on the 1990 album Passages. He 

also turned two David Bowie/Brian Eno albums 
(Low and Heroes) into symphonies. 

The Nonesuch label continues to keep the 

composer's film music alive with the recent DVD-
Audio reissue of Koyaanisqatsi and the five-CD 
box set Philip on Film: Filmworks by Philip Glass. 

And most recently, Orange Mountain Music was 

founded by Glass associates to exclusively release 
his works, including The Music of Candyman. 

Being self-sufficient has undoubtedly aided his 
career longevity and artistic freedom Since 1991, 

he has owned and recorded at Looking Glass Stu-

dios in New York (www.glassnyc.com). Many 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 149 
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CLASSICAL MUSIC 

RICHARD 
Of1111E11'011H " 1111 
ERICH RE0111E111" 
WORKING THE REFERENCE 
RECORDINGS WAY 

By Gary Eskow 
In the age of MP3, some may despair about 
the long-range prospects for high-end au-
diophile recordings, but their numbers do 
not include Tam Henderson or Keith O. 

Johnson. Partners in Reference Recordings 
(along with "marketing maven" Marcia 
Martin), the producer and engineer cele-
brated the label's 25th anniversary in 2001 

by snaring their ninth Grammy nomina-
tion, and they are energetically planning 

for the future. 
Johnson, whose resume includes co-in-

venting the HDCD process, was a found-
ing partner at Pacific Microsonics, the com-
pany now owned by Bill Gates that 
released this technology. As a rule, he pre-
pares for a recording session by absorbing 
scores and any interpretations of a work he 
can get his hands on. But one of his most 

Keith Johnson: "I like to get different slants on how a work is performed, and the sounds that 

people are going for." 

recent assignments—engineering Ameri-
can composer Richard Danielpour's ex-
pansive piece honoring the victims of the 
September 11th tragedy, An American Re-
quiem—required Johnson to make a 
recording of a work he'd only heard once, 
a day before the session. What was it like 
to record, in three sessions, an hour-long 

work he barely knew that was scored for 
250 musicians, including orchestra, chorus 

Pacific Symphony Orchestra and Pacific Chorale onstage at Segerstrom Hall, Costa Mesa, Calif. 

and three vocal soloists? 
"Total panic!" says Johnson. "I like to 

get different siants on how a work is per-
formed, and the sounds that people are go-
ing for. Then I have an idea of what I want 
to capture. We simply didn't have that lux-
ury with the Danielpour piece. Fortunately, 
Richard's orchestration is exceptionally 
clean, and that makes the engineer's job 
much easier. Amateur composers tend to 
pile sounds on top of each other and let 
the recording engineer sort things out." 

Commissioned by the Pacific Sym-
phony Orchestra, An American Requiem 
was the final work composed by 
Danielpour during a three-year residency 
with the Orange County, Calif., arts organ-
ization. It was premiered and recorded at 
the Orange County Performing Ans Cen-
ter, a space that Johnson found quite chal-
lenging. "The hall has very little reverb tail. 
I had to make decisions on-the-fly regard-
ing how much ambience and reverb to add 
during the recording. We wanted to cap-

ture everything live, if possible, in order to 
eliminate the sonic degradation that comes 
with the audio post process. Usually, a 
console doesn't have enough DSP to deal 
with the small pieces of information you 
want to preserve for high-end recordings." 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 152 
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classic tracks, 

UJE110? CROWS' 
"ffifilICH FROM 11 
CLOCHUJORH HOGE" 
By Blair Jackson 
When director Stanley Kubrick made his landmark 

film 2001: A Space Odyssey in 1968, he not only 
revolutionized the art of space special effects, lay-
ing the foundation for the Star Wars trilogy in the 
late 70s, but he also changed the nature of popu-
lar film soundtracks by serving up an incredible 
potpourri that included Johann Strauss waltzes 
side by side with avant-garde soundings by the 

Transylvanian composer Gyorgy Ligeti and, of 
course, the famous main theme by Richard Strauss. 
The sheer incongruity of the musical choices—the 
past and future juxtaposed so beautifully; the ro-

mantic and the dissonant colliding—added so 
much to the film-going experience. It was pre-
cisely those kind of brilliant contrasts that made 
2001 one of the first great "head" films embraced 
by the '60s counterculture. It was, literally, a trip. 

Kubrick's next film, released in 1971, couldn't have 
been more different in look and tone. Though set in a not-

too-distant future, A Clockwork Orange, about a young 
British hooligan named Alex 
whose wanton hedonism is 
transformed by a maniacal 
and fascistic social engineer, 
is filled with the decay of our 
contemporary culture—it's 
a grim future that didn't 
quite arrive as we'd all 
hoped and expected. Yes, 
there's the sleek, curving 
lines, the gleaming plas-
tic, the bright primary 

colors, but it can't quite 
hide the world of de-
pressing, dilapidated 

housing projects and the 
"ultra-violence" ingrained in Alex and his 

"droogs" (cronies). Written originally by novelist An-
thony Burgess and realized by Kubrick, A Clockwork Or-
ange is a very black comedy; sick and horrific like Alex 
himself. Naturally, it called for a much different kind of 
soundtrack than 2001, but once again, Kubrick turned to 
a unique fusion of classical music themes and contempo-

rary renderings that fit the film perfectly. And once again, 
he produced a hit soundtrack in the process. 

Dominating the Clockwork Orange soundtrack are 
Moog synthesizer versions of a variety of classical pieces, 

Wendy Carlos 

including works by Henry Purcell (the movie's main theme 
is from his "Music for the Funeral of Queen Mary"). 
Gioacchino Rossini's "The Thieving Magpie" and "William 
Tell Overture,' and this month's Classic Tract, the "March 
from A Clockwork Orange," which is actually a chunk of 
the fourth movement of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony (the 
choral movement that includes the famous "Ode to Joy"). 
Beethoven's music figures prominently in the story: Alex 
loves "Ludwig van," as he calls him, particularly the glori-
ous Ninth. and Alex's nemesis in the film, who is trying to 
reprogram him against his will, away from the path of 

degradation and ultra-violence, at one point has Alex 
strapped in a chair, his eyelids held open by steel damps, 

and forces him to watch films of Nazi atrocities while his 
beloved Beethoven blares over humongous loudspeakers. 
Alex is more offended at this abuse of Beethoven than of 
the content of the film, so great is his love of the music. 
The film uses some actual syneonic Beethoven, but it 
mainly relies on the Moog synthesizer interpretations of 

the music by Wendy Carlos and her producer/musical 
partner Rachel Elkind, giving the music a strange, haunt-
ing, futuristic quality. 

Of course, synth scores are commonplace these days, 
and any kid who wants a synth can buy one—cheap!—pre-

programmed with hundreds of sounds. But in the late '60s 
and early '70s, there were only a handful of synths in exis-
tence; they were huge, cumbersome beasts that were very 
difficult to operate, and relatively few people had heard— 

let alone appreciated—their variegated electronic tonalities. 
Not surprisingly, some classical music purists were outraged 
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recording 

and offended by Carlos' radical reinterpre-
tation of Beethoven in A Clockwork Or-
ange. But then again, this was nothing new 
for Carlos: The same folks had become 
apoplectic in 1968 when Carlos produced 
the million-selling album Switched-On 
Bach, the record that single-handedly 
brought synth textures to the masses and 
made them (somewhat) acceptable. 
A native of Rhode Island, Wendy (nee 

Walter) Carlos became interested in elec-
tronics at a very young age, even winning 
a Westinghouse Science Fair scholarship 

for building a computer at home. She went 
to Brown University, where she majored in 
a hybrid of physics and music. She did her 
Master's work at Columbia in the early '60s, 
and studied at the Columbia-Princeton 
Electronic Music Center, which was the first 
of its kind in the U.S. "I thought what ought 
to be done was obvious, to use the new 
technology for appealing music you could 
really listen to," she said in an interview 
with the magazine New Age Voice. "Why 

wasn't it being used for anything but the 
academy-approved 'ugly' [electronic] mu-

Cool Spins 
The Mix Staff Members Pick 
Their Current Favorites 

Various Artists: Caught in the Webb, A 
Tribute to Webb Pierce (Audium) 

My introduction to country singer/song-
writer Webb Pierce came from the late, 
great blues artist Ted Hawkins, who per-

formed a raw, mournful version of "There 
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Stands the Glass" on his last album. When 
Pierce recorded the song in 1953, it was a 
bit more uptempo, but his MO was the 
same: simple, powerful songs sung with 
much more passion than polish. Ten years 
after Webb died of cancer, producer/per-
former Gail Davies (who charted with 

Pierce's " No Love Have l" in 1978) has as-
sembled a marvelous collection of like-
minded atists—including Dwight Yoakam, 
Emmylou Harris, George Jones, BR549, 
Willie Nelson and more—to bring their own 
voices to Pierce's music. Unlike many trib-
utes, this album was recorded and mixed in 
one studio, overdubbed in a couple of oth-

ers, with the same bandmembers and the 
same engineers; all of this makes for an al-
bum of distinctive recordings with consis-

tent sonics. Though there are a few in-
stances when the incomparable backing 
vocals by The Jordanaires inappropriately 
overshadow the lead vocals, these are su-
perb performances of great songs, and part 
of the proceeds benefit the Minnie Pearl 

Cancer Foundation and the Country Music 
Hall of Fame and Museum. 

Producer: Gail Davies. Recording/mixing 
engineer: Craig White. Overdub engineer: 
Rob Price. Recording/mixing studio: Curb 
Studios (Nashville). Overdub studios: Crys-
tal Sound and Little Chickadee Productions 
Studio (both in Nashville). Mastering: Glenn 
Meadows/Masterfonics —Barbara Schultz 

Orchestra Baobab: Pirates Choice 
(World Circuit/Nonesuch) 

This two-CD set reissues semi-legendary 
1982 recordings by Orchestra Baobab, one 
of Senegal's most successful dance bands 
during the '70s. Originally released only on 
cassette, these 12 tracks, none under six 
minutes, present a beguiling mix of 

Cuban-influenced dance music and more 
obviously African material. The first CD 

consists largely of smooth rhythmic 
grooves punctuated by Issa Cissoko's sax 

and the chiming guitar of Barthelemy At-
tisso, while a barely audible mix of bass, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE /55 

a 
pirates choice 

sic? You know, the more-avant-garde-than-

thouers, atonal or formally serious 12-tone 
strait-jacket." In another interview, she 
noted, "The typical electronic music setup 
of the '60s was a cluttered lab bench and 
a technician wearing a lab coat. It was hard 
to make music—melody, rhythm, orches-
tration, harmony, counterpoint—with 
these setups. Many of these technicians 
were not trained musicians, so we heard 
funky sound effects...So what was the 
public to think of electronic music? Ugh!" 

But Robert Moog's synthesizer changed 
that. "Bob Moog combined many of these 

devices into a cabinet with a touch-sensi-
tive keyboard," Carlos said. "A composer 
or pianist who knew something about 
electronics and the properties of sound 
could create real music. 

"Synthesizing sound was almost like 
sculpting—you'd adjust the dials to make 

it sound better. To polish my craft, I tried 
to synthesize known instruments like the 

violin, drum or oboe. My producer, 
Rachel Elkind, and I noted dial settings for 

each instrument, then I'd clack away on 
Bob's keyboard, recording only a meas-
ure or two of one `instrument' before the 

oscilloscope would drift out of tune. We 
recorded track upon track in this labori-
ous manner, and I'm pleasantly surprised 
at how spirited it sounds, considering the 
tediousness." 

She further explained: "The Moog was-
n't all that elaborate. There were a couple 
of oscillators, and you adjusted them to 
track the octaves. You would pick a wave 
shape from the four available—sine, trian-
gle, pulse wave and sawtooth. There was 

a white noise source and a filter to reduce 
the high end of the wave, to make it sound 

more mellow, to add resonance or take out 
the bottom. Then there were envelopers 
that came from Ussachvsky's ideas: attack 
time, delay, sustain and release. Set the 
thing to ramp up at some rate: slow for an 
organ or fast for a plucked string. Make it 
decay immediately for a harpsichord, or 
sustain for a piano... 

"Rachel helped me nail the tempo by 
putting down a click track. If, when I put 
the notes down against it, it sounded too 
fast, too bad—I did it over again! I had to 
clatter away slower than actual speed; you 
could never play faster than moderato. 

Sixteenth notes at a good clip? Forget it! If 
the tonal quality didn't change much over 
a phrase, you could get down a measure 
or two. To create a chord, you'd play the 
second line, then the third. With counter-

point, you'd play the melodies that wove 
together [one at a time]." 
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Beginning in 1966, Carlos built her 
own recording studio in her apartment on 

West End Avenue and 79th Street in Man-
hattan; one of the first true project studios. 
It was centered around a giant custom 
Moog—which looked a little like an old 
telephone switchboard—and Ampex tape 
machines: She started with a 350 stereo 
recorder, replaced it with the 

"much better Ampex 440B," 
and then constructed an Am-
pex 8-track herself. She also 
built a large power amp, a 
custom 10-in, 2-out mixer, a 

pair of 8-inch ducted-port 
speakers, a patchbay and VFO 
(varispeed) unit. Despite the 
technological limitations, Car-
los and Elkind managed the 
miraculous when they made 
Switched-On Bach in 1968. It 
was a huge success, becoming 
the first classical album to go 
Platinum, and even earned a 
Grammy for Classical Album of 

the Year—a controversial deci-
sion, to say the least. 

Over the next couple of years, Carlos 
and Elkind continued their pioneering 
work with synths, composing original 
pieces for the instrument (some of which 
became the 1972 album Sonic Seasonings) 
as well as interpreting existing ones—The 
Well-Tempered Synthesizer was a popular 
follow-up to Switched-On Bach. They also 
developed a new piece of gear them-
selves: a "spectrum follower," which con-
verted the human voice into electronic sig-
nals. They used this "vocoder," as it 
became known, to create an electronic 
translation of the choral movement of 
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, though 
they did not release it commercially at that 
time. The piece combined layers of spir-

ited synth lines, a la the Switched-On al-
bum, with stirring electronic vocalizations, 

most by Elkind. "As a singer, (Elkind] has 
much better control and vocal quality than 
do I," Carlos noted. "Also, her formants are 
of a lower pitch than mine, thus easier to 
pitch and process. A few shorter chorus 
parts in the last movement of the 
Beethoven Ninth Symphony performance 
were with my articulations, so they 
wouldn't merge with Rachel's important 
articulation of the tenor solo." 

Meanwhile, Stanley Kubrick was work-

ing on A Clockwork Orange in England. 
Carlos had loved the Burgess book and 
was a fan of Kubrick's work, and fantasized 
aloud that she'd love to get some of her 
music into the film; she thought it would 

fit well. When word filtered back to New 
York that principal filming had been com-
pleted, Elkind managed to get a tape of 
their version of the choral movement, as 
well as a stunning original composition by 
Carlos called "Timesteps," into the hands 
of the director. Kubrick was bowled over 
by what he heard and summoned Carlos 

Wendy Carlos' Manhattan studio, with Moog synthesizer, early '70s 

and Elkind to England. He agreed to use 
both pieces in the film and also arranged 
to have the team synthesize some other 
classical themes he was planning to use in 

the film and to create some background 
cues from scratch. 

"Since this was in the days before 
SMPTE was popular," Carlos wrote on her 
tremendously informative and educa-
tional Website (www.wendycad)s.com), 
"we used a 60Hz tone, put on one track 
of eight, so Kubrick's engineers could 
maintain synchronization, once the start 
'beep' had been located properly. It 

worked pretty well for a simple system. 
That 60 Hz, by the way, was gotten most 
expediently: a couple of alligator clips on 

the VU meter lights, to a patch chord, and 
right into the Ampex. 

"EA] 16-track 3M tape recorder cap-
tured most of the master elements, again 
with a 60Hz sync track.. We borrowed a 
35mm mono audio dubber from our 
friend, the composer Eric Siday, to play 
back the dialog track in sync and help us 
locate each sync point. Wherever there 
was a cue to hit, we glued a teeny snip of 
loud sine tone onto the tape onto that 
spot on the film's audio mag track, so the 
audio output provided a 'blip' at these 
spots. We bought a small, used Moviola to 
watch scenes we were about to score." 
A Clockwork Orange was an artistic 

and commercial triumph for both Kubrick 
and Carlos. The album made it up to 
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Number 34 on the Billboard charts, and 
a few months later, Carlos' Sonic Season-
ings became her first album of original 

music to come out; it too, was well-re-
ceived. Since then, Carlos has made nu-
merous albums of her synth composi-
tions and interpretations of others' music. 
A few years ago, her four major Bach 
works were compiled into the fabulous 
Switched-On Bay Set. Other major re-

leases include Digital Moonscapes (1983), 
Beauty in the Beast (1987) and Tales of 
Heaven and Hell (1998). On the film 
front, she scored Tron, the groundbreak-
ing mixture of computer animation and 
live action, and contributed music to 
Kubrick's horror masterpiece, The Shin-
ing. In 1998, the East Side Digital label 
put out a newly remastered version of her 
music for A Clockwork Orange, including 
the full version of "Timesteps" and a cou-
ple of cues that were either shortened or 
eliminated from the original film. It's a 
wonderful CD from beginning to end. 

Naturally, Carlos' studio setup has 
evolved through the years (and moved 
around Manhattan a few times), and she 
still faithfully checks out advances in 

recording and instrument technology. 
She is, and has always been, open to The 
New. "The musicians working in the 
medium now have these advanced 
tools," she said, "but they should not be 
stuck using only MIDI and prerecorded 
sounds. If they want to learn how the 
medium ticks, they should open the 
hood, get inside and get dirty. And they'll 
be grateful for everything they learn, for 

every discovery. It's wonderful, but 
damn, you have to have the motivation! 

And the curiosity." 

PHILIP MSS 
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prominent pop artists have recently 
recorded albums there, including Suzanne 
Vega, Duncan Sheik, David Bowie, 
Bowie's guitarist Earl Slick and Grace 
Jones. The studio is well-equipped: It has 
a 48-track G Series SSL console; Otan 2-
inch, Pro Tools and Logic./G4 recording 
systems; and plenty of outboard boxes. 

Still, though, Glass composes his mu-
sic the old-fashioned way: with paper, 
pencil and brain power. In this revealing 
interview, he discusses his methods and 
motives, and his life as a progressive 
composer forever going against the 

grain. 

You strike me as someone who sits at the 

piano for a very long time to work every-
thing out before going into the studio. 
I do a lot of working out, that's very true. 
And by the time I have it down on pa-
per—paper and pencil, I'm still working 
that way—then I turn it over to the peo-
ple I work with, who work directly to 
hard drive. Basically, we go into record-
ing mode right away. 
Do you have a separate studio at home? 
At home, I just have a piano and a table. 
And three blocks away is all the gear. 
Many days I don't walk over there at all. 
I will go over there today, but many days 
I don't go over there. 
That's interesting, because so much mu-
sic today is studio- and technology-based 
Many people are creating music but not 
composing it. They're sculpting it within 
their computers now. 
That's not so true of what we call concert 
music. In the world of concert music, I am 
the maverick who has adopted the tech-
nology of the rest of the music world and 
used it in the creation of operas, ballets 
and symphonies. To the degree that I 
have my own facility that I work with, 
very few composers have a setup like this 
in the world of experimental concert mu-
sic. In the world of film music or the dif-
ferent kinds of commercial music—and 
there are lots of different kinds of it—peo-
ple are working directly in the studio. 

You've been inspired by many different 
genres, which is great because ultimately 
I've found that so many of them are tied 

together 
That's what we're finding. Even the sepa-
rations are becoming less meaningful. The 
big record stores still try to categorize 
things into pop and jazz and opera and 
all that stuff, but the audiences aren't cat-
egorized that way. So in a way, I think the 
barriers between the genres are just dis-
solving. 
I imagine that when you started com-
posing 30 or 40 years ago, you probably 
found it to be very different. 
Oh, it was very different. The idea of 
working in the studio was very remote. 
Composers didn't work in studios except 
maybe if they got a piece recorded, which 
was not often. I've got about 40 CDs now. 
'find it interesting that you can go from 
writing epic pieces like Einstein on the 
Beach or Music in Twelve Parts to working 
in films, because obviously you have to 

condense those musical concepts. 
It's a different way of working. It's all stim-
ulating. It keeps you fresh to keep chang-
ing that way. 
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Do you find it challenging to condense 
your musical ideas into a smaller time 
frame for these films? 
And then the other way around, going 
back to an extended time frame. Like writ-
ing a little transition for a movie and then 
thinking about a scene of an opera that 
may be 10 or 15 minutes long. Or a slow 
movement of a concerto that could be 15 
minutes long, and then turning around and 
doing an arrangement for David Byrne 
that's got to be over in three minutes! 

I think we develop facility and a kind 
of distance and objectivity, in a way, 

about the work when we develop that 
kind of flexibility. I think it's extremely 
positive to work that way. 
Do you use dick tracks when recording 
your music? 
It depends. Sometimes we do, sometimes 
we don't. Some things are done best that 
way. When we're doing music live to a 
film, we don't use a click track. That is 
synchronized visually to the film. For live 
performances, I never use a click track. 

In the studio, it can be very useful, but 
we don't use a steady click track. We 
sometimes construct a click track that 
speeds up and slows down, so that when 

you're playing with it, it gives room for a 
different kind of expressivity. 
You have been very comfortable working 
with conductor Michael Riesman over 
the years. How much influence has he ex-
erted on your work? 
The main influence is that he has given 
me tremendous flexibility in what I can 
do. He brings a tremendous expertise to 
mixing and recording. Very often, I'm 
\\ riling a piece that's both a recording and 
a live performance. I know that we're go-
ing to record, and then I know that we're 
going to play it live like a film score. And 

I'll say to Michael, "How many instru-
ments can we use for the live perform-
ance?" And he'll say, "Don't worry about 
that. Write whatever you want to write 
and let me figure it out." So I do. Then 

we'll look at the score together and figure 
out how to make it work best, whether 
we're going from recording to live or live 
to recording. It could be either way. So he 
gives me a tremendous amount of flexi-
bility in what I do. It's really terrific. 
You have a five-CD box set out on None-
such called Philip on Film that collects 
many of yourfilm scores. Is there any one 
of these soundtracks in the box set that is 
your favorite? 

Always the new ones. Because they're 
new. The new ones are the pieces that we 
call shorts. They're short films made by 

Atom Egoyan, Shirin Neshat and Godfrey 
Reggio [and others]. So these are all 
movies that I'm very, very interested in. I 
enjoyed very much working with them. I 
worked collaboratively with all the film-
makers. 

When you're doing these soundtracks, 
how much influence do these directors 
have upon you? 

It depends upon the filmmaker. With God-
frey, I'm given a lot of freedom. And I was 

with Marty Scorsese, too, with Kundun, 
which is not in that box [completely], but 
it was an important score for me. I uy to 
get the filmmakers into a collaborative 
frame of mind where I can make real con-

tributions and they give me the room to do 
that. That's the best thing for me. 
Have you found yourself influencing the 
way they make films? 
In Godfrey's case, I've written music and 
then he's created the images afterward. 
For which film? 
The one we're working on right now! 

We're doing NaqoyqaLsi, which is the third 
of the qatsi movies. There's a little con-
necting piece that's about three minutes 
long, and he hasn't even made the images 
yet. He told me what it would be like and 
how it was going to function. I wrote 

some pieces, and we recorded them. Af-
ter I talk to you, I'm going to go down to 
the studio and look at the first images that 
he's put to it. 

How will this film be different from 1Coy-
aanisqatsi and PowaqqatsiP 
It's extremely different in the way that the 
images were created. The images are 
mostly created from digital technology. If 
not, some were filmed and then they were 
revisited technologically, so that they 
ended up looking differently, processed 
in different ways. There is almost no im-
age in the film that would appear the way 

it would have in a normal film. So he's 
created a very different film language in 
terms of the visual language. 

The story is the ongoing story that 
Godfrey has, which is the impact of 
modernity and technology on the way we 
live. It's not always a critique of it. People 
think he's very much against the modern, 
but he's not actually. He's just trying to 
present what he sees as the process that's 
going on around us. 
Tell me about Looking Glass studio. 
We have two rooms. The A room is where 

we can do sessions with string sections 
and brass sections, and the B room is re-
ally an overdub room. We've had 2-inch 
analog [tape machines] for a long time, 
but everything is Pro Tools now. The 
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rooms are also very good for 
mixing. The control rooms are 
fairly spacious so that you can be 
comfortable. 
Do you own Looking Glass? 
I own it, unfortunately. [chuck-
les] I had a partner a few years 
ago who left me, and I got stuck 
with it. That's when I began rent-
ing it out commercially. And 
then I had to continually up-
grade it to keep up with the level 
of technology in the business. 

We have very good engineers 
and people that are quite expert 
at digital stuff. 
Do you do any preproduction 
in the studio or do you write 
everything at home? 
The writing is all done at home. 
All I take over to the studio is pencil and 
paper, and then what we do often is, we'll 

play all the music into a computer so that 
we can print out the parts for all the play-
ers. And at the same time, we can make 
the click tracks and everything we need 
to sequence. If it's a film, we have to be 
prepared to use a SMPTE code of some 
kind. 

Glass has written music for three of Godfrey Reggio's films, including 

Powaqqatsi. 

As far as synthesizers, samplers. teas 
units and sequencers go, how much, e any 
of those, haze you used in your music? 

We use them all, actually! In the produc-
tion, we can use everything. We may 

record an orchestra and then go back 
and sample strings and fill out the sound 
with that. 
Your music is so organic, you probably 

don't have lots of samples or 
restructured sounds. 
Actually, there's more than you 
might think. In fact, one of the 
things that Michael and [pro-
ducer] Kurt Munkacsi are skillful 
at is making things sound very 
organic. Sometimes it's painstak-
ing work to get things exactly 
right, recording things over and 
over again. When you hear it, it 
sounds like it just happened in 
a second. That's part of the art 
of what they do, to make it 
sound organic and natural, but, 
in fact, a lot of the work can be 
very technical. 
Does that include editing dif-
ferent passages together? 
Even that, you may have seven 

or eight alternate tracks of the same meas-
ure. If you're doing a singer, you may 
record the same phrase a number of 
times, and then you'll put together the 
best performance. It sounds funny if you 
explain it to people who aren't involved 
in the business. It sounds very technical, 
but the result can be an extremely beau-
tiful vocal line that would never actually 

desk we have ever hèard-tha 
offers the higheêt quality of 
classic anal?g ale°, and 
the automated f nctions 
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have happened in the real world. 
The devious aspect to Pro Tools is that 
some people can get addicted to the tech-
nical side and not pull away to let the 
music breathe, because they want to 
make things sound perfect. 
I think we a have good balance because 
we're also very involved in performance. 
Michael and I are often on the road. I do 
60 to 80 concerts a year, so I'm constantly 
involved with the organic reality of live 
performance. So that becomes a balance. 
It helps, I think, to have that experien-
tially in your mind when you're in the 
studio. 
You obviously have a signature style that 
some people love and others dislike. Are 
you ever aware, especially considering 
your large body of work, that you're writ-
ing a "Philip Glass piece"? 
The language has changed slowly over 30 
years. If you listen to Music in Twelve 
Parts and Kundun, they sound like they 
were written by different people, but I can 
hear myself in it. I'm always struggling 

with that. I think any artist is struggling to 
renew their style, and it's not easy to do. 
Some things you'll never break free of. To 
reinvent yourself, like the way you talk or 
the way you walk, is very hard to do. But 
I think if you work at it, you can maybe 
do it, if you keep enough doors and 
enough windows open so that the lan-
guage can refresh itself from time to time 
and take on a different meaning. 
Many of your pieces have cyclical arpeg-
gios in them. What do you find so mes-
merizing about them? 
When I began it, it was a way of combin-
ing harmonic and rhythmic language in 
the same structure. That's what that was. I 
just wrote a symphony where there are no 
arpeggios at all. It's gone. And there are 
very little in Kundun. 
Do you find any hyrril even some pleas-
ure, in the fact that when you started out, 
you were ruffling the feathers of some of 
the conservative classical establishment, 

and now you could be considered a pop 
culture icon? 
Well, that may be, but I still can't play in 
every opera house that I'd like to. The 
classical world is a very slow world to 
change. I simply worked around it and 
found ways of playing in different places. 
I think the work is recognized in a gen-
eral way. There are still places where it's 
not recognized at all. I have to put up with 
that. I probably always will. 
Do you still feel like an outsider? 
In some ways, yes. In some ways, no. 
You've managed to make a lot of differ-

ent music and work with a wide range of 
people. 
The thing in America is that we recognize 
people with prizes and grants and acade-
mies, and I don't belong to any of them. 
I never got any prizes or grants, and I 
don't belong to any of the academies. Ex-
cept the Academy [of Motion Picture Arts 
& Sciences]; that's the only one I belong 
to. When I got nominated for Kundun, I 
automatically became a member. But I 
never got a Guggenheim, I never got a 
MacArthur. 

Glass wrote a new score for Tod Browning's classic 
film Dracula. 

Does it matter to you personally? 
No. But what I'm saying is that kind of af-
firmation, which is important for a lot of 
people, I gave it up a long time ago, be-
cause I realized it was never coming my 
way. It wasn't important to me. 
On your Website, there is a quote attrib-
uted to you: "Most music begins with an 
introduction, then it develops and has all 

sorts of adventures, some happy, some 
sad, and then it finally comes out at the 
end." How would you describe your own 
music? 
It's theater music. It's really driven by sub-
ject. And the subject is not necessarily a 
narrative subject. It can be a portrait, an 
image. It may not be a story. It could be 
a story that's told in a fragmented way. I 
describe my music as theater music be-
cause it involves image, text, movement 
and music, and the combination of these 
together is what interests me. I would say 
70 percent of the work I do is theater mu-
sic in that sense. 

Visit umv.philipglass.com for more on this 
composer. 
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Tracking to Tascam DA-98 HR, DA-88 
and DA-38 recorders, Johnson utilized the 
bit-splitting capability of the DA-98 to 
record the stereo tracks at a resolution of 
24 bits/176.4 kHz. A surround mix, cap-
tured simultaneously, was recorded at 24 
bits/88.2 kHz. "We did end up running out 
of space on the DA-88 that was tracking 
the surround mix, and ended up captur-
ing the surround field itself at 20 bits," he 
says. "That's still a lot of information, and 
the idea is to get it all at once, if possible, 
and avoid having to go into post, where 
you're placing a burden on a console to 
handle all of the data that's on tape. 

"I brought a pair of Lexicon reverb 
units—a PCM90 and 224XL—to provide 
delays and part of the signal mix to drive 
self-amplified speakers placed in the hall. 
Reverberation devices—with the possible 
exception of the latest Sony unit [the 
8881—yield less resolution and more 
noise side bands than the other equip-
ment we are dealing with. You can hear 
these artifacts when their electrical signals 
or reverberation feeds are mixed, so, in-
stead, directional speakers were posi-
tioned to drive the most reverberant parts 

of the hall I could find. Then I placed 
microphones in these active areas to sup-
ply the reverberation feed. A little micro-
phone feedback was mixed back to the 
reverberation units to help sustain and 
brighten the effect, and help balance the 
hall ambience." 

Johnson drove the hall with speakers 
to wet the sound, using a technique that 
traces back to the early London record-
ings on Decca. "We mix signals from am-
bience microphones that pick up both 
the sounds that naturally occur from that 
resonant space and the reflected sounds 
produced by the reverb speaker," he ex-
plains. "In other words, the speaker, 
which I have constructed for this pur-
pose, gets a mixture of reverb picked up 
by hall microphones, delayed feeds from 
instruments that do not couple or drive 
the space very well, solo singers and out-
puts from the reverberation units. 

"The ear expects to hear more hall 
sound as amplitude rises. Consequently, 
if you raise the gain on a singer's micro-
phone to bring him forward, the listener 
expects more response from the hall, but 
that doesn't happen here. To compen-
sate, I took some of the singer's signal, 

delayed it so that it lines up with the time 
frame of what the hall should sound like, 
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and then mixed in some electronic reverb. 
We also blend in several reverberation 
mics from that area that are simply pick-
ing up some of the most reverberant 
sound in the hall. The result of this blend 
is an acceptable, though not world-class, 
reverberation effect." 

Many engineers recording large classi-
cal ensembles use spot mics to capture in-
dividual instruments during the tracking 
process, and then handle balances in the 
mix. But because the Reference label's goal 
is to capture a performance as it happens, 
Johnson uses accent pairs instead of 

panned monaural spots. "We usually use 
cardioids or hyper-cardioids, but in stereo 
pairs. These mks have their own power 
suppliers and line amplifiers, which have 
equalization built in. They have different 
response curves than the more distant 
microphones. By properly adjusting these 
accent pairs, the listener hears the balance 
of an instrument as if it's further away than 
it really is from the mic, which gives a more 
natural sound. The pairs are arranged in 
time phase. That way, if an instrument is 
on the left of the sound field, we can 
arrange them so that they impart this effect. 
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"Generally, we use old Sennheiser 
MICHs from the 1950s for both the main 
and accent pairs," Johnson continues. "It's 
a classic mic, but it's extremely tricky to 
keep running. About half of my mics have 
diaphragms that are much thinner than 
the original issue; all have had the analog 
parts of the electronics replaced with di-
rect-couple servo electronics. The original 
solid-state design is awkward and clumsy 
by today's standards. 

"We used Coles ribbons mics on all of 
the soloists. They're very similar to the RCA 
44133Cs in their ability to produce a very nat-
ural voice sound. The 44s are actually su-
perior in this regard, but they're too fragile. 
Incidentally, the Coles are also probably the 
best mic for horns on the market. 

"We placed a pair of omni mics across 
the front of the orchestra, a center pair of 
cardioids on the winds, and another pair 
of cardioids quite high over the percus-
sion. To capture the chorus, we used a 
pair of high-placed omnis plus a pair of 
cardioids in the center. For the 5-channel 
feed, we blended in a center mic, which 
was placed in front of the orchestra." 

Johnson also designed and built the 
consoles used on this recording. "Three 
consoles were used on this project," John-
son says. "One board creates the 2-channel 
CD mix. Another deals with the 5-channel 
mix, and a third handled the accent micro-
phones; that board fed the other two. The 
only piece of electronics in the consoles is 
an active line drive, which takes the signals 
from these passive boards and boosts them 
so that they can be sent down a cable to 
the digital converters. We also used a little 
Mackie board for the reverberation signal. 
This board received signals from the other 
three consoles, mixed them and sent the 
signals to the speakers in the hall." 

Dealing with the large forces that 
Danielpour wrote for did not present un-
usual problems for Johnson. "The micro-
phones and line-drive amplifiers had been 
set up for this kind of work. The master 
gain is pretty much plus or minus 3 dB to 
achieve the right level. I've done enough 
recordings to know approximately where 
that level is going to be. I carefully listen in 
on the orchestra as it's tuning up. The most 
critical part for me was when the musicians 
were coming onstage and warming up. 
The only other time I had to get sound bal-
ances was when the orchestra and chorus 
were working some things out—maybe a 
five-minute period during which I made 
some trial fader moves and marked set-
tings. The setup and recording times were 
very limited." 
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Despite the pressures that came with 
tracking this Danielpour work, Johnson is 
pleased with the results. So is conductor 
Carl St. Clair. "The sound balances and 
ambience that Reference Recordings cre-
ated in our center is amazing," he says. 
"There is a wide spectrum of color and 
detail, and a great breadth of sound. I was 
extremely impressed with the division of 
the instrumental groups, which seemed 
miraculous to me. In a conceit situation, 
you're not making evaluations on these 
matters. You're simply passing through 
time with a piece. But making a record is 

different. You want a note-perfect per-
formance, if possible, with emotion, and 
you want it captured with the most detail 
possible. All of us associated with the Pa-

cific Symphony believe that An American 
Requiem will join the canon of the great 
masses, and this recording will help es-
tablish it in the public's mind." 

For Danielpour, whose works have 
largely been recorded on the Sony label, 
An American Requiem represented his 
first foray into production. "Most of my 
records had Steve Epstein as producer," 
he notes. "Fortunately, Tam Henderson is 
a first-class producer and gentleman. Tam 
gave me a great deal of latitude regarding 
re-recording sections if I heard something 
that wasn't quite right. I didn't think it 
would be possible to record this work in 
three, three-hour sessions, but we did. A 
great deal of the credit goes to Carl and 
Reference Recordings. Sonically, I was 
amazed at the results." 

The Danielpour Requiem, which was 
rush-released in January, is quickly mak-
ing fans, including producer Tam Hen-
derson. "This is an extremely effective 
piece of choral music. It's melodic, dra-

matic and very effective. I think it will be-
come a repertoire item." 

For more, go to www.referencerecordings 
.com. 

Cool Spi n_, FROM PAGE 146 
drums, percussion and guitars percolates in 
the background. As many as five vocalists sing 
or chant the relaxed melodies, though few 
non-Senegalese listeners will have the lan-
guage chops to understand the lyrics. The sec-
ond volume continues the languid sway and 
upbeat mood of the Afro-Cuban material, but 
features more impassioned vocal perform-
ances and a less international sound, reflect-
ing the various musical influences of the 
band's 11 members. Obviously made under 

primitive conditions, the barely produced but 
clean recordings are consistently engaging 
and musical, conjuring up a startlingly clear 
image of experienced musicians playing for 
themselves in a club or rehearsal room. Any-
one who warmed to the no-frills intimacy of 
The Band's one-room recordings or the cour-

teous musicianship of the Buena Vista Social 
Club will find this 94-minute collection a con-
stant delight, and even jaded sophisticates will 
find the " bar-at-the-end-of-the-beach" ambi-
ence irresistible. 

Produced by Moussa Diallo in Senegal. Re-
mastered by John Hadden, Tom Leader and 
Adam Skeaping. —Chris Michie 

Ten Years After: Live at the Fillmore East 
(Chrysalis) 
Excess, anyone? This release intrigued me be-
cause I was a huge fan of Ten Years After in 
'69-'70, particularly their Shhh and Crickle-
wood Green albums. This two-CD live set 
comes from early ' 70, between those two al-
bums, so it contains most of the best songs 
from both. I also saw them play at the Fillmore 

East a few months after this was recorded, so 
hearing this was a real trip back in time for 
me. Beautifully recorded by Eddie Kramer, the 
discs definitely capture TYA at their peak, jam-
ming furiously on just about every song. 
There's a sameness to guitarist Alvin Lee's 
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fleet-fingered solos that is wearing after a 

while, and they really only have two tempos— 

slow and really fast (a couple of songs start out 

slow, speed up, and then slow down again)— 

but I still like the songs, simple though they 

might be, and what a fine, gung-ho rhythm 

section: bassist Leo Lyons, drummer Rick Lee 

and keyboardist Chick Churchill. The CDs of-

fer a mix of familiar blues and early rock ' n' roll 

classics along with TYA originals such as " Love 

Like a Man," " 50,000 Miles Beneath My 

Brain" and, of course, the tune that made 

them famous in the Woodstock film, " I'm Go-

ing Home." A nice bit of nostalgia from that 

long-gone era When Guitarists Ruled The 

Earth. 

Produced by Ten Years After. Original engi-

neering: Eddie Kramer. Mixing and remastering: 

Peter Mew at Abbey Road (London). Recorded 

live at the Fillmore East February 27-28, 1970. 

—Blair Jackson 

Lo Faber: Henry's House (6 Feet of Snow) 

Lo Faber was the leader of the eclectic New 

York jam band God Street Wine, who put out 

a series of solid, underappreciated albums in 

the mid- to late ' 90s. His solo debut is quite 

an ambitious undertaking—a double-CD 

"rock opera"; 22 songs that form the basis 

of a rather convoluted children's story. 1 

dunno—I read the synopsis, I followed 

along.. .1 would've liked it a whole lot better 

if he'd ditched the concept and written more 

adult themes. But I have to give Faber high 

marks for the sheer craft that went into mak-

ing this album. It sounds fantastic, and 

there's so much variety to the tracks—won-

derful vocal pieces, instrumental turns that 

recall the best of progressive rockers like 

Genesis and Yes, some unmistakably Pink 

Floydian spaces and, not surprisingly, a few 

grooves that have that God Street Wine 

sound. Not as sinister as Tommy, and a thou-

sand times hipper than Raffi, Henry's House 

might very well appeal to younger listeners 

weaned on rock n' roll. Adults will have to 

pick and choose their favorites from this 

strorgasbord and ignore the sillier tunes. 

Still, It shows that Faber's songwriting and ar-

ranging chops are still first-rate. 

Produced, recorded and mastered by Lo 

Faber. Mixing by Faber and Ted Marotta. Stu-

dios: Great Northern (Argyle, N.Y.), with some 

overdubs cut at Cove City (Glen Cove, N.Y.) and 

Complete Music Services (NYC). 

--Blair Jackson II 
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—FROM PAGE 92, "PANIC ROOM" 

plan of the house and printed out the 
names of the sound files for each of the 

rooms, so when our effects editor, David 
Hughes, would be in a particular room, 
he'd know which sounds went in there." 

Like the sound, music also played an 
important role in the film. "Howard Shore, 
our composer, did an amazing job," Klyce 
says. "We actually spotted the film twice; 
once in the early stages of the film, while 
Fincher was still shooting, and once to-
ward the end. During the spotting ses-
sions, Howard and I realized that it was 
imperative that we collaborate as much as 
possible. So much of filmmaking is de-
partmentalized, where the sound crew 
and the music crew don't hear each oth-
er's work until the final mix, often when 
it is too late. Howard and I decided not to 
take that route and instead communicate 
with each other as much as possible. We 
sent each other works in progress. We 
would talk on the phone and decide 

where the sound would stop and the mu-
sic would begin. We would speak of fre-
quency ranges and of pacing. We even 
ended up collaborating quite closely on 
the slow-motion sequence in reel 4." 

The score was recorded on the Sony 
MGM stage in Culver City by John Kurlan-
der, with David Gleeson producing. The 
music was mixed at Capitol Studios and 
then shipped up to Skywalker for finaling. 

'The music department had it rough," 
Klyce notes. 'The schedule was accelerat-
ed, leaving no time. Everyone was work-
ing flat out and around the clock. Fincher 
fell in love with the opening theme and 
demanded to have it recapitulate several 
times in the film, forcing Howard and his 
team to re-score three cues in the eleventh 
hour of the mix. It was stressful, but in the 
end, Fincher got what he wanted." 

Restraint is hardly the word that usu-
ally comes to mind when discussing 
Fincher's approach, but Klyce insists that 
the director actually has a very deft touch 

and is quite sensitive to dynamics. "This 
whole film is about sound, to an extent," 
he says. "There's a scene early on, where 
the bad guys break into the house, and 
you hear them creeping up the stairs. 

Jodie wakes up—she's hung over—goes 
into the bathroom. She pees, she flushes 
the toilet. The men hear it. She walks 
across the floor and the men hear that. 
They walk up the stairs. We see them ac-
cidentally kick a basketball, which then 
flies down the staircase. Jody hears the 
same sound, but from a distance...There 
is a lot of these types of subtle noises that 
actually help tell the story. 

"Also, Fincher's not afraid to use si-
lence," he adds. "He's very mature in his 
taste, and it's kind of wonderful to not 
have a lot of loud whooshes and not 
have noise for every single thing you see. 
It makes the audience lean a little more 
closely to the creen and that heightens 
the tension. And that's what it's all 

about." 
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map—the number of edits we wanted—and they could be done 
immediately while we were recording other cues. Then, at lunch 

break, Howard could review the edits of what we'd recorded in 

the previous hours. Having the knowledge that all those edits 

were going to work while the musicians were still present was 

quite comforting." 

The Panic Room SAN, which was designed at the suggestion 

of technical director David Gleason, was built around 1.3 terabytes 

of shared storage, including a Qualstar 4212 AIT tape library sys-

tem capable of backing up 2.6 TB of data. To avoid fan and drive 

noise, the storage components, which all fit on one rack, were 

housed in a separate machine room. Standard multimode fiber 

cabling linked all of the systems to the storage tower, which 

comprised 24 Fibre Channel 10k Seagate Cheetah drives and a 

16-port Vixel fabric switch used to convert the fiber 

light into gigabit Ethernet. 

"The Vixel is a very high-speed version of an Eth-

ernet hub," Levy explains. " It hooks up all the work-

stations through fiber optics and interfaces them to 

the rack of drives." 

The two editorial Pro Tools systems, one 8-chan-

nel and one 16-channel, provided monitoring 

through Martinsound Multimax matrixes that al-

lowed the editors to select from mono, stereo or sur-

round sound monitoring. Speakers were Genelec 

1029s with M&K subwoofers. 

As the scoring dates happened, mixing sessions for 

the project were already under way at Capitol Record-

ing Studios in Hollywood. The Pro Tools systems used 

for mixing were running from SCSI hard drives, so four 

SCSI bays on the SAN tower were made available for Fibre Chan-

nel to SCSI transfers of the program material, and removable 

drives were couriered between the studios. "The only way cur-

rently available to transfer data is via removable SCSI drives," Levy 
notes. "The expense and complexity of trying to pipe fiber directly 

from point to point is still prohibitive, although I'm convinced that 

we'll be able to do it soon." 

Advanced Audio provided onsite technicians Erik Swanson 

and Ti Lindgren for the dates, which, according to Kurlander, 

went smoothly. " It was pretty transparent," he contends. " Paul 

Levy gave us a lot of support and put a lot of man-hours into 

the preparation. As with any of these groundbreaking things, 

we took a little extra time in setting up. But once it was up and 

running, it really paid off while the orchestra was there." II 

Paul Levy, left, and John Kurlander in front of the Fibre Channel SAN. 
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BY OLIVER MASCIAROTTE 

Unheralded Standard Bearer? 

USB Version 2 Targets I/O, Utility Needs 

B
ack in the days when children walked to the 
school bus and phone calls were "dialed" by 
making and breaking switch contacts, there 

existed a serial protocol or two. Geeky folk used them 
for simple communication tasks, like connecting a 
primitive peripheral to a computer or controlling some 
industrial process. That serial port has grown up, and, 
at least in the consumer arena, the role is now being 
filled by USB, the Universal Serial Bus. 

The five-year-old USB standard, middle-aged by 
computer standards, has gotten some recent injec-
tions of the same technology that keeps Keith 
Richards running like a well-oiled clock. Though 
Version 2.0 of the standard has a design data rate of 
480 Mbits/second, don't think that you'll always see 
that performance level. More on that point in a bit, 
but, for now, let's marvel at the kaleidoscope of USB 
stuff that's appeared in the marketplace since "Bit-
stream" last visited it back in August of 2000. 

Generally, USB devices fall into either the stor-
age, utility or I/O category. Let's start with what I call 
the utility category of products, including those that 
convert your legacy, serial, parallel, PS/2, ADB or 
CardBus ports to/from USB, power-management 
products such as those that restart your computer 

when it goes catatonic, or USB-equipped UPSs (unin-
temptable power supplies) that put your computer 
gently to bed when the power utility does an Enron. 

There's been a lot of buzz about Bluetooth lately, 
and, though it's mostly hype, you too can participate 
in your own nano-network with 3Com's USB-to-
Bluetooth converter. More mundane but definitely 
more useful are those products that back up your 
machine before the inevitable crash and burn. To-
ward that end, wouldn't a no fuss, no muss backup 
solution be nice? How 'bout CMS Peripherals' ABS 
line: Stand-alone, USB 2.0 hardware and embedded 
software combos that, once connected to either Mac 
or Win, automatically initiate a full or incremental 

backup. 
From the I/O arena, we have audio and video as 

well as USB's traditional turf, human-interface prod-
ucts like keyboards and mice to choose from. Need 
to get analog audio or video into or out of your com-
puter? No problem! Need a haptic joystick to fully ap-
predate your new fight simulator? No problem! Need 
a better stock tip than shares of @Home? Sorry, wrong 
magazine! 

On to digital audio VO gear...There are several MI 
(Musical Instrument, aka semipro) products out there 
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Diving into High-Definition 

It's not just a job, it's a truly unconventional adventure when John Brooks, an 
award-winning producer/director/cinematographer, is in charge of the project. 
He is currently in the final stages of finishing a one half hour "high-definition" 
video documentary about the underwater work of Alaska's Glacier Bay. 

"The Park Service had this project in the que for a couple of years. The delay was 
actually a blessing in disguise because it allowed me to take advantage of today's 
high-definition quality", said Brooks. "This piece will enhance the visitor's expe-
rience by giving them a spectacular close-up view of the bay's underworld", 
added Brooks. 

Brooks wanted a solution that would allow him to match or exceed the bench-
mark resolution of underwater filming. After a great deal of research and 
underwater equipment testing, Brooks found HD to be very flexible in its ability 
to deliver superior resolution in the bay's harsh underwater conditions. One of 
Brooks' biggest concerns was the camera. "The camera had to be able to withstand 
extreme underwater conditions over long periods of time without incident", said 
Brooks. This concern was lessened when he discovered a Panasonic HD camera 
with a special Pace Technologies housing specifically built for underwater filming. 

On the post-production side, Brooks needed a reliable and flexible 
solution. He used a Power Mac G5 with an Atto Ultral 60 SCSI card, 
Apple Cinema Display, Final Cut Pro, the RAID-ready StorCase 
InfoStation enclosure solution filled with Maxtor Atlas drives, 
CineWave HD and Panasonic's compact deck. 

Brooks shot and viewed tapes with his onboard 
monitor immediately in HD after each 32 minute 
dive. The tapes were later transferred to D5 
masters for archiving and converted to DVCPro 

format for editing using CineWave's video capturing feature. 
This allowed Brooks to fit 13 hours of quality compressed 
video on the StorCase InfoStation storage solution. Edited 
drafts were created in DVCPro by utilizing Final Cut Pro. 
After the editing process was complete, the drives were flushed 
clean and a final edited version was recaptured in full HD resolution. After some 
fine-tuning, the makings are output back onto D5. A D5 Master with soundtrack 
and animations will be created at a post-production facility and a final HD copy 
will be transferred onto storage where all future products will be derived. 

Armed with all his brilliant talent and cutting-edge capture and post-production 
equipment, Brooks is already thinking about and planning his next out-of-the-
ordinary journey somewhere along the continental shelf in the South Atlantic. 

For additional information about InfoStation, log onto the StorCase Web site at 
www.storcase.com and take the InfoStation virtual tour, or contact a product 
specialist directly at (800) 435-0068. 

eStorCase 
TECHNOLOGY 

A Kingston Technology Company 

Providing rugged, upgradable storage products worldwide. 
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that address the budget end of the mar-

ket or simply don't require a whole lot of 
bandwidth to do their job. An example of 

the former is MOTU's cross-platform 824. 

With ADAT sync in, phantom power and 
the ability to chain up to four units for 72 

channels of sample-accurate 48/24, the 

price and performance meet most of bub-

ba's needs. Not to be outdone, Ego Sys-

tems also has most I/O bases covered with 

a complete line of ADAT and analog-con-
version products to choose from. Swisson-

ic's AD96 is yet another example of USB 
audio I/O. It joins Emagic's EMI 216 in the 

increasingly crowded USB-for-MI market. 

Performing journeyman's duty on the field 

recording front is the rugged, bus-powered 
USBPre from Sound Devices. For those 
who can't seem to scrape up enough 

dough to splurge even on those cost-ef-

fective entries, Griffin Technology provides 
two choices for analog audio I/O, their 

straight-up iMic and the fancier but still in-
expensive PowerWave. 

Along with its 824, MOTU has a USB-

attached synchronizer, the MOTU MIDI 

Timepiece A/V. Because MIDI is a low-

speed protocol, many vendors have MIDI 

interfaces with USB. Edirol has several 
nice USB-equipped solutions for the elec-

tronic musician that combine digital au-
dio/sound card I/O functions with MIDI. 
Enthusiasts just getting into production 

may like Korg/ToneWorks' new PXR4 with 

a USB spigot for song transfers. Another 
appropriate match is USB and control sur-

faces. Event's EZbus and Tascam's US-428, 

and baby brother US-224s, wrap control 

and I/O into neat blue packages. Steinberg 

provides the Houston controller for their 
VST engine, while Contour Design's 
ShuttlePRO and Midiman's Surface One 

fit the bill for pure control surface satis-
faction. Surveying incroachment into their 

domain, JLCooper continues the lead role 
as Control Surface King. They have, along 

with MIDI-to-USB mapping software, a 
wide range of modular hardware solutions 

from basic to elaborate. 

Even consumer audio isn't immune to 
the lure of USB's low cost. Onkyo's 

DW-S500 all-in-one stereo system ships 

with USB audio I/O. They also sell USB al-
ternatives to the traditional sound card, 

which includes, along with the traditional 
AD/DA for computer I/O, a microphone 

input, stereo RCA analog input, and one 
AES Type II VO with optical and unbal-

anced connectors alone with a headphone 

output. Note that all of the audio-related 
gear I've mentioned has USB 1.1 ports. As 
USB 2.0 silicon drops in price, audio ven-

dors will have the incentive 

to justify adding that in-

creased performance to their 
bragging rights. 

For storage, where the 

large capacity of modern IDE 

drives really benefit from the 

throughput of USB 2.0, you 

can take your pick of gazil-

lions of rotating media offer-

ings. Affordable pricing on 

IDE-to-USB 2.0 bridge hard-
ware makes it a snap to grab 
a sexy case and integrate a product 

WiebeTech has taken the minimalist ap-
proach with their USB (and 1394) Drive-

Dock line, a must-have for any techie's tool 
kit. Some, like Minds@ work's Digital Wal-

let, even include autonomous operation. 

Though there are lots of slow storage 

products based on USB 1.x, CompuCable. 

along with DAT Optic, LaCie, New Motion 
Technology, QPS and others, have taken 
the bull by the horns and introduced USB 

2.0 hard drives. A bonus feature to these 
products is that they also carry 1394 ports. 

At the time of writing, not even Intel. 
champion of USB 2.0, is shipping a mother-
board with USB 2 built-in. You'd have to 

be content with the 12-Mbits-per-second 
speed of classic USB rather than the 480 

Mbps that USB 2.0 holds forth. California 
Drives, in addition to CMS Peripherals, 
Keyspan, Maxtor, Orange Micro and oth-

ers, offers low-cost, add-in USB 2.0 HBAs, 
which quench any thirst for Version 2. 

speed. 

A relatively new storage alternative, a 
variant of flash memory readers, are 

stand-alone, solid-state memory prod-

ucts, exemplified by DiskOnKey's flash 

memory fob. It's small enough to hang on 
your key chain and performs flawlessly 

across all common platforms without 
driver installation. With an embedded OS, 

the DiskOnKey product probably quali-

fies as the world's smallest NAS, or net-
work-attached storage. 

With present capacity around 128 MB, 

flash fobs aren't capacious enough for big 

storage demands, just yet anyway. 

Though you can't expect to carry your 
entire mix date or MP3 library around on 

one, look for capacity in this category- to 

double and then double again in the near 

future. Here, as in other product classes, 

USB 2.0 support is not assured. M-Sys-
tems, the parent company of DiskOnKey, 

is typical of the cautious approach of 
many CE vendors. Blaine Phelps, world-

wide marketing director at M-Systems, 

says, "The company plans on implement-

Consumer USB: Orekyo's 0W-5500 oil- in-one steteo system with USB 

audio I/O. 

trig USB 2.0 by Q3 ot 2d02,. At this time, 

it's really a debate of whether or not USB 
2.0 will be implemented by our partners, 

at which time we will deliver products." 

Now is the time when I inject that 

caveat brought up earlier: Don't expect 
anywhere near the advertised through-

put. USB, aka Unquestionably Slow and 
Braindead, is not a peer-to-peer protocol. 

It requires hand holding from the host for 

most everything. In addition, V. 2 devices 
cannot maintain their speed advantage 

on a bus shared with V. I devices. The 
always useful hub, a necessity for any 

complex installation, provides some re-
lief. Julie Moeller, VP of BizDev at Orange 

Micro, confirmed an interesting feature of 

their USB 2.0 hub: Each port runs at the 
maximum speed of the device on that 
port. Because the slowest device in the 

chain dictates the speed for all devices on 
that chain, think carefully before daisy-
chaining USB devices. 

Despite my kvetching, USB has one ad-
vantage that I can think of: self-discovery 

of newly attached devices. While the 1394 
protocol also supports self-discovery, both 

Win and Mac OS fail to take advantage of 
it at present. Which brings us to operating 

systems. As mentioned in February, Mi-

crosoft has shifted its emphasis away from 
USB to focus on 1394 as the high-speed 

bus of choice. Still, XP provides basic sup-
port for USB 2.0 right out-of-the-box. As for 
Apple, OS 10.1 also has solid USB 1.x sup-

port, but USB 2.0 is still lacking. 

One last thing: Though I'm not sure 
how to categorize it, Lego's MindStorms 

ROBOLAB infrared transmitter cuts the 

leash that prevents your robotic tape op-

erator from getting serious work done. 

Now that's what I call progress! 

0Mas (bitstream@seneschal net), having 

made substantial progress of late on a 
client's DAM project, has been decom-
pressing via the mesmerizing Gmboto. For 

pertinent links and back issues on USB, go 
to www.seneschal.net. 
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WHITE PAPER SERIES ADVERTISEMENT 

OHM-M A 7ING" DISCO\TPTFS 
SECRETS OF THE GROOVE TUBES VIPRE PREAMP 

F
l 4 ARLY IN THE ANNALS OF PRO AUDIO. 

mics and mic preamps were often made 

by the same company, and the output 

and input impedance between the mic and 

preamp were matched to provide the best 

possible audio quality. 

Those days are long gone now, and most 

condenser mics send a 200-250 ohm load into 
an input about 10 times the impedance - 

roughly 2000-3000 ohms. 

Altering the load against which the mic 

has to push fundamentally alters the tone and 

character of the output signal. 

At the core of the Groove Tubes Vipre is a 

multi-tap high-performance input transformer, 

with four distinct positions: 300, 600, 1200 

and 2400 ohms. This changes the working 

impedance or loading of a given microphone 

and can strongly influence the sound qualities 

by the cumulative effects of small differences. 
These differences vary from microphone 

to microphone, but all mics respond quite 

audibly when the preamp input impedance is 

altered. This control feature opens a much 

larger sonic window to each mic, and provides 

the ability to magnify certain attractive tonal 

shifts in the way it responds to impedance 

changes. 
Vintage microphones are especially 

sensitive to load terminations, as impedance 

matching was the norm in early broadcast and 

recording facilities. 
Ribbon mics, for example, are sought after 

for their smooth tonal properties. When 

properly terminated or loaded with 300 ohms, 

the tonal characteristics change, and the sound 

seems to "bloom" in a way most people have 

never heard. 
The equalization changes slightly as well, 

with the entire spectrum from about 100Hz to 

15kHz taking on a very slight tilt, typically 

around -1dB at the low end, and around +1dB 

at the upper registers. Very slight when 

looking at individual frequencies, but the 

cumulative effect over the whole spectrum is 

unmistakable. 
This kind of variation would be almost 

impossible to recreate with any kind of EQ, 

unless the principle of a simple, uncluttered 

signal path is abandoned altogether. 

Moreover, a balanced-bridged or 

transformerless input is provided, bypassing 

the variable-impedance input transformer 

altogether for a completely different sonic 

character. 
An instrument input is also provided on 

the front panel of the Vipre for easy access, 

and can be padded by -20dB to accommodate 

the stronger output signals from active 

instrument electronics. 

VARIABLE IMPEDANCE 

INPUTS 

Altering the input 

impedance changes the 

load against which the 

mic has to push. This 

dramatically alters the 

performance of any mic - 

from classic ribbons to 

vintage and modern 

condensers - even 

dynamics. All mics 

will respond similarly in that the apparent 
proximity gets 'closer' when the impedance is 

lowered, but since you're changing the load 

on the mic, you're altering the performance of 

the mic - not the preamp. 

Some vintage mic preamps (like Neve 

modules) can be internally hard-wired to 

one of two different impedances. Avalons 

2022 and Joe Meek's VC-1 both have an 

"impedance matching circuit" - consisting of 

a resistor network placed AFTER the load is 

already terminated. But, this isn't the same 

as what the Groove Tubes Vipre offers. 

This is the only preamp we know of 
with a front-panel-selectable, truly variable 

impedance transformer. 

In short: You haven't heard your mics until 

you've heard them loaded at different 

impedances. With all the control functions 

available on this unit, anyone with even a 

modest selection of mics can dramatically 

increase their tonal options by using a Vipre. 

VARIABLE RISE TIMES 

Rise-time is very much the same as "slew-

rate" - the rate of speed at which the 

amplification circuit can amplify the signal. 

You can't go from zero to five volts in no 

time - and how fast a circuit can amplify is 

part of what imparts its sound. Vintage circuits 

were much slower than are today's, and - in 

theory - faster is better. 

Faster amplification circuits retain the 
leading edge of the transient signal, especially 

apparent on the higher frequencies. But 

slowing the rise time down can mellow or 

smooth out the signal, often rounding-out 

harsh sibilants from vocals or edgy tones of 

instruments. 
In a way, you can think of rise-times as a 

"time machine" for preamps - the slower the 

rate, the more vintage the sound. No other 

preamp but the Vipre has this special feature. 

GROOVE TUBES LLC 

www.groovetubes.com 

sales@groovetubes.com 

1-800-459-5687 

The Groove Tubes Vipre is a mono-block, fully-differential Class A all-tube preamp 

with variable input impedance and adjustable rise time. It can be set for over 20 

different tonal variations - all without ever requiring EQ or other signal-degrading 

devices to achieve them. 

ALL-TUBE, FULLY-DIFFERENTIAL 

CLASS A DESIGN 

Class A means that the same amplification 

device (in this case, tubes) are doing the 

entire waveform, both the maxima and 

minima of the wave. 
Class AB and Class B use separate amp 

devices to do the maxima (or top side) and 

minima (low side) of the wave. Those are 

more efficient, but not nearly as accurate or 

true. 

Fully-differential means that the signal 

remains balanced throughout, never becoming 

unbalanced or single-ended. 

Almost all amp circuits break the balance. 

(In a console, the signal is single ended from 

the time it comes into the preamp, until 

bridged at the output.) This is accomplished 

by using identical, mirror-image signal paths 

throughout - and why we use ceramic 

deck attenuators instead of potentiometers for 

gain adjustments. 

Common mode-rejection ratios are 

significantly improved, as are signal-to-noise 

ratios. 

PRECISION GAIN AND GENUINE VU 

In order to maintain a fully floated and 

balanced signal path throughout the entire 
circuit, there are no potentiometers on the 

front panel. Instead, gain controls consist of 

ceramic deck rotary switch assemblies 

arranged for discrete step attenuation, 

providing repeatability, ultra-wide control 

range and superior accuracy. 
To watch over all this signal manipulation 

capability, the Vipre is fitted with a genuine 

VU meter for signal observation - complete 

with five separate types of VU response 

through an amplified VU meter driver circuit 

that allows for an "expanded view" of -20dB 

to +4dB - up to a -60dB to +9dB response. 

Borrom LINE: ONLY VIPRE DOES 
WHAT NO OTHER PREAMP CAN 

Hear the Vipre - along with our full line of 

mics at your Groove Tubes audio dealer - or 

visit us at the New York City AES, booth 1087. 



New Hardware/Software for Audio Production 

TC WORKS POWERCORE 01 

TC Works PowerCore 01 is a mono-
phonic synthesizer plug-in for the TC 

Works PowerCore card. Modeled after 

classic analog monosynths, with more 

than 100 presets, this Mac/PC plug-in re-

quires PowerCore, PowerCore Software 

1.5, and a VST Instrument-compatible 
sequencer application such as Logic, 

Cubase or Nuendo. Registered Power-

Core users can download it for free at 
www.tcworks.de. 

NUENDO AUDIOLINK 96 I/0S 
Steinberg's (www.steinberg.net) Audiolink 

Series of I/Os for ASIO-compatible sys-

tems offers many features from the Nu-

endo PCI 96/52 card and the Nuendo 8 
I/0 96k. These include 24-bit/96kHz 

resolution, an integrated mixer with 
several submixes, pro peak and RMS-

level metering, and TotalMix technology 

for complete ASIO 2.0 direct monitor-
ing. The Nuendo Audiolink 96 System 

has either an AudioLink 96 PCI or a 
CardBus (PCMCIA Type II) card, the 

AudioLink 96 Mobile, and a choice of 
the Audiolink 96 Digiset or Audiolink 
96 Multiset I/Os: Audiolink 96 Digiset 

is an extended version of the Nuendo 

PCI card 95/52, with three ADAT I/Os, 
ADAT Sync In, S/PDIF I/O and word-
clock I/O, two MIDI 

I/Os and analog line 

out. The multichannel 

Audiolink 96 Multiset 

has ADAT I/O, ADAT 

Sync In, S/PDIF I/O, 

MIDI I/O, Wordclock 

I/O and analog line 
output. Audiolink 96 

Multiset also provides 
eight balanced 24/96 

analog I/Os. Drivers 

include Windows 98/ME (MME 

with multiclient operation, ASIO 

2.0, GSIF), Windows 2000, Win-

dows XP (MME with multiclient op-

eration, ASIO 2.0) and MacOS 

(ASIO 2.0). Latency is stated to be 
as low as 1 ms. 

CYCLING ' 74 CYCLOPS 

Cycling 7‘i (www.cycling74.com) now 

distributes Code Artistry's Cyclops—S99 
video-input analysis system—a Max/MSP 

object for multimedia development. This 
second-generation version of the VideoIn 

object adds color support, a graphical ed-
iting interface and improved zone 

identification, and it can save user 

settings. Cyclops supports most 

QuickTime-compatible video input 
hardware, and from a video-cap-

ture card, USB or FireWire source, 
the Cyclops object analyzes the 
video frames and outputs Max/MSP 

control messages based on the im-

ages. Users can specify areas of an 
input image to analyze and the 

type of analysis to perform. The Cyclops 
object supports grayscale, threshold, dif-

ference (motion) or color analysis of the 

incoming video image, and its control 

output format allows integration of mo-
tion control and object tracking into the 

interactive Max4/MSP2 multimedia pro-
gramming environment. 

values, variable 0.1-30 bandwidth (Q), 

sweepable 20-20k Hz frequencies, indi-

vidual band Bypass buttons, and 24dB 

stereo input/output meters. Filter types 

include peak, notch, high-shelf, low-

shelf, high-cut and low-cut. SuperFreq 

can optionally be launched as an 8-band 
paragraphic EQ, rather than the standard 

10-band. SuperFreq features OS X's 

"Aqua" interface (a high-tech brushed-
metal interface is used under OS 9), and 

works within any Carbonized VST host 

application, such as BIAS Peak 3 or 
Peak LE 3; it also runs under Mac OS 

8.5 through 9.2.x. 
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BIAS SUPERFREQ 

New from BIAS (www.bias-inc.com), 

SuperFreq is a real-time, Mac OS X-na-
iive, 10-band paragraphic EQ VST plug-
in. SuperFreq features -18 to +18dB gain 
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MACKIE PLUG-INS FOR UAD-1 

Mackie Designs (www.inackie.coni) 

offers two new plug-ins for the UAD-1 

Powered Plug-Ins Pro product. Devel-

oped in conjunction with Universal 

Audio, the Pultec EQP-1A Program 
Equalizer and the Nigel Guitar Proces-

sor are free to registered UAD-1 users 

and are initially available for Windows 

users; both plug-ins will also be avail-

able for the Mac platform later in 
2002. All features of the original Pul-

tec Program EQ are provided in the 

EQP-1A, including separate boost and 
attenuation controls and the ability to 

dial-in seemingly dangerous amounts 
of boost. All front panel controls are 

included, with accurate modeling of 
all knob tapers. The "Nigel" Guitar 

Processor provides a complete plug-in 

multi-effects solution, with a wide 

palette of guitar tones and effects, 
such as gate/compressor, phaser, 

wah-wah, tremolo, echo delay up to 

1,200 ms, and chorus, flange and vi-
brato effects. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

EGO SYS 192K INTERFACES 
Priced from $ 199, the Ego Sys 
(www.esi-pro.com) 192 Series of PCI 

multichannel audio interfaces offer up 
to 24-bit/192kHz performance with si-

multaneous record/playback capability. 
New products include the Waveterminal 
192L and Waveterminal 192X—both 

are 2-in/6-out PCI cards—and the 4-in/ 

8-out WaMi Rack 192X. The half-length 
PCI card Waveterminal 192L ($ 199) has 

20-bit/96kHz ADCs and 24/192 DACs, 

along with stereo analog line ins, a 
mic preamp with 12VDC phantom 

power, headphone out and 24-bit/ 

192kHz S/PDIF optical digital out. The 
$299 Waveterminal 192X has a 24/192 

S/PDIF optical digital out, and sup-
ports Dolby Digital 5.1 and DTS 5.1 

surround formats. Waveterminal options 

include S/PDIF optical digital ins, 

192kHz S/PDIF co-ax I/O and a 1-in/ 
1-out MIDI interface. The single-rack-

space WaMi Rack 192X ($799) con-
nects to a PC via a half-length PCI 

card, and features four discrete XLR 

(line/mic switchable) inputs with 

48VDC phantom power, headphone 
out with independent level control, 

built-in MIDI interface, optical and 

coaxial S/PDIF ports, and support for 
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Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS ES 6.1 and 7.1 

surround sound formats. All 192 Series 

systems support the Ego Sys E-WDM 
driver for compatibility with Windows 

XP, 2000, ME and 98SE. 

ARBORETUM MONTAGE 

Arboretum Systems (www.arboretum 
.com) debuts Montage, a Mac OS X-na-

tive application allowing creators of 
multimedia content to organize, edit and 

process their media in a single environ-

ment, combining video, pictures, audio, 

MIDI and text in the same project win-

dow. In Montage, the notion of track as-

signment is eliminated; rather, editing is 
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done in place, via direct data access at 
all zoom levels through the Overview 
window and its View Selection frame. 
(The Overview permanently displays the 

entire project, and a View Selector navi-

gates through locations.) Montage allows 

processing components either individual-
ly or in groups, whether or not they be-
long to the same media family; processor 

parameter changes can be controlled via 

MIDI, and automation data is recorded 

and can be edited. Arboretum proces-

sors—such as Hyperprism and Ray 

Gun—are available for use directly in 
Montage, and new video-processing al-

gorithms are in development. 

UPGRADES IIIE [WORTH 
Edirol (www.edirol.com) now offers Mac 
OS X drivers for its products, including 
the UM- 1, UM- 1S, UM-2 and UM-4 USB 
MIDI interfaces; UM-880 8x8 USB MIDI 
interface/patcher; SC-8820 and SC-8850 
USB MIDI sound modules; the SK-500 
USB MIDI synthesizer keyboard; and the 
PC-300 USB MIDI keyboard controller... 
The Lynx LS-ADAT 16-channel ADAT 
LStream Module and LS-AES 8-channel 
AES LStream Module feature up to 192k 
resolution; visit www.lynxstudio.com 
for specs. Also new from Lynx, an ASIO 
2.0 driver for Windows 2000/XP...New 
loop libraries from Bitheadz (www.bit 
headz.com): Pop Drums Volume One 

has 270 MB of drum loops and bass 
parts, Phrazer Discrete is based on Dis-
crete Drums' 12-CD library and Bitheadz 
AfroCuban Percussion is a 130MB com-
pilation of rythmic loops.. Propeller-
head Software's Quick Start Reason 
Guide, written by Craig Anderton, is 
available at www.musicsales.com, or 
from Propellerhead's Website: www. 
propellerheads.se...Glyph's MProject Plus 
is a FireWire hard drive with a 4-port 
hub to connect up to three MOTU 828s. 
A 40GB configuration lists for $899. 
Check out www.glyphtech.com...Syn-
chro Arts (www.synchroarts.com) re-
leased VocAlign Project, an entry-level 

version of its VocALign audio-alignment 
software, for Pro Tools. List is $299... 
FruityLoops 3 is the newest music cre-
ation tool from Cakewalk (www.cake 
walk.com). It will let you create, edit 
and mix loops, supports DXi soft synths, 
and includes automation, effects and a 
variety of sound generators...Jems Data 
Unlimited's FireCOR rackmount FireWire 
storage systems for audio and video are 
two-rackspace units in four standard 
configurations, optimized for studio 
production, post, touring and field 
recording, and integrate hot-swappable 
drives, tape back-up, CD-RW and DVD 
burners. Visit www.jemsdata.com. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Preview 

HHB CDR830 CD RECORDER 
HHB (www.hhbusa.com) offers the 
CDR830 BurnIT, an affordable new pro 
CD recorder featuring 24-bit converters, 
balanced XLR analog I/Os, an SCMS-free 
digital input, balanced digital output and 
wordclock out. The CDR830 records on 
any CD-R media, and a built-in SRC ac-
cepts sampling rates from 32-48 kHz, 
with each digital input (co-ax and optical 
S/PDIF) having its own level control. 
LCD meters monitor levels during record-
ing or playback, and a CD Text feature 
lets users store disc, track and artist 
names (up to 120 characters in length) 
with every recording. The two-rackspace 
unit includes a wireless remote. 

TONEWORKS PXR4 
Designed for location sound collecting 
or as a compact audio sketchpad, the 
ToneWorks PXR4 Pocket 
Studio (dist. by Korg, 
www.korg.com) of-
fers four tracks— 
plus eight vir-
tual tracks per 1 
channel—of 32kHz 
MPEG-format recording. 
Max recording time is 270 track-
minutes onto (up to 128MB) SmartMedia 
cards. The 4x4-inch battery powered 
unit includes 77 modeling effects, 55 
PCM rhythm patterns, full editing capa-
bility, three selectable audio inputs (gui-
tar, line or built-in condenser mic), 
stereo analog outs, and a USB port for 
transferring mixes to a PC or worksta-
tion. Retail is $500, with 16MB Smart-
Media card and AC adapter. 

PRIMACOUSTIC 
QUADRATIC DIFFUSER 
Primacoustic (www.primacoustic.com), 
the acoustical division of CableTek Elec-
tronics Ltd., intros the RazorBlade broad-
band quadratic diffuser. Effective from 

350-10k Hz, RazorBlade features 16 
wells of solid MDF construction for max-
imum density and deflection at all fre-
quencies. All slats feature "dado, dowel 
and glue" construction to elate rattle 
and self-noise. RazorBlade is 24x48x8 
inches (\XixHxD) and is available in 
black or primer coat for painting. 

or D/A conversion) with up to 24/96 res-
olution. New features allow direct con-
trol of analog/digital input selection with-
in Pro Tools, along with parallel analog 
and digital output capability and a wider 
(±6%) lock range to external clocks. Oth-
er features include flexible interfacing 
options (AES3, TDIF, ADAT, SDIF and 
others), dedicated interface modules for 
popular workstations, built-in SNS noise-
shapers for 16-bit reduction, and Prism 
Sound's MR-X word mapping for lossless 
24/96 recording on standard 16/20-bit 

media. Prices begin at under $10,000. 

.Prgee'us, 

PRESONUS 8-CHANNEL PREAMP 
PreSonus Audio Electronics (www. 
presonus.com) has upgraded its DigiMax 
8-channel mic./line, dual-servo gain stage 
preamp, featuring multirate A/D conver-
sion, ADAT Lightpipe output and stable 

worddock. Other enhancements include 
48V phantom power and 20dB pad but-
tons, insert points on every channel and 
an internal power supply. Each mic pre 
channel features a Neutrik Combo input 
handling line- or mic levels and signal 
presence/dipping LEDs. Supported sam-
pling rates are 48, 44.1 and 3 kHz. Band-
width is 20-50k Hz; analog dynamic range 
is greater than 120 dB. Price: $999.95. 

PRISM ADA-8 UPDATE 

Prism Sound (www.prismsound.com) has 
upgraded its ADA-8 modular digital con-
verter, which can be configured for up to 
eight channels of simultaneous AD/DA 
conversion (or 16 channels of either A/D 

g i.:26) 6,24 io Ir. lb .1-à- gem 
SE ELECTRONICS MICS 
SE Electronics (dist. by Network Pro Mar-
keting, www.networkproniktg.com) of-
fers the Z5600 Tube 
Condenser Mic, which 
features a 12AT7 tube, 
a 1.07-inch diaphragm 
and a 9-point polar-pat-
tern selector on the 
power supply. De-
signed to emulate the 
sound of a vintage 
tube mic, the Z5600 re-
tails at $899. Other 
mics in the Z Series 
line include the Z1100, 
Z2200, Z3300 Class-A 
FET and the Z3600, priced from $299. SE 
Electronics also offers the SE Series of af-
fordable large-diaphragm condenser mics, 
including the SE 5000 tube condenser 

mic, which is $579, including power sup-
ply, case and shockmount. 
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NEW PRODU T 

ART TUBE MP STUDIO V3 

Applied Research and Technology 

(www.artproaudio.com) offers the Tube 
MP Studio V3' mic preamp, featuring 

ARTs new Variable Valve Voicing (V3) 
technology, a system of optimized pre-
sets created by top studio and live 
sound engineers. Preamp settings are 
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provided for guitars (electric and 
acoustic), keyboards, bass guitars, drums 

and vocals. The Tube MP Studio V3 also 

features ART's OPL- Output Protection 
Limiter, which accurately maintains the 

output peak signal. Additional features 

include an analog VU meter, polarity re-

verse, 48V phantom power, clip LED 

and a +20dB switch. Price: $149. 

LEXICON MPX-110 

Lexicons (www.lexicon.com) MPX 110 

dual-channel processor is a one-rack-
space unit with 240 factory presets, 16 
user-definable presets, and a range of 
stereo reverb programs and effects pro-

grams. A front panel knob allows fast 
manual manipulation of effects parame-

ters, and dual-channel processing offers 
independent control of left and right ef-

fects channels. Effects level, adjust, by-

pass, tap and mix controls may be con-

trolled via MIDI. Tempo-con-
trolled delays can lock to tap 

or MIDI clock, and tap tempos 

can be controlled by audio in-
put, a Tap button, footswitch, 

external MIDI controller or MIDI 
program change. Other fea-
tures include 24-bit internal 
processing, dual headroom in-
dicators, headphone jack and 
S/PDIF digital output. 

STAGETEC TRUEMATCH 
Salzbrenner Stagetec (www. 

stagetec.com) offers the TrueMatch® Ref-

erence Microphone Converter (RMC), a 

combined mic preamp and A/D convert-
er with a dynamic range of 153 dBA, 28-
bit resolution and sample rates of up to 

96 kHz. The unit can process analog in-

put signals between -128 and +22 dBu 
without a pad, virtually eliminating input 

clipping for either mic or line inputs. 
The unit is available in mastering, live 

sound and music recording versions, 
and digital output formats include 

AES/EBU (S/PDIF), ADAT, TDIF, Y2, 
SDIF and MADI. 

RADIAL ACTIVE DI 

The J48- active direct box from Radial 

Engineering (www.radialeng.com) is 

specifically designed to reproduce the 

dynamics of modem, high-output active 

instruments, handling guitars that output 

as much as 7 or 8 voks (not unusual 

when volume and tone controls are 

turned up). The J48 features a 15cIB in-
put pad and a Merge function that sums 

a stereo source to mono at the XLR out-

put, and ground lift/polarity reverse 
switches. An 80Hz highpass filter switch 

doubles as a phantom power tester, tem-
porarily lighting an LED. 

GENELEC POWERED SUBS 

Genelec's (www.genelec.com) 7000 
Series of active subwoofers includes 
four models incorporating proprietary 

Laminar Spiral 
Enclosure" technology. 

LSE eliminates non-lin-

earities from port turbu-

lence for a smooth flow 

of LF energy from a 
rigid, tuned enclosure. 

The dual 12-inch 7071A 
complements Genelec's 

1032A, S30D or 1037B 
monitors, with a 19-

85Hz response and a 

500W amp, for a max SPL of 118 dB. 
Other models in the 7000 range in-

clude the single-12 7070A, designed to 
work with the company's 1030A/1031A 

monitors; the single- 10 7000A, which 

matches the 1029A; and the single-8 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

7050A, for use with 1029A and 

2029A/B monitors in stereo applica-

tions. The 7071A, 7070A and 7060A 

include bass management for 5.1/6.1 

surround applications. 

DENON 24/192 DVD PLAYER 

I )enon (‘‘ \‘‘‘.clenon.cont) DVD-
1600P rackmount DVD player features 

24-bit/192kHz DIA converters, a 144dB 

dynamic range and a 2-100k Hz band-

width. The unit has onboard Dolby 

Digital, DTS and DVD-Audio Decoders, 

is CD-R/RW-compatible, provides MP3 

playback, and outputs in PCM, Dolby 

Digital and DTS formats, plus 24/96 

PCM, as well as stereo and 5.1 analog 

RCA, S/PDIF optical, and composite 

and component video outs. Price: $550, 

with remote. 

Hannay Reels AV-1 Series cable reels for 

broadcast/pro audio are constructed of 

rugged steel with a stackable design, re-

movable connector panel and adjustable 

friction brake for safe cable handling. 

Call 877/G0 REELS, or visit www.hannay 

.com...Version 2 software for the Lexi-

con MPX 500 ($ 119.95) adds 250 presets, 

a dedicated stereo compressor, an ex-

panded user bank, calibrated input-level 

meters and a more responsive Tap but-

ton. Visit your Lexicon dealer or go on-

line at www.lexiconstore.com...Three 

new collections of Sweetsong buyout 

production music include the five-CD 

Media Production Library ($295) with 50 

tracks in full-length, 60- and 30-second 

versions; the five-CD AudioNideo Pro-

duction Library is $ 150; and the Bare 

Tracks two-CD set is $95. Visit www. 

sweetsong.com, or call 304/428-7773... 

Wenger's new line of acoustical doors in 

TIMELINE TL-SYNC 

TimeLine's (www.timelinevista.com) 

TL-Sync is a machine synchronizer/ 

clock generator providing Tascam 

DTRS sync, Sony 9-pin ports and MX-

2424 TL-Bus, and locks to various 

clock/positional references while gen-

erating MIDI and SMPTE, Digidesign 

Super Clock, Word and AES Clock. 

Features include four clock outs with 

independent rate settings, two LTC/ 

MTC generators, and "virtual" modes 

3/3.5/4-foot widths feature improved 

acoustical performance (ST ratings in the 

50-54 range) and are pre-engineered for 

smooth installation. Call 800/733-0393 or 

surf to www.wengercorp.com...The 

third edition of the Handbook for 

Sound Engineers, edited by Glen Ballou, 

is a 1,552-page, $ 120 reference work 

with essential how-to information from 

many leading industry figures. Call 

800/366-2665 or visit www.focalpress 

.com...Jensen Tools Master Sourcebook 

for 2002 is a 316-page catalog with 

thousands of products, including hun-

dreds of new items. Call 800/426-1194 or 

visit www.jensentools.com for your free 

copy...A new company created by for-

mer Disney producer Aarin Richard, 

Crossing Point intros Mixed Variables, a 

three-CD sound design library with 579 

ambiences, hard effects and Foley 

sounds. Priced at $299, Mixed Variables 

includes a downloadable File-

maker Pro search database. For 

more information, call 866/755-

3055 or visit www.crossing 

point.net...The CBT Systems 

Recording Light features an 

aluminum housing and a multi-

layered Plexiglas lens. Also 

available with other legends, 

for control and track arming from a 9-

pin or MMC-compatible mixer. The 

Post option controls up to four Sony 9-

pin devices, and supports GPIs, ADR 

beeps, bi-phase and a fourth 9-pin de-

vice (or Lynx Bus). Several TL-Syncs 

can form a large sync/clock-distribution 

system, and the unit can be controlled 

via the dedicated remote, from an 

MMC or 9-pin device, or from a DAW, 

such as Digidesign's MachineControl 

option. Price: $3,499. 

including On-Air, Standby and Ap-

plause. Call 858/536-2927...Netwell 
noise-control solutions include 

polyurethane and melamine foam prod-

ucts, ceiling and wall tiles, baffles, barri-

ers and blankets. Call 800/NETWELL, or 

visit www.controlnoise.com...How I 

Survived the Nashville Music Scene by 

Dave Kyle is a first-hand account of 

Kyle's experience as a musician, singer, 

recording engineer and writer in 

Nashville and on the road. Order online 

at www.1stbooks.com or by phone at 

866/577-8879...The improved CAIG Lab-

oratories' DeoxIT contact cleaner dis-

solves oxidation to increase current-car-

rying capacity and provide continuous 

protection. DeoxIT is available in sprays, 

pumps, pens, wipes, precision tip dis-

pensers or bulk containers for manufac-

turing processes. Call 858/486-8388 or 

visit www.caig.com. 
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THE NEXT LEVEL IN PRECISION MASTERING 
In TDM (ProToolsIHD compatible) and Native versions 
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Eliminate phase distortion with phase linear FIR filters to 

provide more transparent sound that better preserves 

the musical balance. 
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Provides independent gain and dynamics on five bands 

with linear phase crossovers. Adaptive Thresholds 

reduces masking on higher frequency bands. 
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The next step in peak limiting with ARCTM (Automatic 

Gain Control) to add the extra gain you need to master 
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highest quality. 
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Magix Samplitude Producer 2496 6.0 

A Classic Shareware DAW Receives a Professional Overhaul 

I
t is no secret that German manufac-
turers produce some of the most in-
novative and exciting audio software 

on the market. Companies like Emagic, 
Native Instruments and Steinberg have 
developed new industry standards and 
regularly push the envelope of both PC 

and Mac technology. And, while the 
abovementioned companies are well-
marketed and widely used, a recently up-
graded and lesser known German-made 
application called Samplitude has been 
making a few waves of its own. After orig-
inally being developed by SEK'D, Sampli-
tude's marketing and future development 
has been taken over by Magix, which has 
built a host of subproducts around the 
Samplitude engine and design, demon-
strating its commitment to further Sampli-
tude development and the true power of 
this application. 

SAMPLITUDE ATTITUDE 
Whether you are new to Samplitude or a 
loyal SEK'D customer, the juicy new fea-
tures dripping off the 6.0 spec sheet should 
make you stand up and take notice. 

The subject of this review, Samplitude 
Producer 2496, has all of the features of 

Samplitude Studio along with support for 
5.1 surround mixing, up to 64 subrnix 

buses/64 aux sends, analog video captur-
ing and editing studio software, and mas-

tering and Red Book CD burning; MSRP is 
$749. All testing was done on a P4 1.5GHz 
PC with 256 MB of RAM, a 7,200 rpm 40GB 
hard drive, and a Midiman Audiophile 
24/96 soundcard. Minimum system re-

quirements include Pentium III 800MHz 
processor, hard drive with at least 256 MB 
of storage, 100 MB RAM, 800x600 resolu-
tion, 16-bit soundcard, CD-ROM drive, 
DirectX Version 6.1 or higher, and Win-
dows 95/98/2000/ME/NT/XP. Installation 
took about one minute, and was straight-
forward because the copy protection is en-

crypted on the CD-ROM. Also, should you 
decide to make Samplitude your weapon 
of choice, the upgrade to Version 6.02 fix-
es all known bugs and is available from the 
Magix Website (www.magix.com). 

Topping the list are true 32-bit, float-

This is home base for recording, editing and otherwise music-making in Samplitude. From this 

screen, you con odd tracks, call up the object and wave editor, or revert to the master mixer. 

ing-point resolution, WDM driver support, 
improved wave editing and, most impor-
tantly, ease of use. Because more and 
more home studio owners are finally tak-
ing advantage of faster computers, cheap-
er hard drives and increasingly robust 
DAW software packages, it is important 
that applications like Samplitude cater, if 
only slightly, to the novice. Samplitude's 

manual, tutorials and online help files of-
fer in-depth and useful explanations 

about such common recording tech-
niques as routing, compression, recording 

and general file-management tidbits. 
Cubase, Logic, Pro Tools and Sonar 

users should feel right at home multi-
tracking in Samplitude, which is as simple 
as selecting the track you want to record 
on, choosing whether the track is to be 
audio or MIDI, and pressing Record on 
the Transport bar. For MIDI files, you sim-
ply select MIDI from the track info screen 
and go to work. I like having both MIDI 
and audio tracks intermixed for arrange-
ment purposes. However, many users will 
want to rearrange this order, as well as 

take advantage of Samplitude's customiz-
able views, where you can choose the 
colors, define the monitor screen area, 
and set Zoom and Location markers. 

Another key improvement in Sampli-
tude 6.0 is the mixer, which bears a strik-
ing resemblance to its hardware counter-

pan. Recent upgrades include augmented 
bus and routing assignment options, im-
proved access to built-in Samplitude ef-
fects, a 4-band parametric EQ and more 
than a few ways to tap your favorite Di-
rectX plug-ins. By the way, Sampli-
tude/Magix literature claims that VST ef-
fects can be used in Samplitude, which 
they can, with one important distinction— 
all VST effects must first be converted to 
DirectX by using the included VST-to-
DirectX conversion software. Unfortu-
nately, this forgoes all advantages gained 
by using the efficient and popular VST 

platform. Still, Samplitude's mixer holds 
the distinction of being quite manageable 
as compared with similar products. The 
master section remains to the right, no 
matter how many channels are in view. 

Individual mixer channels will remind you 
of a standard studio mixer with four aux 
sends, 4-band EQ, volume fader, addi-
tional DirectX effects insert, panning and 
even graphical surround sound settings. 

DirectX effects can be inserted pre- or 
post-fader by merely right-clicking on the 
plug-in tab. This calls up a drab but ef-

fective window for selecting, tweaking 
and sequentially arranging effects. In ad-
dition, Samplitude's mixer permanently 
displays four mastering effects including 
de-hisser, FFT Filter, multiband dynamic 
compressor/expander, and an "advanced 
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FIELD TEST 

dynamics tool," which is primarily a com-

bined master compressor and gate. Each 
of these may be applied to the entire mix 
or easily bypassed. 

Samplitude's effects may lack the visual 
flair of Emagic's or Wave's audio process-

ing plug-ins, but they are effective and, for 
the most part, pragmatic. Each of 
Samplitude's effects and any DirectX 
effects you own can be auditioned in 
real time by clicking on the Play/Stop 
button located in the lower-left-hand 
comer of the pop-up effect window. 
I especially liked the 3-band stereo 

enhancer, which allows for select fre-
quencies to be disbursed on either 
the right or left channel. Also, the 
room simulator is an interesting re-
verb tool that can add a little charac-
ter to audio. You can adjust early re-
flection, late reverb and spectral pa-
rameters to color your sound. Each 
effect's settings can be saved as your 
own individual presets, but some 
with excellent factory settings are in-
cluded as well. 

converted to 32-bit-ready or "float" format. 
Now, this does not mean that the 16-bit 
file sounds any different, but file playback 
will be speedier as a result of a de-
creased need to convert audio on-the-fly. 

Samplitude is also capable of recording at 
192 kHz. 

essentially feels like a more defined 
track view, with some wave editor-style 
attachments. Within it, you may apply 

nondestructive edits with effects, pan-
ning, volume and dynamic settings, as 

well as independent time stretching and 
pitch-shifting. 

To tempo-match audio or MIDI 
in Samplitude, each object can be 
made into a loop by selecting "build 
loop object" in the Object menu. 
Once an object is looped, it can be 

repeated at will by dragging its han-
dles (see "Handle This"), rather than 
continually copying and pasting. 
When attempting to synchronize 
two loops of different tempos, you 
can do so by playing the tune and 
then taking advantage of the Object 
editors' pitch-shifting/time-stretch-
ing ability. And, while it takes a lit-

tle practice, I found this to be sur-
prisingly easy if I was using my ear 
or the clearly displayed loop mark-
ers as a guide. Also, because the au-
dio editor is so powerful, I found 
myself only going to the mixer 

when all of the tracks are up and ready, 
thus alleviating the back-and-forth mixer 
vs. track view habit I get into with other 
programs. 

In contrast to the Object editor, Sam-
plitude also sports a good old-fashioned 
wave editor with permanent (aka de-

structive) editing capability. I 
found Samplitude's wave editor 
quite good for editing audio start 
and stop points, volume issues or 
deleting unnecessary material. 
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The mixer in Samplitude is extremely versatile with multiple 

effects and mix routing options. Also, mix snapshots can be 

saved for instant recall or as a mix template for use when 

working with other songs that require similar routing/settings. 

WAVEY GRAVY 

Good file management is essential fo 
both saving time and preserving data 
Samplitude's file-management system 

takes charge of filing audio, ensuring tha 
all files (even files longer than the Win 
dows limit of 2 GB) remain intact and are 
not lost in random file folders by ask-
ing where you would like the 
recorded file to reside when you hit 

the Record button in the track info 
screen. Each VIP (Samplitude proj-

ect) or song is given a separate fold-
er with copies of all the necessary 
files (all audio, MIDI and time-inten-
sive graphical wave files). Sampli-
tude calls this the VIP (Virtual Pro-
ect), but it also gives you several 
other options when you choose 

Save As from the File menu. For in-
stance, a RAP project is a RAM-based 
project where wave and MIDI files sit 
n your PC's RAM as opposed to the 
hard disk. 

When it is time to finish a project, 

Samplitude can export to •WAV, MPEG, 
Real Audio, Windows Media file, 16/24-bit 
AIFF and MP3 (with or without an exter-
nal encoder). Also, Samplitude can save 
udio in one of several grades of 32-bit 
AIFF files. This is a key point because 

most studio applications currently on the 
market support both 16-bit (CD-quality) 
nd 24-bit (higher sound quality) audio. 
amplitude 2496 also supports 32-bit float, 
which means that even 16-bit files can be 

a 

a 
S 

Samplitude can import all of the previ-
ously mentioned file types as well as MIDI 
files (with the MID extension). One well-
thought-out feature is that Samplitude al-
ways asks for your preferred location of 
every file each time a file is imported, even 
if you want it to reside in RAM. 

Sometimes a waveform needs a little extra attention. Samplitude's 

wave editcr can be used for destructive editing with effects, 

trimming sort/endpoints, drawing a wave's volume and a good 

deal more detail-oriented work. 

OBJECT LOGIC 

As with most digital audio applications 
of this complexity. there are some key 
terms that must be learned in order to 
take full advantage of the manual and 
help menus. For instance, Samplitude 
calls all MIDI, or recorded and imported 
.WAY files, Objects, which can be edited 
in Samplitude's Object editor. This Ob-
ject editor can be left open while you 
work on any aspect of your project, and 

HANDLE THIS 
One of the keys to maneuvering 
in Samplitude is getting used to 
the object handles. And while it 
takes a bit of extra mouse dex-
terity, particularly at high display 

resolution, it is a practical way of 
defining object playback parame-
ters. Here is how it works: Each 
audio object contains five small 
handles, showing up as small col-
ored blocks located in the upper 

left, right, middle, and the lower right 
and left of the file graphic. The two up-
per left and right handles control the 
fade in and fade out (respectively), 
while the upper middle handle controls 
volume. The two lower handles control 
the object's start and stop points. While 

this may sound confusing, it is actually 
fairly intuitive, though it did take me 
several hours to get comfortable looking 
for and then grabbing these little icons. 
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CD MASTERING 
Samplitude also contains some powerful 
mastering and CD layout tools usable for 
mastering a single track or an individual 
loop. I had excellent results ripping a CD's 
contents, creating new crossfades and track 
sequences, and applying Samplitude's mas-
tering effects (which are the same as the 
wave editor's effects). Samplitude would be 
perfect for working with loop CDs or im-
porting projects from other studios. The 

mastering compressor/expander is straight-
forward and effective, as is the 4-band para-
metric EQ. Each comes complete with peak 
meters and customizable factory presets. 
Also, by seeing the entire CD's contents as 
a waveform, it is easy to notice any dis-
crepancy in track volume and spacing. 
Each effect can be previewed in real time, 
but it then must be applied, which takes ap-
proximately 35 seconds for a three-minute 

tune (depending upon the speed of your 
computer). Once a CD layout is to your lik-
ing, you can save the project to your hard 
drive or bum the project to CD. 

THE LAST WORD 
Samplitude Producer could be compared 
to Logic Audio, Cubase or even Pro Tools, 
with the exception of limited MIDI func-
tionality and the lack of the ability to use 
VST instruments. But don't be fooled, 
Samplitude is as adept at multitracking au-
dio, mastering and in-depth wave editing 
as anything else currently on the market. 

The manual states, "Samplitude does not 
campaign for a spot on the Top 10 list of 
sequencing programs," yet the audio 
recorded into Samplitude sounds great. 

The program is fun and intuitive, a rare 
software combo these days. And the man-
ual and integrated help files are well-writ-
ten, often including the shortcut key right 
along with the menu instructions. 

Like most large software packages, there 
are at least two lighter versions of the soft-
ware to buy. Samplitude Master lists for 

$299, and is primarily a .WAV editing and 
CD mastering application capable of four 
stereo tracks. Samplitude Studio sells for 
$399, and adds multitrack recording (up to 
9579 tracks) and editing with MIDI function-
ality, four submix buses and four aux sends. 

Magix, 11400 W. Olympic Blvd., #450, 

Los Angeles, CA 90064; 310/477-0241; fax 
310/473-2394. 

Dave Hill Jr. is a former Seattle multitasker 

who has worked extensively with drummer 
Michael Shrieve (Santana) and is current-
ly drumming, programming and compos-
ing in New York City. Visit www.banner 

vision.com/ciavehill. 
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AKG C-451 B 

Reworking a Classic Cardioid 

Although the mic was designed as 
an homage to its famed ances-
try, I'm glad AKG chose not to 

call the new C-451 B a reissue micro-
phone. The C-451 B is an entire rethink-

ing of the classic C-451 E/CK-1 capsule 
design, and it sounds better than the 

original—the result of improved specs, 
modern componentry and updated con-
struction techniques. 

A LITTLE HISTORY 

Made from the late '60s through the mid-
'80s, the original AKG C-451 C Con-
denser Modular System (CMS Series) was 
a best-selling "chameleon" of a mic. It 
was designed to be adaptable to nearly 
any purpose; it could be outfitted with 
any of a whole system of modular com-
ponents—such as screw-on capsule at-
tenuator pads, extension tubes and 
swivels—that greatly increased its versa-
tility. The original mic used the N-46E 
dual-AC power supply that supplied 12-
volt phantom power and had a two-po-

sition, bass roll-off filter switch. As I 
found out by accident in my distant past 
as a second engineer, the mic would ac-
cept up to 52-volt phantom powering 
without smoking. The original, external-
ly biased CK-1 capsule had an extreme-

ly low mass, making the mic insensitive 
to handling noise and a favorite for hand-

held radio and TV use. 
For AKG, the C-451 C (the "C" suf-

fix indicates a DIN connector; the "E" 
designates a standard XLR output) was 
the first solid-state condenser mic using 

the then-new Field Effect Transistor 
(FET) instead of a tube. It replaced 
both the great-sounding AKG/Norelco 
C 60 pencil condenser, which used an 
AC701K tube, and the C-61 with its 
miniature RCA 7586 Nuvistor tube. 
With the C-451 EB came a switchable 
-12dB/octave highpass filter with flat/ 
75/150Hz positions. Much later, the C-

452 EB arrived, which is the same but 
runs on 48-volt phantom only. Sadly, 
for economic reasons, AKG discontin-
ued the CMS Series and the CK-1 cap-
sule in 1994. 

WHAT'S NEW? 

AKG's R&D department gathered 12 of 

what was considered the creme de la 
creme of vintage CK-1 capsules from 
around the world to measure and deter-
mine their original acoustic properties. 
The new C-451 B capsule uses a back-
plate electret, self-polarized design with a 
three-micron, gold-sputtered Mylar di-
aphragm suspended just 35 microns from 
the printed-circuit backplane. The new 
capsule has the same cardioid polar pat-
tern that the CK-1 has. 

Once the CK-1 was reinvented, AKG 
completely updated the mic's body with 
Surface Mount Technology (SMT) compo-
nents on a miniature printed-circuit board 
and gold-plated XLR and capsule connec-
tors. The old mics were laboriously hand-
soldered and prone to intermittents—a 
well-known fact among live sound engi-
neers who shun their use on the road. One 
new design criteria for the new C-451 E is 
passing AKG's dreaded drop test, which 
simulates a 6-foot fall from drum overhead 
mic stands. This test is repeated six times 
on each of a group of mics that are ran-
domly selected from the production line. 

To make the mic even more rugged, the 
new capsule is permanently attached to the 

C-451 B preamp body. A one-piece mic is 
a welcome feature of the C-451 B, espe-

cially to any engineer who, in the middle 

of a session in a dimly lit studio, has strug-
gled to attach the CK-1 onto the old C-

451/452 bodies properly, without cross-
threading those very fine, Swiss watch-like 
threads! However, I do miss the C-
451/452's capsule swivel adapters, which 
were great for sneaking around drum kits... 

One thing I don't miss is the need to 
insert screw-on capsule mic attenuator 
pads like the ones the old C-451/452 EB 
mics had. Right on the C-451 B body, near 
the bass roll-off switch, are -10 and -20dB 
capsule attenuation switches. Also, both 
the pad and HP filter switches are im-
proved over the original switches. The 
new switches are easy-to-see red, and they 

seem to be better made and easier to 
change with the tip of a ball-point pen. 
The old EB's roll-off switches often broke, 

stuck or disappeared inside 
the mic body, making it im-
possible to know (by look-
ing at them) how they were 

set. Cosmetically, the C-45I 
B looks similar to the old 
mics, with sandblasted, all-
metal, nickel-plated housing, 
and engraved wording and 
symbols. Often, on late '80s-
vintage C-451 E mics, the de-

cals (without engraving) 
wore off. 

THE SOUND! 

In my A/B tests, I found the 
C-451 B's new transformer-

less output improved LF re-
production, especially at high-
er SPLs. I also noticed more 
output level than the C-451 
E, C-451 EB, C-452 E and C-
452 EB. Without going into 
explicit detail, all the mics sounded great. 
but overall, the C-451 B is simply more 
pleasant-sounding than the others. It's 
warmer than the C-452s, with a better bass 
roll-off sound, and the bottom end is 
cleaner than the original. I like the LF 
sound of the original C-451s, too—just as 
I like using vintage Neve modules for the 
sonics of those transformers. The C-451 B 
still uses the FET design, so everything 
you'd use the old mics on sounds the 
same—only better. 

You can buy the C-451 B in two ways. 

As a single mic, it comes with a clip/stand 
adapter and windscreen in a zippered bag. 

For this review, I received a stereo 
pair of two computer-matched micro-
phones. They come with two clips, two 
windscreens and the H 50 stereo-mount-
ing bar—all in a foam-lined carrying case. 
"Matched" is an understatement! All new 
C-451 Bs come with individually meas-
ured frequency response (20 to 20k Hz, 

±1.5 dB) curve plots. My two mics' curves 
are identical; in fact, I can place the two 
tissue-paper charts (shown in the figure) 
on top of each other and see no differ-
ences. AKG uses a computer database 
comprising all of the frequency response 
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results from a production run of mics. 
The computer comes up with the best 
matching pair: Both frequency response 
and sensitivity measurements must be 

within ±0.5 dB of each other. 

IN THE STUDIO 
The most popular studio applications for 
the C-451/452 have always been drum 
kits, overheads and acoustic guitar. Small-
diaphragm mics excel at accurately re-
producing the percussive transients of 
these instruments. For drums, I always 
liked the C-451 E on hi-hat and/or snares. 
Both jobs usually require the attenuator 
pad, and it is so nice not to have to take 
the mic down to screw in the -20dB pad 
when the -10dB pad wasn't enough! The 
C-451 B, with an increased SPL rating of 

135 dB (no pad), would have been fine 
without a pad on the quieter songs. Even 
without EQ, both snare drums and hi-hats 
sound crisp, sharp and "open." The car-
dioid pickup pattern is not too tight, 
which provides plenty of ambience for a 
close-rniked instrument, while I can hear 
more drummer subtleties such as grace 
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had fewer problems when my guitar play-
er unexpectedly went from quiet finger-
picking to full strumming—the mic and 
recording chain didn't instantly distort. I 
like the presence of miking close on gui-
tars, but proximity can be a problem. On 
a Gibson jumbo-body guitar, I put the mic 
about six inches over the soundhole, 

aimed toward the bridge, and I used the 
150Hz roll-off. Sometimes I used the 75Hz 
position and rolled off with an equalizer 
when I needed a song/production/ 
arrangement-specific LF contour. The C-
451 B's high-frequency lift is pleasing for 
acoustic guitar recording—much better 
than winding on a lot of EQ. 

The AKG C-451 B reinforces my fond 
memories of using the venerable C-451 E 
with the same but improved sound, and 
without the old, impractical quirks. The C-
451 B retails at $549, or $1,250 for a 
matched stereo pair. 

Thanks to Tom and Nate Murphy for 
letting me raid their fine microphone 
cabinet and use their new SSL 9000 J 
console at Track Record, their North Hol-
lywood studio. Also, thanks to Dan and 
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Matched pair: The top curve shows the response of mic # 191; lower curve is mic # 193. 

notes and stick drags. 
The H 50 stereo bar is just the ticket 

for X/Y or close-spaced cardioid miking 
of percussion instruments like congas or 
marimba. In live sound use, I like elimi-
nating one mic stand in a usually crowd-
ed percussion-miking setup. 

Acoustic guitar recording is exactly the 
same as with the old mics, except the C-
451 B produces tighter, cleaner lows. I also 

Eric at LAFX Studios here in NoHo and 
to engineer/producer Alan Parsons for all 
their help. 
AKG Acoustics, 914 Airport Center 

Drive, Nashville, TN 37217; 615/620-3800; 
fax 615/620-3875; www.akgusa.com. 

Bany Rudolph is an LA-based recording 
engineer. it his Web site at www.barry 
rudoe.com. 
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FIELD TEST 

Neumann M150 in a Decca Tree Configuration 

Omnidirectional Tube Condenser Microphone 

At $5,300 (including suspension-
mount, vintage-style power sup-
ply, multiconductor cable and 

aluminum flight case), the Neumann M150 
small-diaphragm, transformerless, tube 
condenser microphone will probably not 

be found in many basement studios. Per-
haps more relevant than its cost, the M150's 
fixed-omni pattern makes it a less than de-

sirable choice for recording in small spaces 

with challenging acoustics—the mic is 

quite capable of "hearing" exactly how 
good or how bad a room sounds. 

However, Neumann's operating in-
structions for the M150 note that the mic is 

especially suited for Decca Tree recording 
(see sidebar). Because that configuration 

requires three M150s, anyone whose micro-

phone budget is less than $15,900 can stop 
reading here. But, if you're looking for a 
reliable method for producing a stable 

stereo image that will hold up throughout 
the application of Dolby and other sur-

round sound matrix systems, the Decca 

Tree technique is worth examining. 

I had heard about an upcoming or-
chestral session at Phase Recording, a new 

facility in College Park, Md., a suburb of 

Washington, D.C. Composer Charlie Bar-
nett booked a 21-piece orchestra for a ses-

sion intended to produce the stereo music 
track to accompany a 100x15-foot video 

wall at the Newseum in Arlington, Va. Jim 
Ebert had been called in to oversee record-

ing and mix the session. I talked with stu-

dio owner Bruce Falkinburg and chief en-

gineer Tony Eichler, and contacted Karl 

Winkler at Neumann; shortly afterward, 

three Neumann M150s arrived at my door. 
A Decca Tree T-Bar from Wes Dooley at 

Audio Engineering Associates was pur-
chased for the session ($795 for the 2x1-

meter T-bar; a 2.5x1.25-meter Super Tree 
version is available for $945). 

Phase Recording is a new studio com-
plex, built into an existing warehouse, just 

north of the University of Maryland, and of-
fers a large, tunable studio that's comfort-
able and flexible. The main studio space is 

fairly large by today's standards, 35x45 feet 

with 18-foot ceilings, and features a 
splayed portion of one of its longest walls 

that produces a live, but smooth sound. 

AIR TO SPARE 

"Flte night before the session, engineer 

Tony Eichler and I suspended the AEA 
T-Bar from a very large and heavy-duty 
rolling mic stand, attached the Neumann 

EA 170 suspension mounts and hung the 
mics. I had some difficulty working with 

the EA 170 suspensions and the T-Bar, be-
cause the upper extremities of the sus-

pension mounts got in the way, keeping 
me from angling the mics easily—it would 

have been nice to have a set of 4-inch ex-

tension stubs to drop the suspension 
mounts out of the T-Bar's range. 

The size, liveliness of the room, height 
of the rig above the musicians, distance 

from the musicians, distance between the 
mics themselves, and rotational and verti-

The stereo microphone 

array commonly referred 
to as the Decca Tree was 
originally conceived by 

recording engineers at 
Decca Records in London. The array consists of three omnidirec-
tional microphones situated at the ends of a large T-shaped fix-
ture, with spacing between left and right microphones approx-
imately two meters, and the central microphone placed in front 

cal angles are all important considerations 

to get the correct stereo image and one 

that is mono-compatible. The challenge 
would be placing the mics to get just 

enough air to create the big image that 
composer Barnett wanted without getting 
sloppy. We started with the mic mounts 
pushed almost all the way out to the ends 

of each rail and set the height for 10.5 feet. 
We used three channels of GML mic pre's 

for the M150s, and ran line-level back to the 
control room, where the main console was 
a Trident 80B supplemented with a 16-chan-
nel API sidecar. UREI monitors were mount-

ed in the control room walls, but for this 
date, we monitored on powered Mackies. 

With 21 musicians to cover, and be-

cause this was the first time a Decca Tree 
array had been used in this space, 20 spot 
and section mics were also used as back-

up. All mics were routed to the main 
recorder (a 2-inch, 24-track Studer running 

BASF 900), and the three M150s were also 
multed to one of the new RADAR24 HD 

recorders from iZ, recording at 24/96. 

of these by about 1.5 meters. The complete array is typically 

positioned a few feet behind and about eight to 10 feet 
above the conductor's head. Traditionally, the microphones 

used were " classic" Neumann M 50 large-diaphragm tube 
condenser mics, which provided a characteristically warm 

and enveloping sound. The three microphones are usually 
panned left, center and right, respectively, across a pair of 
recording tracks. 

—Text courtesy AEA 
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TREE TRIMMING 

The morning of the session, Charlie Bar-
nett gave us about 10 minutes to play with 
the Decca Tree placement while the or-

chestra rehearsed. With our original posi-
tion, the sound was too diffuse and the 
stereo image was too exaggerated. Based 
on cues from Ebert and Eichler in the con-
trol room, I lowered the Decca Tree to 
about seven feet off the floor and pushed 
it slightly farther out toward the musi-
cians. That was too close and the sound 

was too direct, especially from the front 
mic. Pulling the mic back a foot helped. 

The stereo image was still very exag-
gerated. I moved each side mic in about 
six to eight inches, re-angled them to cov-
er the left and right edges of the sound 
stage, and aimed them down at about the 
middle of each section. Ebert and Eichler 
said that brought the stereo image togeth-
er and helped mono-compatibility. I re-an-
gled the front mic slightly to hit the middle 
of the sections in front of it and we began. 

111150 THOM SPECIFICHIORS 
The M150 capsule is an omni at most mid- and lower frequencies, but, according 

to the polar plot, between 8 and 16 kHz, it changes from an omni to a hypercar-

dioid pattern. Get more than 45° off-axis and the HF fades, a characteristic I con-

firmed with a simple "test, test, test" while rotating the mic. The polar diagram 
accurately shows the 16kHz response line down 3 dB at just over 45° off the front 

axis and down 9 dB at 90° off-axis. The polar diagram shows a return of 16kHz re-

sponse (-5 dB) in a fairly narrow lobe at 180°, indicating that the M150's pattern is 

not a pure omni. 
The capsule is a pressure, not a pressure-gradient ,transducer, and has a very flat 

low end, down well below 20 Hz. A low-frequency roll-off switch on the body of the 

mic engages a 6dB/octave slope that starts at about 75 Hz and is down 10 dB by 25 
Hz. The manual also points out that, in the " LIN" (flat) position, a limit frequency cir-

cuit rolls off at 16 Hz to protect the console inputs from the effects of sub-audio 

noise. A 10dB pad is also available. 

On the high end, the frequency response begins a gentle upward slope at 1 kHz 

to a +4dB peak at 3 kHz. The curve drops 2 dB at 5 kHz and rises again to +4 dB at 

8 kHz. From there, the top end gently rolls off, crossing 0 dB at 15 kHz and down 4 

dB by 20 kHz. 
Sensitivity is 20 mV/Pa at 1 kHz and 1 kohm (1 Pa = 94dB SPL). Nominal impedance 

is 50 ohms. Nominal load impedance is 1 kohm. Self-noise is 15 dBA. Maximum SPL for 
.5% THD is 99 dB, and for 5%, 134 dB. Peak output voltage is ±10 volts at 20 mA. 

The head grille is similar in shape and size to that of the M 149, with coarse out-

er and finer inner metal meshes as was used in the original M50. The diaphragm is 

slightly over '4-inch in diameter, and is mounted on the surface of a round plastic 

globe, 1.5 inches in diameter. The diaphragm is oriented so that it faces forward, sort 

of like an eyeball on a stick. The eyeball, stick and base are directly connected, with 

no shock-mounting. Two small wires exit the back of the globe and carry the signal 

through two thin contact pins in the flat plastic base to the JAN6111 vacuum tube 

and circuitry in the microphone's base. 
The KT 8, a 30-foot multiconductor cable, connects the mic to the N 149 V (vin-

tage) power supply, which is available to U.S. customers only. 

The N 149 V power supply looks like a vintage Neumann power supply, a rugged 

metal case with a padded carrying handle, simple on/off toggle switch, light, XLR au-

dio output connector and multipin connector. The on/off toggle only controls the 

secondary voltage, so power remains to the input of the power supply as long as it 

is plugged into the wall. An EA 170 suspension-mount, typical of most Neumann 
mounts, is also included, as is an aluminum flight case that houses, mic, mount, ca-

bles and power supply. 
Neumann suggests that the multipin cable can be extended to 100 meters with-

out noticeable losses. Cable losses of up to 4 VDC (those approximated at 100-meter 
length) are detected and compensated for by an integrated sensor line. The audio 

cable from the power supply output to a microphone preamp input can be extend-

ed to 300 meters without signal degradation. 
—Ty Ford 

After all of the cues were recorded, Ebert 
set up a stereo mix to DA-88. Because of the 
lack of percussion, which we had set up in 
a different room, the Decca Tree mix with-
out the additional mics sounded extremely 
nice—spacious and clear. Ebert commented 
that the audio from the three M150s in the 
Decca Tree, with percussion added, could 
have been used by itself for TV work. 

The added spot and section mics 

brought in more intimacy and thickened 
the mix with minimal phasing problems. 
For his final mix, Ebert used 50% of the 
Decca Tree and added spot and section 
mics. Most of the spot mics (first cello, 
clarinet, French horn, bass and harp) 
were positioned in the center to reinforce 
mono-compatibility. String section mics 
were placed within the same perspectives 
as the Decca Tree image. 

Ebert used very little EQ while record-
ing, mainly on the percussion instru-
ments. Although the studio has a fairly live 
sound, Ebert added some plate to sweet-
en the mix. The final mix sounded large, 
rich, detailed and full. 

IN CONCLUSION 
The Neumann M150s did an excellent job 
of capturing the performance. The tube 
mics were extremely clear and "untube-y" 
in the traditional sense. The gentle rising 
frequency response above 1 kHz brought 
sounds forward, without being too in-

your-face. I had a quick chance to put one 
up in my studio and confirm that, while 
the M150 doesn't have the proximity ef-
fect of a pressure-gradient cardioid, it 
could very easily be used for VIO or vo-
cals, acoustic guitar or just about anything, 
given the right acoustical environment. 

Perhaps the most interesting discovery 
was that during comparisons between the 
Decca Tree tracks of the Studer and the 
new iZ RADAR24, no one was able to 
consistently tell which was which. The 
analog head bump gave the Studer away, 
but all of the "analog heads," including 
Barnett, were very surprised by how 
smooth the RADAR24 sounded. 

Neumann USA, 1 Enterprise Dr., Old 
Lyme, CT 06371; 860/434-5220; fax 860/ 
434-3148; wvvw.neumannusa.com. 

Audio Engineering Associates, 1029 
North Allen Ave., Pasadena, CA 91104; 

626/798-9128; fax 626/798-2378; www. 
wesdooley.com. 

Ty Ford's audio demos and equipment re-

views are available at wwwfagunet.com/ 

—tford. Ford is also a member of the Mary-

land Production Alliance, www.MDpro 

ductionalliance.org. 
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TC-Helicon VoicePrism Plus 

Human Voice-Modeling Formant Processor 

T
vo years ago, TC Electronic and 
IVL Technologies formed TC-He-
licon with the goal of creating so-

lutions for live and studio vocal process-
trig. The new company's first product was 
the acclaimed VoicePrism, a single-box 
voice formant and pitch processor. 
A mono-in/stereo-out processor, 

VoicePrism features line- and mic-level in-
puts (a built-in preamp with phantom 
power is standard), compression, gating, 
dual parametric EQ, 4-voice harmony, 
fifth-lead doubling voice for automatic 
double-tracking, and two separate post-
effects blocks with chorus/flange, delay 
and reverb, and harmony libraries. Har-
mony effects can be created by "reading" 
the input signal or can be driven by a 
MIDI input from a keyboard or se-
quencer. The VoicePrism can not only cre-
ate super-accurate harmonic doubling, but 
can also be used to create multivoice chords 
and textures that simply can't be sung. 

Now, TC-Helicon takes its vocal pro-

cessing approach way over the top with the 
VoiceCraft Voice Modeling' card, an op-
tional daughterboard for VoicePrism. The 
upgrade is available either as a $599 can:! 
(for existing VoicePrism owners) or as the 
$1,898 VoicePrism Plus, with the card pre-
installed in a VoicePrism unit. As an added 
bonus, the VoiceCraft card adds 24-bit, 
44.1/481(Hz S/PDIF coaxial and AFS/EBU 
digital I/O, two extra parametric EQs, and 
enhanced delay/reverb algorithms, as well 
as Voice Modeling technology. 

Ease of operation/parameter naviga-
tion was a major factor in developing both 

VoicePrism/VoicePrism Plus. Controls on 
the slanted front panel are easy to see, 
and there are four soft knobs below the 
LCD screen, dedicated edit buttons that 
link directly to page menus, a large data 
wheel, and individual pots for adjusting 
lead/harmony/effects/input levels. 

The front panel features an XLR mic in-
put and headphone-out jack, while the 
rear panel connections include MIDI, bal-
anced TRS input and outputs (-10/+4 dB 
switchable), the S/PDIF and AFS/EBU 
digital I/Os, and %-inch footswitch jack. 
An additional aux input bypasses the Har-

mony section, allowing the VoicePrism 
Plus to be used as a conventional re-
verb/effects box, either alone or with the 
Voice Modeling and harmony functions. 

VoicePrism Plus splits the vocal input 
into separate lead voice and harmony ef-
fect channels, each with its own dedicat-
ed compressor and two parametric EQs. 
The Harmony channel is the same as the 
original VoicePrism and features four in-
dependent, formant-corrected pitch shifters 
that derive natural harmony voices from 
the vocal input. Independently adjustable 
parameters for each voice include gender, 
vibrato, timing, randomizing and scoop-
ing. The lead channel is substantially ex-
panded with Voice Modeling and addi-
tional mixing and panning controls. 

The Vocals button gives the user full 
control over the amount of dry lead voice 
and the Voice-Modeled (VM) lead voice, 
along with independent stereo panning 

for either and a ±50-cents detune to build 
a fuller VM lead or to create doubling ef-
fects. From this point, the VM algorithms 
really get fun, with versatile processing in 
five main effects menus. The first, VM 
Spectral, is a set of vocal "equalization" 
curves based on the natural tone controls 
that vocalists can impart, such as empha-
sizing lower registers. It intelligently ap-
plies itself only to voiced sounds—sibi-

lants and consonants are unaffected. 
VM Warp brings control over moving 

vocal formants, allowing subtle to ex-
treme control of resonances and tone, 
such as adding chest tone for richness or 
reducing nasal whine. These also allow 
convincing transformations, including 
male-to-female and female-to-male gen-
der shifting. VM Glottal offers breathiness, 
rasp and growl, with independent tweak-
ing of each. The palette is rounded out 
with VM Inflect (scooping parameters) 
and VM Pitch (vibrato effects). 

I began using VoicePrism Plus by 
scrolling through its presets, most of 
which are useful as is and can easily be 
tweaked. Many of the effects are dynam-
ically controlled, meaning that the degree 
of processing is based on how hard you 
"hit" the input or sustain a note. For ex-

ample, you can keep levels just below the 
effects "threshold" during the verse and 
automatically add the growl during the 
louder chorus. Speaking of gninge, the 
VM processing really saved the day when 
I was tracking a speed metal project. We 
were able to lay dozens of takes for lead 
and background parts in a single day with 
plenty of raspy growling, without com-
pletely frying the singer's voice. 

Alternatively, when mixing, if a track 
sounds too "nice," you're only a couple 
keystrokes away from punching up a little 
(or a lot of) "attitude." Similarly, you can 
add a touch of vibrato to your regular vo-
cal arsenal of delay/reverb/EQ/compres-
sion/etc. The octave shift is especially use-
ful for layered background parts. The unit 
won't magically transform a Whitney track 
into a perfect Barry White—or Springsteen 
into Madonna—but the gender shift effect 
can be remarkably effective for changing 
aspects of the performance. 

Perhaps one of VoicePrism's main 
drawbacks is that it offers too much; with 

many of the parameters, a little goes a very 
long way, requiring a subtle touch. But at 
$1,898 (or $599 for the upgrade), here's a 
box that does what no other device on the 
market even comes close to (at any price), 
while adding superb single- and multipart 
harmony processing, great reverb/de-
lay/doubling/pitch-based effects, versatile 
analog and digital I/0s, and more. Yeah! 

Dist. by TC Electronic Inc., 742-A 
Hampshire Rd., Westlake Village, CA 
91361; 805/373-1828; fax 805/379-2648; 
www.tc-helicon.com. la 
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Audix SCX-25 

Large-Diaphragm Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

/n a market awash with lowball Neu-mann wannabe lookalikes, the Audix 
SOC-25 is a refreshing sight and looks 

like no mic I've ever seen. With its two 
identical head grilles attached to either 
side of a central, threaded brass ring, it has 
a distinctive, stylish look. 

The Audix SCX-25 is a large-di-
aphragm, cardioid condenser mic, 
priced at $799, with standard mic clip in 
a padded wooden box. The mic does 
not have a pad or roll-off. As with all Au-
dix dynamic mics, the SCX-25 is now 
manufactured and built in the USA. 

The smaller size of the SCX-25 allows 

it to be snugged into tight spaces. I'd 
suggest using it around drum kits, but 
away from flailing drumsticks. The SCX-
25 head grille is single-ply metal mesh, 
thin enough to be easily moved with the 
tip of a finger. A solid whack with a 
drumstick could permanently dent the 
grille and possibly contact the di-
aphragm. Should the head grille become 
dented, it can easily be removed for re-
pair or replacement. 

These minimalist head grilles result 
in the SCX-25 having a very open 
sound, because the capsule is more ac-
cessible to fragile transients. Also, be-
cause sound doesn't get trapped inside 
the housing as much as with more for-
midable head grilles, the off-axis re-

sponse is nowhere near as phase-y as 
many other large-diameter condensers. 
The head grilles are so light that they 
ping slightly when the mic body is 
tapped, but having used the mic for a 

while, I doubt this amount of resonance 
would cause a problem. 

The 1-inch, gold-sputtered, center-
tapped diaphragm is suspended by elastic 

from four points around the inside of the 
central brass ring. It's a fairly effective sus-
pension mount, but you might need ad-
ditional isolation if you presently have 
problems with mic boom resonance. 

THE SPECS 
'Ilie sCX-25 has an output impedance of 
200 ohms, shows a sensitivity of 29 mV 
(ref. 1 kHz @ 1 Pa), and has a 14dBA self-

noise and an 80dB S/N ra-
tio. The mic requires a 

48VDC phantom supply 
and handles 138dB max 
SPL. It's pin #3 hot. 

To get a sense of the 
14dBA self-noise and 
sensitivity, I compared 
the SCX-25 with a Neu-

mann U89i (17 dBA). The 
SCX-25 is about 8 dB more 
sensitive than the U89i. After I ad-

justed a pair of GML preamp lev-
els to achieve equal output, the 
self-noise levels were almost 
identical, although slightly differ-
ent in spectra. The U89i was flat-
ter, and the SCX-25 had a rise in 

the 5 to 7kHz range (by ear), giving 
it a brighter sound. For another 
perspective on self-noise and sen-
sitivity, I swapped the U89i for a 
Neumann TLM103, which has a 
7dBA self-noise. The SCX-25 was 
about 3 dB hotter than the 
TLM103. If you've had a TLM103 
overdrive your preamp, then you 
could expect the same with the 
SCX-25. 

The SCX-25 had noticeably 
more self-noise when adjusted for 
equal gain. At close range, the frequency 
responses of the SCX-25 and TLM103 
were very similar, with the TLM103 hav-
ing a bit more upper bass or low mids. I 
could hear a bit more room with the SCX-
25, although there were times when I 
could only tell the two apart by the in-
creased self-noise of the SOC-25. 
I plugged both mics into two channels 

of an Aphex 1100 preamp and fed both 
via the AES/EBU digital output, through a 
Graham-Patten 110-to-75-ohm converter 
to the S/PDIF input of a Pro Tools Digi 001. 
Carefully positioning the mics equidistantly 
about four inches from my mouth, 

trimmed for equal level, I recorded narra-
tion with each mic on a separate track. The 

TLM103 was smoother. Again, the SOC-25 
seemed brighter with less upper bass/ 
low mids. 
I moved the SOC-25 and 11M103 to a 

AUDIY 

Mackie 1604 VLZ/XDR and 
found that they, again, 
sounded similar at close 
range. Moving the mics 
back about two feet, 
where the low-frequen-
cy increase from prox-
imity effect was less of a 

factor, the SOC-25 was 
somewhat scooped in the 

upper bass/low mids and 
sounded a bit edgy. Next, I used 
the Dreaded Key Jangle Test. 
Both mks "splatted" about equal-
ly, and their frequency respons-
es remained consistent with my 
findings. 

Audix also plans to build a 
double-mic mount, allowing a 
pair of SCX-25s to be attached to 
the internal crossbars of a piano. 
The mount will permit the piano 
lid to be open or closed. [Note: 
Although the mic mount is not 
shipping yet, I tried the SIX-25s 
on a studio grand with conven-
tional stands. The mic's slim 
side-profile simplified placement 
even at he-stick, and their 

smooth pickup with a rising top 
end and lack of off-axis coloration 

added a nice sparkle for a natural piano 
sound that worked well in solo or ensem-
ble tracks.—George Petersen) 

ACOUSTIC GUITAR 
n, \I session was back at my studio 

with a D285 Martin, which has old but 
not dead strings, and a Millennia Media 
SU-1 preamp. With the SCX-25 at my 
usual spot—about six inches out from 
where the neck meets the body—the 
fifth and sixth strings were too boomy. 

I was surprised to find that aiming the 
mic at the lower bout, from slightly be-
low the center and up at the bridge 
about 10 to 14 inches away, sounded 
much better. I've never put a mic there 
with good results, but that's where I 
liked the SCX-25. 

I tried stereo-miking with a pair of 
SCX-25s, close-spacing the capsules, 
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with the lower mic angled slightly up 

and the upper angled slightly down, 
both pointed at the rear bout. That 
worked! I found that I could get the mics 
aimed at my original "off-the-neck" posi-
tion if I positioned the mics 16 to 18 
inches from the body, with capsules 
cross-aimed at the upper bout. 

SECRET SOUND OVERHEADS 
I took the pair of SCX-25s to Secret Sound 
near Baltimore for a drum tracking ses-
sion. Studio owner John Grant used the 

mic pre's in a Mackie D8B. His usual drum 
setup has an AKG D12 on kick, Beta 57 
on snare, two 421s on toms, Sony ECM10 
for hi-hat, AKG 451s on overheads and 
CAD E100 for room. 

The studio has a fairly low hard ceil-
ing, and the room is moderately damped. 
We positioned an SŒ-25 overhead next 
to each AKG 451, about seven feet above 
the floor, and splayed them out slightly. 
Drummer Jamie Wilson (drummer for Bal-
timore Mayor Martin O'Malley's band) 
played while we set levels. 

The SCX-25s were 4 to 5 dB more sen-
sitive than the 451s. The 451s were very 
smooth with a more conservative bottom, 
to the degree that the kick and snare 
sounded as though they were further 
away. The SCX-25s were brighter on top, 
less midrange-y, with a more present kick 
and snare. Grant felt that the SCX-25s 
also had a tighter pattern than the AKG 
451s. Moving the SCX-25s a little more 
than a foot higher to just below the ceil-
ing made their stereo spread similar to 
that of the lower 451s. I felt that the 451s 
sounded drier, flatter and more isolated, 
while the SCX-25s sounded brighter, 
without being harsh, and with a wider 
stereo spectrum. 

IN CONCLUSION 
On harsh sources like banjo, fiddle or 
sax, the SCX-25 may be too bright, but 
the pair of SCX-25s worked nicely as 
drum overheads. While the Audix SCX-
25 is not as quiet as a Neumann 11M 103, 
the proximity effect makes the two mics 
more similar in sound when used close-
in. The SOC-25 would also be a good 
choice on louder vocals with darker 
voices or other darker sources, especial-
ly in the din of a small practice space or 
club where everyone is playing, and 
where there's frequently too much upper 
bass/low-mid energy. Try 'em there as 
well. 

Audix, Box 4010, Wilsonville, OR 
97070; 503/682-6933; fax 503/682-7114; 
www.audixusa.com. 
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TECH'S FIL 
BY EDDIE CILETTI 

Mic Preamp Insider 

The ABCs of Finding the Right One 

D
espite the kicking and screaming that en-
sued during the Digital Revolution, the end 
result is the tasty Analog Renaissance we 

are currently enjoying. Analog tape still provides the 
ultimate in sonic airbag protection—digital is far less 
forgiving—forcing recording engineers to pay more 
attention to every phase, especially tracking. Design 
engineers, many of whom create gear for their own 
use, also re-educated themselves, hence the over-
whelming number of new microphones and pre-
amps, including those profiled in our report on tube 
preamps on page 30. 

This month, we'll examine some of the parame-
ters for evaluating mic preamps, including listening 
tests, specification translation and a topology overview. 
While putting the finishing touches on this piece, I 
received an e-mail requesting my opinion on two 

preamps in the $850 range. The interactive investi-
gation began with the customer lured by promises 
of "warm lows" and "silky highs." These and other 
words like "transparent," "clean" and "punchy" have 
made their entrance and exit early in this piece. 

No review can tell you what to buy without first 
getting to the heart of your needs and desires. E-mail 
discussions tend to be brief and hot—I felt the mailer 
was going in the wrong direction, but who wants to 
hear that? It is my hope that this article lays the ground-
work for readers to conduct their own investigations. 

It's almost impossible to talk about preamps with-
out mentioning microphones. The relationship is 
symbiotic—microphone-output levels determine 
how hard a preamp works, hence the brief detour. 

Examples of microphone sensitivity and preamp 
Equivalent Input Noise (EIN) were collected into two 
tables (no "weighting"), showing these and other 
specs at a glance. 

Let the games begin... 
Comparing preamps is no simple task, and Chal-

lenge Number 1 is simply assembling a number of 
units into the same time-space continuum. Challenge 

Number 2: Our ears are easily misled by level dis-
crepancies. The ear perceives louder as better, so 
comparisons—without first attempting to match lev-
els—are unfair if not outright invalid. By leveling the 
playing field (no pun intended), the results become 
more realistic. Embrace the scientific approach; cali-
brate levels to minimize the variables. That's easier 
said than done, because of Challenge Number 3: The 
output of one mic cannot be "multed" to several pre-
amps due to impedance considerations. 

Nashville engineer Lynn Fuston tackled all of the 
challenges during the process of creating a multi-CD 

Distortion 'A" 

Distortion "B" 

Oscillator 

Figure I: Typical overload characteristic of a vacuum-tube mic 

preamp with cathode-follower output (Alter 1566). In green, 

mostly hidden, is a pure sine wave, while in red and violet are 

two distortion variations. Notice the "curves" and complete lack 

of hard clipping. 

series of preamp and microphone tests—available at 
www.3daudioinc.com. Fuston's project also included 
consultations with several preamp designers until all 
were reasonably satisfied with the test procedure. 

D.I.Y. LISTENING TEST 
Each microphone type (particularly ribbon designs) 
has a fairly obvious sonic signature, so preamp surf-
ing will require your undivided attention. 

Let's assume that you have a known reference pre-
amp and a "typical" gain setting, a starting point that 
has the unit operating in its most linear region—good 
signal-to-noise ratio and ample headroom. Choose a 
microphone, connect to the reference pierimp and feed 
pink noise through a speaker—placement between the 
two must be fixed and repeatable—and then measure 
the preamp with a digital meter such as the NTI Mini-
lyzer using the Type-C response setting. The mic can 
then be connected to each of the other preamps one at 
a time, matching the gain to the reference. (You can re-
turn the preamps to separate faders on a console, but 
this adds many more amplifiers and variables to the 
chain. Measure all the way through the chain.) 

Before recording the results, check each preamp 
with your own voice while monitoring via head-
phones, flipping the Polarity switch to yield the 
"warmest" setting. This is the easiest nontechnical way 
to test and set polarity, while perhaps revealing one 

of those "mysteries" behind vocalists who can't hear 
themselves. (If the headphone signal arrives out-of-
phase with the bone-to-eardrum conduction, then the 
sound will be thin and distant.) Start with "softer" 
acoustic sources—like guitar, voice or piano—repeat-
ing the same phrase over and over. Choose a com-
fortable monitoring and recording level with at least 
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TECH'S FILES' 

1( 3080 

12 dB of headroom—if ya got more bits, 
use 'em—and stay there. 

DON'T FORGET TO BREATHE 
consistent performance, listen 

back to each preamp. I believe the more 
matched the levels are, the more difficult 
it will be to hear the difference. This as-
sumes that the preamp is being operat-
ed in its most linear (clean) range. Less 
complex sound sources—like a nylon-
stringed guitar as compared to wound 
strings—may make it easier to differen-
tiate between preamp-to-preamp 
nuances. 

For the "airbag" test, start at a dis-
tance, banging a snare drum to achieve 
a similar level, and then move toward 
the mic until preamp headroom begins 
to run out. Optimize the level of the 
recording device one time, taking care 
not to overload the inputs, because 
some preamps can generate far more 
level than the average DAT or CD-R can 
handle. If you get this far, congratula-
tions (and let me know)! For more ex-
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SN 2451 AND uP ARE WIRED FOR ISO 250 orrAs 
ALTEE 438C MI: 

PRE- AMPLIFIER 

Figure 2: The mic preamp schematic from the Altec 438. This circuit is similar to the Altec 1.566A. 

citement, try very high- and low-gain 
settings to see how preamps behave at 
those extremes. If it gets too complicat-
ed and you're exhausted, it's okay. 
(That's why Fuston made those evalua-
tion CDs.) 

SPECIFICATION TRANSLATION 
Have you cruised the Net lately? There 
are prices and pictures galore, but just 
try to correlate the wealth of informa-
tion. There is no Berlitz course for trans-
lating product specs (I looked), but 

MANUFACTURER M°Dd SENSITIVITY 

AKG 

AKG 

P4 ( 2000E1 
II I . 

( I ?V 

II t 

20 rtN/P.) 

10 mV/Pa 

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE SELF-NOISE 
EQUIVALENT 

2(1,1B. 

A-vv(mdiltud 

22 41i 

DIN 45412 

AIM 

Audlo-TechnIca AT-3035 

FET 

25.1 mV/Pa 

(open circuit) 

-32 dB (ref. 1 V Qt) 1 Pa) 

82 dB, 1 kHz at 1 Pa 12dB SPL, A-weighted 

Audlo-Technlca 

Marshall 

Ni•iimann 

AT-4060 

tube 

MXL-2003 

FET 

TLM-103 

FET 

19.9 mV/Pa 

-34 dB (ref . 1 V 411) 1 Pa) 

16 mV/Pa 

21 mV/Pa 

75 dB 19dB SPL, 

A-weighted 

77 dB (ref. 1 Pa) 18 dB 

IEC 268-4 

CCIR-468-3: 

76.5 dB 

DIN/IEC 651: 87 dB 

CCIR-468-3. 

17.5 d8 

DIN/IEC 651: 7 dB 

RODE NT-1 

Soundelux ELUX 251 

tube 

Soundelux U 195 

FET 

18 mV/Pa 

FET 

15 mV/Pa 

-36 dBv/Pa 

14 mV/Pa 

17 dB ( ur)pp( ifil/l1) 

27 d8, un-weighted, 

17 dB, A-weighted 

71 dB, un-vveup 

82 dB, A-weighted 

Table 1: Microphone sensitivity is measured using 1 kHz at a Sound Pressure Level (SPL) of 94 dB, equal to 1 Pascal (Pa). 
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TECH'S FILES  

Neumann does a great job, providing a 
stand-alone reference area. 

Because online product literature can 
be easily updated, it should be. I found 
mistakes, discrepancies and vagaries. Man-
ufacturers need to publish specs based on 
current measuring standards as well as pro-
vide background information about the 
test procedures. Otherwise, how could 
anyone compare? Assembling information 
was difficult enough; I can't imagine the 
challenge if I didn't speak the language. 

MICRO (NOT SO JOYFUL) NOISE 
If noise is an issue, look at microphone 
sensitivity first. Table 1 compares sensi-
tivity for an assortment of large-di-
aphragm vocal mics. Sensitivity is speci-

fied in millivolts per Pascal (mV/Pa), typ-
ically with a 1-kohm load—the only dis-
crepancy is in the third entry, the AT-3035. 
At 25.1 mV/Pa, it has the highest output, 
open circuit, hence the bigger number. 

PREAMP NOISE 
A preamp in mathematical terms is a 
Voltage Multiplier. As such, it multiplies 
noise and the intended signal. Resistors 
generate noise, so do microphone cap-
sules. EIN refers to the preamp's input 
circuit noise—normally, the mic itself 
becomes part of the equation, but during 
the test, a 150-ohm resistor is typically 
substituted; its value must be published 
for this spec to be meaningful. 

EIN = Gain + Noise 

You can easily subtract gain from the 
published EIN spec to find the noise rel-
ative to 0 dBx, where "x" is the refer-
ence. A theoretically "perfect" amplifier 
(one that contributes a minimum of 
noise) will have an EIN of -129 dBu. This 
means that with a gain of 60 dB, the best 
possible noise floor will be -69 dBu. 
Most EIN specs are measured at or near 
maximum gain. Be suspicious if EIN is 
listed only as "A-weighted"—okay if in-
cluded, but not solo. Look at the fine 
print if EIN is over "-129 dB." 

Note: 0 dBv is equivalent to +2.2 dBu, 
where "v" is referenced to 1-volt RMS; "u" 
is ref d to 0.775 Vrms, and, when applied 
to a 600-ohm load, yields 1 rnilliwatt, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 221 

MANUFACTURER MODEL EIN UN-WEIGHTED MAX GAIN MAX OUT 

Langevin Dual-mono ss -124 dBu 

www.manleylabs.com 0 45dB gain 

Manley Labs Dual-mono -125 dBu 

53 dB +31 dBy 

60 dB +32 dBu 

+15 dBm 

70 dB +24 dBm 

www.manleylabs.com tube 0 45dB gain 

Great River MP-2NV -125dBm, 

www.greatriverelectronics.com ss + xfrmr 150-ohm source 

40dB gain 

Avalon M-5 -126dB, 64 dB +30 dBm 

www.avalondesign.com ss + xfrmr 150-ohm source 

D.W. Fears VT-2 -127 dBm 53 dB +22 dBu 

www.dwfearn.com tube (tube-dependent); 

-124 dBm guaranteed 

+16 dBm 

Crane Song 

www.cranesong.com 

Flamingo 

SS 

-128.5 dB typical; 

-129 dB 

66 dB +25 dBm 

John W. Hardy M-1 -129dBu, 60 dB +24 dBu 

www.imjohn.com/JohnHardy/ ss + xfrmr 150-ohm source 75-ohm load 

Great River MP-2 -129c1Bv, 64 dB +24 dBm 

www.greatriverelectronics.com ss + xfrmr 150-ohm source 

(-132 dBv-A) 

API 512c -129 dBu 65 dB +30 dBu 

www.apiaudio.com 212, 3124 

SS 

Grace Design 201/801 -130dB, 64 dB +29 

www.gracedesign.com xfrmr-less 

SS 

50-ohm source 

@ 60dB gain 

(70 dB optional) +26 

Table 2: Mic preamp specs. From top to bottom, in order of improved Equivalent Input Noise (EIN) performance. Note the two highlighted items are 

vacuum-tube devices with cathode follower outputs, and as such, their behavior under no load and 600-ohm load are noted. Also, a general product code 

is noted under the model number: "ss" is solid-state, "xfrmr" refers to the use of transformers, while "xfrmer-less" and "tube" should be self-explanatory. 
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Even among professional CD 
recorders, the Sony CDR-W33 
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operation and even a PC keyboard 
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help maintain resolution. 
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unbalanced analog audio, SPDIF 
and optical digital I/O. 

The CDR-W66 (not shown) adds 
balanced XLR analog and AES/EBU 
digital I/O plus 2X speed duplication 
with a second CDR-W66. 

The Sony CDR-W33 and CDR-W66 
deliver the design and operational 
capabilities that professional 
applications require. And you 
get every last bit of performance 
without spending your every last 
dime. To find out more, call 
1-800-472-SONY, ext. CDR. 
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Third Eye Blind _ _ 
cLS.)1grits on •_3/77 

Third Eye Blind producer/partner/engineer Jason Carmer 

first encountered Sony's DRE-S777 digital reverb at a mix 

session for 'Eye Conqueror,' a song the group penned for "A 

Knights Tale." "I was impressed by the sound Micheal 

Brauer was producing with it," Carmer say& "When vocal-

ist/songwriter/producer Steven Jenkins, Bass player Arion 

Salazar, Drummer Brad Hardgraeves and I decided to build 

a studio, the S777 was one of the first pieces of gear we 

wanted in our house rack." 
Carmer, whose credits include producing Run-DMC, 

Merle Haggard, Paleface and Mark Eitzel reports that, 

since being located in SF's cool downtown South Park dis-

trict, the studio, which they've named Morning Wood, is 

somewhat 'space challenged.' "Our live room is on the 

cozy side and rather neutral," he says. "I've been using two 

room mics to create a 'distance' sound, running it through 
the S777 then taking the output and mixing it into every 

mic on the drum kit to simulate a live room. I've 

experimented with a number of the reverb spaces in the 

eLl>claPRaPrOalrehmie 

Winners: From left to right, Sony Professional Audio is 

represented on stage by Clayton Blick, Paul Foschino, Karl 

Kussmaul and Bob Tamburri, who accepted the 2001 TEC 

Award for Small Format Console, awarded to the Sony 

DMX-R100 digital console at the 17th Annual Technology 

Excellence & Creativity (TEC) Awards. The 2001 ceremony 

was held at New York City's Marriot Marquis on Saturday, 

December 1, during the Audio Engineering Society 

(AES) tradeshow. 

software series, 

but lean towards 

Ocean Way Studio B. 

Bill Putnam built 

some terrific rooms, 

and that's one of 

his best." 

Currently work-

ing on the new Third 

Eye Blind (pictured 

right) CD, Carmer 

plans to use S777 

sampling software to create new aural spaces for the 

group. "I know the unit can be used in live performances, 

and I may talk with our FOH mixer Joel Lanky to see if he'd 

like to buy his own to take it on the road with the band. 

I've worked with lots of digital reverbs, and they've all got 

plusses and minuses," Carmer concludes, "but the S777 is 

the first to truly sound like a natural space." 

Filipe Records Korn 

Award- winning 

engineer Frank 

Filipetti (seated) 

chase a Sony 

DMX-R100 digi-

tal console to 

record vocals for 

the upcoming 

Korn album. 
"I do a lot of digi-

tal work, and I 

wanted the best 

quality and flexi-

bility I could find 

in a small-format console capable of recording in 24-

bitf96IcHz," comments Filipetti, who rented the R100 from 

New York-based rental company Dreamhire. "The R100- fit 

the bill. The sound quality is exceptional, the work surface is 

intuitive and easy-to-use, and the board is stable and reliable 

— we haven't experienced any crashes or lost data. Korn's pro-

ducer Michael Beinhom (standing) and I are very pleased with 

the console's performance." 

Editorial Director: Anthony P. Montesano; Managing Editor: Anthony Savona; Art Director: Marshall Moseley.; Associate Ad Director: Greg German; Design Associate: Brian Jackson: 

Staff Artist: Lauren Berkery. Cover Photo: Alberto Posit Courtesy of Sony Music Ertertainment. Used with permission; Photo Credits: pg 3 (top), Sean Beresford; (bottom left) George 

Kanatous; pg 4, Courtesy of The Producers. Used with permission. pg 5 (bottom), ,. an Marcus. Courtesy of Radio City EntertUnment Used with permission; pg 5 (bottom), Dave King; pg 7 
(right), Alberto Posit. Courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment. Used with permission; Dç 8, Robert Wolsch: pg 9 (bp), David DsJong. Entire contents C2002 Sony Electronics Inc. unless other-

wise noted. All rights reserved. The opinions expressed in bylined articles herein repre,ent those of the author alone and nct al Sony. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the 

written permission of Sony Electronics Inc. Sony is a trademark of Sony. For more information on any of the Sony products mentioned in this magazine, please contact: Sony Pro Audio at 
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"I've never heard a reverb that was quite as exciting as this 

one," states Alan Silverman, mastering engineer of the cast 

recordings for the smash Tony Award-winning Broadway hit 

The Producers. Working closely with engineer/mixer Cynthia 

Daniels, the Grammy-nominated pair recently turned to the 

cutting edge sound of the Sony DRE-S777 to make a bit of 

multichannel history. 

"The Producers is the first major 

Broadway show to be done in 5.1," 

Silverman continues. "Cynthia and I 

planned this project carefully from begin-

ning to end and wanted to truly recreate the 

theatrical experience. That's when we decid-

ed to use the Sony S777." Silverman, 

who owns Arfl Digital, a high-res 

mastering facility in New York City, 

noted that he he'd never used the 

reverb before working on the show. 

"I had heard an impressive demo 

and was convinced it was the 

way to go," he says. 

Recording and mixing The 

Producers also provided 

Daniels with her first experi-

ence with the Sony reverb. "I 

had come to believe, 

through word of mouth, that 

the S777 was the best 

sounding reverb unit," 

she stated. "After 

using it, I found all 

the rumors to be 

true." Working at 

an incredibly 

rapid pace, Daniels managed to 

capture a 40 piece orchestra, 

eight principal stars and a cast of 

20; all live to 48-tracks. "She is 

about the fastest engineer I've ever seen," Silverman said. With 

Grammy-nominated cast recordings such as Kiss Me Kate and 

The Music Man on their credit list, the two make a powerful 

team. 

Tracking at The Edison studio in New York, Daniels uti-

lized the room's natural sound, but felt she needed something 

extra to bring it into the Broadway realm. "We have a way of 

working with stems, and we decided that process worked so 

well for us in our stereo recording that we would carry it over 

into the surround mixes," explains Silverman. "When we took 

the project into the mastering room, we were so happy with 

¡NATHAN MATTHEW 
LANE BRODERICK 

the new £w 
MEL BROOKS 

musical 

ORIGINAL BROADWAY 
CAST RECORDING 

the way the ambiance and the S777 were working, we got the 

idea to bring in a second S777." 

Then, according to Silverman, they began experimenting 

by assigning one reverb unit to the front, and another to the 

rear. They would load in the orchestral and vocal stems, and 

apply slightly different reverbs to each, altering the front to 

back mix. "I like the four outputs on 

the S777, and used it for mixing both 

in the fronts and as a delayed reverb 

for the rears," adds Daniels. "It was 

very smooth and uncolored, with an 

ungranulated trail-off time that isn't 

too bright at the end," Silverman 

comments, "We went from 

doing real theatrical to 

'mega-real theatrical'." 

Daniels and Silverman 

also appreciate the flexibili-

ty of the S777. "I really like 

the different mic place-

ments available in each 

preset," Daniels says. "It 

was ideal to not have to 

build a room out of an 

algorithm, but just tweak 

it from my listening spot. 

There are a lot 

of great 

reverb 

units out 

there, 

but this one seems 

to use technology that 

brings the most natural 

characteristics to the mix." 

"You can tweak the 

spaces away from their 

original intent in a very cre-

ative way," Silverman adds. "The purity of this reverb allows it 

to interact very well with other state-of- the-art mastering 

gear. It paired especially well with the fantastic new Z-

Systems surround EQ and compressor that were also 

employed in the mastering of this project. 

"The S777 was able to create a beautiful Broadway 

ambiance, just like being in a wonderful theater with fantastic 

acoustics," concludes Silverman. "Everyone who has heard it in 

my room has been emotionally moved by what can be done 

with it. That fact that you can very convincingly put your proj-

ect into these wonderful spaces is amazing. It's quite a reverb." 

;#' 
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David Was PiirksellPie 
for C73-7 fie oi \e-L,/. 

Noted composer/engineer David Was used Sony's recently introduced 

CDR-W66 CD recorder to record and master the score for the initial episodes 

of The Education of Max Bickforc4 CBS's new hour-long drama starring 

Richard Dreyfuss and Marcia Gay Harden. 

"I generated a lot of cues within a pair of synthesizers then added live 

music (piano, strings, woodwinds, etc.) to give the score a human quality," 

Was states. "I kept the W66 on full time." 

Working out of his own Hollywood-based recording studio, Was used 

the W66 to go from picture to master with the help of Digidesign's Digi 001 
hardware interface. "As soon as I finished a cue, I could go back to it, un-

pause it, and record another. Within a few days, I had 15 to 18 cues to deliv-

er to the music editor," he explains. "He loved the sound of it. The W66 

worked flawlessly. It was the most important link in the chain." 

Was reports that before he acquired the W66, he was able to bum CDs 

on his computer, but the demands of the Max Bickford series made it totally 

impractical for him to deal with the vagaries of digital glitches and poor 

sound quality. "I wanted to get out of that 'inside computer world' and actu-

ally have a signal sent (via the Digi 001) to a high quality recorder," he states. 

"The sonic clarity of the W66 is amazing." 

To illustrate the capabilities of the unit Was points to a recent Max 

Bickford episode which included scenes from a WWII documentary about 

1000 Jews escaping from Germany on a ship. "The United States refused 

to accept them, and it took a very delicate cue to accent the despair on the 

faces of the refugees on the boat," he recalls. "I used a piano, drenched 

with reverb, and layered strings beneath. My main objective was to truly 

capture the mood of the music. I hoped that such a soft cue would come 

across without losing any of its subtleties. It did. The W66 really brought 
the delicate presence of the piece to life." 

Tw9 c,bny DiMX-R,100s 
for "he Cririsirrits , 

Radio City Entertainment 

pu chased two Sony DMX-

R100 digital consoles for its 

beloved holiday theatrical, 

The Radio City Christmas 

Spectacular, starring the 

world-famous Radio City 

Rockettes (pictured). The 

new consoles performed both production and live sound duties 

for shows in Atlanta and Cleveland. The Radio City Christmas 

Spectacular is presented in seven markets across the country in 

addition to New York's 2001 edition of the show. 

Sound designer Dan Gerhard reports that FOH engineer 

John Montgomary ran the entire show through an R100: "He 

used the console for everything, and he didn't need any out-

board gear at all. It works wonderfully on-site. The R100 is very 

reliable, and it sounds great." 

Prior to going out on the road, both R100s are used to mix 

the orchestra. "The vocals are live, but for out-of-town shows. 

the 56-piece orchestra is pre-recorded," Gerhard says. "The 

RIOOs work seamlessly with our high-resolution digital 

recorders. I did quite a bit of research on small-format digital 

mixers before choosing the R100. Other consoles were kind of 

clunky and cumbersome, and more importantly, could not 

handle high resolution. The R100 is a truly versatile unit, and 

I love the fact that it operates without fan noise. We'll 

definitely use it on other Radio City Entertainment events 

throughout the year." 
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Jessica Simpson, one of the most widely-recognized and 

respected new artists in modern pop music, has 

Irresistible, the eagerly awaited 

follow-up to her multi-platinum 

debut album Sweet Kisses, with 

a bevy of top behind-the-

scenes talent and equip-

ment, including the Sony 

C800G studio micro-

phone for vocals and the 

Sony Oxford digital con-

sole for final mixing. 

Working with a group of world-class engineers and 

producers for her second album - including Mick Guzauski 

and Walter Afanasieff (Walter A) - Simpson created an electri-

fying collection of songs which serves as a showcase for her 

ever-growing vocal talent. 

Released in November 1999, Simpson's debut album 

Sweet Kisses established her as an international pop star, 

featuring two Top 40 hits: "I Wanna Love You Forever" and "I 

zau i used the 
on to mix the 
alb , at his 

Studio 

Think I'm In Love With You" and sold more than three 

million copies around the world. 

Among the new album's many highlights are the songs 

"There You Were," a duet with Marc Anthony, and "A Little 

Bit," a hook-filled follow-up to the album's first single, 

"Irresistible." Simpson takes a decidedly R&B turn on 

Irresistible, evidenced by the new album's up-tempo jams; 

Si 
while the ballads on the album find a grace, poise, power 

and maturity in her already impressive vocal range. 

Multi-platinum producer Walter A 

worked extensively with Simpson 

on three cuts on the Irresistible 

album. Some initial work, includ-

ing background vocals and 

overdubs, was accomplished 

on the Oxford console in his 

San Rafael, CA. Wally World 

Studio B, but Walter credits 

Mick Guzauski's Oxford mixing as one of the most significant 

technical contributions to the album. 

"Beyond Jessica's performance, it's the mix that makes 

this record special," says Walter A. 

Milting the Vocals 

Excellent for vocal recording in studios and film post 

production houses, Sony's C-800G Studio Tube Condenser 
Microphone is designed for the highest possible sound 

reproduction quality. The C-800G features a high-quality 

dual large diaphragm for true reproduction of vocal quali-

ties, vacuum tube warm sound quality through a 6AU6 

vacuum tube, a unique Peltier-based cooling system to 

achieve optimum tube operating temperature, and an 

electronically selectable pick-up pattern (Omni/Uni) for 

various recording applications. 

"In the studio, it comes down to what you hear," says 

Sony Music Studio's Robert Williams, the in-studio engineer 

who miked the vocals on the new album. "Jessica's voice is 

simply amazing. She has such a big range, from a whisper to 

really belting it out, and you need a microphone that can 

handle the range without distortion. The 800G mic has a 

good head run from the softest to the loudest sounds. With 

every project, I'm always testing two or three mics at the 

front of a session. I used the 800 with Jessica on her first 

album, and I felt it suited her well." 

Williams points out that if an artist likes what he or she 

hears up front, a level of trust is quickly built giving the sessions 

additional creative flavor. "You have to give an artist what they 

need to hear from the start," says Williams. "Microphone selec-

Miking and Mixing a Dynamic Vocal 
Range with the Sony C800G Microphone 
and the Oxford Digital Console 



tion plays an important role in that. On ballads, for example, 

the S's and the wet sound of lips are important to the overall 

texture of a song. In 

Jessica's case, her vocals 

tend to be quite bright 

and I would add just a little 

to the low end to round out 

the body. The 800 mic 

gave me the flexi-

bility to do this." 

But the bot-

tom line for Williams is the quality of the singer's voice. 

"Jessica has a gift," he says. "Not everyone has it. She's been 

blessed in that sense. She has all the tools it takes to get her 

where she wants to go." 

flopert Williams Sony 
Mueç Studio engineer on 

the Simpson album•  • 
r- • • 

Mixing the Vocals 

Top audio engineer Mick Guzauski, whose credits list more than 

25 #1 singles and more than 25 gold and platinum albums for 

superstars throughout the pop music universe, agrees with 

Williams' assessment. He mixed two cuts on the Irresistible 

album, the ballad duet "Forever in Your Eyes" and choir-

backed "His Eye is on the Sparrow." 

"Because of the incredible dynamic range of Jessica's 

voice, the automated EQ feature in the Oxford console 

was very beneficial because I could tailor the frequen-

cy responses and dynamics within each song with 

optimum EQ at every pitch and 

level," says Guzauski, who has 

been described by top audio 

industry professionals as 

having "golden ears." 

Guzauslci's awareness of 

the Sony Oxford console goes 

back to the R&D stages, 

when the console was still a 

prototype. "When I first 

became aware of the 

Oxford," says Guzauski, 

"it wasn't entirely com-

plete, yet even then it 

had the best A/D and D/A 

converters I'd ever heard. 

I've never heard a better 

sounding console, either analog 

or digital." 

. a 
C800G Microphone 



The Versatile Sony Digital 
Console Has Developed a Strong 

Following and is Showing Up 
Everywhere - From Specialty 
Radio Production Houses and 

DVD Audio Studios to Churches 

. . 
. ..... 
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A Joyful Noise at Crossroads Tabernacle 
Crossroads Tabernacle and Boden Center for The 
Performing Arts, a prominent inner-city church located in 
the Bronx has, with the Walters-Storyk Design Group 
(WSDG), created a state-of-the-art audio tic video 
production studio, and is completely refurbishing an 
800+ seat theater for worship, concerts, dramas, and 
outreach events. The restoration, which also includes new 
administrative facilities and a children's educational wing, 
is scheduled for completion in 2002. The 1000+ sq. ft. 
studio houses three isolation booths, and a control room 
equipped with a Sony DMX-R100 digital console. 
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Radio Productions at GAP Digital 
Walters-Storyk Design Group has also developed a three-studio complex for GAP 
Digital, one of the only U.S. recording studios specializing in the production of 
long-form radio drama. The 3000 square-foot facility is located in the Chicago 
suburb of Wheaton, adjacent to Wheaton College. Studios A and B at the facility 
each house a Sony DMX-R100 digital console. 

In business since 1980, GAP Digital has created scores of radio dramas, 
including programs based on such classic stories as Victor Hugo's Les 
Miserables, C. S. Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia, and George Eliot's Silas Marner. 
The facility is currently producing 144 half-hour episodes of a drama series titled 

Left Behind, based on the best-selling book series of the 
same name. Left Behind is being broadcast on over 700 
radio stations. 

"Our goal is to provide clients with a multipurpose, 
5.1-capable facility, that supports both radio and audio-
for-video projects, in a visually stimulating environment," 
comments owner Todd Busteed. 

DVD Production at MI Casa 
Grammy Award-winner Robert Margouleff and his part-
ner/chief engineer Brant Biles are enjoying an extended 
period of high-profile DVD mixing and mastering work 
at L.A.-based Mi Casa Multimedia, Inc. Currently 
celebrating their first anniversary in their new digs, Mi 
Casa's home-theater-style, two-room audio production 
facility, design by WSDG, has developed a strong follow-
ing for their video, music, and DVD multichannel mix-
ing/mastering. 

Located in a 1928 Spanish Revival house formerly 
owned by Bela Lugosi, Mi Casa (www.micasastudio.com) 
features two 5.1 high-end home-theater environments. 

"We didn't want to build a commercial facility," reports 
Biles. "Because our projects are screened in actual 5.1 and 6.1 home theaters, we 
wanted our work space to emulate that environment complete with tables, lamps 
and furniture. Our studio is literally a house in the best sense of the word." 

Each room is identically equipped with a Sony DMX-R100 digital mixing console. 
"Our thing is high-quality audio, and that's what DVDs are all about," states 

Biles. "The Sony DMX-R100s sound great and are extremely flexible. We especially 
love the fact that the board has separate surround output busses. With the flick of 
a button, I can switch from stereo to surround." 
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Soundmirror R100 Suite's 

Sweet Sound 
A beta test site for the DMX-R100 con-

sole and its new version 2.0 software, 
Soundmirror, of Boston, Mass, recently 
completed several classical music 
projects. "We just remixed an opera, 

Thérèse Raquin, that we recorded last 
month in Dallas. It's a world premiere 
by composer Tobias Picker," says 

Soundmirror president John Newton. 
"We're also working on a series of 
multitrack surround recordings for the 

Pittsburgh Symphony and the Boston 

Modem Orchestra Project." 

WireWorld Raises Its 
Twin R1 00s Consoles »-
Nashville-based WireWorld Studios 

recently upgraded its twin DMX-R100 
consoles with version 2.0 software. 
Current projects at the studio 
include: recording and surround 
mixing for Brazilian act Badi Assad, 
mixing for an upcoming Dokken 

album, and mixing for the California-
based band The Tories. 



SONY" 

"Awesome.You totally forget you're using a digital unit.-
- FRANK FILIPETTI. Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Producer 

The cleanest revert, I've ever heard.-
- BOB LUDWIG. President of Gateway Mastering and MID. Les Paul Award Recipient. and 9-time TEC Award Winner 

''The sonic quality was astounding: . 
— DAVID HALL. Independent Recording Engineer, as quoted in the December 2000 issue of Pro Sound News 

THE BEST REVERB? 

A WAITER OF OPINION. 
MANY OPINIONS. 

"...the best sounding reverb.but of the box: I have ever heard...incredible sounding." 
— DAVE WILKERSON, Owner, Right Coast Recording, Inc. 

"Never have I heard this kind of resolution in any type of reverberation device.-
_ TOM JUNG. as quoted in the December 1999 issue of Pro Audio Review 

"Will sell itself to vou and your clients within the first 15 seconds.-
- BOBBY OWSINSKI. as quoted in the October 2000 issue of Surround Professional Magazine 

The Sony DRE-S777 digital reverb astounds everyone who hears it. Why? Because each effect incorporates the actual timing. amplitude and 

frequency response of natural reflections in a real acoustic space.The DRE-S777 gets its power from a massive parallel array of Sony 32-bit DSP chips, 

delivering 1.000 times the processing power of ordinary reverbs. Reverberant spaces are stored on CD-ROMs that bring you studios, churches. 

concert halls and natural spaces from around the world. And with Sony's new optional sampling function software, you can even capture acoustic 

spaces of your own choosing! Form your own opinion of this important development. Call to order your Free Demonstration CD and VHS tape. 

DRE-S777 
I -800-472-SONY ext. S777 

www.sony.corn/proaudio 

©2001 Sony Electrons Inc. Reproductron In whole or rn part wIthout wynten perm,slon , prohteted.All fled,. ,eserved. Sony t a trademark of Sony. 
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SONY" 
"What a great machine!" 

- ROGER NICHOLS, Grammy Award Winnimg EngnmerfProducer, www.eqmegoorn 

"The RI 00 packs more creative power per sample than most full size digital consoles." - BRUCE BOTNICk 

HOW DO YOU EVALUATE 
A DIGITAL MIXER? 

LISTEN. 
"Sony clearly broke the mold with the DMX-RI00. A dramatic improvement over other small digital consoles:' 

- JOHN NEWTON. Grammy-nominated engineer and owner of Soundourrnr. Inc. 

"We loved it... sonically beautiful and clean...the best small-format console ever.. 

outstanding performance, execution and design: 
- ROBERT MARGOULEFF and BRANT S. RILES, Proprieton of Mi C.  Multimedia Inc. 

"This is the first digital console of this size that sounds this good. 

What goes in comes out. The R100 is right on the money-
-TOM LAZARUS. Engineer and owner of Classic Sound, NYC 

"...pretty fantastic...rave reviews.., incredible sonic integrity...and 

incredibly easy to learn and operate...a new generation of digital console.-
- DENNY PURCELL. Award-winning mastering engineer. President - Georgetown Masters 

"Sounds great. reliable and easy-to-use:. _ ALLEN SMITH, Chief Engmeer. Soundtrarls Boston 

The DMX-R100 is changing even the experts' opinion of what to expect from monitoring and a high resolution touch screen that becomes an extension 

a compact, affordable digital console.A full input module with a knob for every of your hands. The next thing to do is go out and hear one for yourself. In 

key function: selectable high sample rate operation: 5.1 surround mixing and the meantime call today and we'll send you a brochure and tutorial CD-ROM.. 
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DMX-R100 
I -800-472-SONY ext. DMX 

www.sony.comiproaudio 

©2001 Sony Electrorycs Inc. Reproduction In whole or In part wahout wnnen permnsaan prolklarted. All nghts reserved. Sony n a trademark of Sony 
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The Musician's Atlas, is the only professional industry resource created and priced 
exclusively for artists and the independent music community. 

The all new 2002 annual edition delivers over 15,000 key music business contacts in more than 25 industry 
categories. Features include major & indie label A&R depts., commercial and college radio program 
directors, club, campus and festival talent buyers, managers, agents, radio promoters, distributors, 
publishers, producers, film & tv music supervisors, publicists, journalists, cd manufacturers, merchandisers 
and much more. 

All the detailed information found in the 2002 Atlas is also now available on The Musician's Atlas CD-Rom. 
This powerful contact manager features one touch e-mail and URL connections, customized mailing lists 
for your direct and e-mail campaigns, scheduling programs for sessions, sets and gigs, spreadsheets and 
invoices for your business income and expenses and a simple operating system for both PC and Mac. 
Plus, a free copy of the print edition is included with every CD. 

If it's time for the industry to hear your music, now is the time for you to order a copy of The Musician's 
Atlas. 

For more information and to order on-line, log on to www.MusiciansAtlas.com 

or send $29.90 for each copy of The Atlas ($24.95 + $4.95 S&H) 

or $ 158.90 for each CD-Rom ($ 149.95 + $8.95 S&H) to: 

The Musician's Atlas, P.O. Box 682, Nyack, NY 10960 



AVANT-GARME CLASSICAL, ALL AROUNr THE WORLD 

by Sarah Benzuly 

he Kronos Qtiaflct are best known 

for their unique artistic vision and 

fearless dedication to experimenta-

tion. Since the group's inception in 1973, the 

quartet (David Harrington, violin; John Sherba, 

violin; Hank Dutt, viola; and Jennifer Culp, 

cello) have captured attention with their avant- • 

garde classical style. More than /150 pieces 

200 MIX. April 2002 • anew mixonline coon 
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have been written or arranged for the group, 

and the quartet's 30-plus recordings on the 

Nonesuch label have won numerous awards, 

including the German Deutscheschallplatten 

Award, three Edison Awards (Netherlands), six 

Grammy nominations and eight ASCAP/Cham-

ber -Music America Awards for Adventurous 

Programming. 
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The quartet have also charted new territory in the 
live performance arena. Unlike most of their peers in 
the world of classical music, the Kronos Quartet have 
not only embraced modem sound reinforcement 
technology, but have come to rely on it. Playing in 

such widely disparate venues as the Cinema Lietuva 
in Lithuania, Wolf Trap in Vienna, Va., and the Kwai 
Tsing Theatre in Hong Kong, the quartet face a dizzy-
ing variety of acoustic environments. In order to 

present their programs of modem and traditional 
works in such a wide range of venues, the quartet 
rarely perform without a comprehensive and sophis-
ticated sound system that includes onstage monitors, 
audience frontfills and a full-scale P.A. Mix caught up 
with the quartet in early February, just as they were 

beginning their 2002 tour. 
Sound designer and FOH engineer Mark Grey 

first met the Kronos Quartet in 1993 when he was 
working with composer John Adams, who wrote 
"John's Book of Alleged Dances" for the quartet. 
Later on, when Grey and the quartet crossed paths 
again, "[They] said that one of their sound engineers 
was thinking that maybe he wants to move on, and, 

if you're interested, we would like to call you at some 
point," Grey recalls. "Four months after that, I got a 

phone call saying, 'Can you fly to Norway in two 
days?" Since then, Grey has been so busy touring the 
world with the quartet that he hasn't had time to add 
blank pages to his passport. And because of this busy 
schedule, the quartet also employ engineer Scott 
Fraser, who switches off gigs with Grey. 

Some aspects of touring with the Kronos 
Quartet are surprisingly similar to rock 'n' roll tour-
ing. Grey sends promoters a sound rider, typically 
requesting a Meyer, Apogee, d&b or EAW P.A. sys-

tem and a large-scale console. By specifying a mix-

ing console with a minimum of 24 inputs, 4-band 
sweepable EQ on every input channel, and eight 
auxiliary sends minimum, Grey ensures that the pro-
moter rents a top-quality mix console, and he has 
often found himself working behind a Midas XL3, 
XL4 or Heritage, a Yamaha PM3000 or PM4000, a 
Crest Century or a Soundcraft. Also specified on the 
rider are Crown or Yamaha amplifiers. "It looks like 

a rock 'n' roll-sized sound system," says Grey, noting 
that there are parts of the show that require high 

AmiskidiNgile 

Sound dc.,gner/engineer 

Mark Grey mixes on an 

Allen & Heath GL400g.' 

40-channel console at the 

Dinkelspiel Auditorium et 

Stanford University. 

«MS 

dole y.. 

SPLs. "There are pieces that are very loud that are for 

effect," he explains. 

"FLYING" THE SOUND SYSTEM 
Unlike most touring acts, the members of the 
Kronos Quartet carry all of their instruments per-
sonally and, because there is no equipment truck, 
Grey packs all of his sound gear in tagged and 
carry-on baggage. The touring party (which 
includes the quartet, the lighting designer and 
Grey) qualify for two bags each, plus there is 
always another airline ticket for the cello. "You're 

certainly not going to put the cello in baggage," 
notes Grey, who uses both of the cello's bags for 

FOH and other sound equipment. 
Grey has two suitcases allotted for FOH equip-

ment. "One suitcase is the effects suitcase, which 
contains a small rack, which has the newest Sony 
MiniDisc one-rackspace professional model," he 
explains. Also in that suitcase are a Yamaha SPX-990 
and a TC Electronic FireWont multi-effects unit, the 
latter a recent replacement for a PCM80. "And then 
we have 220-volt transformers, because, in Europe, 
you don't know what kind of power you're getting, 

but you know you're getting 220." The other FOH 
tech bag contains a portable MiniDisc, which serves 
as a backup to the primary MiniDisc, but it is also 
used for recording. Grey also packs a comprehen-
sive set of adapters to convert among XLR, a-inch 
and RCA connectors, as well as a non-racked BOSS 

SE-70 multi-effects unit. 
Grey's mics are packed in a third tech suitcase. 

Mics include four Neumann KM150s as floor and 
area mics, with KM100 preamplifiers and AK50 
hyper-cardioid capsules, four Countryman Isomax II 

omni mics and a Shure SM78 announce mic, plus 
AKG 6-inch mic stands for the Neumanns. Also in 

this case are a Symetrix 304 headphone amplifier, a 
set of over-the-ear Sony headphones with one side 
chopped off—"so that the over-the-ear portion is not 
to the audience," Grey explains—and hair clips to 

keep those on, extra backup XLR cables, backup 
headphones and backup headphone extensions. 

THE DOUBLE-MIC SOLUTION 
Grey assigns two mics to each player. "I'll take the 
Countryman omni Isomaxes, which are very good 
for the higher-stringed instruments, violin number 1 
and number 2 and viola, and tape them on the 
bridge of the instrument so that the mic is facing the 

fingerboard. It is a very abrasive sound, and it is typ-
ically not a pleasant sound. The cello Isomax attach-
es the same way, but because she's looking down 
at her fingerboard, the element is actually facing her 

face. So, you're getting the bow and the F-hole. It's 
a very rich sound, and it's a very full-frequency 

sound." 
Grey places the KM150s on the floor, on the 

AKG mic stands, to the left of the violins on the 
floor, so that they're actually behind the instrument, 
angling up at the back of the instrument. "And 

because it's a hypercardioid, it's encompassing the 
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Live mix  
whole area around them," he notes. "You 
don't get any of the real clarity of the 
sound like you get with the Isomaxes, 
but you get the body and the warmth of 
the sound. 

"The way I get that acoustic quartet 
sound, to get that sweet natural sound, I 
use the KM150s for the body of the quar-
tet and then I use the Isomaxes to func-
tion in a lot of different ways. The first 
way is that they get the initial attack of 

the instrument, so I blend that with the 
KM150s and you get a very bright attack 
with a warm body. The second is to feed 

the processors, because it's a very direct 
signal. So I can push the processors; I can 
get maximum headroom on the proces-
sors and get maximum usage out of the 
processors. If I used the KM150s through 
the processing, you're more susceptible 
to feedback, and this [way], you can real-

ly push it, especially when we're going 
through distortion boxes, flangers, phase 
shifters, echoes—because they are a con-
temporary string quartet, there are certain 

pieces that we do live effects on. We've 
been carrying a BOSS SE-70 effects unit, 
to which we apply octave transposition 
and flanging that blend into the quartet 
sound for certain pieces. Recently, we've 
been traveling with an Ibanez TS7 tube-
screamer; there is one piece we've been 
doing where we put the quartet through 
a distortion box." 

To hear themselves and the effects 
onstage, the quartet listens to three full-
range loudspeaker wedges, each with its 
own individual mix. One monitor is 
placed between violin 1 and violin 2, 
while the violist and cellist each get their 
own. In addition to the promoter-sup-
plied P.A., Grey also uses a pair of Meyer 
UPM-1Ps, placed horizontally on the lip 
of the stage, as frontfills. "Because most 
theater seating is raked, I angle them up 
the rake so the front row is not getting 
the direct horn in their face," he explains. 

The UPMs can also serve as a primary 
acoustic source in certain circumstances. 
"We were in Switzerland for the Lucerne 
International Music Festival, and we per-
formed in the new grand orchestra hall, 

Kongresszentrum Hall, and it seats 1,840 
people," recalls Grey. "And the quartet is 
this tiny little object onstage. So, the job 
to make an intimate environment becomes 

challenging because you usually have 50 
first violins [in an orchestra], when now 
you have only one." In such situations, 
Grey typically pushes the UPM frontfills a 
little farther upstage and sends them more 
of the Isomax signal. "And then I use the 

main P.A. system to catch up—I can push 
the sound to catch up with those UPMs. 

Because, if you push the UPMs too much, 
they're gonna distort, of course. It's very 
surprising how frontfills can solve a lot of 
those issues." 

MIXING ANCIENT AND MODERN 
During soundcheck, Grey gets fairly pre-
cise level settings on the supplied con-
sole, making use of the board's automa-
tion when available. However, he must 
often make major changes to the monitor 
mix, especially if the program includes, 

for example, a piece written in Haydn's 
day that was originally intended to be 

heard in a courtyard or a parlor. "If you 
play in a huge, 15-second-reverb church, 
I'm gonna give [the quartet] a much more 
direct signal from the Isomaxes," says 
Grey. "If it's a very dry space, I add rever-

beration from FOH effects back into their 
wedges, so it feels like they're getting 
something back from the hall." 

Some venues have an almost entirely 
unsuitable acoustic characteristic; Grey 
remembers one 12th-century church in 
particular. "Some of [the venues] are 

huge, and if you play a piece with a lot 
of percussive sounds, the definition is 
totally blistering—you can't hear any-
thing, and they [the quartet] certainly 
can't hear anything, because they're 
placed on the altar in the middle of the 
cross, which is the worst place for you to 
hear anything." In that kind of situation, 
Grey typically gives the quartet more sig-
nal in their wedges at the beginning of a 
piece and then reduces it when they get 
into the swing of things. "If there is too 
much coming from the wedges, it kills 

any kind of intimacy that we might be 
making for the audience," he explains. 

ENTER THE TÔNMEISTER 

In addition to acting as sound designer 
and FOH mixer, Grey often finds himself 
inside a remote truck for American and 

European radio spots, though not 
always as the engineer. "The first thing I 
ask is, Will I be able to mix the quar-
tet?" he explains. "And 99 percent of the 
time, they've said that I cannot touch the 
console, which is fine and I have no 
problem with that. The next thing I ask 

is, 'Would you mind if I called out cues 
to mix the quartet?' And, typically, the 
engineer is very open to that. And then 
I ask, 'Alright, are you okay with that?' 
because the way I mix, I'm very fidgety 
with my faders; I mean, they're always 
moving, and I'm constantly mixing. So 

Mark Grey with Pierre Jacques, director of 

Orchestra Des Jeunes De La Méditerranée, in 

Château Malijay, France. 

when we record for radio, they'll start 
the tape rolling and I'll call out, 'violin 2 
up 3 dB. Viola down 2 dB. In five sec-
onds, cello up 6 dB and then violin 1 
and violin 2 down 4 dB.' Because I 
know the pieces; it's what I do. 

"But then there's this other thing 
about radio, especially in Europe. In 
Europe, they are very big on live broad-
casts from the radio truck. The truck pulls 
up, and you have a whole crew of other 
sound people that are trying to interface 

to you. So you have the crew of audio 
engineers, but you also have, in 

Germany, a person called the tünmeister, 
who is basically the audio director of the 
broadcast. And he typically has a precon-
ceived idea of what the quartet should 
sound like. Typically in Europe, violin 1 
is mixed 6 dB hotter than the rest of the 
group. So one of my jobs is, when I'm 
setting up the sound system, I make sure 
that they [the engineers in the truck] have 
the proper splits. Usually I'm pretty cool 
about what I want to have from them as 

a mix, because I can't be in the truck and 
mixing simultaneously. But, if I have a 
console that allows me to output, what I 
can do is submix at FOH and put the 
headphones at my ears to hear what is 
being sent to the truck." 

As Grey points out, his touring expe-
rience brings him into contact with a 
wide range of cultures. "And I'm very 
sensitive about the culture and the peo-

ple," he says. "I'm not walking in and 
stomping all over them. Because you 
don't get a proper job done that way. 
Engineering skills are a lot of the job, but 
a good portion of the ¡ob is as a touring 
partner. And we all get along like family, 
and it is important to us that we can live 
like that. Otherwise, we can't do it." 

Sarah Benzuly is Mix's associate editor. 
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Did someone say 

more monitor? 

EAW's new SM129z and SM159z are 
professional stage monitor systems desig 

to cut through the sonic clutter of instrumen 

amps and live drums. 

The heavy-duty woofers and new, neodymium compres-

sion driver sound clear and crisp right up to peak output (a 

robust 131.5 and 130.8 dB SPL, respectively). Our world-

famous horn designs give them a wider "sweet spot" and 

optimal enclosure venting extends LE coverage without 

straining the woofer. And the asymmetrical crossover/filter 

network ensures flat response without any EQ at all. 

Designed for usability as much as for sonic 

fortitude, the enclosures feature input/output 

panels on both ends for cleaner daisy-chains. The stout 

grilles and over-built Baltic birch enclosures will survive 

years and years of abuse. And they can even double as 

main systems when needed. 

Even with all the technology we've packed into these 

boxes, the SM129z and SM159z are remarkably affordable. 

So call 1-800-992-5013 or visit www.eaw.comigate/mme 

to find your local EAW dealer and get ready to hear exactly 

what you sound like. (That's a good thing, right?) 

EAW 
Eastern Acoustic Works One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA 01588 800 992 5013 / 508 234 6158 www.eaw.com 

EAW is the worldwide technological andmarket leader in the design and manufacture of high-performance, professional loudspeaker systems 
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PHOTOS AND TEXT BY STEVE JENNINGS 

SUM 41 has rocketed to the top in record time. Exploding out of Ajax, 

Ontario, the band was signed to Island Retords in 1999, delivered their 

first EP, Half Hour of Power, in 2000, and followed it with their 2001 Singer/guitarist 

Deryck Whibley 
album, All Killer, No Filler, produced by Green Day and Blink 182 pro-

ducer Jerry Finn. Readers of Rolling Stone recently voted the band RS 2001 Music Awards for Best Sin-

gle and Best Video (both for " Fat Up"), and the band was listed among the top three in 13 other cate-

gories, including Artist of the Year, Best Dressed, Best Album Cover and Best Hard Rock/Metal Band. 

On tour since last November, the band has dates scheduled in Europe, Japan and Australia through 

spring 2002, and the band's songs have been included in the movie Out Cold and PlayStation 2's "NHL 

2002" video game. Mix caught SUM 41's mighty guitar section and punk-pop style at San Francisco's 

Warfield Theater in January. 
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ngineer fee leamoine (left) mixes both for the audience and the band, who all use Shure P.SM 700 Series in' 

tors (the band endorses Shure microphones and wireless systems). forf.,er in the tour, the band had been us-

a Mackie console onstage to manage their own IEM mixes, but it 'got hashed so Lemoine reconfigured his Mi-

das XL4 for double-duly by splitting inputs and setting up both FON and monitor "sections"' of the beard. 'I'm doing 

five in-ear mixes and the f01-i mix at the same time he explains. 'The band guys hove been loving it— it sounds a 

lot better, the clarity's there, it's full, so it works.' 

Lemoine's mixing chores are eased by the fact that guitars and bass onstage are run through Line 6 Pods, -which 

keep the stage volume down,' he notes. For effects, Lemoine makes use of a TC Electronic 2290, two Eventide 3000s, 

> a Lexicon PCM 90 and a PCM 80. For dynamic control, Lemoine has patched in *miliiii100 compressors on vo-

cals and bass, with Drawmer gates on the drums and dbx compressors as needed7Lemoin !so runs singer/gbàarist 

Deryck Whibley's vocals through a 8SS DPR-901 multiband compressor/EQ before routing it to a TLA-100. "It really 

smoothes out Deryck's vocals," says Lemoine. "I have a lot of control there." In the U.S., SUM 41 is touring with EON 

• control systems provided by Showco, renting racks and stacks locally. 

di luau' 
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Drummer Steve Jocz (top) is assisted by 

drum tech Dan Moyse (above), who 

used to run monitors for the band un-

til the 24-channel Mackie died. "But 

once they decided to go through the 

EOM console, with Kevin using those 

Midas preamps, they really liked it a 

lot better," he notes. 

e 

• 
Guitarist Dave "Brownsound" Baksh plays his 

PRS Santana SE through a Signature Slash Mar-

shall head, and uses a Mesa Boogie Rectifier 

through a Mesa Boogie vintage 30 cabinet. A 

direct signal is routed via a Line 6 Pod Pro. 

ettœritt ,) •  • s 

Guitar/bass tech Brian Gibney (left) takes care of bassist Cone McCaslin's (above) 
Amu sows 

Arnpeg SVT Classic amp and 8x10 cabinet. McCaslin also runs his Fender Precision — 

e 'a custom shop relic"— through a Line 6 Pod Pro bass. 

11> Singer/guitarist Deryck Whibley plays his '68 re-issue Gibson 
SG, '59 re-issue Gibson Les Paul and '99 Gibson Goldtop Les 

Paul through a Marshall TSL 100 amp and a Mesa 3oogie vintage 

30 cabinet, and he uses a Line 6 Pod Pro. The vocal mic is a 

Shure SM58. 

• 

ç."• / 
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LIIli i V t.... TECHNOLOGY• 

New Sound Reinforcement Products 

MEYER MM-4   
Meyer Sound's (www.meyer 
sound.com) MM-4 Ultra-Com-

pact Wide-Range Loudspeaker 
is a compact loudspeaker for 
70-volt distributed applications. 
The first product in Meyer's new 
Industrial Series of loudspeakers, 
the MM-4 mounts a single 4-inch, 
16-ohm cone driver in a sealed 
enclosure. Unlike conventional 
70-volt systems, the MM-4 does 
not require a transformer. In 
distributed applications, the 
MM-4 connects directly to the 
70-volt line through an option-
al L-pad that controls the loud-
speaker's output level. Drawing 
300 watts peak from the line, 
the MM-4 produces 110dB peak 

SPLs. Used with the companion MM-4CEU Control Electron-
ics Unit (a 2-channel, single-rackspace unit providing fre-
quency- and phase-response correction circuitry), the MM-4's 
usable frequency response is 125-15k Hz. Enclosures are 
paintable, black-anodized extruded aluminum, with custom 
paint available. The 4-pound MM-4 has an optional U-brack-
et drilled to fit a Unimount bracket, and an accessory flush-
mount kit handles ceiling or in-wall installs. The MM-4 is 
$350; the MM-4CEU controller is $ 1,800. 

SOUNDPLUG CABLE CHECKER 

The SoundPlug from the Visionary Sound Company 
(www.vizearcom) is a cable checker built into the end of an 
XLR connector; to test a cable, simply connect the Sound-
Plug to the end of a cable and hold it up to your ear. The 
single-ended test device simplifies troubleshooting when it 
is difficult or impossible to get to both 
ends of a cable, and provides a conven-

ient way to determine where an audio sig-
nal chain is broken or diverted. A passive 
device, SoundPlug does not require a bat-
tery and reproduces all line-level audio sig-
nals—volume depends on how close it is 
held to the ear. Small enough to fit in a 
pocket, the SoundPlug may be clipped to 
a key ring with the optional KeyClip ac-
cessory, and is available in six different 
colors. A 5-pin DMX version of the 
SoundPlug is available for lighting professionals. Price is 
$39.95. 

1 

SOUNDCRAFT MH4 LIVE CONSOLE 
Soundcrah (www.soundcraft.com) of-
fers the MH4 multipurpose live per-
formance console, a new modular 
design offered in 24/32/40/48 mono 

input frames (a 56-input version is 
promised), all with four additional 
stereo inputs. Mono modules anywhere 

in the input section may be replaced 
with additional stereo modules. Easily 
configured for FOH, monitor or mixed 
FOH/monitor duties, the MH4 fea-
tures new mic preamp and EQ de-
signs, 20 aux buses, true LCR panning 
and outputs, and an integral 20x8 ma-
trix. The eight VCA and eight mute 
groups feature snapshot automation 
and MIDI control capability, and the 
4-band stereo EQ on the aux outputs 

can be switched into the group inject paths. 
The MH4 also includes a passive mic split for each input and 

intercom capabilities with integral Clearcom interface. Pricing, 
dependent on frame size, ranges from $23,995 (24 mono, 4 
stereo channels) to $37,295 (48/4). 

ART POWER CONDITIONER 

Applied Research and Technology (www.artproaudio.com) of-
fers the Power Station 4x4 Metered Power Conditioner and Light 
Module, a rackmount AC strip with a backlit meter-monitoring 
input voltage. Housed in a rugged, all-steel chassis, the PS 4x4 

also includes a backlit Ammeter 
showing load current in amperes. 
While the voltmeter stays rela-
tively stable, varying slightly with 
line voltage and house wiring, 
the ammeter indicates actual 

power consumed. With a total power capacity of 1,800 watts, 
the PS 4x4 includes surge/spike protection, RFI/EMI filtering and 
a 15-amp breaker. An illuminated on/off power switch and a 

circuit breaker reset switch appear on the front panel. The rear 
of the unit features eight AC outputs, four of them widely spaced 
to accommodate "wall warts." Retail is $ 149. 

EAW SUBWOOFER 

EAW (www.eaw.com) debuts the BH760 sub-
woofer, a bent-horn subwoofer designed to 
complement the KF760 Line Array. Designed 
to be easily transportable with integral han-
dles and an optional caster pallet, the BH760 
is also suitable for other applications requir-

ing high output at low frequencies in a small 
package. Built-in skids on the top and bottom 
of the cabinet drop into recesses on vertically 
adjacent enclosures to prevent stacked enclo-

sures from sliding. The cabinet's 45-inch depth allows for an 
efficient, two-wide truck pack. 
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1111111111ive mix SOUNDCHECK. 

FOR 1109I. ALBERT HMI 
Paul Weller ( tOrmer jam and Style Gruncil 

frontman) recently completed a series of 

sell-out dates at London's Royal Albert Hall. 

Renowned for its difficult acoustics, the 5,200-
capacity venue was fitted out with an EAW KF 

760 line array system by London-based sup-
plier Canegreen. An unusual triple-hang de-
sign was used to provide even coverage for 

the unique oval-shaped auditorium, and the 
KF 760s were augmented with KF 761 near-
field enclosures to cover the audience front 

rows. "With the [KF 761s1 hung under the 
main system, we can do away with ground-

stacked frontfills," explained Weller's FOH 
1 engineer Ange Jones. "The Albert Hall is a par-

ticularly tall venue, but there is a great danger 

in letting the system spill upward into the 
dome. With the line 

array rig, we can cover 280 degrees with three clusters, and be 

sure that the system has a sharp vertical cut-off." 

The entire P.A. was powered by Swedish-built Lab Grup-

pen amps, except for a Meyer-only stage setup that included 
self-powered PSM-2s. Conventionally driven Meyer MSL-4 

and MSL-2 cabinets were deployed as sidefill and drum mon-

itors, respectively, and USMs provided local monitoring. Both 
Jones at FOH and Seamus Fenton at the monitor mix posi-

tion mixed on Midas Heritage 3000 boards. — Mike Mann 

INSTALLATION NEWS 

Opened in December 2001, Detroit dance 
club Panacea features a sound system made 

up of EAWAvalon Series loudspeakers pow-
ered by 14 amplifiers from QSC's Power-

Light 2 Series, including PL236. PL230 and 
PL224 units. The system for the 5,500-
square-foot venue was designed for club 
owners Glen Hernandez and Eric Calado 

by Mike Fotias of Burst LLC, a local firm 

with a reputation of catering to the unique 
needs of nightclub sound...Snow Sound 

Inc. installed an L-Acoustics sound system 

at the newly constructed 10,000-seat Mo-
hegan Sun Arena, part of the Casino com-
plex in Uncasville, CT. Including 24 

V-DOSC, eight dV-DOSC and 12 SB 218 
Sub units installed by North American The-
atrix, the system array design was devel-

oped by Snow Sound senior staff engineer 

Bill Dest using I.-Acoustics Array 2000 
software. 

NOTES FROM THE ROAD 

Top-selling country artist Kenny Chesney is 
touring with an EAW system made up of 60 

KF750 three-way, full-range loudspeakers, 
60 KF755 mid/high specialized downfill/ 

upfill modules, plus 16 EAW SB1000e sub-
woofers. Four EAW EP3 powered three-

way, full-range loudspeakers provided 
front and side coverage as needed; ampli-

fiers are all Crown Macro-Tech Series 
models. Provided by Dale Morris Leasing, 

a division of Chesney's Nashville man-
agement company, the system was as-

sembled by Phil Scobee. FOI-1 engineer 

for the tour is Brian Vasquez, with Phil 
Robinson taking care of monitors.. Point of 

Grace, "the hottest group in Christian mu-

sic," has been using Audio-Technica ATW-
7373 wireless condenser mics on the rec-

ommendation of monitor engineer Chris 

Schutz, who cites the A-T mics' ability to 
accurately capture the group's unique 

vocal blend. Consisting of four female 

singers, Point of Grace has consistently 

topped the Christian music charts.. Au-
dio Analysts provided a JBL VerTec- line 

array for Bruce Springsteen and the E 1 

Street Band's five sold-out shows at the 

Asbury Park Convention Center. The I 
Boss' Christmas series of shows in As-

bury Park is an annual event, and 1 
Springsteen has been an Audio Analysts r 
client for 10 years. 

daraidl11.111 

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE GOES DIGITAL 

Australia's Sydney Opera House has or-
dered a Euphonix System 5 digital con-

sole for the facility's Opera Theater, where 
it will be used for live opera and ballet 

performances. Supplied by Euphonix's 
local distributor Technical Audio Group 
(TAG), the System 5 offers total recall of 

all console parameters and patching, plus 
full support for 24-bit 96kHz VO. 

BRIAN MCKNIGHT TOURS 
WITH PARAGON II 

Independent monitoring engineer Ken 

Nash, out with Brian McKnight, recent-
ly switched to an ATI Paragon II, which 

he uses to create in-ear mixes for 

everyone in McKnight's band. A single 

sidefill wedge for the benefit of Mc-
Knight's dancers represents the only 
onstage speaker, though Nash also uses 

the Paragon to provide talkback and 

monitoring feeds for the video crew. 
Sound company for the Brian McKnight 
tour is Eighth Day Sound. 

BERKELEY SYMPHONY ADDS VRAS 

FOR ACOUSTIC ENHANCEMENT 
In order to provide more suitable 

acoustics for January performances 
by the Berkeley Symphony Orchestra, 

Level Control Systems provided a tem-

porary electronic fix at Berkeley's new 
Roda Theatre. By interfacing a Variable 

Room Acoustics System (VRAS) with 
the existing multichannel Meyer Sound 

self-powered house system at the Roda, 
LCS was able to increase the auditori-

um's mid-band RT from 1.2 seconds 
(ideal for the resident Berkeley Reper-

tory Company's dramatic program) to 
over two seconds, more suitable for the 
classical and modern music program 

that BSO music director and conductor 

Kent Nagano had scheduled. Initial set-
up and fine-tuning of the VRAS was a 

collaborative process involving Dr. 
David Wessel, director of UC Berkeley's 

Center for New Music and Technology 
:CNMAT), LCS's John McMahon and 

'Steve Ellison, and VRAS inventor Dr. 
gark Poletti of New Zealand's Industri-
il Research Ltd. 
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A RACK MIXER BUILT TO PERFORM 

LIKE A PRODUCTION CONSOLE. 

E XRM MONITOR MIXER 
One of four X- Rack Series mixers, the compact XRM is built inside and out to deliver high- end console 

performance for today's in-ear monitoring situations. It features individual circuit boards on each 
channel for the sonic performance of a sophisticated mixing console, and ease of servicing. Made in 

the USA, Crest's X- Rack Series includes the exceptional X- Matrix, XR-24, XR-20, and XRM mixers. 

Can Your Mixer Do This? 

• Switchable from 12 Mono to 6 Stereo Outputs 

for In- Ear Mixes 

• Built-in XLR/XLR Splitter System with Ground 

Lift Switches 

• 12 Mono and 4 Stereo Inputs, all with Full EQ 

and Mic Preamps 

• 4 Band EQ with 18dB per Octave High Pass Filters 

• Inserts on all Outputs Pre Solo System 

• XLR Bus Inputs and Solo Link Connectors 

for Easy Linking to Second XRM (for 40 Inputs) 

or X- Rack FOH Console 

CREST 
AUDIO 

Crest Audio, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 

www.crestaudio.com 



COAST 

L.A. GRAPEVINE 

by Maureen Droney 

Walking into arranger John Philip 

Shenale's Studio City workplace is like 
entering some Harry Pot-

ter-ish magic shop, except 

instead of cauldrons and 
wands, the place is packed 
with keyboards. Shenale, 
who is acclaimed for his 

work on many rock 
records, and whose string 

arrangements have been 

called "magnificent" by 

Rolling Stone, is a serious 
collector; to get to the dig-

ital workstation where he 
writes and records, you 

first have to negotiate a 

thick forest of vintage 
Hammond organs, way 

cool analog synths and in-
triguing old one-offs. 

It's in this lair that 
Shenale has created hybrid 

soundscapes for artists 
such as Bette Midler, Tracy 
Chapman, John Hiatt, 

Jane's Addiction, and for 
Tori Amos—with whom he 

is a longtime collaborator, 
having worked on five of 
her albums including the 2002 Grammy-

nominated Strange Little Girls. 

Although he usually works with se-
quencing and notation software instead 

of paper and pencil, and uses samplers 

as well as live orchestra, Shenale re-

mains an arranger in the classic sense. 

He has a fine-tuned sense of the capa-
bilities of individual instruments, and 

his recording setup is fine-tuned also; 

based around Digital Performer DP3 

with its QuickScribe scoring program 

and an original manufacturer Kurzweil 

K250, it also features a highly modified 
Soundcraft 6000 console, with new op 

amps and upgraded capacitors that give 
it, he asserts, a much better frequency 

response than a standard issue. 

"I did start out composing on pi-

ano," he explains, "but I've been into 
electronics since I was a kid. In college, 
I was a physics major, but I also played 

in a rock band. Eventually, going on 

the road with the band won out over 
college. I'm actually a performance 

rock 'n' roll musician based in classical 

music, but there's a technology aspect 

that runs through everything I do." 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 214 

NASHVILLE 

by Dan Daley 

SKYLINE 

Robert Altman could not have created a 
more complicated plot than contemporary 

"Nashville." In late Febru-

ary, Emerald Entertain-
ment Group, the holding 

company for Emerald 
Recording Studios and 

Masterfonics, announced 
that noted mastering engi-

neer Glenn Meadows had 
been "terminated" as vice 

president of mastering 
services at Masterfonics. 

Within a week, Meadows 

was named as an employ-
ee of 301 Studios Group, 

owned by SAE founder 
and owner Tom Misner, 

who owns facilities in Syd-
ney, Cologne and Stock-
holm. Meadows' role is still 

evolving, but in addition to 
guest lecturing at SAE 

schools, he will be in-
volved in Misner's plan to 

start (or acquire) a master-
ing service in Nashville. 

The announcement was 

made at the March 1 open-
ing of SAE's Miami school. 

At that same gathering, Misner, who 
has made no secret of his desire to ac-

quire a Nashville recording facility, hint-
ed that Emerald-currently in Chapter 11 

bankruptcy-was high on his list. Emer-

ald's reorganization plan was to have 
been submitted to the court and its 
creditors in March. The ironic backsto-

ry, of course, is that Emerald Entertain-
ment CEO Dale Moore had acquired 
Masterfonics—at the time owned by 

Meadows—out of bankruptcy in 1999. 
In regards the dismissal of Meadows 

by Emerald, Moore indicated that the 
parting was not amicable. "...[Ourl dif-

ferences, in my opinion, had become 

insurmountable," he said in a prepared 

release. Moore was reluctant to elabo-
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rate further, other than stating that, 
"There were differences we couldn't 

overcome. He left me no choice." 
Meadows confirmed the antagonistic 

nature of the split. He would not elaborate 
on the reasons behind the termination, 
citing the pnssibility of future litigation. 

However, he did confirm what he called a 
"highly restrictive" five-year, industrywide 
non-compete term of his employment 

with Emerald, a clause he further asserted 
was negated when Emerald filed for bank-
ruptcy, a move which voids personal serv-

ices contracts under law. 
Masterfonics was founded in 1973; 

Meadows, a two-time Grammy winner 

Glenn Meadows, center, shakes on a deal with 

SAE owner Tom Misner, whereby Meadows will 

head up the Studio 301/SAE mastering depart-

ment. Mark Martin, head of SAE Nashville and 

Miami, is pictured at right. 

and three-time TEC Award nominee, 
had co-owned the facility since 1977 be-
fore becoming sole proprietor in 1989. 

The studio's two original mastering 
suites were designed by Tom Hidley. 
Michael Cronin designed a third mas-

tering suite added in 1998. 
Moore says he is confident that 

Emerald will bounce back from its cur-
rent financial difficulties, adding that he 
expects the company to emerge from 
Chapter 11 well before the end of the 
year. He affirmed that mastering re-
mains a linchpin in the company's over-

all business strategy. 
"That division is extremely important 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 217 

NEW YORK, 

by Paul Verna 

METRO 

Sorcerer Sound: Alive and Well! 
Our March issue erroneously reported that 
New York City's Sorcerer Sound was out of 
business. They are in fact, alive and well. Mix 
regrets this error. Check out the studio at 
www.sorcerersound.com or better still, call 
212/226-0480 and book some time. 

Up in the new stratosphere: Andy 
Chase, Adam Schlesinger and James Iha 
had a lot going for them when they 
opened Stratosphere Sound Studios in 

1999. As musicians, they were members 
of some of the industry's most commer-
cially and critically acclaimed groups: 
Smashing Pumpkins (Iha), Fountains of 
Wayne (Schlesinger) and Ivy (Schlesinger, 
Chase). As producers, they were on the 
rise, with a hip clientele that included 
Tahiti 80 and Meg Hentges. As studio en-
trepreneurs, they were armed with tons of 
nifty gear—including a Neve 8068 and 
Studer A827—and enough smarts to build 
a business around their own, label-fund-
ed projects. That meant that they didn't 
have to rely exclusively on outside work, 
as many studios do. 

Yes, it was as perfect a picture as you 
could paint for a group of young, enter-
prising artists with a love of the studio, 
proven track records as hit makers and 
a collection of killer gear. However, be-

fore Stratosphere could fulfill its owners' 
vision, it went up in smoke—literally. 

An overnight fire in a bagel shop 
downstairs from Stratosphere damaged 
the studio's gear and forced the closing 

of the building. Fortunately, no one was 
injured, the equipment was reparable, 
and all master tapes were safely recov-
ered. However, Stratosphere's momen-
tum was broken at a time when it was on 
the verge of establishing itself as a choice 
New York recording venue. 

"We would have liked to have an-
other year," says Schlesinger, noting that 
he and Chase were in the midst of an 
Ivy project when the fire broke out, and 
that PJ Harvey had committed to lock-
ing out the room after Ivy was scheduled 

to finish. Shaken but not deterred, the 
Stratosphere principals had their equip-
ment cleaned looked for a new site. They 
found it at 239 11th Ave., not far from 
their old premises on West 14th Street. 

The new Stratosphere is bigger, bet-
ter and closer to its owners' intent than 
its predecessor. A two-room facility fea-
turing the vintage Neve from the earli-
er studio, plus a Trident B Series board 
in Studio B (both purchased through 
Rockland, Mass.-based Professional Au-
dio Design), Stratosphere is equal parts 
funky and state-of-the-art. 

"It doesn't feel like other big studios 
I've been to, where you have secretaries 
with headsets and all sorts of people 
walking around in collared shirts," says 
Iha. "It just feels like a very homey, cool, 
grown-up version of the old place." 

Chase adds, "How do you make a stu-
dio that's funky and cool and seems off 
the beaten track, but will impress people 
used to working in high-end studios? So 

we came up with something that's not 
too °vet-designed and overdetailed, but is 
definitely designed and detailed." 

This mixture of collegiate casual and 
Chelsea chic may suit Stratosphere's 
owners, but they know as well as any-
one else that no amount of vibe or vin-

tage gear guarantees a studio's success, 
particularly in this uncertain economic 
climate. "A lot of people thought we 

were crazy for doing this now, when so 
many studios are having a rough time," 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 218 

Stratosphere's Studio A, featuring a Neve 8068 
console and studio design by Francis Manzella. 
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SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 
SOUTHWEST 

Sparta (which features members of the 
now defunt At the Drive In) worked on 

a new release for Dreamworks. The new 
four-song EP, entitled Austere, was pro-

duced and engineered by Mike Major at 

Rosewood Studio (El Paso, TX). The fi-
nal product was mastered at Sonorous 

Mastering (Tempe, AZ) by engineer 
David Shirk. 

NORTHCENTRAL 

Following a long year of touring, Slipknot 

regrouped at SR Audio (Des Moines, IA) 
with producer/engineer Matt Sepanic. The 

band was tecutting the song "My Plague," 

from the band's currrent album, Iowa, 

which is slated to appear on the Resident 
Evil soundtrack. The new version was 

mixed by engineer Teny Date. Slipknot 

frontman Corey Taylor (408) also spent 
some time working with the Chicago 
group Slitheryn. Sepanic and Taylor co-

produced a four-song EP for the band. Al-

so at SR Audio, Slipknot drummer Joey 
Jordison cut new tracks for The Rejects, 

and Static-X guitarist Tripp Rex Eisen 

worked on his new solo project. 

SOUTHEAST 

Producer Lil Jon and engineer Jan Nerud 

recently spent some time at Patchwerk 

Studios (Atlanta) cutting tracks with 

Naughty By Nature and newcomer Chy-
na White. Out at Seventeen Grand 
(Nashville), engineer and co-owner 

Jake Niceley kept busy working on a 
project for legendary blues man Deacon 

John. Niceley was in crafting a 5.1 and 
stereo mix for a live concert. Jones per-

formed at the Orpheum Theater in New 
Orleans. 

NORTHWEST 

Joe Satriani and producer John Cuniber-
ti (Surfing With an Alien) locked out 
two rooms at The Plant (Sausalito, CA) 
to both track and mix a new instrumen-

tal album. Dave Matthews Band was back 
in Studio A to work on a new project for 

RCA Records. The band is co-producing 
the effort with Steve Harris; John Nelson 

was in to engineer...On the other side of 

the bay, Mark Needham has been busy 
mixing the music for Showtirne's Chris 

z 

o 
o 

Isaak Show at Studio 880 (Oakland, CA). 
Guest artists have included Green Day and 

Stephen Jenkins (Third Eye Blind). The 
Flipsides were also in laying down 

drum tracks for their upcoming full-
length album with engineer Reto Peter 

and assistant Brad Kobylczak. Brodie 
Stewart and his band were in to record 

drum tracks with engineer/producer 

Andy Ellis; Marco Martin assisted...Engi-
neer Barry Corliss worked on a number 
of new mastering projects at Master 
Works (Seattle): Doug Martsch (Built To 

Spill), Jana McCall, the MJ Bishop Band, 
the Brothers of Max Catharsis, Latigo Lace, 

Crushcoat, Josh White, Ota Prota, Omni 
and Thomasa Eckert. 

NORTHEAST 

Inside Studio A at Avatar Studios (NYC), 

engineer/producer Neil Dorfman and 
Sting cut the song "Fragile" that was used 

Dann Huff (producer), Jeff Balding (engineer) and 

Jed Hackett (asst. engineer) at The Sound Kitchen 

(Nashville) mixing the new release from Lyric 

Street Recording artists SHeDaisy. 

The Strokes Take Over MTV2: Last 

January, DesignFX was tapped to 

record a performance by The 

Strokes at Hollywood Center 

Studios. The show aired as a spe-

cial on MTV2. Pictured L-R: (front) 

Scott Peets (DFX engineer/ 

manager), Cameron McCauley 

(engineer), James Gebhard (FOH), 

Matt Romano (drum tech), (stand-

ing) Nikolai Fraiture (bass), and 

Nick Valensi (guitar). 

in the opening ceremonies of the 2002 

Olympics. Cellist Yo-Yo Ma did overdubs 
in Studio C where the track was the 

mixed by David Greene. Engineer Jay 

Newland recently mixed a live recording 
featuring Herbie Hancock, Michael Breck-

er and Roy Hargrove for Verve Music 
Group. Anthrax also continued working 
an overdubs for their forthcoming record 

produced by Scrap 60 (Dry Kill Logic, ill 
Nino), which was engineered by Steve 
Regina...Tenor saxman Chico Freeman 
and engineer RichTozzoli mixed his forth-

coming release at Clubhouse (Rhinebeck, 
NY). Producer John Boylan also began 

tracking an upcoming release by artist 
Michael Flynn. 

SIMIO NEWS 

Pressure Point Recorders (Chicago) re-
cently purchased an SSL SL 9000 J. The 

console will be installed in the newly de-

signed Studio A, which was scheduled to 

be completed in the spring of 2002...Last 
March, Aura Sonic Ltd. (Flushing, NY) 

celebrated its 25th anniversary. Aura 
Sonic specializes in location audio 

recording and broadcast production. The 
company was founded in 1977 by own-
er Steve Remote. 

Please submit your Sessions and Studio 
News for "Coast to Coast" and "Current" 

to Robert Hanson. Submissions can be 

sent via e-mail to RHanson@primedia 
business.com; fax 510/653-5142 or 

snail mail: 6400 Hollis St., Suite 12, 
Emeryville, CA 94608. 
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writer of a single (with singer Kristyn Os-
born) for country faves SHeDaisy. 
A singer and multi-instrumentalist 

with a degree in music and a major in 
voice, Neigher started out as a performer, 
fronting a band that recorded for Capitol. 
Later, a stint at Rondor Music Publishing 
brought his songwriting skills to the fore. 
He garnered covers by artists including Joe 
Cocker, Wilson Pickett and Tuck & Patti, 
and became a staff writer for, first, Rondor, 
and then Warner Chappell, placing songs 
with numerous artists as well as in films 
and on television. During all that time, he 

maintained a small studio at Sunset Sound 
where he worked with up-and-coming 
artists. Since his move to the Sound City 
complex, Neigher has hooked up with 
manager Frank McDonough with whom 
he's been developing several different 
genre-crossing artists, including budding 
alt-soul-pop diva Rhiann, Australian rocker 
Michelle Joan Smith and Indian soul singer 
Shaheen Sheik. 

"I see myself as a developer kind of 
producer, the one who helps to focus 
artists early in their career," he com-
ments. "I have a good environment here 
to be very creative at that seminal point 
where you begin to make music and 

SCOTT HULL 
mastering 
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Stephen Marsh, Peter Barker and Marc Schrobil-

gen inside the temporary mastering studio at 

Threshold Sound. 

write songs. 
Neigher's studio setup is built around 

what seems to be standard these days 
for muso-type producers: Digital Per-
former's DP3. "I started on it when it was 
just a MIDI program," he says. "So when 
it became audio as well it was a logical 
thing to use. The latest 3.0 version is 
great; they just make it easier and easi-
er, and the plug-ins are fantastic. Now 
there are starting to be programs I like 
that don't work with Pro Tools, that on-
ly work with Logic and Digital Per-
former. Like Propellorhead's Reason. It's 
awesome. I've also been messing with 
Battery, a drum sample player by Native 
Instruments, who also make Absynth. 
And I use things like Unity and Retro, all 
from within DP." 
A Mackie 2408 console handles any 

outboard processing such as his Berenger 
Ultra Q Pro equalizer and Facusrite 
Voicemaster. Mixing is to DAT; TC Elec-
tronic's Spark mastering software and T-

Racks' multiband compressor/EQ/stereo 
spreader are employed on final mixes, 
which often get sent out by MP3 over 
DSL. "In five minutes it's over to anybody 
who needs to hear it," he says. 

Neigher is optimistic that the music 
business cycle is coming around to a 
new emphasis on singer/songwriters. 
"For quite a while now, there hasn't 
been much courage in A&R." he con-
tends. "But, like in film, where there are 
those few movies that are made from 
love and have important, rich stories to 
tell, there are exceptions in the record 
business, too. I love getting my hands 

dirty, and really being inside the music-
making. I want to be the person who 
connects the artist with what they need 
to make the greatest possible record." 

It's always sad when a recording stu-
dio closes its doors. Sony Music's Santa 
Monica facility shut down in December, 
and it was good to hear from former chief 
technical engineer Peter Barker, who has 
embarked on a new endeavor. 
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"It's been a long, strange couple of 
months," he says. "Shutting down a stu-
dio that you built and improved over 10 
years is not a pleasant experience. 
That's especially true when you know it 
was a very good studio, one that host-
ed Elton John, Pink, Diana Ross and 
Tim McGraw in just the past year." 

There was plenty of interest in the 
studio's equipment, particularly the 
highly modified Neve 80 Series console. 
As it turns out, Marc Schrobilgen, an 
AVID editor and video producer and a 
former Sony employee, has purchased 
all of the facility's equipment. Schrobil-
gen, who has worked with Michael 
Jackson, Incubus, Britney Spears, Ozzy 
Osbourne and the Backstreet Boys, 
tried to obtain a lease with Sony for the 
facility, but negotiations failed when 
Sony decided that they didn't want an 
independent studio in the space. 

Schrobilgen has assembled a team 
that includes Barker and Sony's former 
chief mastering engineer, Stephen 
Marsh, and has formed Threshold 
Sound and Vision, a company that's al-
ready doing mastering, CD duplication, 
audio duplication/transfer/restoration, 
and AVID video editing out of a tempo-
rary location in Santa Monica while they 
finalize arrangements for a large, per-
manent facility in the same area. 
Threshold plans to add more recording 
and mastering spaces, and to offer a 
broad range of video post-production 
and creative services. 

"As you might imagine, we're very 
excited about this new endeavor," says 
Barker. "We look forward to serving the 
clientele we had at Sony as well as ex-
panding our service. If anyone would 
like to contact us please give us a call 
at 310/451-4550 or e-mail us at Thresh 
oldmediacorp@hotmail.com." 

Got more LA. news? E-mail MsMDK 
eaol.com. 

NASHVILLE SKYLINE FROM PAGE 211 

to us, providing the ability of our clients 
to seamlessly move through the [entire) 
recording process," he says. He also 
stressed the need to maintain a high-end 
mastering operation to compete with a 
broadening base of what he called "Pro 
Tools mastering" facilities. 

Moore said that Meadows' departure 
will not affect that strategy, noting that 
Masterfonics' other mastering engi-
neers—Benny Quinn, Jonathan Russell 
and Tommy Dorsey—had developed 
significant client bases of their own. Stay 
tuned... 

Not So New Kids in Town: RCA record-
ing artist Martina McBride and her hus-
band, John, president of live sound com-
pany MDSystems/Clair Brothers Audio, 
have purchased and renovated the for-
mer Creative Recording Studios in Berry 
Hill. As the leading candidate for 
Nashville's most successful pro audio 
couple, they expect to open a com-
pletely remodeled and vastly upgraded 
two-studio facility by early spring. 

Creative Sound was originally owned 
by producer Brent Maher and was where 
he recorded many of The Judds' albums. 
More recently, it had been owned by a 
trio of commercial jingle producers. The 

McBrides acquired it late last year and 
brought in George Augspurger to update 
his original 1970s-era acoustical and mon-
itoring design. McBride bought Donald 
Fagen's Neve 8078 console (formerly at 
the now-closed River Sound in New 
York), which was upgraded by Geoff 
Tanner. Tanner had helped build the con-
sole years ago as a Neve technician, and 
he worked with McBride's chief tech and 
former Frank Zappa tech Arthur "Midget" 
Slopeman on the rebuild. It is installed in 
the main control room, adjacent to the 
studio's large tracking room. The equally 
vintage Sphere console that came with 
the studio will be moved to the facility's 
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second, smaller control room. Both 
rooms have extensive, server-networked 
Digidesign Pro Tools systems. Studio A al-
so has a pair of sequentially numbered 
Studer A827 multitrack decks. 

The still-unnamed studio will be of-
fered as a combination of commercial 
and private: John McBride said that Mar-
tina and her longtime co-producer Paul 
Worley will do her next record there, but 
that she will book time like any other 
client. Despite a difficult studio econom-
ic climate, John McBride strongly be-
lieves that this facility will be at least 

marginally profitable while giving the 
McBrides a creative locus for Martina's 
records. 

"I don't believe this studio is a great 
business opportunity, but I do believe it 
can be profitable," McBride stated, ex-
plaining that much of the equipment was 
acquired over the last two decades and 
that they capitalized the estimated $2 
million project themselves. "We don't 
have bank loans and equipment leases, 
so we're already ahead of the game 
there," he said. "If it breaks even, I'm a 
happy guy." He also believes the main 
room can support a rate structure rang-
ing between $ 1,200 and $2,000 per day. 
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It's also worth noting that Martina 
McBride and Worley had previously 
made her records at The Money Pit, a 
small facility in which Worley is a part 
owner. So moving her productions does-
n't take work away from other commer-
cial Nashville facilities. 

But more than anything else, the stu-
dio quenches a passion that predates 
John McBride's success in the live sound 
business. "My original proposition to the 
bank in Wichita 23 years ago when I 
started out was for a recording studio," 
he recalls. "That didn't fly, but my pro-
posal for a live sound company did. So 
I'm finally getting around to doing what 
I wanted all along." 

Send your Nashville news to Dan 
Writer@aol.com. 
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says Schlesinger. "But I think that, in a 
weird way, it could work to our advan-
tage. There's always going to be some 
demand for people who want to record 
in Manhattan. We're really aiming for this 
mid-level range of people who don't 
want to work in some demo studio but 
don't want to pay $2,500 a day either." 

It helps that the three principals and 
their circle of friends bring in a steady 
stream of projects, but Stratosphere does 
not subsist on "inside" projects alone. Like 
any commercial studio, it sees plenty of 
"outside" work and depends on word-of-
mouth to keep such projects coming 
through the door. For instance, Arto Lind-
say recently worked at Stratosphere and 
ended up referring Me'Shell Ndegéocello. 

When clients enter Stratosphere, they 
walk into a lounge area that leads to the 
control room for Studio B, a cozy but fully 
professional room that houses the Trident, 
an Otani M1R-90 and a Pro Tools rig. Fur-
ther into the space, Studio A greets visitors 
with its ample dimensions and inviting 
decor (by Francis Manzella of FM Design). 

The tracking space adjacent to Studio 
A is another of Stratosphere's highlights. 
Featuring complex angles, high ceilings 
and ambient light courtesy of a second-
floor window that looks down into the 
room, the studio is a musician's dream, 
stocked with vintage keyboards (includ-
ing two Farfisas, a Fender Rhodes and a 
Chamberlain that was under repair dur-
ing a recent visit), and amps ranging 
from a Sears Silvertone to an Ampeg SVT 
II bass head to the obligatory Marshalls, 
Fenders and Voxes. 

As they juggle their various recording 
projects, productions and such other ven-
tures as film scores (Ivy wrote and record-
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ed the score to the Farmlly Brothers' Shal-
low Hal), the members of the Stratosphere 
team are ready to do business at a time 
when the New York studio scene is still 
reeling from the soft economy and the im-
pact of the September 11 terrorist attacks. 

"We say unto thee, come record," 
says Iha. "We welcome any artist." 

Let's get small: Effanel Music, New 
York's leading mobile studio operation, is 
complementing its giant L7 truck with a 
smaller vehicle aimed at budget-oriented 
clients and modest-sized venues. De-
signed to go, literally, where the L7 can't, 

ON McMASTER 
cdp, col Records, Los Angeles, CA 
Mastering Engineer 

HAILER PRODUCTS TAM 8.1 

TAM 12.1 
9505 

the new unit—dubbed OB/U for "outside 
broadcast unit"—is a 15-foot Ford cube 
van outfitted with a Neve analog broadcast 
console, Otan Radar II digital recorders, 
and Aphex and John Hardy preamps. Its 
power-consumption and staffing needs 
are minimal, allowing it to capture a seg-
ment of the market currently underserved 
by the big rigs. 

"We were getting lots of calls for nice 
projects that didn't justify L7, so I'd send 
out our portable system," says Effanel 
owner and founder Randy Ezratty, not-
ing that such projects as Our Lady Peace 
(six college dates and small club gigs), 
Nine Inch Nails' latest live project And 

GEORGE LYNCH 
Sacred Groove Productions, Auburn, CA 
Artist, Engineer, Producer 

HAILER PRODUCTS: 7RM 8.1 

TAM 6.1 

MS 

TRIM 10 

P4000 

BILLY SHERWOOD 
The Office Van Nuys, CA 
Artist, Engineer, Producer 
HAILER PRODUCTS: TAM 8.1 

TAM 6.1 

P3000 

CONSERVATORY 

Jog Arts & Scienc, Tempe, AZ 
.ER PRODUCT'S: TAM 3.1 

TAM 2 1 

P7000 

SR2600 

Effanel's OB/U truck, a smaller alternative to its 
flagship L7 expanding trailer. 

All That Could Have Been, Jay Z's MTV 
Unplugged, and Brad Mehldau's Live at 
the Vanguard were all "non-L7 gigs." 

But a portable system has its draw-
backs, according to Ezratty. For instance. 
the crew is dependent on the host venue 
for a monitoring environment, which 
opens the door to a level of uncertainty 
that can sometimes throw off a produc-
tion. By contrast, a small truck offers a 
higher degree of comfort and control 
without the trappings (and expenses) of 
an outsized trailer. 

To that end, Ezratty kept OB/U lean 
but ultra-professional. The unit is 
equipped with a 36-channel Neve 5336 
broadcast console plus two Neve 5452 12-
channel sidecars. Recording media in-
clude 48 tracks of Radar II hard disk 
recording, 48 tracks of Tascam DA-98, and 
transfers to Pro Tools, all at 24 bits. On the 
front end of the rig, OB/U provides a 
choice of three mic preamp systems: John 
Hardy, Millennia (discrete) and Aphex 
(remote-controlled). 

Launched in February 2002, OB/U's 
maiden voyage was a live recording of 
acclaimed classical percussion troupe 
Bang on a Can All Stars at Montclair State 
University in New Jersey. According to 
Ezratty, it was exactly the kind of gig the 
OB/U was built for—a project that could 
never had afforded the L7, but that need-
ed a good, solid setup and an expert 
crew. 

Although OB/U is clearly an alterna-
tive to Effanel's flagship L7, the small 
truck embodies the spirit in which the 
company was founded two decades ago. 
"Some of Effanel's fondest moments and 
best projects have been on the modest 
side," says Ezratty. "U2, Effanel's biggest 
client of 2002—with numerous projects, 
including the Elevation 2001 DVD and 
the Super Bowl appearance—started its 
relationship with us in 1982 when they 
could never have afforded the bigger 
units at the time. They would have been 
an ideal OB/U client." 

Send your New York news to pverna 
@ternacularmusic .com. 
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hence the "in" ref, which is based on the 
ye olde telephone standard. 

Table 2 compares a few preamp specs. 
EIN is fairly consistently reported. Only 
Grace Design uses a 50-ohm source im-
pedance (ribbon mic) rather than the 
more typical 150 ohms for condenser and 
dynamic mics. The options are un-
weighted (broadband response, typically 
20 to 22k Hz) or A-weighted (filtered to 
replicate the ear's desensitized low- and 
high-frequency response). The old-fash-
ioned method was to simply max signal-
to-noise floor. The variables are source 
impedance (lower yields better num-
bers), max gain and max output. 

TOPOLOGIES: LOOKING INSIDE 
The contents behind the front panel can 
be one or more of the following: tubes, 
transistors, transformers, discrete or IC 
op amps—the choice and configuration 
pretty much sets the "tone" of the prod-
uct. Any of the aforementioned topolo-
gies can be nearly indistinguishable 
when designed to achieve a specific goal 
and used conservatively, but in many 
cases, "vintage disciplines" are factored 
in for their character. Even the best de-
signs can be compromised by poor pro-
duction. Issues such as component qual-
ity, wiring, PCB layout and grounding 

are paramount to longevity, low noise, 
immunity from radio and television in-
terference, and ultimately, compatibility 
with other gear. 

GLASS CEIUNG: HOME ON THE RANGE 
Stepping up from the noise floor, the oth-
er end of dynamic range is the overload 
characteristic, of which there are three ba-
sic types—sonic airbag, "soft" clip or 

"windshield" headroom. The transition be-
tween linear-clean and hard/nasty clipping 
can be wide or narrow. Remember, analog 
tape exhibits a gentle softening of tran-
sients that's very forgiving. Digital isn't, 
which is what your ear objects to (when it 
does). Single-ended Class-A tube and tran-
sistors circuits soft clip; however, the tube 
example that follows has a wider window 
when the output circuit is loaded by 600 
ohms. Ultra-clean, transformedess designs 
are going to hard clip when driven hard. 
That's windshield headroom, just like dis-
crete or IC op amps and digital (without 
"help" or DSP). 

The sonic airbag is dramatically demon-
strated in Fig. 1 by the single-ended Class-
A vacuum-tube circuit in Fig. 2. Using a 
cathode-follower output stage, it will de-
liver the maximum sonic airbag effect. 
Note that in the two examples, the dis-
tortion is always round, not edgy. Two 
preamps in Table 2 are likely to be con-
tenders. Can you find them? 

BALANCING ACT 
Not all vacuum-tube designs have such a 
broad, nonlinear region. Pultec EQs and 
Universal Audio's 175 compressor have in-
ternally balanced amplifier designs that are 

very linear (as are Maranta and Mc-
Intosh power amps). Extending the linear 
region increases headroom but shrinks the 

sonic airbag. Remember, it wasn't the in-
tention of vintage circuit designers to have 
their equipment red-lined. 

HEAD OF THE CLASS 
Transformers are very much a part of the 
vintage/retro mystique, API and Neve 
being perfect examples, each known for 
a completely unique sound. Class-A 
Neve circuits don't have a wide nonlin-

ear range like tubes. 
Depending on the 
load (600 ohms or not) 
or the Bias Adjust-
ment—the two are in-
teractive—the output 
amp can clip asym-
metrically by generat-
ing the more musical, 
second-harmonic dis-
tortion before com-
pletely crashing into 
the power rail. API's 
2520 discrete op amp 
uses a bipolar, Class-
AB output stage that 
is linear to the rails. 
(Symmetrical clipping 
is great for maximiz-

1JJEB RESOURCES 
Rod Elliott: Elliott Sound Products 
www.sound.au.com/noise.htm or www.sound.west 
host.com 
Michael Hartkopf's Microphone Website 
wvvw.members.aol.com/mihartkopf/faq.htm 
Glossary of Audio Terminology 
www.showorks.com/labrary/Glossary/par-w.htm 
Neumann 
www.neumann.com/infopool/mics/glossary/glossl 6. htm 
David Josephson Engineering 
www.josephson.com 

ing headroom or for fuzz boxes, but for 
little in-between.) API's magic comes 
from the symbioses between the 2520 
discrete op amp and its companion out-
put transformer. 

Note: An operational amplifier is basi-
cally a "black box" treated as a functional 
amplifier building block (no user-servicea-
ble parts inside) with input, output and 
power connections. Op amps are essen-
tially linear to the power rails, clipping 
symmetrically when they run out of juice, 
not a pretty sound, but then users are ex-
pected to know how to set levels! 

Transformers are the "static" variation 
of the analog recording process—head + 
tape = transformer. Tape's record and 
playback EQ curves further "enhance" 
the saturation characteristics, but that 
aside, as good as transformers can be, 
their distortion specs change with fre-
quency. Table 2 includes links to both the 
Great River and John Hardy sites, where 
details are provided about how their 
high-quality Jensen Transformers per-
form at various frequencies. 
A newer and nearly as famous discrete 

op amp is the Jensen 990 (used in John 
Hardy preamps). A natural progression 
from early transistor technology, the 990 
coupled with a Jensen transformer has less 
"color" than the Neve or API combo. Au-
dio started all over again when early IC op 
amps were introduced. They were no great 
shakes, but ICs reduced manufacturing 
costs and increased component density, 
making the early project studios possible 
as well as a vision into the future. Modem 
op amps are quite respectable compared 
to their '70s-era ancestors. 

For more information about Jensen 
Transformers and the 990 op amp, visit 
www.jensentransformers.com and go to 
Vapps_sc.html." 

THE WRAP 

Audio engineering is like cooking: To 
achieve superb results, ingredients are 
carefully selected, added at precise 
times, cooked or raw—every detail is 
important. And then there is fast fude. 
All geek matters aside, the emphasis 
should always be on the production. 
While it is now more possible to achieve 
extremely clear and transparent record-
ings, it seems that our ears like a little 
distortion just like our tongue craves a 
little fat—it truly is a matter of "season-
ing to taste." 

Visit the Eddie archive at www.tangible-
technology.com. 
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BUY AT THE NATION'S LOWEST PRICE!  
AND DEAL DIRECTLY WITH OUR  
KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES TEAM!  
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Sunrise  Sound Studios 
3330 Walnut Bend Houston Tx. 77042 (713) 977-9165 

JO' www.sunrisesound.com Email:infoesunrisesound.com 

*Solid State Logic 4000G+ Console with Total Recall 
*Digidesign Protools Mix3System with 48 24 bit I/O's 
*Outboard equipment from Manley, Neve, Lexicon, Tubetech & more 
*Professional and attentive staff 
*Yamaha MIDI Grand Piano/Hammond B3 W/ two 122 Leslie's 
*Rates so low, you simply won't believe it 

digital b 
Ardis 

600 square foot tracking room, 

boasting acoustically matched 

mahogany walls and maple floors. 

You vol hear the difference) 

2715 81st street 
lubbock, tx 79423 1 300 776 " e=:"4,---;_ 

The Bothouse Studio 
638 Main Street 

Bath. Ontario, Canada 
KOH 1G0 

(613) 352-5585: Fax ( 613) 352-3675 
www.thebathouse.com 

A residential recording facilm 
located on the shores of Lakc 
Ontario between Toronto and 
Montreal. The Bathouse Studio 
offers the best in vintage analog 
and the latest in digital recording. 
Competitive rates include a hour 
engineer, on site accommodations 
for seven people and an incredible 
atmosphere for any musical project. 

THE CANADIAN DOLLAR IS AT' 
AN ALL TIME LOW. GET THE 
MOST FOR YOUR BUDGET. 

e 

e 
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5252 Van Nuys Boulevard 

Sherman Oaks, CA • 91401 

T 818.783.7247 • F 818.783.5123 

2.4 sr, 64-TRACK PRO TOOLS EXPANDED 

MIX/PLUS ISTSTEm 

PULLA EXPANDED 32 FADER PROCONTROL 

MIXING SURFACE 

MULXI-FORMAT 5.1 MONITORING MATRIX 

WORLD-CLASS auterreo MONITORING 
LIVE TRACKING ROOM 22E1' x 26') MU ISO 500111 

CLASS A IG TWINE PRC-AMPS P. PROCESSORS 

otornrco NON LINEAR VIDCO LOCK 

G RECORDING. EDITING. PRE-011•BING AND 
RE•RECORDING TOP KILO. TV. P. OVO 

G MUSIC RECORDING. EDITING ANO MIXING FOP 
-rv. 5. RE... PRODUCTION 

o,.Lcauc RECORDING AND EDITING 

10[1d IIEE SlUilOS 

TO ARRANGE A PRIVATE SHOWING 

OR TO SCHEDULE A  SESSION 

CALL US Al' 81E1.783.7247. 
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Santa Barbara 

Sound Design Recording 

33 W. Haley St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
18051 965-3404; Fax 18051 966-9525 

e-mail: soundd@silcom.com 

wvow.sound-design.com 

Big-city sound without big-city stress. 

25 years of state-of-the-art sound. 

• Newly renovated main studio 
designed by George Augspurger 

• George Martin's classic NEVE 

• Dolby SR, Pro Tools I 24/Apogee, 
Studer SR,Tascam 96k 

• Extensive mie collection-Neumann, 

Telefunken, AKG 

• All digital mix loft-surround sound, 

audio/video 5.1 DVD authoring 

• CyberWorks division offers Web 
authoring, hosting and encoding 
audio/video for the Internet 

Artisan Recorders 
Mobile 

P.O. Box 70247 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307 

1954) 566-1800; Fax 19541 566-3090 
e-mail: mobile red@tiol.com 

www.artisanmobile.com 

For over 20 years, Artisan Record-

ers has been providing excellence 

in remote recording and broadcast. 

Along with an extensive array of 

equipment in a comfortable aes-

thetic environment, our -Mobile 

Red" studio boasts an expert staff 

of technicians with a love of music 

and a desire for perfection. Cur-

rently touring with ABC's Tom 

Joyner Morning Show. When you 

rock, we roll. 

• ProTools 
Recording and Editing 

ktguld kY-WEL44S(iNier 

SII 

NPR 

635 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001-3753 

(202) 513-2482; Fax: (202) 513-3033 
e-mail: rgi@npr.org 
www.npr.org/studios 

Located in downtown Washing-

ton, D.C., Studio 4A offers a spec-

tacular recording environment 

well-suited to all music genres. 

Studio 4A, at 2,600 sq. feet, is one 

of the largest recording facilities 

on the East Coast. We offer digi-

tal and analog multi-track record-

ing, an extensive mic collection, 

digital editing suites and CD mas-

tering. NPR also offers satellite 

uplinking, fiber-optic and ISDN 

capabilities worldwide. 

• Excellent Selection of Vintage on 
State-of-the-Art Outboard Gear 

•-12x1 net 
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Four Seasons Media 
Productions 

1919 Innerbelt Business Center Drive 
St. Louis, MO 63114 

(314) 423-4767; Fax (314) 423-4867 
e-mail info@4smp.com 

www.4smp.com 

• 48 input API legacy w/ moving faders 
• SSL 4056 GA-SE w/ Total Recall 
• Quested 5.1 surround monitoring 
• Russ Berger designed 
• 3 Pro Tools Mix Plus 
• Studer A820 24tk w/ SR, StuderA80 
11/4 2" 2tk 

• Huge selection of vintage & state-of-
the-art outboard gear & microphones 
• Spacious tracking rooms w/natural 
light 
• Steinway Model 8,1957 Hammond B3 
w/ Leslie 122 
• Experienced, professional staff 

eied•mff _ Recording 
With two mobile recording 

studios, 48 tracks of analog or 
digital, over 20 years of experience, 
and a commitment to excellence, 
Big Mo Recording can help make 
your next live recording a success. 

• tif • • 

• Quincy Jones • Fuel • Liiehouse 
• ABC Television • Incubus 

• Fox Television • Foo Fighters 

301.562.9360 

fax: 30..608-0789 

www.BigMoRecording.com 

\--7  E  

BENNIL I I STUDIOS 
1 Depot Square 

Englewood NJ 07631 
201-227-0200 

PLEASE COME TAKE 
A VIRTUAL TOUR AT: 

bennettstudios.com 

Need a Great Mix? 
I'll mix your record in my 
own world class studio... 
SSL,64trk Protools,Neve, 
2"..Sheryl Crow, Busts, 
Redman, Public Enemy... 
Unlimited flexibility to 

work any deal. I specialize 
in making Pro Tools 

sound wanner. 

516-489-6177 

Mike Angelo 

.TheMusicPalace.com 

ne. 

945 E. Juanita Ave., Suite 104, Mesa, AZ 85204 
(480) 892-6585 

Bookings: Don Salter owner/manager 
Visit us at: www.thesahmine.com 

Make tracks to Az's The Saltmine, 
where "vibe" is the key to our 10 year 
success. Located in Phoenix's East 
Valley... We feature 48 ch. discrete 
vintage Neve, Studer A-827, 24 Mix-
Plus Pro-tools rig w/150 GB cheetas, 
Lynx II,Apogee AD 8000,AdatsII, 50 
great guitars, 25 sweet amps, 33 
compressors, DW studio drum kit, 
80 mks, 6 isos with a Killer Drum 
room, dynaudioacoustic M-3 active 
mains. Private artist lounge. Recent 
LPs Soulfly, Megadeth, Sunny Ledfurd 

• Ir• 
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NOW ONLINE at 
www.mixonline.com 

Bring COIOP to Your 
Facility with 

Studio Showcase 
Four-Color Ads! 

1. Run a minimum 
6x frequency and 
color is FREE! 

2. Online showcase 
is 1REE! 

Contact: 
Shawn Langwell 

Phone: 
(707) 778-6296 

E-mail: 
slangwel12@attbi.com 
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Hailer  www.hefler cm  220 StorCase Technology  www.storcaseyom 161 

Hanny Rees  www.henray.com 62 Studio Consultant  www.stuliocorsultants corn   ..112 

Harman International  wwwelsynthesiscom  139 Studio Network Solutions  www.stulonetworksolitionscom  82-83 

HHB (Lynx))  www.trhbusa.com  36 Shift Network Solutions  www.sturlionetworksolLtionscom   . . 109 
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Studio Technologies Inc.  www.studio-tech.com  138 

Summit Audio, Inc  www.summitaudio.com  217 

SurgeX  www.surgex.com  46 

Sweetwater Sound www.sweetwater.com 25 

Sweetwater Sound www.sweetwater.com  260-261 

Sweetwater Sound www.sweetwater.com  262-263 
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Universal Audio  www.uaudio.com  63 

Universal Studios  www.universalstudios.com/studio  89 

Video Helper  www.videohelper.com  84 
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www. mixonline.com/rs 
Mix's Online Reader Service is the quick and 

easy way to contact advertisers to receive 

FREE product information. Simply go to 

www.mixonline.com /rs. From our Online 

Reader Service page you can then select the is-

sues and the advertisers you are interested in. 

It's that simple. Your request is immediately e-

mailed to the advertiser. 

Also, while you're there, take a moment to com-

plete our RATE THE ARTICLES survey in each is-

sue. We want to know what works for you! 
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Reader service inquiries are sent directly to the advertiser, who 

is solely responsible for sending product information. Mix mag-

azine can not guarantee a response from all advertisers. 
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• Built To Order Computer Based Turnkey Systems 
for Macintosh or Windows 

• Expert Advice from Working Professionals! 

• World's Largest In-Stock Inventory! 

For Information Call: 

800-947-5508 • 212-444-6698 
or Fax (24 Hours): 

800-947-7008 • 212-239-7770 



Povve 
printed 

r 
beyond the 

wont 
Our ability to help 

you solve business 

problems extends 

beyond the great 

editorial in 

this publication... 

PRINIEDIA 
Business Magazines & Media 
PrimediaBusiness.com 



E- Mail 

Newsletters. 

Get the news you need, 

as it happens. Sign up for a 

subscription to one of our 

e-mail newsletters. Go to 

PrimediaBusiness.com and 

click on "I want to subscribe 

to a newsletter." Or, sponsor 

one of our targeted newsletters 

to reach buyers in your 

market. Contact Rob Shore 

(rshore©primediabusiness.com 

or 212-204-2622). 



Amplified 

coverage. 

Every Primedia Business 

publication has a Web 

site with relevant news and 

additional resources. Go to 

PrimediaBusiness.com 

and click through to the 

publications you're 

interested in. 



Supplier 

Directory. 

Find a product or service 

in our multi- industry 

Supplier Directory. Go to 

PrimediaBusiness.corn 

and click on the Supplier 

Directory link. 



Custom online 

"special reports." 

Our editorial content and 

your sponsorship can help 

you increase your sales. 

Contact Christina Julian 

(cjulian@primediabusiness.corn 

or 212-204-1411). 



Banners. 

Properly created and 

targeted Web banners can 

actually be incredibly effective. 

Target by audience or 

content. Contact Rob Shore 

(rshore@primediabusiness.corn 

or 212-204-2622). 



Industry news, 

delivered. 

Get the latest industry-

specific news automatically 

delivered fresh to your 

corporate Web site, 

intranet or extranet. Go to 

PrimediaBusiness.com 

and check out Primedia 

Insight newswire. 



Power 
printed 

beyond the 

word. 
We can connect you with 

the exact buyers you're 

looking for or bring you 

the information you need 

to win in today's markets. 

Click or call today to 

tap into the power of 

Primedia Business. 

PRIMEDIA 
Business Magazines & Media 
PrimediaBusiness.com 



[AM [Weeds  
'Posters 

•Barcodes 

•Mastering 

'Cassettes 

"CD & DVD 

'Packaging 

"Graphic Design 

'Complete Printing Services 

100 Retail CDs complete! 

on de print Ur men& trayed, use, 
Pony id' wk., pee stes onfy 42991 

11.0a0AIBMS 

1000 retail ready cd 

package now starting 

at only $990! 

• 

560 
We will beat any of our competitors prices on CDs, CDR, DVD and cassette 

packages by as much as 5%. Call for details! 

The Pro Audio Dealer 

With Expertise, Equipment 

& Exceptional Service 

7tn5 

www.angelmtn.com 

610.691.5056 

One hour from NY(' and Philadelphia 

Aardvark 

API 

Apogee 

Blue 
Blue Sky 

Brauner 

Coles 

Crane Song 
Digidesign 

DPA 

D W Feam 

Dynaudio 

Emperical Labs 

Eventide 

Lexicon 

Manley 

Neumann 

Prism Sound 

Quested 

Shep 

SPL 

Sony 

Soundelux 

— CDs, DVD, VHS, EVERYTH ING — 
MULTI-MEDIA! Buy Direct and Save I 
Call Eastco 

It's a no-bra mer. 
If  only everything 
were this easy! 

1000 CDs 
Rath 3 Ceder Mamma ea 8~ 

100 CDs $299 
Comets Package InctWes FULL CIXOR lave traycata 
*art at disc printing: jewel cam red slumber». 

CD • CD-ROM • DVD • Enhanced CDs 
Authoring • Mastering • WWW 
Tape Duplication • Design • Printing/Packagn, 

nEASEER PRI) MEDIA www.easicepro corn L011.1,11 Alt Om 

1-800-365-8273 
Call today lot 2002 

Free Color Catalog 
setyinq the world Since 1985 

Have you thought 
about LARGE RUNS 

lately? 

Call Media Services for 

competitive pricing on runs 

3k and UP. 
*Minimum runs of lk available* 

It I 
Blair—dilliziq IV/ 

888.891.9091 
www.mediaomaha.corn 

PIODUCTIONS 

0111111111 

DOUBLE IMAGE 
mati 
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s A .1 SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
7 v p,ttIlrS t.iSilOO and diutoonation 

Transform Your PC Into A Powerful 
Spectral Analysis System 

Call To Order 1-800-401-3472 

Fax: 408-378-6847 
info@soundtechnology.corn 

http://www.soundtechnology.com 

I ice e SnIs usir Deems 

The Best In Test offers a totally new chmenslon In Auio Testing._ 

STUDIO M ANAGEMENT M ANAGEMENT Afewi 

SOFTWARE 

Studio Fee 

ANCHOR Your Speakers 
With 

Sound Anchor Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS is your first choice when it 

comes to speaker stands for your studio. We have a 
complete range of designs to fill any speaker stand 
requirements. 
"Ile Large Adjustable Stand in this picture fea-
tures adjustable height and tilt. It is designed to 
support mid to large sized monitors safely. There is 

also a special version of this stand designed to sup-
port video monitors 

Sound Anchors Inc. 

Phone/Fax (321)724-1237 ..‘oun(lanclu,e,coni 

kLam 
new. aft leied 

Package. D-e42.14 
TatsclAt 

0...n. 250 lei,. twiC/Fve.4. //i• 
Man. Th.. 75 Inch. t,. gewcfc 

2/C1 2a pr/C24/C28/C30/C60-61/025/D30/036/045/451/414 
X, F760 comps; ALAN SMART CL1+2; ALTEC 436c 
AMPEX ATR 102 W; AMS RMX16/1580s 

600/2500/550b/560/312/512/3124+; ATC SCM100/200 mntrs 
UDIX 35102/35101 eq/pre racked; BBC tube mie pre 

STC 4038 new/used; CALREC 14x4 and 24x4 Class A sidecars 
/1061-1161 racked/0L1656 comp; Cyclosonic F51 

DBX 160/161VU,120x subharmonic; EAB 8x2 tube console 
mt 25611 comp/240 plate/250 digital verb; EVENTIDE Instant Flanger 
IRCHILD 660/670; FOCUSRITE ISA 115/215/64 channel console w/GML 
HELIOS Island+Olympic eq-pre, F760 comp/hm; KLARK TECH. 0N780 
KORBY Empyrian mies/new CM3 coming soon!; LANGE PEQ2pr/PEQ4 

LEXICON LXP1-5/MRC/PCM41/PCM42/480L/2)0 
NEVE consoles: BCM10/8058/8068/80 series 24x8 frame/248x24 w/1064/ 
VR Legend 1290 Mic-pre's racked/1066/1073/1081/1083110S5/2053/33314/ 
2254a-e/1272/1290/tube pre-E07/M49a-b/M50/M269/UM57/1.177/KM53/254/ 

54/64/84/85/86/U67/U87/582/CMV563/SM23/LeiPzig 7151 /w495b eq 
NTP 170/160+120 comps; OPTIFILE 3d 56 chan. automation; PANSCAN; 

PRO TOOLS used mix systems; PULTEC EOP1A/E0H2/MEQ5 pair/I-ILF filter; 
PYE compnim;RCA BX11/44f77/BA6A/BA86; Rhodes and Swartz 

Omni measurement mie; ROLAND Dim D/SBF 325 Flanger; Schsopp/Telefunken 221 
SPENDOR SA300 ; SSL 4040/4048;4056; 4064 G./4080G+ 

STUDER 827/A800MK111/169+269 mini mixers 
TELEFUNKEN V72/76/672/676NV695eq; TRIDENT 80/80b/80c/ 
70's stereo comp-lim/A-range eq/pre; Universal Audio 1176/LA2A 

LREI 1176LN black-slIver/1178/LA2/LA3/LA4/565 filter/BL40; VALLEY Keypex II 
NEW PRODUCTS: Amok, API, ATC Loudspeakers, Brauner, CAD, Chandler Ltd., 

Drawmer, DPA mica, Empirical Labs, Fairman, Korb), mica, Smart Research, 
Sound Deluxe, SPL, Summit Audio, Tannoy, Terre Sonde Universal Audio 

ceeape Ingulte cb6out Ztefne not ileteci.  

fo@vintapiinicorn * e:(313 )965-0645 * (fax :(313 )964-3338 
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED FINANCING AVAILABLE 

Contacts 

Calendar 

Communi-
cations 

Petty Cash 

Purchase 
Orders 

Projects 

Invoices 

Services 

Media 
Inventory 

Bar Coaes 

Seisions 
8, Events 

Library 
8 Labels 

Titles 
& Tracks 

Recall 

Samples 
a Clips 

Rooms 

Equipment 

Maintenance 
Log 

Patchbay 
Labels 

M» *ecAIi,. Open Prelenmte neent net 4,1enuU, »1..:4.241A 

The # 1 cnoice of top studios worldwide! 

You KACW Yo c; NEEDZr! 

.r) »g 1.800.450.5740 
1 770 303 0970 International 

jrmedia 
www.studiosuite.com 

Macintosh/Windows compatinle & networkable across platforms 

Anyone who has heard it knows ... 

sol VT-4 Vacuum Tube LC Equalizer 

-e— ' 0 '‘: 

ime::  ' ' . , 

D.W. FEARN 

- 

610-793-2526 

www.dwfearn.com 

The DVI Repeater & the DVI to ADC Conversion Box 

The DVI Repeater works by doubling the 
distance of any DVI cable with no loss of 

quality. The DVI to ADC Conversion Box 

converts DVI, USB and power to the 

AD( connection. 

818-884-6294 R00-545-6900 www.gefen.com 
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SO\IC CIRCUS 

Reduce drum Weed 
and 

dean up your stage sound, 

CLEARSONIC 
PANEL 

SORBER 
Absorption Baffles 

Effective 

Free-Standing 

Portable 

Factory Assembled 

Durable Full-length Hing 

clearsonic.com 
1.800.888.6360 

Serious Studio Infrastructure 

CURRENTLY FEATURING: 

A select collection of classic microphones. 

Recently acquired vintage consoles. 

- I; C12 Circa 1960 

beauty and personality-

te, 
S I C CIRCHS.COM 

We are the exelusi‘t• distributor of 
MAI) I ABS oneinle upgrades. 

SONIC  
CIRCUS 

A SOUND ALTERNATIVE 

6 t 7 . 6 9 6 . 9 3 6 o 

SHRLVe. AuDin 
1200 Marshall SI Shreveport I A 71101 

1-800-214-9222 We trade keywat US: 

ee. Digital snuae• 
8 BUS From the SM.57 to 

the KSM-44, we have 
everything SHURE. 

HR824 
active reference 
moniter 

Free SVGA KSM27 

The most powerful 
console made torl,e 

Speaker Isolators! 
Bring out the best your speakers have to offer 
Damps low frequencies - firms and cleans up bottom end response 
Eliminates mechanical coupling - speakers stop annoying neighbors 
Eliminates mechanically induced buzzes and vibrations in walls and floors 
Genuine Sorbothane13' the best high-performance vibration isolation material 

[7 Small size - 3/4" diameter hemisphere - discreet and unobtrusive 
D Isolate sensitive equipment such as CD players and tube equipment 

Can be used in multiples - accommodates any size speaker 
7 Inexpensive - use it on all your speakers 

BLACK 
UDIO DEVICE 

805-653-5557 
Fine Audio Products since 1984 

www.blackauclio.com 

AKG 
ALESIS 
AMEK 
API 

AUDIENT 

AURALUX 
AVALON 
BLUESKY 

BLUE MICS 
BRAUNER 
COLES 
CRANE-
SONG 
DAKING 
DRAWMER 
DYNAUDIO 
EARTH-
WORKS 

EMPIRICAL 
LABS 

EVENTIDE 

FEARN 

FOCUSRITE 
FURMAN 
(;ENELEC 
GREAT-
RIVER 

The most important 
piece of gear in 
any studio is the 
human ear! 

Unfortunately, 
we don't sell them. 

However, 
we do sell the finest 
new, used, & vintage 
studio equipment 

in the world! 

615-269-0704 
1622 16TH AVE S. 

NASHVILLE, TN 
37212 

CHECK OUR WEBSITE 
PRIMALGEAR.COM 

JOE MEEK 
KRK 

LEXICON 
MACKIE 
MANLEY 
MARTIN-
SOUND 

MILLENIA 
NEUMANN 
NEVE 

NUENDO 
PURPLE-
AUDIO 

QUESTED 

ROVER 
SHEP 
SHURE 
SOUND-
ELUX 
SSL 

TAS CAM 
TANNOY 
IC ELEC. 

TUBE TECH 
UNIVERSAL 
AUDIO 

AND MORE! 

The absolute best value on all the brands 

you trust to get the job done the right way! 

CALL US NOW and see for yourself!!! 

AKAI can  <Mxi> 
Orma -1 n niaOSS 

curl= 
c MPH e_a e_-r e NI Abie as 

DOL 

Monitor with 086 and HDR 24/96! 
Pnces relho a Mush dsccuni zincl are bone' to oninge ennui noire Fars are qtlen lo a 15% regain lee. NS responsible Ini 

1111 -€Pieler 
gibe 

tilroadical 

Roland • • 
FANTOM M-1 Active 
The beast in Fact Demo for $349! 
the titanium 
cage is here! ORE 

Karma - Synth Reborn 
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Quality Duplication Services 

esr 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 

Progressive Music 
ss ss ss lit i ecds.com 

441N 
Avail: VISA & 
Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 

Tampa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX: (813) 251-6050 

Toll Frees (800) 421•TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
Full color Retail Ready Pkgs. with Inserts  

from your (-Dr & Film 

Soo CD'S Or 5840.00. HMCO'S (n hl 175.00 

malso••• 

•INEW! SHORT RUN RETAIL RF:ADY 
CI) PACK Al iES mitts DUO coke inserts printed 

an a real offset printing press-
not some cheap digital mdor copier!!! 

jcc gis a us digital an or a phom di mockup and 
sse•11 do all Me resi!!! Use Me esira prim go a 

shinning deal on a reorderii! 

100e$489.1Nk 20060k689. .300(it$889 

pric \\\ e ittt %„,r $986.00 
opt IOU feet¡sce> 
„ger,t fer, opouft 500 CDs 

0 „ 
packag includes 

I.Ceetteet .,,pa coloer 2 page/4 panel 
setokie_Ls.i ii,enS, insert 
kia TO se,t17, 0.ik ea, We 3 color on cd printing 
lust glass master. 

,ewel box, shrink wrap 
ode 

500.CDs 
We dO it all! 
packaoe includes: 
graphic design/film 
full color 2 page/4 panel 
insert 
3 <Olor on cd printing 
glass master, 
lewd l box, shrink wrap 
harcod, 

cd • (d rom chid • cassette . mastering • graphic design • printing 

$1299.00 $1199.00 
1000 CDs 
package includes: 
full color 2 pageé4 panel 
insert 
3 ( olor on cd printing 
glass master, 
jewel box, shrink wrap 
barrode 

DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

MASTERING 

WEB DESIGN 

WEB SALES 

DISTRIBUTION 

PROMOTION 

12 DAY TURNS 

1:1 GLASS 

(FREE 
%YAK (AO, 1-.1 1..1.1. 

3rd color on CD 
On CD Films 

Top Spine Labels 
Promo Discs 

30 min Graphics 
CDFreedom.com 

Barcode 
Web page w/samples 

Internet sales 
E-Commerce 

r, , '1:1 

retail ready cds all inclusive 

500 / S1149 1K / $1,229 2K / $1,89 
2 PP 4/1 color, 4/0 tray, 3 color on CD printing, 

assembly b oveiwrap, CD films, 1/2 hr. graphics time 
no glass master charges!, Plus: CDFreedom.com 

barcode, ecommerce, web page, 
top spine labels b promo prep. 

mastering 

Mastering Special $295 
Sequencing, equalization, compression/limiting, up to 
12 songs, 5 hrs. of mastering, CD master b reference. 

Master in one of the Northeast's finest rooms! 

Specialized 

all you need $1,799 
1K CD's, Mastering & Design 

Mastering Package, 5 hours design, 
4 PP 4/1 color, 4/0 tray, 3 color an CD, assembly Er 

oyerwrad, CD films, no glass master charge!, 
Plus: C0Freedom.com, barcodeie-commerce, 
web e, sine labels Er romo re. 

real digi.paks 
Don't be cL,pea by folks soling you some cher: •-• - 

Gel the real thing:4pp DigiPaks.3color on CD pr r: . 
proofs.assembly & oyerwrap. no glass master _  

2K $1.70 each 

PRICES CHANGE USUALLY GO DOWN 
TO PREPARE FILES TO OUR SPECS 

VISIT US ON THE WEB . 

www.artistdevelopmenticom 

1„,„„„,,„,,„.„,:- or toll free 888-782-2378 

When quality becomes a factor. 

CD Replication CI 

Audio Mastering 

Graphuin 

Printing 

Packaging • 

Shaped CDs • 

AimiliM1111M. 
Short Run CDs Œz 

Quick Turns 

the 
FACTORY 

We are pleased to introduce The Disc Factory, 

a new partnership of compact disc production 

specialists offering the best 'one -stop" CD 

replication and manufacturing solution 

available anywhere. Our years of combined 

experience make it possible to offer our clients 

outstanding personalized service, state of the art 
replication and audio mastering, unparalleled 

print and design excellence, and a team of 

customer care professionals that will be there for 
you through every facet of your project to 

ensure satisfaction from start to finish. 

100 FREE CDs For Life! Call for more information 

For a limited time, we are offering packages 

of unrivaled quality and value, including 

our spectacular offer of 100 free compact 
discs for life. When quality becomes a 

factor, the unmistakable choice is The Disc 

Factory - your complete one-stop solution 

to superior CD manufacturing. 

877- the-disc 
18771 843-3472 

The Audio Toolboxt. 
The amazing DSP-powered acoustical analysis, 
audio test, calibration and troubleshooting tool. 

Functions 
SR. • 1/12 octave RTA • RT60 - Energy Time Graph 

Distortion Meter • Speaker Polarity • Signal Generator 

Frequency Counter • Stereo dB Meter • MIDI Analyzer 
Audio Scope w/phase • Impedance Meter • Cable Tester 

Time Code Generator / Reader / Re-gen / Analyzer 

Headphone Monitor Amp • Phantom Power Tester 

PC/Mac Interface • 40 memories more... 

nEe. Tel: 303 545 5848 Fax: 303 545 6066 
Toll-free: 888 433 2821 

TerraSonde www.terrasonde.com 

Available it 
Rack-mount. Plus. 

and Standard 
modeLs (shown) 

-\iter 2- cif.S of Mastering, in 
ant and I use Requisite limiters, et ervday." 

perm \ Pu rcell George.,,,, • 

ALL-TUBE ,;LL-TR -\ NSFOR\ POINT-T - 

requisiieAucLo.com 
818-247-2047 
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deal direct & IllUE 
eonteact Vise leepecation 

cc 
&smug Puplication 

eomplate Pachaltà 

Piyital ACtetatiny 

guy:I/tics and Pcinting 

I011 wriw.CandCmusic.com 
MUSIC ppee OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL. 631-244-0800 

You'll Hear & Feel 000* p09* 9155 
the Difference V 

Major Label QualitJ 
Indie Attitude 

Musician's Prices 

500 CDs 
with Printing 

$899.00 
includes: 

color separations 
glass master, 

jewel box, assembly 
and wrap 

Ill//PA IIIPACIR TH I CNOR COMPACT DISC  

• Graphic Design 
$199.00 

• Prepress (film) in as little as 3 days 

• Printing Call today for our free 

• Packaging CD manufacturing guide 

• Audio Mastering 50 CDs 
with Printing 

www.pncd-arts.com 1 800 662-4033 

The first and only one-year audio program 

to focus on digital surround sound production 

and mixing for visual media. 

1\10%2'u u • • . s. • • • iiii 

1.-8oci-661-41o1 sound@vfs.com vfs.corr 

800-363-3522 
www.ju eta upeit.com 

CIMNIRAK STUDIO FURNITURE 

1 

1 

F2 The Next Generatton 

Synergy 
profess,onal console furniture 

SIT Pre •gy SeC24 

fcr Dog/des...gm Contra/ 

P. O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 

800.332.3393 415.332.3392 
www,omnirax.co 

FREE SHIPPING on all orders placed before March 29th 

), 

NOMINEE 

RETAIL READY CDR PACKAGE 

300 S990 Includes: graphie &rep 
2 panel bookie • tray card 

full color cd label • jewel be 
shrink wrap • test tomaround 

juStt11- --er-e • 
RETAIL READY CD's 

1000 $1535 
Includes: graphk design • 4 panel bookie  . tray card 

3 coW lintel • jewel be • shrinkrarap 

INTERESTED IN SELLING CD PACKAGES TO YOUR CLIENTS? CALL OR VEIT OUR 
WEB SITE FOI" DETAILS ON 8RC(ERAGE PRICING 

Master attp„.., where music still sounds like music. Where punch. 
/0/TAL vitality, space, imaging, clarify, warmth and qualify 
omeAr- are not just buzz words. We enhcmce musical 

values with specialized techniques invented here. 

Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom-built hardware and 
software. Stereolzation, Microdunainic Enhancement. Unique 
Processes. Sonic Solutions Editing. Tube and Solid-State Analog Reddrders. 

CD Mastering is an art. Levels, dynamics, lades, spacing... 
everything is important to you and to us. 

Recorded & Mastered 1997 Latin Jazz Grammy 

CD Replication... Booklet 
How to make a superior pressed CD: 
1) 1X speed Glass Mastering 
2) Quality control 
3) Attention to detail 
4) Personalized Service 
5) Good, clean packaging and packing 
6) Dependable, on-time delivery 

Printing... Graphic Design... 

Digital Domain 
800) 344-4361 in Orlando, FL 

The Definitive. Award-Winning 
Internet CD Mastering Website 

htto://www.digido.com 
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CDs • CD-ROM • CD-R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETIIS 

morph your 
rle- nace 

with your 
kstyle 

sit-to-stand adjustability! 

leicPerierr-4LIL‘ 
call for free ergonomic furniture 

catalog MO 302-DESK 

NEED CDs? 

J 

fri:rJ pf 

the choice is 

TALCLEAR 
DISC S, TAPE 

&ice for over 30 years 

_-8C1C1-88C1-CIC17.3 
visit us at vvvvvv.crystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

BREAK AWAY! adre 

Don't get trapped by... 800-655-1625 
II Cheap pricing 

• Free "Promotion" 

• Unbelievable Guarantees 

• The Gate has the best... 
• Quality - Service - Manufacturing and Pricing 

II CD pricing from $650.00 

CD - CD-ROM - OVO - VINYL • AUDIO & OVO MASTERING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN - PROOFING ON THE INTERNET 

CUSTOM PACKAGING - PROMOTION 4, MARKETING SERVICES 

et. 

FAX 510-558-9504 

WWW.GATEM EDIA.COM , E-MAIL SALES'-GATEMEOIA COM 

boodiegi 
888.718.0300 

www.bayviewproaudio.com 

Studio 
Projects 
C 1 Specifications: 
Type: FET 6 pm single diaphragm 
Polar pattern: cardioid. 
Frequency response: 20-20000Hz. 
Sensitivity: 14mV/Pa=-37dB(OdB=1V/Pa). 
Output impedance: <200 Ohm. 
Load impedance: > 1000 Ohm. 
Maximum SPL:131dB SPL 
Noise ( Line): 27dB (A weighted)---17dB. 
S/N: 77 dB. 
Power requirment: 48 +/- 4V. 
Current consumption: <2.5mA. 
Circe: transformerless 
Connector: Gold-plated 3-pin XLR 
Size: dia: 2.1" length. 8.9" 

Sale $229.00 

Aardvark C10 Bundle 
Includes Free SE Electronics 
SE2000 Mic ($399.00 value) 

Sale: $749.00 

e • e » 0, «, . 
Aardvark C110 Specifications: 
Shielded 24-bit converters inserts 
8 XLR mic inputs S/PDIF in/out 
Phantom power MIDI in/out 

line inputs VVord Clock out 
10 line outputs Headphone out 

Iew Editto . 
_ be Micropho 

SpecificatIons: 
Type vacuum tube condenser 
Tube Type 6072 
Frequency Response 20Hz to 18kHz 
Polar Pattern cardioid 
Sensitivity > 16m V/Pa 
Output Impedance --2OO ohm 

2-VVay Active Monitors 
Low Frequency Power 150 VVatts 
igh Frequency Power 75 VVatts Ítztfi 

(2) AKG C1000S Mic's 

Sale $299.00 Pair 

BEHRINGER TRUTH MONITORS BEHRINGER ULTRAGAIN PRO MIC2000 
Sale: 8398.00 Pair 2-Channel Tube Microphone Preamplifier/Line Driver/DI Box 

The extremely low-noise, high-end 2-channel microphone/line 

 I e UNITEDSTA7ES POSTAL SERVICE. preamp with its warm tube sound lends your most demanding 

1/e . FedEx instrumental and vocal recordings incredible detail resolution 
and musical warmth Includes twoparametric EQ's. 
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Proudly Introducing the Quartet 

Four Element Class A Tube Recording Channel 
• "Elbe Mic/DI Preamp from the MOP-I 
• Tube Opto-Compressor from the OCL-2 
• New three band tube EQ with HI and 
LO shelving and six frequency peaking 
MID band 

Pendulum Audio 

• New de-esser design using 
opto-inductive filtering and 
a highly selective detector 
• Transformerless or transformer 
output 

(908) 665-9333 
www.pendulumaudio.com 

PAR 

CD & DVD Duplication 

• Duplicators 

• Printers 

• Blank Media 

• Video Conversion 

• Duplication Services 

New! 
VHS to DVD 
Conversion 

MRS 
MI, ¡IhlLi,IA kkib,. Srsi EMS 

VVVVW.GOMRS.COM 

MARQUETTE AUDIO LABS 
mile lime • se • 

•ele • lee I 

One, 

_ SIMPI 

CM • id,. 

• • 

•  
JL pm • 4+é _ 
• . t TT • 

New, Used & Vintage 
Recording Equipment 
Specializing in 
Custom Racking 
•Neve • Teletunken 
*Siemens • Calrec 
•Langevin...and more! 

Phone 510-581-3811 • Fax 510-581-3917 
www.marquelteaudiolabs.com 

Audio Dynamix Mfg., 
170 Coolidge Ave. Englewood, NJ 07631 • te l• 201-567-5408 

DVD'S Direct 
Complete Package Includes films, pruning 
DVD Box & Packaging. From a costumer 

supplied DLT of DVD-R 

CD's Compkte Padege WW1* Nu &Dues, 

1 reference CD. 4 page co b* Pd0.1103 e'er Ste: '' \\ 
20 1000 $1400 
.Piewelackagb°inxg& 

2000 $2500  free mte ri 
5000 $5000 

500 CDs for $1000 

MAKE MONEY MAKING CDS 

www.CDxDVD.com 
fax 201-567-5411 • 1-800-4551589 

CD Business Card 
or hilinidisc icor 

with vinyl sleeve 

2000 $1600 
5000 $3700 

Start Your Own Duplication Shop! 
We Carry Everything You Need 

P 

Signature IV 
CD Printer' 

*Towers 

• Auto Loaders 

• Printers 

• Overwrappers 

• Free Shipping 

• Low Price Guaranteed 

• Trade-ins Welcome 

Dope', CDS 
co Overwrapper 

Creases o pralessamalls 
wrapped CD, utiliong the 
"cigarette" wrap style. 
Wraps 3-6 CDs per minute. 
Easy so ase. 

Don', Shrinkwrop yaw CDs. 
Mead 

the  
"fern 
TOWERS 

S99 00 

il I. 
Auto LoadIng CO Duplicator 

==i3 

-Ineinican Purlication 

CD DUPLICATION EQUIPMENT »- BUY • SELL • TRADE • REPAIR 

Printers & Wrappers • Blank Media & Packaging 
Duplication & Replication Services • Factory Pricing — Brokers & Resellers Welcom 

8 0 0-6 1 7-3 8 7 7 • www.superdups.com 

•Iezcztry • 

Mercury Recording Equipment Co. 
"There's nothing better than the best!" 

•Hand built in the USA, No PC 

• Mono ¡ linkable) 

board or ICs ( chips) 

limiting amplifier, ( cornp.ilmtr 

MBilato '•••••••  
_11) 

• All Tube and All Transformer 

fully- balanced, variable- bias 

Fcr more info and closest dealer please to our website. 

Phone 510/581-3817 • fax 510/581-3917 
www.mercury-rec.com 
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CLASS:FEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 

fie Jon,- prixhict or ser, ice. lije classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. In, suggest you buy wisely; mail-order con-

sumers have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, 

as ire as tariotis gale lams Mix shall not be liablefie the cot news of advertise-

ments. For complete infirm:cairn, on prices and deadlines cal/ ( 800) 5-H-5530 

Acoustic Products 

ARCHITECTUAL ACOUSTICS FROM 
Jilt% 

• DESIGN AND CONSULTATION FOR EVERY PROJECT 

- NO MATTER THE SIZE OR BUDGET 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FOR MUNRO ASSOCIATES DESIGN, LONDON 

• Room ANALYSIS AND MONITOR SYSTEM TUNING 
• CUSTOM DYNAUDIO/MUNRO MAIN MONITOR SYSTEMS 
• CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED 

• EXCLUSIVE U.S. RESELLER FOR PRE-OWNED SSL 
CONSOLES 

THE SYSTEMS COMPANY 
RECCIONGSfl000s • M.•srcere 

km- POP • BROADCAST 

V ( 781) 982-2600 F ( 781) 982-2610 
www.proaudiodesign.com 

SILENT 

Tired Of Bad Sound? 
It's Time To Take A Stand. 

Introducing the Auralex 

The GRAMMA is a hot new patent-pending 

device Mat floats an amp, monitor, subwoofer, 

turntable or more for nearly total acoustic 

isolate, 

Whatever dence you put on top ot a GRAMMA 

will instantly perform a lot more like it was 

designed to! 

You'll immediately notice dramatically truer 

tone, higher immunity to feedback and a level 

of resonance-free purity you never thought 
you'd get Oct of your gear! The GRAMMA 

absolutely ROCKS! Check it out TODAY! 

"One word WOW. The GRAMMA nom• 
lately changed ins bottom end fin my 

mastenng studeol So much mom defindeon 
nd dated Such a simple.looking piece 
or so powedulf. 

Orlan Ranker. Engineer/Producer 

"fMT) lay end o much more focused no 
roorn resonances all the lade buzzes 
rattles went away Anmedotely my two 
recording amps stay on the GRAMMAsi" 

Lee Roy %mall 
Vanguard Recording Artist 

Monitors 

u 
, smooths out my guitar tones 

he ,oad crew started using GRAMMAs 
under the monitors. the Leslie• drum 
mecs fantastic results all around " 

JO remake 

GurtanSt. Tower ol Power 

Auraler Acoustics • www.auralex.coin • 800-95-WEDGE 

ACOUSIICS by cl Radar • Martech•Sontec.MRL • Tndent 
New products from Quested . Daking 

Millennia Media • Shep/Neve.United Audio 
the others are Just brokers. Earthworks•Prizm • Eventide. Dynaudio 

• Total studio concepts: control rooms, studios E turnkey packages. 
• Room tuning, noise problems,existing plans Et custom traps. 
• Wiring system design, custom cabling Et full installations. 
• Consultation on equipment choices, used Et vintage gear.  

Building Studios & Keeping 'em alive for 34 32 years! 

Neve Classic 80 Range • Neve VI-VR Range 
SSL 4000. 5000 • 6000 • E/G/G+ • 9000J 

Flying Faders ' API 3224 - Trident 80C180B 
Vintage Neumann, AKG & Telefunken Mics 

Studer, Otai, Ampex MCI & Sony Multitracks 
Sony PCM3348 • Studer 0827• Dolby XP/SR 

EMT 2501140- Lex 960/480(224' Sony ORE 
Vintage Neve Modules • Shep/Neve Reissue 
Fairchild 670/660. Quantec• AMS RMX/DMX 

Building a project studio? 
Designs from existing plans 
start at $ 1,000 per room. 

All new Neumann mica @ best prices! 

SMALL AFFORDABLE SPECIALS 
Indent 24 • Studer 169. Ales's • Eventide 

Neotek • Amek Big • Tascam• Fasten 
UREI Monitors • Tannoy • Manley 
Urei • dbx • Klark-Teknik • Neve 

Neumann • AKG • Telefunken • Sennheiser 
Digidesign • Otani • Ampex • API MCI 

Se Non.. St. Northrop., MA01082 

INFO (113) 5134-7994 • FAX (413) 5134-2377 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.corn • wwwsdentsource.com 

Acousticore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperVVedge 
Melaftex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

SoundSuckers.com 
1-888-833-1554 
'Soundproofing Products & Supplies 

"Full line of Professional booths 

'Custom Projects of all kinds 

litited222211 

Acoustic sFirst 
T%'. 888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise elimination. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

UMW TEUIVOLO(jIES 

DIFFUSER PANELS 
WAVE-FORMS- ACOUSTIC PANELS 

800-449-0845 
www.vibrantech.COM 

INC 

rn 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 10 years of 

reducing sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 10212eS 
(8 SX10 5') 

15 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel vtalls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 
PH: 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

Use mix Classifieds 
to reach over 50,000 

readers with an interest 

in professional audio 

and music production. 

(800) 544-5530 
Place your ad today! 

"Mix Classifieds have been pretty much 
the only place we've advertised for the 
last 12 years. Seems to have worked, 
we're doing better than ever!!" 

—Fletcher 

Mercenary Audio 
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Nothing 
up our sleeve 

... but the songwriting in our bones 
For protection against spontaneous industry related 
stress fractures, or before you break someone's arm, 
get fast, effective relief from our mid- tempo ballad: 

"For You Alone" 
Now available to review for your next/current production 

@ www. react i onformat i on . com 

COMPUTERS for MUSIC 
Preconfigured Macs and PCs optimized for Cakewalk, Cubase, Digi 
001, Digital Performer, Emagic. GigaSampler, Pro Tools LE/TDM, 
Sonar and more. Featuring audio & MIDI hardware from Digidesign, 
MOTU, Midiman, Frontier, AME. Optimized for MIDI sequencing, 
hard disk recording, AA/, and CD-R mastering & duplication. Desktop, 
tower and rackmount configurations available. 

www.wavedigital.com 1973) 728-2425 
Call for information about our new 

Rackmount Apple G4 Macs and 

Powerbook-based portable DAW solutions 

Studio Teich 
needed for Florida-based studio. 
Experience on SSL, Pro Tools, 
analog & digital machines required. 
Please fax resume to: 

(727) 384-5195 
att: Studio Tech Position 

Fax your Mix Classified Ad: 

(510) 653-8171 

"Our tenth year of 
advertising in MIX 

Marketplace and Classifieds. 
Why? Because it reaches 

oui customers:' 

—Michael Spitz 
President, ATR Service 

AN EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
Specializirig in Audio-Video Equipment Visit Our Web Site For 

• No Financials Required A lications& Qualifications 

• New & Used Equipment 

• Upgrade Existing Leases 

We Are Direct Lenders Call: 800 626 LFCI 

• 1. I .\. \ I 
• SIC Spcci.ílii „, 

Audio- Visual Equipment 

• No Financials Necessary 

• True Lease or Finance 
I ease Option 

• or Used Equipment 

I.( 11\ B) l'1101T 

Call Jell Wetter 

(800)099-FLEX 
24hr. Fax (972)599-0650 

» IFLEXLEASE Inc.  
am COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

Contact Us at Our 
ifiqr is/dress: 

www.flexlease.com 

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT: • Neotek Elite 28 mono 8 stereo Euphonix CS2000 80 input' 
•Neve 8108 48 nput w/Audiomate • Neyra 8128 56 input w/FF • Nenre 8232 32 input' 
'GML 8900MK Ill compressor` 

NEW EQUIPMENT: TC Electronic •Tube-Tech•Lexicon•Eyentide•Guested• 
'Crane Song•Demeter•D.W. Fearn•Uniyersal AudieMillennia"Vintech•HHB•Drawmer* 
•DPA •Soundelue 

LIST FOR SALE ITEMS FREE. Major Credit Cards Accepted We Buy Vintage Gear 

1111f113()Ilfi()UNI) 
www.harborsound.com 

Ph: (781) 231-0095 Fax: (781) 231-0295 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Covers and Rags 

Speaker Cabinets / Consoles 
Anything? 

WWW.Undercovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Gel your gear Under Cover! 

TRAC-PRO Color CD Printer 

Introducing the TRAC-PRO II, 
Ill and IV Color CD Printers 
Hie' Output Production 
Free Samples Available 

(303) 485-2901 

www. TRAC-PRO. cum 

EUPHONIX CS3000 CONSOLE 
40 faders in a 72-fader frame, 
DSC, 8 channels of dynamics. 
Two years old, new condition. 
Call Brian at (310) 826-8330 

or e-mail bboyd@bbp-inc.com 

For Sale 
NEVE 8128 56-channel, 48-bus 
flying fader automation, $75k; 
Neotek Elite 52-channel, 26-bus, 
$25k. Both in great condition and 
currently in use in L.A. 

(323)464-2646 
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INTRODUCING THE VINTECH X73 

11111fi 0 

VINTECH 
AUDIO 

O 

THE VINTECH AUDIO X73 IS AN ALL DISCRETE, CLASS A MICROPHONE PREAMP WITH EQUALIZ-
ER. ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ARE BASED ON THE CLASSIC NEVE 1073 MODULE. WE 
HAVE DONE EXTENSIVE COMPARISONS WITH ORIGINAL MODULES AND GUARANTEE THEM TO 
SOUND RIGHT OR YOUR MONEY BACK. LIST IS ONLY $1995.00 WITH DISCOUNTS FOR MULTIPLE 

UNITS.PLEASECALL 813-643-8114 OR VISIT www.vintech-audio.com 

®FULL COMPASS 1-800-356-5844 
www.full,compass.com 

FZIRMAIlf Confidence Monitors 
jEnsure presence and quality of analog audio, digital audio 
or video signals JHigh-output speakers, wide-range meters 
and more...1 Each unit is compact, single-space ciassis size. 

SSL - NEUMANN K.G.B. STUDER - NEVE 

httpilkillergearbrokercorn 
VISA Professional Audio Specialist MC 

phone (818) 904-9400 fax (818) 904-9444 pgr (818) 999-8970 
"ANY GEAR NOT LISTED CAN BE FOUND WITHIN 48 HRS!" 

VINTAGE 
NEUMANN • NEVE • AKG • STUDER 

API * TRIDENT • AMEK • UREI • RCA •, S1_ • TELEFUNKEN 

Buy/Sell - We pay top dollar - F4X us your list 
Worldwide Shipping • Visit our website 

512.338.6777 • http://audio.home.texas.net 

Upgrade Your Vocals 

Variable Acauswtitihc iI umpresionTM 

Pop filters that adjust for the best 
combination of pop protection and 
sonic transparency BEFORE the 
sound reaches the microphone. 

Get professional sounding vocals 
and protect your microphones. 

ORDER TODAY! 
wvvw.popfilter.com 
Popless Voice Screens 

Tel : 1(800) 252-1503 email: info@popfiltencom 

ALAN SMART COMPRESSORS 
fei--.,7r. —ea al III II 41 locos, 

C-1, C-2 & Multichannel version 

available in the U.S. & exclusively distributed by 

Sunset Sound, Hollywood (323) 469-1186 
www.sunsetsound.com 

VINTAGE NEVE 1272 PREAMPS with D.I. 

Vintage Neve, API and C RFC 

$1089 Single w,ip.s. $1859 Two channel 

gu44 A40.421 
.111- 11E1.1.11.11SMS 

14300 Hortense Street • Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

818 784.2046 FAX 818 784.0750 
www.brentaverill.corn 

New, Used and Vintage Recording Equipment 
API, Neve, Fairchild, Manley, guested, Urei 
Pultec, Neumann, Lang, Studer, and More!  
www.odysseyprosound.com 

1 - 8 0 0 - 24 9 - 1821 
Phone: ( 978) 744-2001 Fax: ( 978) 744-7224 
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PATC H BAYS 
VINTAGE GEAR 
we buy-sell-trade, see our list at 

www.aud.ovillage..on) 

(760) 320-0728 

IT'S A GPEAT TIME 

TO BUY USED GEAR! 

We list over 7C0 recording and 
live boards, plus speakers, amps, 
effects, more. We can help sell 
your used equipment, too! 

•Euphonix CS3100B $135k 
•Midas XL200 ram 522k 
•Struder A827 Marl $28k 
•Amek Big TCM $1 2k 
•CADAC 44x32x4 cool! Call! 

Call/E-mail for details & FREE c st slog. 
Triose Cheerful Folks at H.TJ.C.S. 

(610) 865-9151 • (€ 10) 758-W99 (Fax) 
E-mail: HTICS@aol.com 
www.hticsprœudio.cam 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETP1ACE 

CALISTRO MUSIC 
("--'1 All The Best ICe 
t, 410 Recording Gear 

(203) 891-8918 M 

Pro Gear 
Shopping? 
www.northernsound.net 

or Call Toll Free: 1-866-796-6232 
M- F: 10 00am - 8 00om, Saturday Noon - 6 00pm EST 

FREE Shipping On Most Items 
Altman, B&C Speakers, BSS Audio, Countryman, Drawmer, Elation 

Electro-Voice, Furman, Horizon, K&M, Klark-Teknik, Leprecon, Lexicon 
Martin, Midas, PreSonus, Production Intercom, QSC, Rane, Sennheiser 
Shure, Soundcraft, Spirit by Soundcraft, Telex, Ultimate Support... 

Northern Sound & Light, Inc - Pittsburgh, PA 

RECORDING PRO AUDIO KEYBOARD PA SOFTWARE 

New & Used, Trade-ins Welcome 
"Call every ad in this magazine, 

then call us last" 
We Will Not Be Out Priced! 

Call us about getting your 
productions on our website 

digital 18008226434 
playroom 

www.digitalplayroom.com 

SINGERS!Mtines' 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recordings! 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"' , 
VE-4 Free Brochure & Demo 
24 Hour Demo/Info Line - 
(770)482.2485 Exf 8 AP. 
LT Sound Dept WIX1 7980 LT Parkway Leonia. GA 30058 
Internet tan.vw.LTSouncl. co ,n 

Defter Than Karaoke for Over 25 Years! 

LOOKING FOR 
BETTER SOUND? 

Component-level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & 
all outboard gear. Also, high-speed, 
high-quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax:(818) 886-4012 
www.audioupgrades.com 

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
SSL 9080 J, 80 Series Neves 
60- & 72-channel Neve VRs 

Flying Faders or GML 
Contact Gary Belz 

House of Blues Studios 

(818) 990-1296 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 
Mic Power Supplies & Cables 
Bill Bradley: (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 

www.micshop.com 

Any Questions? 

TEL ( 508) 543 0069 
www.mercenary.com open 24 his 

1
 Coles 4038 
RCA 44s 8, 77s 

(0) 798-912 

Call Wes Dooley 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSL.com 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 
(781) 982-2600 

Pre-owned or new cosmeti-
cally flawed Digital recording 
equipment at near vvnolesale 
pricing. Mackie, Yamaha, 
Panason:c:, Sony, Alesis, 
Tascam, Roland and new_Te. Save 
thousands. Many new items 
have just hao the box Opened 
and never used. Over 350 brands. 
Absolutely ;he best prices any-
where! Over 72 years in business. 

Call today (800) 264-6614 
or (860) 412-9600 or e-mail 
info@car_fsomusic.c:om. 

Caruso Music 94 State St., 
New London, CT 06320 
www.carusomusic.com 

WE BUY 1 SELL FOR YOU eee-v. tom 
Linking Buyers Et Sellers Together 

www.Soundarokencom 

310-333-1960 

-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-

Pro Audio Et Lighting Equipment Live Sound, 
Recording, Vintage Et Broadcast 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR 

Meyer Sound Labs • JBL • Community • BSS • dbx 
TC Electronic • ADL • Ashly • Crown • Crest • OSC 

Shure • Vintech • Tri-Tech Audio • Horizon Snake Systems 
Spirit by SoundCraft • Allen Et Heath • High End Systems 

JOIN OUR NEW LISTING CLUB UPDATED DAILY - OVER 10,000 ITEMS FOR SALE 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL 

HAVE TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 

Fax: (818) 222-2248 
www.socalproaudio.com 

VT-2 Vacuum Tube Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

%Ma 
D.W. FEARN $ 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Atlas Pro Audio, Inc. 
New * Used * Trade 
AtlasProAudio.com 

Toll-free 
(866) 235-0953 

We specialize 
in service, 
dependability 
and price. 

Production Supplies 
Jireh Supplies stocks a full 
line of expendable supplies 
including: Duracell PROCELL 
batteries, Gaffers Tape, Board 
Tape, Glow Tape, Hazard Tape, 
and many more. 

Jireh Supplies 
(800) 478-2591 
or visit our web site: 

www.jirehsupplies.com 
gbyce@jirehsupplies.com 

Neutrik 24" TT Cable: $10.99 
Switchcraft 96 TT Bay: $279 

Neutrik & EDAC parts in stock 
All New - Under Warranty! 

GREEN DOT AUDIO 
(615) 366-5964 

www.greendotaudio.com 

M3P DAW Monitor 

Who needs a mixer ? 

fe um 

colemanaudio.com 

%Licht) (516) 334-7109 

Analog: No Limits 
Introducing ATR-108C, the ultimate 
analog machine. Field convertible for 
2", I" or 1/2" tape in 16,8 or 2-track 
formats. Electronics are Aria 100% 
class-A discrete, able to push today's 
'hottest' tapes to their limit. 

AIR- 108C assures the 'highest-res' vault 
masters, in stereo or surround. Call 
today for more details. 

A R SERVICE 

AMPEX 

717-852-7700 • www.atrservice.com 

617.696.9360 
soniccircus.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

CLASSIC MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

VINTAGE TUBE & FET 
Telefunken, NEUMANN 

AKG, LOMO, OKTAVA, etc. 
TEL/FAX 011-7-095-250-4200 
E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-net.ru 
www.valvemics.webzonesu/ 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear 
in stock. ALTO MUSIC Guitars, 
recording. keyboards, amplifiers, 
drums, pro sound, new and used. 
One of the largest selections in 

the country. We ship everywhere! 
680 Rt. 211 E. 

Middletown, NY 10940 
altomusic@altomusic.com 

(845) 692-6922 
www.altomusic.com 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 346-4638 
(631) 563-8326, NY 
(6311 563-1390, Fax 

Custom or StOCN sizes 
Our onces can't be beat! 

www.Discount-Distributors.com 

The largest collection of gear in the U.S 

OCEAN 
,ltIDIO 

'deb 6.1(1,i —e  
ss, 1,11111 (' Jll 

Phone (303)449-8322 I ix (30.1) 449-855n 
in fceivocea naud I cii nc.corri 

introducing the Quartet 
• • • • • mum 

. • • • . 

Four Element Coss A Tube Channel 

Pendulum Audio 4\ 
pendukcaucho.com 19081665.9333 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

PIANOS FOR YOUR STUDIO 
Steinway & Yamaha 9- foot, 
Baldwin, lbach, Seiler, Bluthner 
& more. "0" down lease-to-own, 
free delivery, no hassle exchange, 
10-year warranty. 

www.pianocity.com 
(800) PIANO-88 ext. 1 

STEDMAN 
DON'T LOSE DETAIL! 
The finest pop filter 
money can buy! 

PROSCREEN PS101 

Call 888-829-5960 
www.stedmancorp.com 

BEST PRICES & SELECTION OF 
WORKSTATIONS, DIGITAL 
MIXERS, RECORDERS, 
OUTBOARD GEAR, 

MICROPHONES AND MONITORS. 

Pro Tools MIX/MIX Plus, ToolBox • 
Plug-ins, Mackie Digital, Manley, 
TC Electrcnic, Tube-Tech, Apogee, 
Dolby, Neumann, MOTU 2408 and 
1224, API, Summit, Genelec, 
Presonus, Steinberg Nuendo, Hefter, 
Lexicon, AKG, Yamaha Digital, 
Soundcraft, Tannoy, Roland Digital, 
Alesis Digital. 

*Very Aggressive Pricing 
•Experienced & Knowledgeable 
Sales Staff 

*Serving the Recording Industry 
For Over 20 Years 

•Ask About Our Used & Demo 
Selections 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
Visit our Website for more 
Product Information and 
Incredible Blowouts at 

WVVW.EAR.NET 

Ask Other Musicians! 

800-444-5252 

MARQUETTE AUDIO LABS 
New, Used & Vintage Gear • Specialuing in Custom Racking 

elm peen • mu 

• • 

511.581-3111- 510 581-3811 
www.marquetteaudiolabs.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

171g 
00 

PRO AUDIO 
EXCHANGE 

tau 
THE USED GEAR TRADING POST 

Trident Series 24 Mixing Console. 
28x24x2 w/Optifile Automation 
and 480 patch points. All man-
uals and excellent stash of spare 
parts. Lovingly maintained and in 
mint condition. $12,800. 

Mike (503) 235-9693 
www.thelmas.com 

Switch between 
any combination 
of two computers. 

(Pc and Mac) 

800-545-6900 
wwwefen.corn 

ex•titind•it 

mini PC/Mac 
41. 

GEFEN, INC 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Digital Recording 
Factory Direct Discount Dealer 
• Alesis • Yamaha • Sony • Tascam • 
• Roland • Akai • Event Electronics • 
• Digital Audio * Fostex • Korg • 

Pro Audio Plus (800)336-0199 
Division of Rolls Music Center 

www.rollsmusic.com 

(615) 269-0704 
www.primalgear.com 

16th Ave. South, Nashville, TN 372.12 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

AIM 

Eno 

erm • 
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Professional Audio Design 

• Exdosive factory authorized U.S. agent for 
pre-owned Sold State Logic consoles.. 

• US representatives for Munro Associa'es 
studio aesign and custom monitors:. 

• ,-house service, customwiring design 
and 'abricction and installation services. rs. 

• New, usec and vintage equipment sales. 

lacJilotí Uptileetelà. 

Voice 
(781) 982-2600 

Fax 
(781) 982-2610 

RORESENTNG OVER 100 MARUFACTIRERS 
PLUS HARD TO FIND VINTAGE GEAR 
API. AKG. AVALON, DYNAUDIO. 
FOCUSRITE, GML LEMON. 

MANLEY LABS. MUNRO CUSTOM 
MONITORS, NEVE. OTARI. SONY 
SSL, T.C. ELECTRONIC. a, MORE 

www.proaudiodesign.corn 

"RENTALS AND SER VICE" 
Providing The Pro Audio Industry with: 

.s RentaLs - Pro Audio Rentals 

Fx: Systems - Pro-Tools Rentals 
Remote Recording Services 

* Service Center - Pro Audio Repairs 

AUDI (3 ' Wensieer House - Multi-Format Transfers 

818.843.6555 www.dfxaudio.com 800.441.4415 

rf% kudio Rentals 
V t • 

Mics, Outboard Gear, 
Analog & Digital 
MuLtitracks, Rack 
Packages, ProTools, 
And Much More... 

Let GFD Deliver 
To Ycur Door. 

15 812-GÉÀÙ. 
wnn.gearfordays.com  

SoundBroker 
, wig buyers & sellers together 

• gPFAKFRS • PROCEqS0R° 

(310) 333-1960 
www.Sou nd Broker. corn 

ARGOSY 

NEW 90 series 
console enclosure 
for SONY DM X-R100 

Check Out the 

Marketplace Section 

for New Equipment, 

Duplication Services, 

Maintenance— 

You Name It! 

STARTS ON 
PAGE 238 

Specialized Studio Furnishings 

www•argOsyconsole•com 

Catalog: 800•315.0878 

COMINORAX so° 3a2. mas 415 332 .3392 
FAX 4. 5. A1.2 2607 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(321) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND  
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
SueidAnd & Cusrom Modcts   
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

www.omnirax.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

ile
SUBSCP I PT ION 
QUESTI ONS? 

Call ( 800) 532-8190 

st o  

Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/Di/Talk Show 
No experience required! 

On-the-job-training 
in local major Recording Studios& Radie/TV Stations 
Part-time, nights. weekend,' Call recorded info line for FREE video 

1400/2954433 www.radioconnection.com Mal 

Learn the Art of Recording . 
• Recording Technology • Solid State Logic nu 
• Recording for TV/Film ' 1 • Neve 
• Music Business .1891110e,,j • Yamaha 02R 
• Music Theory • Protools 
• Small Classes "  '"' -.1 rimui-;---••• • Synclavier 
• Placement Assistance 1 _a79_Rsq_11 7- • Otani 
6305 N. O'Connor BM. Sude 119 • Tascam DA88 
rang, Texas 75039 mrw.dallassóLindlah.cori i 

Tell our advertisers you saw their ad in MIX Classifieds 
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Audio Recording 
Technology Institute 

• Extensive Hands-On Training • 
• Analog and Digital Workstations • 
• Music. SFX Design. Audio Post • 
• Low Student/Teacher Ratio • 
• Placement Assistance • 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants • 
• Accredited by ACCSCT • 

• Located in Beautiful Orlando. Florida • 

888-543-ARTI • audiocareer.com 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
RECORDING PROGRAM 

Finally, training for the 
Independent Artist Musician, 

and Producer 
5 No Ue I, / 100 Poo 

888-729-4954 
www.fheolfacenfer.com 

The Alla («enter f4w 
DI. ital Entertainment Phoenix, AZ 

I.' 
* TRAIN AT HOME 
Easy Horn - Study practical rai ing in 
Multi-lack Recording Join our su cesslul 
working graduates or bu la your an studio. 
Career guidance ... Diploma .. Li onsed. 

FREE INFORMATION 

.tudio Institute of %merit% 
11446e. Are, Suite AL. San Francisco, CA 9412t 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by bay area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, business, manage-
ment, songwriting and more! 

www.cel.sfsu.edu. 
Call (415) 405-7700 

MaintenancI 8L 
Services 
Renairs 

Introducing the newest section 
in MIX Classifieds!... 

"Music Mastering" 

Look on this page to find 
companies that have perfected 

the art of mastering. 

617 577-0089 
MASTERIMG 
STUDIOS 

sonic solutions • restoration 
sony PCM 1630 • HDCD 
CD replication and one offs 

DeNoin 
CD & DVD MASTERING 

RESTORATION & ARCHIVAL 
AudroCirbe and Sonic Solutions sySleMS 
Unique Mmeo arid 5 1 rmadown recorder 

Analog 1'' 21, and 1"r8tr - fecptal 192/24 2-13lr 

1-866 - DENOISE 

F7 sound à vision — 

advanced 

MASTERING 
surgical editing 

813-991-4117 

www.F7sound.com 

HOME STUDIO ENGINEERS 
Professional Audio Mastering that 

gives your recordings the "Major 
Label Sound?' Audio transfer and 
Vinyl specialist. 

Before you burn, call. 
(636) 461-* 273 

www.thesystemaudio.com 

Attention Musicians: 
CannibalMusic.com 
...'cause its a jungle out there!!! 

Let us promote and sell your 
music CD to a global audience for 

instant digital delivery 
or hard-copy delivery. 

Instant Digital Delivery 

Instant Payload 

Visit www.CannibalMusic.com 

and Join the Cannibal Community 

...'cause it's a jungle out there!!! 

RECORDING & DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

"LOOKING FOR A 
RECORD DEAL???" 

Getting signed is very hard to do But we 
will get the record deal you are looking fori 

Guaranteed Service 
Cal now to receive your FREE information 

TALENT 2000 
1-800-499-6395 

1000 CDs 

$499 
800-365-8273 
-since 1985 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

THE 41h CPkArioN 
DUPLICATION 

In the 
Studi 

Malik11411 

Great Master 

FREE Guide 
Saves You Time and Money! 

Contact Us Today: 

1-800-468-9353 
www.discmakers.com 
info@discmakers.com 

Th DISC MAKERS 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100+ $ 1.69 ea. 

500 1 99 ea 500. 1 59 ea 

Price Includes: CD.R, Duplication, Thermal 
Imprinting, Jewel Box, 

Inserting of Cover & 
Shrinkwrapping 

(936) 756-6861 

tea w-it 11118 i 

iree CDS T. $986. 
500 CDs 
package includes 
full color 2 page'a panel 
insert 
3 color on cd printing 
rass master. 
• arel box, shrink wrap 
tar code 

cd cd rom dud • cassette .mastenno graphic dells. prmtmg 

$1299.00 $1 199.00 
500 CDs 
we do it all! 
package includes. 
graphfc design/film 
lull color 2 page'4 panel 
insert 
3 color on cd prentIng 
glass master. 

1000 CDs 
package includes 

insert 
3 color on cd printing 
glass masteç 
jewel bon, shrink wrap 
barcode 

ostcards 
d order. 

O c ocl Audio, Video & Data Storage 
Media & Accessories 

1:$00-272-2591 FAX 650-369-7446 
ARCAL. Visit our web site: www.arcecom 

AMERICA'S BEST CD PACKAGES HANDS DOWN 
1000 CD's Only $1399.00 Includes: 
• Full color booklets • design • film • glass master 

• shrinkwrap • 2 colors on disc • priority proofs 
• Free Overruns o Free Barcode • Fast Turnaround! 

• Manufactured by a Majcr Label for the very best quality! 

100 CD's Only $299.00 Includes: 
• Full color booklets • full color on disc • design 

• shrinkwrap • priority proofs s free barcode 

• Ready in 5 days! 

ELECIM 
800-367-1084 
www.electricclisc.com 

100 Cas 
With ,_satte, 

al er 9 nots 
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Get Your 

CD Release Kit 
FREE* 

With your order of our 1000 CD Full Design 
package. 

Request your quote ONLINE and receive a 
complimentary CD Wall Display' with your 
purchase. 

Get your Fast Quote now at www.healeydisc.win or 
call us today at 

1.800.835.1362 (US) 

1.800.726.8977 (CAN) 

healeydisc 
manufacturing 

UL tr. 

r 3 

3s 

2:04 

'Some condlbes apply 

300 - 585.00 
500 - 625.00 

1000 • 999.00 

Life is already 
complicated enough: 

Simplify your 
CD manufacturing. 

USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

The most complete and cost effective 
CD, cassette und vinyl services 

under one roof. 

1-800-MMS-4CDS 
www.mmsdirect.com 

MUSIC MADE SIMPLE 
Since 1988 

(11),. • CI, • CD Fl • SHAI ,I 11 • ltA t...1 lit; 

Yneliffl R E D s  
oc=r-Euara-coo-70 www.crystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL NIASTF PING • APT Dr tm,rm • IIIIIN1ING • PACKAGING 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

4 drive duplicator with 24X speed -$ 1,595.0011! 
Stand alone duplicator with no computer attached. 

Plug into AC, load master and blank CDs, then copy from 
hard disk or CD-ROM. Copies data, audio, video, etc. 

Copies full disk in about three minutes—up to 140 CDs per hour. 

Makes compilation audio CDs (different tracks.) 

Audio line output jacks to play audio CDs. 

Comes in two models: 4 CD writer at $ 1,595 and 7 CD writer, 52,195 

One year warranty 

VISA • MC • AmEx 

Octave Systems, Inc. 
www.octave.com 800-626-8539 

Cm' 
tape1 
+Disc 

Serving you since 1987 

888.655.2272 
dUpliCatiOn 

WWW.TApEANddiSC.COM szieglEn@retpFAnddisc.com 

Are you overpaying for your CO 
replication & duplication services? 

WE WILL NOT EIE UNDERSOLD! 

FACTORY DIRECT PRICING • MST TURN TIME 

?OM SATISFAC77011 

CD DUPLICATION 
We Guarantee Lowest Pricing! 

Take any CD duplication ad you find 
Take any previous invoice 
Show us any valid quote 

We'll beat it by up to 10°,,! 
And if we can't. 
we'll give you 100 FREE CDrs, 

e,e1" 

gotedeso Pupilage's,' Supply"' 

1 -877- 735 -5237 ' u / 

EST 1967 "IF IT'S RECORDABLE WE HAVE IT" 

FOR EASY 800-221-6578 

SECURE ORDERING www.andol.com  
RECORDING AND 

DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 
SONY' BASF EMTEC • MAXEL1. 
•QUANTEGY • MICROBOARDS 
MEDIAFORM • PRINCO 

EST 1967 

ND•04.. 
AUDIO PRODUCTS INC. e  

16X BLANK CD'S CALL FOR BEST PRICE. 

m i 

CILIISITC>N1 ISO O10 CASSETTE,. ANIAITA.F1ILIE 
M- 1,01V1 x !VII. TO 126 MIN 

4 

1,MStore Ready COsi wevl.irraee":n8i8a8s.t3eelgl 
CASSETTES 

1,000 Bulk CDs 
GRAPHIC DESIGN A. POSTERS 

STUDIO MASTERING 

CD-R MEDIA 

+OUR1-STOP SHOP JR CD, AUDIO & VIDEO CASSETTE PROJE 
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CD, CD-ROM, and DVD Manufacturing 
Cassette Duplication 

Retail Ready Packaging 
We can manufacture over 2 million CD's per day! 

Lowest Prices Period! 
800-791-7464 

emA SERVICES linA,ers r.  l'us 8645 Phoenix Drive Manassas, VA 20110 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

ETAIL READY CDR PACKAGE 

300 $990 
dam, • pbeel INatt • 3,.• ‘ 4,•1 

eele • e 1.fjrael tam • shnut taerweround 

1-888-256-3472 

BALL  MEDI www.ballmedia.com A ...... 

•  

MAJOR LABEL QUALITY! 

1,000 CD's 
$590! 

1.000 CO Business Cards S950 

WE SPECIALIEE IN RUSR ORDERS! 

1-888-691-3150 

NOVA MUSK 
II, '41 • l• Nia 1,1••••11,1 1,1.1. 

www.novamusic.com 
 • 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CD-Rs - $45 50 CD-Rs - $88 

100 CD-Rs - $150 .. 200 0D-Rs - $290 
ASK ABOUT OUR DISCOUNT FOR 

ASCAP MEMBERS 
From CD or CD-R master. Includes CD-R in 
jewel box véth text printing oi CD label. Add 
$35 for other digital master. $55 for analog 
master. Driers mist be pre paid. Shipping 
not included. 

42 W. 557 Hawk Circle 
SL Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850-5423 

E-mail: infoe/46p.com 

Visit our Web page at http:,' wwvv.46p.com 

CD duplication 
Guaranteed I Reliable I Highest Quality! 

.59 
each! Bulk CDs 

1000 for $590 

LA  100 CD 
Retail Ready 

Promo Package $379 
Call Toll Free 888-673-2615 

www.newenglandcd com 

i> New England 

Compact Disc 
A OlvIsum ut New England Cigital Media. Inc. 

FREE DESIGN 
RETAIL READY CDs 

IN-HOUSE GRAPHIC DESIGN 
using your files / Images / photos 
MAJOR LABEL QUALJTY 

ONE PRICE ALL INCLUDED 
1030 0 $1250 - 500 0 $925 
DESIGN 8 DUPLICATION SINCE 1983 

dbeduplication.corn 
DEAL DIRECT o 888-565-8882 

1000 CDs $1299 — Complete! 

No bull. You supply: ready-to-go CD-R master, computer files for insert layout. 
Price includes 4-panel full-color insert, full-color tray card, 3-colors on-disc, free barcode, 

polywrap, and all film output. Quick turn-around: emergency/rush service available. 
Call for free samples and info. Also great deals on posters, flyers. t-shirts, and more. 

SPECIAL: 1000 CDs, 1000 posters, 6 dozen T-shirts : $1,999 

Force Five Replication. 888-800-9337. sales@force-five.com 

1=111Nel  0 tee Mallillata  

Highest Quality 1-800-324-8568 
Best Service 

Best Prices 
1000 CD Package 

Better Period! 4 - Panel, 4/1, 3 color disc, 
full color rear tray, Includes film & glass master. 

II 

,Audlo 
• co & Cassette - Retail-Ready Packages 
4/4 Color Printing g Color Press Proof - no film needed! 

• Vinyl Records - DITItTreieanest, hottest vinyl sound! 
Ask about our DJ Special - 100 records, 7 days, $ 780! 

• Mastering Studio - ee Charted Hils Every Vsteld 
• Posters St Sel Sheets - Stunning Color! 
Al products made in our plant - Our 25th Year! Color Catalog or quote: 

Best Service, OM-Pries ... Period. (800) 455-8555 

www.europadisk.com 
• FAX (718)381 -7981 Pair Dell Cards Accepted email: cd@eurooadisk.com 

Musicians-Bands-Studios 
HIGH BIAS BULK/BLANK 

AUDIO CAS 
ini BASF 1118XEll *TDK 
C-10  .18 / ea. PERFECT 

C-20  .22 / ea. DEMO 
C-30  .28 / ea. LENGTHS 

CHROME Cr02 C-94  .50 / ea. 

Clear Norelco Box/Round Edge . 12 / ea. 

Al Lengths Available From 1 to 126 minutes 

flÏA T _ ntffli Mandl 
  ..,, BASFOr Sony 
124 94 64 48 34 15 

55.40 54.75 54.20 54.00 53.60 53.10 

CON PAC T 

Recordable CDR'S 
*TDK OR MITSUÏ BLANK FACE WITH JEWEL BOX 
10-99.78 100-499  .73 500+ 68 

BULK / SPINDLES 
Princo  .30/ ea Mitsui. . .60/ ea. 

Generic  ..25/ eo TDK • .58/ ea. 
laiyo Yuclen  

46/ e° Volume Discounts 
CD Jewel Boxes With Trays 15 ea 

2H ANALOG 
QUANTEGY 499 $138 

QUANTEGY GP9 $142 

BASF SM-900 $145 

WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED 

OR CATALOG  All Formats and Brands Available. PRICE 

Please Contact our Sales Department For the Lowest Prices!!! 

QUANTEGY 
BASF 
SONY 
HHB 

$8.50 
$8 50 
$8.50 
57.00 

764 5th Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11232 (queTbqp. 

Rs 
CONTACT US FOR A FREE e_] 

In NY: (718) 369-8273  - -  FULL LINE RECORDING 171 
24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 National Recording Supplies Inc. SUPPLIES CATALOG 

http://www.TAPES.com • e-mail: sales@NRSTAPES.com 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 (Outside NY Only) 

Master 
Distributors 

of: 

QUANTEGY 

maxell 
FF•r, - 

* DK 
CI BASF 
SONY 
!my° Yuden 

MITSUI 

là111kIlb 

MICHELEX 

RIMAGE-

PRINCO 

TELEX 
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Better CD/Tape Duplication! 
Premium CDs: As /ow as 5.54 ea. 

Creative Sound 

(800) 323-PACK 
www.csoundcorp.com 

EARTH DISC 
YOUR NEXT 

REPLICATION OF 
500 CDS COULD BE 

F IE 
800-876-5950 

www.earthdisc.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

THE GATE MEDIA GROUP 

• Don't get trapped by... 
• Cheap pricing 
• Free "Promotion" 
• Unbelievable Guarantees 

CALL 1-800-655-1625 

WWW.GATEMEDIA.COM 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

www.yourmusiconcd.com 

100 BULK CIIILS-$99 
100 BASIC CDILS - $1,19 
100 FULL COLOR CDR 

PACKAGE ONLYS299.00'we' 

500 cl)iltS $5911.00'eer 
Atlanta 678-442-0933 
Toll Free 877-442-0933 SN5 DIGITAL INC 

CD, CASSETTE, CDR and CD-ROM 
Complete Packages! 

Our CD & Cass's are 

BEM [0:1à 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

la le le II frjr(ligifol.com 

800-828-6537 

Compact Disc Production made easy! 

Compel Ilise • . hulio. 111111. litiedrim I:m..1131110V 
Graphic th•qign & he. /mein, COMM luth•wine 

firtail newly 11•odu. I ,IV I 

You will have the fat, slammirr 
major-label sound that sells discs. 

Or the work is free... 
Custom gear. 1st-class mutts. Free broch 

800-884-2576 mmvArtmastering.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

small ad...big savings 
cd...cassettes...graphics 

(800) 801-SONG 

www.accuratemediaservices.com 

Check Out 

Mixonline.com 

W' Studio's-

3-room recording studio - Fla. 
within custom 6 BR, 4-1/2 bath, 
4-car garage home on over 1.25 
acres. Dramatic 40-foot Black 
Diamond pool. For additional 
info, please call Kathy Courtney 
@ Re/Max Realty, Wellington, Fla. 

(800) 790-1411 
E-mail: kathy@thekcg.com 

LARGE SO. FLORIDA STUDIO 
Own one of the largest studios in the 
world. 120x75 ft. main tracking room 
WI 50 ft. ceilings. 12,500 sq. ft. total. 
Primed for renovation. A-1 location 
next to food, hotel, park, shops, 1/2 
mile from beach. 10 min. from FLL, 
20 min. from south beach, upscale 
area. Priced to sell $1,385,000. 

(350) 758-2648 
Gignet@AOL COM 

( 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 
CONSOLES • SPEAKERS • PROCESSORS 

(310) 333-1960 
www.SoundBroker.com 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

NEVE — 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech-audio.com 

call toll free: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

DIel -Rierke FFUoriliSpercvtircoensic Media 

CD-ROM • DVD • AUDIO CD 
MASTERING REPLICATION PRINTING 

• CD-ROM One-Of (s: Same Day - On Site • 2000 CD-R Duplication: Next Day - On Site 
• Video Compression: BetaSP & VHS to AVI, Quicktime, MPEG1 & MPEG2: On-Site 
• Audio & DVD Mastering Suites: On-Site • DVD-R Disc Duplication: On Site 
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THE FAST LANE  

—FROM PAGE 22, WHATEVER YOU DO... 

Sharp exhibits obvious color banding 

(which the video industry calls "false con-
touring," for some reason), and it has some 
pretty nasty animated dithering going on in 

darker image areas. The Marantz has min-
imal banding; in fact, you may or may not 
notice any in a full day's viewing. Dark 
shadow dithering is almost nonexistent, as 

well, as they use a much better approach 
to the post-digitized CRT gamma-removal 

challenge that all DLP systems face. 
The only non-ideal characteristics on 

the Marantz are the brightness, the green 
tinge when you try to force more bright-

ness, and the total lack of access to indi-
vidual RBG gammas, or any other tweeze 

setup parameters, for that matter. Well, 
there is this one other thing... 

IS IT WORTH A FIGHT TO TAKE A 
BITE OUT OF THE WHITE? 

Feeding these pr(tjectors pure white pro-

duced shocking results. With the Sharp and 

the Marantz set up to match color and den-
sity, the Sharp produces a beautiful, blind-
ing white. The Marantz, on the other hand. 

with High Bright on, produces a very dark, 
muddy rose-beige, delivering significantly 

less light than the Sharp. 

And, if you turn off the Marantz's High 

Bright, you get even less light, and the color 
changes to champagne. Pretty dismal. 

And this is visible in images with por-

tions approaching an IRE of 100. While 

the Sharp makes a beautiful white, the 
Marantz seems to invert the brightest por-

tions and replace them with a sort of pos-
terized pinkish-brown, almost as if one 
had selected the white with the magic 
wand in PhotoShop and poured the new 

darker color into the selection. 
It is important to note that in order to 

get the Marantz to match the Sharp, I had 
to turn the Marantz's contrast all the way 

up to 100. Marantz has since informed me 

that this is basically illegal, and that if you 
use a contrast setting of 86 or above, pure 

white can "invert." This is exactly what the 

old LCD projectors do. And, sure enough, 
this seems to be the case, making this 
problem avoidable. 

I would like to see a slider or multi-
position selector on the Marantz instead 

of the High Bright on/off switch, and an-
other control to suppress the green, even 

though I am sure it would sacrifice some 
brightness. 

BUT WAIT! INSIGHT WAS GAINED BY 
LOOKING AGAIN 

Al the \ civ LN minute (well, three w ceiss 

celer the very last minute), I took all this 

gear to a video tweeze shop to try differ-
ent projection screens. We tried a new 

specialty technology screen with a gain of 

2.5—normally considered insane for LCD 
or DLP—and here's what happened: 

The Sharp went very flat; it lost life and 
depth, and its limited ability to make black 
became a real problem. 

But the Marantz went crazy! Good 

crazy. With this screen, I was able to turn 

off the High Bright and still get the bright-
ness I wanted. And this produced a very 

g(x)d, color-correct image. It was, to use 

an overused term, stunning. This setup is, 
without a doubt, the nicest, most impres-

sive, most thrilling personal projection 
system I have ever seen, at any price. And 

I learned that the screen is as important 
as the projector. 

My conclusion and advice concerning 
the Marantz DLP projector? Buy this ma-
chine. I did. 

THE FREAK SHOW OF VIDEO 

DISPLAYS: PLASMA 

And now, boys and girls, in keeping 
with the theme this issue, I offer the re-

sults of over one full month of evaluat-

ing and comparing plasma display pan-
els. It was a dirty job, but somebody 

had to do it. 

I played with just about every 50-inch 
plasma made. I chose to kx)k only at 50-

inch panels, because the 42-inchers are 
just t(() small to impress the locals, and at 
1,280x768, some of the 50s can actually 

directly display 720p ( in theory). 
It didn't take long to determine that 

only one panel was advanced enough to 
be worth bringing in for further testing. It 
should be noted that there are several 

models of 50-inch plasmas from both Pi-

oneer and Sharp, and they are function-

ally identical. Pioneer provides the actual 
plasma panels, and Sharp provides the 
electronics. They are painted different col-

ors and framed a bit differently, but they 
are the same. 
I chose to review a Pioneer, as they 

have a knowledgeable and infinitely help-

ful tech support division that happily tol-
erated weeks of total geeky interrogation. 

The Pioneer PDP-503CMX industrial 
plasma display showed up at my studio 

a month ago. When it arrived, I realized 
that it is friggin' huge! In the store, it 
looked kind of big, but in the control 
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THE FAST LANE  

room, it is serioudy big. 
So here are my first impressions. First, 

it's huge. Next, it is so bright that it hurts. 

And it makes white. I had no idea that my 
reference Sony TV made a sort of dim 

gray-green for white until this thing 

showed up. 
I should note here that no current 

plasma can make black. But the Pioneer 

makes a Far better black than any other 

plasma that I have seen, with the excep-
tion of the Panasonic PT-50PD3. 

The Panasonic apparently uses the 

magical Plasmaco display, known for its 
ability to produce unbelievable blacks. 

But...the Panasonic doesn't have the 
punch of the Pioneer, and, more impor-

tantly, it has an 8-bit display. 

Do not buy any 8-bit processed/dis-

play device. The banding and dancing 

dither will make you very unhappy, very 
fast. In fact, these two performance limi-
tations, being only 8-bit and not making 

black, are what have made me pass on all 

plasmas since they were invented. 
So, the Pioneer is just a bit milky next 

to the Sony reference TV, but other than 
that, it is impressive. I repeat: It is im-

pressive. And it is, are you ready? Ten bits. 
And it shows! 

JUST THE FAX, MA'AM, JUST THE FAX 

So how is this Pioneer? People who wan-
dered in while I was testing invariably 
stayed, with jaws dropped, for as long as 
I let them. Everybody was impressed. Of 
course, there is a considerable letsons 
factor involved. It's just plain cool to see 

a picture of this quality and brightness 
happily moving around on a huge, to-

tally flat, 4-inch-thick slab. This ain't your 

father's LCD. 
And the details? Well, I'll just point out 

the hardcore highlights that should matter 

to any of our readers who may be con-

sidering such a device. 

Geometry is, of course, perfect. And 
convergence? There is no convergence. 

And plasmas are immune to magnetic 
fields. It did require a good bit of setup, 

mostly to get gamma, color tracking, 

white balance and black thresholds right. 
The display overscans S-video feeds 

too much for my taste, and there are no 

adjustments for this. 
Gray-scale linearity is fair. Mid to mid-

light grays have a mild mint-green tint. And, 
surprisingly, color purity is not great. When 

displaying a white screen, the Pioneer ex-
hibited a noticeable pink tinge along the 

top and bottom edges, with a green cast in 

the center. This also appears with a mid-

gray test signal. But the truth is, you don't 

really see these things until you run tests for 
them. The gray-scale tint is completely in-
visible to me with real program material, 

even though I know it's there. 
You will not like this panel on typi-

cal cable feed. It shows every bit of 
noise, every herringbone line of RF in-
terference, and hest of all, it clearly dis-
plays, for your viewing pleasure, every 

single MPEG compression artifact. On 

Comcast (my local cable provider), The 

Simpsons, which I never watch hut use 
only as a dynamic chroma saturation 

and color crawl test about once a week, 
is so riddled with giant, glaring MPEG ar-

tifacts that it is unwatchable, while the 
same feed on the reference 36-inch Sony 

is just fine. 

In other words, had signals will look 
worse (a lot worse) than you are used to, 
while good signals will look considerably 

better. In fact, they look amazing. 
There are three reasons for this. First, 

the Pioneer's unique closed-cell plasma 
technology has enough resolution to 

show how freaking laine NTSC is, espe-
cially considering how much they digitally 

compress video these days. But this saine 

resolution shows just how much clean 
data there is in a good HD-ry or even 
DVD feed. 

Did you know that there are only two 

true digital display technologies available 

on Earth? DLP and plasma. And though 
LCDs have fixed pixels and are digitally 
driven, the slow crystals actually integrate 

the data clock, creating a continuous ana-
log light valve. LCDs actually have analog 

pixels. 
So, the second reason is that, being 

truly digital, each pixel must be driven to 
some finite word length. And all panels 

apply at least some dither. Reason three? 

All panels scale to their native resolution. 
Any noise or dancing MPEG blocks pres-

ent in the feed will l(x)k much worse af-

ter they have been resampled, dithered 
and finally scaled. Believe me. 

Without a doubt, the worst thing about 

any plasma is its scaler. For some un-
known reason, they don't seem to put 

S10,000 scalers in $ 15,000 plasmas. Go 

figure. 
The Pioneer allows several 480p im-

age sizes and a special, direct-mapped 
Dot-By-Dot mode. Everything but this 

Dot-By-Dot mode uses the internal 

scaler and is soft. Too soft. And to make 
things worse, these low-cost integrated 

scalers add a slight milky overcast. 
But the Dot-By-Dot mode maps the 
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pixels directly onto a 1:1, 640x480 area in 
the middle of the screen. This mode is so 

sharp and clear that it hurts. Detail far ex-
ceeds...well, anything, and it is shocking. 

This reveals what the panel itself is capa-
ble of when it is not hampered by the in-

ternal Sharp scaler. 

THE MANY MYSTERIES OF LIFE—AND 

A COUPLE OF ANSWERS 
There are a few mysteries about the Pio-

neer PDP-503CMX. 
The weirdest of the unanswered ques-

tions is that, although last year's 502 
locked to input frequency, the new 503 is 

alums running a vertical frequency of 70 
Hz. This is a terrible decision. It produces 

a nauseating ripple on pans and zooms 
when the panel is being fed a solid (and 
correct) 60 Hz, as from a Faroudja. I have 

written Pioneer a strong letter pleading for 

an update to fix this, and have been told 
that it may be technically possible. We 

shall see. 
Also with the Faroudja, there are thin, 

horizontal black stripes in moving white 
areas such as headlights or Olympic 

snow. I have no clue what the panel is 
doing to cause this, but it does. 

And why isn't the plasma's native res-

olution 1,280x720, as one would expect 
for HDTV application? Well, this mystery 

has a resolution (pun intended, sorry). It 
turns out that Pioneer thinks that more 

people will be using it with a PC than for 
HDTV. Minnim. 

I want my direct-mapped HDTV. I 
want a user mode where the panel sim-

ply bypasses everything, like in its PC 
Dot-For-Dot mode, but for any input. 

That way, I could feed it 720p, and the 
pixels would cleanly map with no scaling. 
Yes, there would he 24 tiny lines of black 
above and below the image, but the im-

age itself would be as impressive as it 
gets. And besides, there is usually some 
mask above and below most wide-format 

films on a 16:9 screen anyway. The mys-
tery here is why they would pass on 

something so simple (and free) that 
would make everyone hock their cars to 

buy this thing. 
So, with all this bitching and moaning 

sprinkled with random accolades, what's 

the overall verdict? Is the best plasma dis-
play available ready for prime time, ready 
for me to part with my hard-earned cash? 

Well, I bought one of these today too. 

AND SO WE BRING THIS TO AN END 

Not really. Next month, in pail three of this 

two-part column, I will wrap it up by exam-

ining the other two critical components in a 
video display chain: screens and line dou-

bler/scalers. Each of these is as critical as the 
actual display device, so my report on the 

state of private theater technology (for your 
studio, of course, not your home) would be 

incomplete if I ignored them. 
Now, I know that I've been talking 

about video for two months in an audio 

mag, but pro audio and video have con-
verged. You know that. And I don't want 
those of you who might need this data to 

be forced to wade through all the con-
sumer home video mags and try to sort 
out the real meaning of pleasant, politi-

cally correct reviews that praise the 
strengths and hide the weaknesses of the 
gear that their own advertisers make. 

So, let me do my not-so-politically-cor-

rect, hard-ass video gear review one more 
month, and you will be armed with what 

it took me three months to learn. • 

SSC's eyes are tired. He threatens that next 
month's column will be in 72-point text, 

allowing only 37 words to fit. 
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INSIDER AUDIO  

—FROM PAGE 26, SON OF GRUMPMEIER 

garages full of old electronic junk, but my 
dad says it'll all come back some day as 
"vintage" shit and we can sell it for big 
bucks on Digibid. But me and my friends 
used to play in it, climbing all around get-
tin' wires in our ears and stuff. And I re-
membered there was this Howdy Doody 
& Clarabelle record player in there, down 
on the bottom, and I dug it out, and it still 
worked, sort of. I mean, it sent off a few 
sparks, but the turntable moved. Anyway, 
it turns out that record we were flipping 
was a symphony by this guy Beethoven, 
conducted by this wild dude named 
Toscavetskakowski. Or something like 
that. And I just really dug it. 
So, of course, you sampled it. Were there 
any legal issues involved? 
Nab, Johnnie says that all of the people 
on it are dead, and the composer's dead, 
and the producer's dead, and if there are 
any companies left that still owned any of 
the rights, they've been bought up by 
AOL, so no problem. 
What else did you use for sources? 
My dad also had these old Morse Code 
records, you know, lots of beeps? And I 
thought that was cool, 'cause I could use 
them to set up a kind of rhythm I could 
rap off of. 'Course, I had to chop them up 
into four-bar loops. The amazing thing 
about those records is that you can play 
them backward and forward, and they 
sound exactly the same! 
Besides your own voice, there's a weird 
voice in the background that's just num-
bers, over and over again, but you can 
&orb, make it outWhat's that voice doing? 
My engineer hooked up an old harmon-
ica contact mic to a telephone, and I 
punched in numbers on the phone at ran-
dom, and we'd record the voice that says, 
"This number is not in service" and the 
number we'd dialed. I figured out how to 
get non-working numbers all over the 
world, so we got samples in a bunch of 
different languages. 

But the samples we got just weren't 
enough in-your-face. So we called the 
phone company, and found the dude 
who could tell us who was the model for 
that voice. Turns out it was this housewife 
somewhere in Nebraska, so we flew her 
to Minneapolis to Prince's studio, stuck a 
pair of U47s in front of her, and got a 
192kHz stereo digital satellite line hooked 
up to here. 
Then how did you process it? 
Well, we wanted it to be really grungy, 
like it was coming through a cheap phone 
in a thunderstorm. So, we needed an old 

analog filter. I read somewhere that to get 
the true sound of an analog filter cutting 
off at 3 kHz, you have to use a sampling 
frequency of 3 MegaHertz. So I hired this 
guy who had been laid off from Intel, and 
he hot-clocked my SoundSmasher card to 
run at 3 megs, and then he wrote some 
software to do the filtering, and added all 
sorts of other crap. It took him a month, 
but when he was finished, it sounded just 
like the real thing. 
Why didn't you just buy a capacitor and 
a choke at an electronics store and do it 
analog? 
Are you nuts, man? That would mean go-
ing through at least two A-to-D convert-
ers. Do you know what those things do 
to the sound? They'd ruin it! No way, José. 

But what I really want to do 

is more classical. 

You know, what Billy Joel 

did, but instead of writing 

like some dead guy, 

I'll just sample the stuff. 

I don't compromise my integrity like that. 
But I gotta tell ya, it was the most expen-
sive part of producing the record. 
Because you needed so much storage 
space, or because the guy you hired was 
so expensive? 
Oh, no—it turned out that the lady from 
Nebraska was union, and she was sup-
posed to get a residual on every copy of 
the record we made. Well, Johnnie made 
her an offer she couldn't refuse, and she 
was cool, but it was a shitload of money 
just for a few samples. It really sucks that 
some people would take advantage of a 
creative artist like that. 
Speaking of vocal sound, what do you 
use to get yours? 
There was one of those Wollensak tape 
recorders in the garage with the mic that 
looks like a big silver bullet, you know? 
I'd been playing with that since I was 
about three, and I love the way the mic 
makes my voice sound, all thin and 
crackly. So, I had my tech build a balanc-
ing transformer for it, and I bought one of 
those really expensive Camelot tube pre-
amps. I turned the input on the preamp 
way down, and cranked the output, so I 
could pick up all that hum and tube noise. 

I'm down with how it sounds now, but I 
think it will be even better once the tube 
burns in for a while, or especially if it 
cracks. 
I understand your studio was designed 
by Bau:wawhaus, and it's also pretty un-
usual 
Yeah, it was actually my folks' bomb shel-
ter, which they dug back in the '60s. My 
dad was thinking of using it as a family 
mausoleum, but I got my lawyers on it 
and they found out that the county health 
department wouldn't let him. So, he gave 
it to me. It was already soundproofed, 
'cause the ceiling is 12 feet underground, 
and it was air-conditioned too, although 
most of the Freon leaked out a long time 
ago, and you can't get that stuff any more, 
so it doesn't work all that good. It can get 
pretty warm. 
What's your main gear? 
There's a customized DAW—I forget what 
it's called, I think it was named after a city. 
Everything's 32-bit, 1921(Hz. I mean, the 
more data, the more accurate and pristine 
the sound, right? And I think what I'm do-
ing is really, like, bleeding-edge, so I want 
to make sure my system captures every-
thing. I want 20 years from now, people 
to listen to my stuff and they say, "Yeah, 
he knew what he was doing." 

On the analog side, I have a Knave 
board, which was rebuilt by Humbert 
Knave himself, on account of he owed my 
dad a favor, and it sounds just incredible. 
I got a Strudel 2-inch 8-track, which I run 
at 60 ips with Dolby SR. And my Dad's 
Wollensak, which I use a lot 'cause the 
studio's only wired for 10 amps, and 
when I turn the Knave and the Strudel on, 
the lights go out. Which is a bummer 
when you're 12 feet undeigiound. 
How do you monitor? 
Hamanahaha SN-100s, of course. I own 40 
pairs, 'cause they're not making them any 
more, and I blow them up a lot. Most peo-
ple put tissue paper in front of the tweeter, 
but I found out they sound better with 
Saran Wrap. 'Course, it changes the bal-
ance, so I also tape a couple of layers of 
bubble-pak over the woofer. They rule. 
What do you use to make your beats and 
loops? Are you Mac or Windows? 
Neither. I don't like composing with soft-
ware. I think using a mouse is very re-
strictive and dehumanizing, and it keeps 
you from getting those expressive things 
that make a song musically meaningful. 
I have a Valiant drum machine from 

1974, and that's my main rig. It's got a 
great vibe, and the sounds are awe-
some—analog, of course. I also get all the 
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new groove machines that Kong and Be-
muse and those other companies put out 
'cause I'm a beta-tester and endorser for 
them. So whatever I've got lying around 
when I'm working, that's what I use. 
Did you build a MIDI Interface for that 
drum machine, so you could sync every-
thing to that? 
Oh, no, man! MIDI sucks! Everybody 
knows that. You get timing problems and 
all kinds of slop, and it just destroys the 
groove. I do really tight beats, and the 
rhythms and the tempos have to be right 
on. So I just make sure I push all the start 
buttons at the same time, and that works 
great. 
How about mastering? Do you use SACD 
or HDCD? 
No, I just take the output from the DAW 
and run it through a couple of those real 
heavy FuzzyFaces from the '60s, and then 
into a MiniDisc recorder. If you turn the 
distortion knob on the FuzzyFace up to 
about 5 o'clock, it sounds really awesome. 
But finding two that matched for stereo 
was a pain. 
You mean in terms of signal quality and 
distortion characteristics? 
No, I mean the color. 'Cause people 

would paint them all psychedelic, and I 
never liked that. I wanted to make sure 
the two I had were absolutely identical, 
that original dark brown, or I just would-
n't feel right mastering with them. I was 
thinking of sending my tech off to Russia 
to get them custom-manufactured, but 
then a guy in New York called me, and 
said he was cleaning out a back room at 
that famous studio in Greenwich Village, 
the one with the river in the basement? 
And he found all these FuzzyFaces that 
had been used to hold down the sand-
bags when it floods. So, I bought all of 
'em. They even had the original batteries. 
How do you like your new distributor AOL? 
I'm down with them. They're putting one 
of my cuts on those CDs that they send out 
in the mail to get people to sign up, ya 
know? That's 14 million units right there, 
and the RIAA says they all count. So I'm 
getting the first Uranium record that's ever 
been awarded. That should go pretty good 
with the decor in my studio. They're also 
taking off that little "N" with the comets fly-
ing around on the Netscape Navigator 7 
and putting my picture there instead. 
How do you feel about Napster and 
downloading services like that? 

Oh, man, that shit's going to kill the mu-
sic industry. If everyone gets their music 
for free, how are artists going to be moti-
vated to create? There's going to be no 
one doing anything original any more. 
Everything's just going to be a ripoff. And 
that's going to be really sad. 
What's next for Grump? 
Well, I've got a new record I'm doing of 
duets with Elvis. My lawyers are working 
with Col. Sanders to get all the permissions. 
You mean Col Parker But he's dead 
Whatever, dude! That's why I got lawyers, 
to take care of those kind of shit details! 
But what I really want to do is more clas-
sical. You know, what Billy Joel did, but in-
stead of writing like some dead guy, I'll just 
sample the stuff, like I did with Beethoven 
Bytes. That way, instead of imitating the 
dude, I'm actually using his actual music. 
You know, I studied piano, too, when I 
was a kid, and my mom has been bugging 
me to start taking lessons again. 
Do you think you will? 
Naah, I'm much too busy making records 
to spend any time learning anything about 
music. 

Paul Lehrman is not feeling well. 
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Hundreds of professional recording studios rely on the PreSonus 

DigiMax produce some of the hottest music on the planet. 

Now, PreSonus introduces the newest member of its award-winning 

family of preamps...the DigiMax LT. With eight XLR or line level 

inputs, channel inserts and 24- bit ADAT lightpipe output, the 

DigiMax LT is the perfect addition to your MOTU recording system. 

DigiMax LT gives you eight mic/line inputs to accommodate an 

entire drumkit, additional mic inputs or synths, all with pristine 

24- bit quality and transparency. And D.giMax LT is so affordable, 

it's an easy addition to your MOTU 828, 2408 or 896. 



eApple 04 Titanium PowerBook 
The most powerful and portable system ever 

e!,MOTU DP3 audio workstation software Winner of 3 consecutive EM Magazine Editors Choice Award 

e  MOTU 828 FireWire audio Interface 
Plug in the 828, plug in your guitar, mic, & synth and start rec 

SampleTank' 

I 2002 Pe! 

Plug-in sound module for Digital Performer 
SampleTank has taken the Digital Performer virtual 

instrument scene by storm with its rock- solid 

compatibility with Digital Performer and a huge 

library of samples that it puts right at your fingertips. 

Not only does SampleTank sound incredible, it gives 

you lightning-fast access to hundreds of sounds, 

complete with 20 high-quality DSP effects with 

four assignable per 

instrument. The result? 

You spend more time 

creating and less time 

fiddling. Import your 

AKAI S1 0 0 0/S3 0 0 0 IK MULTIMEDIA 

M Project Plus' 
M Project Plus is a lu rack-mounted FireWire hard 

drive offered in 40GB, 80GB or 120GB single- drive 

capacities. M Project Plus includes a 4-port RreVVire 

hub, making it a perfect companion for MOTU's 828 

FireWire interface. Up to three 828's can be 

connected to an M Project Plus drive, 

which is then connected to the 

computer, for a total of 24 analog 

ins/outs, 6 mic inputs (with preamps), 

24 channels of 24-bit ADAT optical I/O 

eTE01140LOGIES. INC_ 

sample libraries, or choose from a growing number 

of SampleTank libraries from the top names in 

soundware development, such as IK Multimedia, 

Sonic Reality, Masterbits and the Advanced Media 

Group. New titles include Vintage Voltage sr., 
Trance Gridni, Techno Groovesne, Loop Sour, 

Terminal HeadTM, and many more. Use up to eight 

separate outputs per module for completely flexible 

mixing within Digital Performer's 32-bit virtual studio 

environment Enjoy 128-note polyphony that is fully 

optimized for your G4 processor. Available in two 

versions: SampleTank L and the fully- loaded 

SampleTank XL Call Sweetwatertoday. 
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Audio-optimized FireWire hard drive storage with built-In FireWire hub 
and 6 channels of S/PDIF digital I/O - all on the 

computer's single built-in FireWire bus. Backed by 

Glyph's legendary service and support, M Project 

drives are the only MOTU-approved drives for MOTU 

FireWire and PCI audio interfaces, including the 

828, 896, 2408mk1I,1296 and others. M Project drives 

are ideal fer PCI systems because they free up a 

PCI slot Call your Sweetwater sales engineer today. 
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MotorMix and DashBoard' 
With custom software written speciallyfor Digital Performer, MotorMix becomes 

a seamless, tactile extension of your MOTU software recording environment. 

Put your hands on eight 100mm motorized faders and rotary encoders to tweak 

your mixes in record time. Gain instant easy access to all MIDI and 

audio tracks with control banks. You'll never 

even think about mixing with a mouse again. 

Imagine having tactile control over most of 

Digital Performer's features with MotorMix's 

intuitive layout and easy operation. MotorMix 

gives you all the advantages of a professional 

mixing board, at 

an incredibly 

affordable price. Cat 
ILa.bs 
www.sweetvvater.corn 
Voice: (260)432-8176 • Fax: (260)432-1758 • Email: sales@sweetwater.com 

5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 

Automated mixing and editing worksurfaces for DP3 
The perfect companion to MotorMix, Dashboard brings tactile speed and 

finesse to editing with DP3. Operates as a stand-alone worksurface, or it 

can be fitted to one or more Moto-Mixes. 

Dashboard's Locator, Navigator and 

Zoom control sections get you 

quickly to where you want 

to edit 



Peak1.0 

MOTU Elre $ii I  
96kHz FirelNire audio is the future. Build your customized state-of-the art MOTU system today. 

TIA-50 Tube leveler, Soft Knee Compressor TD- 100 Instrument pre-amp and Tube Direct Box 
Add the warm sound of classic Summit Audio compression to your Digital 

Performer recordings with the TLA-50 Tube Leveling Amplifier, the newest 

offering from the first name in vacuum tube processing. This single channel 

tube leveling amp will warm your signals like nothing else. Add the warmth of 

that classic Summit Audio tube sound 
@ 

Summit Audio Inc. to your MOTU 896 at an unreal price. 

BIAS Peak 3.0 for Mac OS 9 and X, is the ultimate 

editing, processing, and mastering companion for 

Digital Performer! Peak gives you lightning fast 

nondestructive waveform editing with support for 

audio files up to 32 bits arid 10 MHz, including 24-

bit/96kHz files. Unlimited Undo/Redo gives you the 

freedom to work creatively. Select an audio region 

in DP, choose the "Use External 

Waveform Editor" command, 

and instantly switch into 

Peak! Peak's sophisticated 

options for on-the-fly 

marker, region and loop creation 

are simply unparalleled. 

bias 
sound creative 

AD-16 and DA-16 
Apogee's AD- 16 ND and DA-16 D/A each offer 16 

channels of the highest quality digital audio 

conversion that only Apogee can provide - including 

24-bit resolution at sample iates up to 96 kHz. Both 

converters offer industry-standard interfacing and 

simple connection to your MOTU rig. The AD-16 

includes ADAT optical I/O, plus optional TDIF or 

îài 

The new TD- 100 instrument preamp and tube direct box features a hybrid 

signal path utilizing both a discrete solid state output device and a 12AX7A/ECC83 

vacuum tube to give your musical instruments the clarity of class A sound with 

the richness and warmth of vacuum tubes all in a half rack space. Perfect for 

both live and studio use, connects easily to your MOTU 896 or other I/O and 

instantly gives your audio recordings that Summit Audic warmth and quality. 

le Summit for every° 
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TUBE DIRECT 
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Advanced DSP and looping 

tools include Convolve, 

Repair clicks, Loop Tuner", 

Loop Surfer, Loop It" and 

Guess TempoTm and more. 

Process thousands of files, Built fur Mac OS X 

or just a few, using Peak's 

batch processor. Peak directly 

supports all MOTU audio interfaces and includes 

Roxio Toast' Lite CD for burning your own redbook 

audio CDs directly from Peak's powerful playlists. 

Create web or multimedia content for export with 

multiple file formats, including Apple's GuickTime. 

Advanced waveform editing and mastering I 

16-channel analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters 
AES/EBU cards. The DA-16 includes ADAT optical, 

TDIF and AES/EBU built-in. The AD- 16 includes 

Apogee's unique Soft Limit process for maximum 

digital level without overs, while the DA-16 employs 

a powerful new clocking system that can remove 

jitter from incoming clock and 

data for a pure, pristine, analcg out for mixing or 

monitoring. Call Sweetwater today and ask about 

Apogee's AD- 16 and DA-16, the ultimate high-end 

solution for your MOTU system. 

music technology direct„ 



1-Gigahertz Dual-processor "QuickSilver" G4 Desktop 
Supports 128 Digital Performer tracks with 8-band EQ and dynamics on every trac 

MOTU DP3 audio workstation software 
with full surround production up to 10 2, REX2 file import and unlimited undo/redo 

MOTU 896 96kHz FireWire audio interface 
Provides 18 simultaneous channels of I/O expandable to 72 channels (up to four 896's on one FireWire bus) 

Apple Macintosh G4 
You are looking at the most powerful native audio 

workstation on the planet, bar none. The staggering 

performance of Apple's 1-gigahertz dual-processor 

64 desktop turbo-charges your Digital Performer 

studio with processing bandwidth of super-

computing proportions. Even more staggering is 

The computer of choice for professional audio 

how affordable it is. If you've been thinking about 

upgrading your system, consider this: if you currently 

have a 63/500 Power Mac, the dual 1-gig G4 will 

quadruple the size and capability of your Digital 

performer virtual studio, thanks to Digital Performer's 

fully symmetrical dual- processor support. 

SAC-2K controller 
Precision touch-sensitive automated worksurface 
With the most complete support for Digital Performer currently available, 

the Radikal Technologies SAC-2K sets a new standard for hands-on control 

of Digital Performer with a custom plug-in for DP and easy, one-touch access to 

every element of the recording process in Digital Performer with responsive, touch-

sensitive automated controls. Within minutes, you'll achieve a whole new level of 

interaction and creativitythatyou neverthought possible with fader groups, mix automation, 

plug-in automation (up to 12 parameters at once), window sets, transport control with 

jog/shuttle, input/output routing, voice assignments, solos, mutes, track-arming... it's all just one 

touch away. The SAC-2K will make you feel like you're sitting in front of a fully automated large-format 

mixing console, but without the bloated size and massive price tag. The SAC-2K is your all-access pass to 

the world of Digital Performer-based recording, editing, arranging, mixing, processing and mastering. 

This system is so powerful, our bench tests sho 

that it can run 120tracks of audio, each with 8 bands 

of fully parametric EQ and dynamics processing on 

every track—all processed in immaculate 32- bit 

floating point glory. Imagine what it would feel like 

to have that kind of power at your fingertips... 

www.sweetwatencom 
Voice: (260)432-8176 • Fax: (260) 432-1758 • Email: salesâsweetwatercom 

5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 



Steinberg WaveLab 

Editing and Mastering Tips 

W
aveLab has been with us for 
quite some time and has 
evolved into quite a powerful 

and popular digital editing and mastering 
software package. Having used it since its 
introduction, and having taken it through 
hundreds of mastering, re-mastering, 
restoration projects, editing sessions, 
tossed CD-Rs and consultations with the 
programmers, I've come up with some 
tips and techniques for mastering and ed-
iting in WaveLab. 

MASTERING 
To get the best results, follow these sim-
ple rules: In Preferences (Ctrl P), under the 
File tab, set your temporary files to 24-bit. 
Processing is slightly slower and uses 
more disk space, but it will result in bet-
ter sound quality when you apply addi-
tional processing to the audio material. Set 
your temporary files folder to a location 
on a different hard drive than the one 
where you store your main files; by using 
two different drives, you can double the 
processing speed. 

PREPARING AUDIO FOR EDITING 
First, eliminate DC offset. Apply this func-
tion first to the entire file before any pro-

cessing. A DC offset is problematic for two 
reasons: It affects where the zero crossings 
appear and, hence, the smoothness of your 
edits; and your plug-ins will not work op-
timally when performed on files with a DC 
offset. Next, normalize. Set to 0 or -1 dB, 
but keep it consistent for all the files that 
you are mastering. Then trim ends to zero 
crossing points. WaveLab can automatical-
ly search for zero crossings so that the se-
lection begins and ends at a zero crossing. 
To set this default, activate Snap to Zero 
Crossing: Select Preferences from the Op-
tions menu, click on the Editing tab and fill 
out the Snap to Zero crossing options. 

THE MASTER SECTION 
Place the Loudness Maximizer or any oth-
er mastering limiter maximizing plug-in last 
in the chain; this keeps everything from go-
ing past O db while setting up. Now, what 
comes before is primarily up to you, but I 

recommend this: You want 
your Maximizer to work as ef-
ficiently as possible. So, obvi-
ously, your EQs and multiband 
compressors must come before 
it. Eliminate unwanted sub-son-
ic frequencies in particular, and 
you will notice that you will get 
more amplitude and a cleaner 
sound. If you use a curve-ana-
lyzing software, like Freefilter, 
then place it first and multi-
bands next. Also, I don't recom-
mend morphing your curves 
much more than 50%. 

WaveLab 4.0: The main screen 

MONITORING GAIN 
Gain structure is vital for a clean, lots-of-
headroom sound. An important and over-
looked tool is the Mon button in the Mas-
ter Section window. It is crucial in digital 
mastering that you avoid clipping. When 
Mon is activated for an effect slot, the out-
puts of that effect are assigned to the Clip 
indicators and meters. Note: To reset the 
Master Section's faders to 0 dB, simply 
hold down Shift and click on the faders. 
You can use the same technique to reset 
certain parameters in some plug-ins. 

REAL-TIME SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

Create a ne\\ montage and open the file 
you want to analyze. Hit Ctrl-A to select 

the whole file, then click and drag the file 
into the Montage window. Click Meters on 
the Montage window, then Spectrum in-
stead of Level. Any changes to the audio 
signal in the Master Section will reflect, in 
real time, in this monitor spectrum. 

BATCH-PROCESSING 
Use this after you have mastered all of 
your files, and make sure you send your 
meta-normalized files to a new folder. 
Never overwrite; the purpose of the plug-
in is to apply the same and maximum pos-
sible level/loudness in all files without 
ever clipping. This is extremely useful for 
matching levels between tracks. Depend-
ing on how much the levels differ be-
tween files and the desired result, there 
are a number of options available to en-

sure that the applied processing optimizes 
the levels without clipping. I have always 
had great results by using these settings: 
Maximize if possible, activate this option, 
and if the loudest file can still be ampli-
fied, this file will be maximized as much 
as possible (without clipping) and then 
used as reference for the rest. Equalize 
loudness (RMS): RMS produces a more 
"natural" result than peak levels; this 
method is better at detecting the "loud-
ness" of a sound. Global: The overall 
loudness of the entire file will be used as 
a basis for calculating the loudness. This 
helps keep dynamics alive. 

NORMALIZER AS LIMITER 
If you are batch-processing, various 
processors in the signal chain may in-
crease the signal level. If the signal is con-
verted to an audio file with lower resolu-
tion (such as 16 bits), then clipping may 
occur. To avoid this, insert the Normaliz-
er at the end of the signal chain in the 
Batch Processor and activate "Only if Clip-
ping." The Normalizer will lower the sig-
nal level so that it peaks exactly at the 
specified value, but only if clipping 
should otherwise occur. This allows you 
to use the Normalizer as a completely dis-
tortion-free limiter. 

Atom Troy is director of computer audio 
production at The Center for Electronic 
Communication at Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity, and is an artist/producer on Neb-
ulous/Atlantic Records. 
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TWO 
HEADS 
ARE 
BETTER 
THAN 
ONE! 
Especially when you want 
to record in true stereo. 

For the first time, without having to spend thousands, 

RODE lets you change the way you record. 

Overheads, guitar and piano, even group vocals the 

way they should be laid down. 

Most recordings do not take advantage of stereo 

mic'ing techniques! Yes, they are mixed as two 

channels, but they lack the ambience and 'space' 

only a high-end stereo mic like the NT4 can deliver. 

The NT4, stereo made easy. 

RODE® 
MICROPHONES 

'ADE IN 4JSThAUA 

USA - Ph: 310 328 7456 INTERNATIONAL - Ph: 61 2 8765 9333 Fax: 61 2 8765 9444 

info@rodemicrophones.com wwvv rodemicrophones.com 

RODE NT4 
(actual size) 

Also perfect for location, effects and sampling direct to Mini Disk and DAT via cables supplied. P48 Volt or battery powered. 



PROFESSION4 

Il A Harman International Company 

VERlic Line Arrays. 
Uorking In Concert 

ith The lelorld's Leading 
People, Projects And Places. 
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Collaborative %o\u£iwis Cohl0r011e0s«,- Mott12,r1 
Sound; National Assn. 01 Elementary Principals 

C,onvention; PUft Stadium Tour (SiNus); 
ShowService; Flocksound-. Rocky Mountain 
Audio-Visuai; Sirius Schailtechnik Services. Gmbh., S1)1_ 

Sound; Story Sound; Styiaaci Company USA 2001 • 

(Audio Analysts); TV Guide Awards (Shrine Auditorium); 

TwoMix, Inc.; UCSD Commencement, San Diego (Meeting 

RTE Services); University of Washington Commencement 

.q — (Nlorgan Sound); Utah Governor's Gala 2001; 'Nango Tango 
(ATK): XFL Stadium Productions; XXXX Audio... 

Visit us at 

www.jblpro.com.ivertec1/pro user_ comment.htm 
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